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Abstract
The Near East has the earliest and best documented Neolithic in the world. However,
most research attention has focused on the mainland. The spread of the Neolithic to the adjacent
Mediterranean islands was once considered relatively late. The last three decades of research has
changed this perception, demonstrating that the spread of the Neolithic to Cyprus was
contemporary with its continental development.
This work addresses the change between the archeologically defined cultures of the
Cypro-Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (Cypro-PPNB) and the Khirokitian Culture (KC) on the island of
Cyprus between the 9th and 6th millennia cal BC. The purpose of this work is to provide a robust
explanation for the transition between these two periods as well as evaluate the commonly held
assumptions that scholars in the field of prehistoric Cypriot archeology maintain surrounding the
transition between these periods. This is necessary to address the under-theorization of this
transition.
Scholars in the field maintain the peoples of the KC became increasingly insular/isolated;
however, this view holds that both the process and the purpose for this change is insularity,
which conflates process and purpose. This work corrects this discrepancy by contextualizing the
period within the broader Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB) and applying Liminality Theory to the
transition. Using Liminality Theory, I explore how the periods of the Cypro-PPNB and KC relate
in terms of migrants, established residents, and the production of new and shared identity by the
Aceramic Neolithic peoples on Cyprus.
This work finds that the entire Cypro-PPNB period experienced a high degree of
liminality. This produced a resiliency among the people of Cyprus. Events occurring at the start
of the 7th Millennium cal BC produced a period of liminality that destabilized much of the Near
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East, resulting in a variety of changes including the modification in settlement patterns, increased
regionalization, migration, and the end of the PPNB. During this chaotic period, the people of
Cyprus continued absorbing immigrants and new technologies from the mainland. The
combination of these events resulted in some changes to their lifeways such that archaeologists
recognize a distinct cultural entity called the KC. On Cyprus the trauma of these changes was
mitigated by their long history of liminality.
This research has relevance to the fields of Neolithic Cyprus, the Neolithic Near East, and
liminality studies. Towards the study of Neolithic Cyprus, this work examines the mainland
origins of the Cypriot Aceramic Neolithic, its relationship to the mainland, and proposes a novel
model for considering the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC. Toward the study of the
Neolithic Near East broadly, this work provides a comparative look at the different regions built
from site-specific data, provides comparably calibrated radiocarbon dates from across the Near
East, and proposes modifications to the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere model (Bar-Yosef
and Belfer-Cohen 1989a). Toward Liminality studies, this work provides an introductory survey
of the development of theory and demonstrates the value of Liminality Theory in addressing the
problem of culture change in an archaeological setting.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Research Context
Prior to the 1990s, the earliest Neolithic on any of the Mediterranean islands was
represented by the aceramic Khirokitia Culture (KC) 1 on Cyprus. Despite having mainland
origins, the KC shows few continental parallels. Research over the past several decades has
documented aceramic developments on Cyprus that are contemporary with both the mainland
Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (often referred to as the Cypro-PPNB) 2.
Both of these show more similarities with their mainland counterpart than does the KC.
The origin of this work can be found in the often-asked question of Aceramic Neolithic
Cyprus, why does the KC look so different from the contemporary mainland Neolithic? Perhaps a
more anthropological way to frame this question is, what is the mechanism and initiator of
culture change leading to the divergence seen in the KC pattern? This work seeks to address this
question through the application of Liminality Theory to the transition from the preceding
Cypro-PPNB. Liminality Theory was popularized by Victor Turner beginning in the 1960s
(Turner 1967). The theory was developed throughout his career and continues to evolve
(Thomassen 2013). Prior to applying this theory, more information about the context of this
transition is needed. This information is generated through addressing three general research
questions that are defined below. The remainder of this chapter introduces: the Aceramic
Neolithic context of Cyprus, the theoretical framework employed, the research approach, and the
research questions. It also describes the organization of this work and its stylistic conventions.

1
2

Referred to by some researchers as Late Aceramic Neolithic.
Referred to by some researchers as Early Aceramic Neolithic.

1

Context of the Cypriot Aceramic Neolithic
While this work focuses on two periods of the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus, there are
three known Aceramic Neolithic periods bookended by a Late Epi-Paleolithic period and a
Pottery Neolithic period. The Late Epi-Paleolithic period of Cyprus is known to extend back as
far as 11,670 cal BC. In this period, between about 11,670 and 9,000 cal BC, Cyprus was likely
seasonally visited by foraging peoples from mainland west Asia. This period of Cypriot
prehistory is also known as the Akrotiri Phase. During the first Aceramic Neolithic period,
between about 9,000 and 8,500 cal BC, humans began to intentionally alter the ecology of the
island during what is known as the Pre-Pottery-Neolithic A. During the subsequent Cypro-PrePottery-Neolithic B (Cypro-PPNB), between 8,500 and 6,800 cal BC, humans introduced
domestic plants and animals to the island. Between 7,000 and 5,200 cal BC, the archaeological
remains of Cyprus appear distinct enough from the mainland and the Cypro-PPNB that they are
viewed as a separate cultural phase known as the Khirokitia Culture (KC). This is followed by
the Sotira Pottery Neolithic from about 5,000 to 4,100 cal BC. A more nuanced discussion of
chronology appears in Chapter 2.
The KC has often been viewed as separate from the Neolithic developments of mainland
southwest Asia. Following the discovery of the earlier Cypro-PPNB deposits, this view has
largely remained in place. Given that the Cypro-PPNB peoples are clearly interacting with their
mainland counterparts, the transition to the KC has been understood as a withdrawal from the
mainland leading to the development of an independent cultural consciousness. This view is
problematic for three reasons. First, it does not take into consideration contemporaneous changes
to mainland Neolithic society. Second, it has not been adequately proven that a significant
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change in the lifeways of Aceramic Neolithic Cyprus took place. Finally, it does not address the
social mechanics of the attested culture change.

Theoretical framework
This work addresses these problems by contextualizing the Cypro-PPNB and KC periods
within the broader Near Eastern Neolithic and contextualizing the transition within Liminality
Theory. The root of Liminality Theory is that certain situations produce space where new forms
of social reality can be contemplated, and the existing order can emerge either strengthened or
relegated to the dustbin of history. Liminality Theory grew out of Van Gennep’s (1960 [1909])
observation on the phases of rites of passage. Beginning with Turner (1967), the middle—
liminal—phase of the rite of passage became a key metaphor for explaining the social aspect of
cultural change. Throughout his life Turner continued to refine this process; following his death,
various researchers have developed the theory in new directions. This work understands
liminality as a social state in which the institutional structure of society becomes loosened and
malleable. The state of liminality is relevant to individual change through individual
relationships with social structure, as well as to large scale societal changes through collective
relationships with social structure.
To facilitate the integration of the Cypriot data into the broader Near East, this work
accepts, with modification, the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere model first proposed by BarYosef and Belfer-Cohen (1989a). This model suggests that different PPNB traditions existed
within different geographic regions of the Near East; however, lines of communication,
exchange, and other interactions resulted in a larger community of consciousness.
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Research Approach
This dissertation draws heavily on data from the site of Kritou Marottou Ais Giorkis (Ais
Giorkis) for in its examination of the Cypro-PPNB. Similarly, primary KC period data are drawn
from the site of Kholetria Ortos (Ortos). These sites were selected primarily due to the access to
raw data, generously made available by Prof. Alan H. Simmons. In addition to being accessible,
these sites provide especially complementary data because they were excavated and analyzed
using similar procedures.
Philosophically, this work assumes a contingent view of history. This is to say that
history unfolds not as a sequence of necessary events, but rather that each event is one of many
possibilities that are preconditioned by the events preceding them. This is opposed to certain
views in archaeology that are grounded in deterministic or teleological views of history. These
views produce statements like: “We consider the Yarmukian as representing the culminating
phase of early Neolithic village society and the final stages of the PPNB koine” (Goring-Morris
and Belfer-Cohen 2008:260). This statement is problematic because it implies that only the
Yarmukian is the appropriate end to the PPNB rather than one of many potential and equally
valid ends. Likewise, this work rejects interpretations of Neoevolutionary theory that assume
components of a defined stage must be found together for reasons other than that one provides
necessary support for the other. This view extends to the production of archaeological
knowledge, which is understood as a contingent process embedded both in the context of
contemporary research questions and conditioned by prior research. Consequently, this work
seeks to understand the historical development and embedded assumptions of the existing
theories related to the colonization of Cyprus during the 9th millennium cal BC, interaction and
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substance of the PPNB phenomenon, and the transition between the Cypro-PPNB and KC
cultural periods.

Research Questions
The central question of this dissertation is what is the mechanism and initiator of culture
change leading to the divergence seen in the KC pattern? This question is answered using
Liminality Theory. However, Liminality Theory, as high theory, is not necessarily suited for
hypothetico-deductive testing. Rather, it serves as a hermeneutical lens by which to focus a
narrative explanation of observed and inferred information related to instances of social change
across scales ranging from individual to societal. Thus, prior to the application of this lens, it is
essential to demonstrate that a significant social change took place on Cyprus c. 7,000 cal BC.
Moreover, it is necessary to better understand the social fabric of the Cypro-PPNB and KC
periods prior to the construction of narrative. Therefore, this dissertation takes a tiered approach
to its questions.
Those questions that are grounded in hard data and appropriate for formal, hypothesisdriven questions are referred to throughout this document as “the research questions.” The
answers to the research questions are used to better understand the social realities at play during
the transition between the Cypro-PPNB and the KC. Understanding these social factors is
necessary to understanding the role of liminality in this transition. The relationship between the
questions employed in this work is schematized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Hierarchy of Questions.

Returning to the basal research questions, they are:
1. What do the archaeological remains, primarily the chipped stone, and the
ecological setting suggest about the lifeways of the peoples of Kritou Marottou
Ais Giorkis and Kholetria Ortos?
2. Are there implications of the Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage and the published
lithic assemblages of the contemporaneous sites on mobility and interconnectivity
during the PPNB on Cyprus?
3. How do the lifeways of Aceramic Cyprus compare to contemporaneous mainland
lifeways?
The first question is necessary to enhance our understanding of lifeways being practiced
on the island, both as they relate to the mainland and how they change across cultural transition.
Wasse (2007) has suggested that a key difference between the PPNBs’ of Cyprus and the
mainland was a lack of pressure to intensify agricultural production on Cyprus. When
considering the Cypro-PPNB’s place on the continuum of subsistence strategies (sensu Harris
2015), one may suspect lifeways were much closer to wild plant cultivators than full
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agriculturalists. Understanding the toolkits and landscape setting can allow inferences about task
scheduling and environmental interaction to be made. How these interactions vary between
periods will inform the understanding of the transition between the Cypro-PPNB and KC
periods. This question is explored through three sub-questions:
a) What are the toolkits used for?
Based on the functional assumptions of the typology used at both sites it is
possible to assess the relative importance of relevant behaviors. Of particular
interest is the relative importance of plant processing, hide processing, and meat
processing tasks.
b) How does the toolkit and subsistence data relate to the landscape setting of the
sites?
Catchment analysis is a relatively traditional tool in archaeology (e.g., Butzer
1982; Higgs and Vita-Finzi 1972; Roper 1979). With the development of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), catchment analysis has become less
abstract and more data driven (e.g., Hunt 1992). This work employs catchment
analyses within a GIS model and questions derived from behavioral ecology to
assess landscape exploitation strategies at the two sites.
c) Do differences between the periods shown in the above questions attest to a
change in culture?
It is expected that, if the transition to the KC reflects a broad cultural shift, this
will be reflected in changes in the relationship between subsistence and landscape
exploitation that make up a substantial component of the lived experience of
persons. If little to no variation is observed between the two sites, then this will be
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seen as a challenge to the assumed cultural transition in the 7th millennium cal
BC.
Question 2 is relevant to understanding the interconnectedness of the Cypro-PPNB
peoples. The character and nature of liminality in explicating culture change is related to the
intensity of interaction and social connectedness on Cyprus. To address this question, lithic
procurement is used as an indicator for social connectedness. Ais Giorkis is located near high
quality chert sources; moreover, the abundance of chert at the site demonstrates that it was
culturally available during the target period. Evidence suggests that residents of Ais Giorkis were
seasonally mobile (Keach 2014a). If these people were seasonally integrating into coastal
settlements, it would demonstrate a high degree of interconnectedness. Gifts of high quality chert
would facilitate integration in coastal sites during seasonal aggregation. Therefore, the lithic data
may address this question through evidence for embedded procurement versus down-the-line
exchange between Ais Giorkis and other sites. Unfortunately, the only other site with well
published lithics to compare is the early period component at Kalavasos Tenta. The ratios and
quantity of cores, cortical debitage, and tertiary debitage between these sites are compared using
the assumptions of embedded procurement and down-the-line exchange (Binford 1979; Renfrew
1975). Hypotheses are:
H0: The data are insufficient.
H1: The data suggest higher mobility and social interconnectedness by evidencing embedded
procurement.
Ha: The data suggest lower mobility and social interconnectedness by evidencing down-the-line
exchange.

Question 3 addresses the nature of the transition between culture groups on Cyprus and
possible origins of the Cypro-PPNB people, as well as provides a foundation upon which to
discuss the transition within the context of the broader Neolithic Near East. This is important to
better understand the cultural milieu of the Cypro-PPNB and how to understand the change
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within the broader Neolithic phenomenon. Some researchers have considered northern Syria a
strong candidate for the origin of the people of Neolithic Cyprus; however, this is primarily due
to location. Using a matrix of lifeways extracted from a survey of the PPNB throughout the Near
East, this work examines the parallels between the Cypro-PPNB and other regions. Hypotheses
regarding the lifeways demonstrated at Ais Giorkis and across the Cypro-PPNB are they are:
H0: Unique or represent a unique combination of PPNB lifeways.
H1: Similar to northern Syria.
H2: Similar to some other PPNB region or regions.

After answering these questions, the various factors of liminality are assessed and a
picture of the social context of the transition between the Aceramic Neolithic periods of Cypriot
prehistory is drawn.

Organization of this Work
This work is organized into eight chapters supported by three appendices:


Chapter 1 provides the framework and philosophy of this work and introduces its
formal research questions.



Chapter 2 provides an overview of the cultural context of the Aceramic Neolithic
on Cyprus.



Chapter 3 provides an historical overview of the established theoretical context
that this work is embedded in.



Chapter 4 provides a background on the new theoretic perspectives and
modifications to established theories employed by this work.



Chapter 5 provides the results of a comparative analysis between the chipped
stone assemblages of Ais Giorkis and Ortos.
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Chapter 6 provides a landscape perspective of Ais Giorkis and Ortos focused on
changes in landscape exploitation, lithic exchange during the Cypro-PPNB, and
connectivity.



Chapter 7 provides an overview of results and applies these finding to the formal
research questions. The results are then contextualized within the theoretical
approach of this work.



Chapter 8 provides a synthesis of the findings and outlines their implications, both
in relation to the understanding of the early prehistory of Cyprus and for future
research.



Appendix I documents the calibration of all radiocarbon dates used in this
dissertation that have not been extracted from Manning (2013a).



Appendix II provides statistical analyses of the chipped stone assemblages of Ais
Giorkis and Ortos supporting Chapter 5.



Appendix III provides a gazetteer-style overview of the archaeological sites from
which data are drawn as well as a detailed discussion of the context of the
archaeology of early prehistoric Cyprus.

Stylistic Conventions
In referring to the cultural divisions within early Cyprus, this work prefers the terms
Cypro-PPNA, Cypro-PPNB, and KC over the equivalent Initial, Early, and Late Aceramic
Neolithic (IAN, EAN, and LAN) terms, respectively. Where used, “Aceramic Neolithic” refers
to a combination of these divisions. Except where otherwise noted, all dates used in this
dissertation are provided in calibrated BC format using the IntCal09 calibration curve to match
Manning (2013a, 2013b). Generally, the word Levantine is omitted from references to the
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Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere. This is because restricting the PPNB Interaction Sphere to
the Levant misrepresents the interaction of the period, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Definitions of chipped stone terminology used throughout this work are presented in Appendix
II.
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Chapter 2: Cultural Context of the Early Cypriot Neolithic
This chapter introduces the cultural context of Ais Giorkis and Ortos, as well as the
broader Aceramic Neolithic within the Near East, focusing on the Aceramic Neolithic of Cyprus
from approximately 9,000–5,000 cal BC. Particular attention is paid to the comparable aspects of
excavated sites dating to this period. Given the large volume of cultural background, primary
treatment of site specific information is presented in Appendix V, whereas a synthetic summary
of these data is presented here

Controversy Surrounding the Early Cultural Sequence of Cyprus
The discovery of Aceramic Neolithic deposits on Cyprus dates to the interwar period of
the early 20th century. During this time, archaeologists discovered what would come to be
referred to as the Khirokitian Culture (KC), though today some researchers prefer the term Late
Aceramic Neolithic (LAN). It was believed for many years to be a sui generis and somewhat
backward Aceramic Neolithic culture (Held 1993). Following the advent of radiocarbon dating,
the accepted dates for this period are between 7,000–5,200 cal BC (see Table 1). For about 50
years, the KC people were believed to be the earliest humans on the island. Then, in the early
1990s, Alan H. Simmons demonstrated a Late Epipaleolithic presence at the site of Akrotiri
Aetokremnos (discussed below for context).
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Table 1. Broad Early Cultural Sequence of Cyprus.

Period (Following
Knapp)

Cultural Period
Akrotiri Phase
Cypro-PPNA

Cypro-PPNB

Khirokitia Culture (KC)

Late EpiPaleolithic
Initial Aceramic
Neolithic (IAN)
Early
Aceramic
Neolithic
(EAN)
Late
Aceramic
Neolithic
(LAN)

Approximate
Calibrated Dates
BP

Approximate
Calibrated Dates
BC

12,900–10,900

12,000–9,000

10,900–10,400

9,000–8,500

10,500–9,000

8,500–6,800

9,000–7,500

7,000–5,200

Sources: Knapp 2010:80; 2013:83, Simmons 2007:234

Later in the 1990s, robust evidence for an occupation roughly contemporaneous with the
Levantine Pre-Pottery Neolithic B emerged, the naming of which also proved controversial.
Given the similarities in time and technology this period has been referred to by some as the
Cypro-Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (Cypro-PPNB). However, many of the same opponents of the KC
nomenclature reject the Cypro-PPNB as it homogenizes the peoples of Cyprus and the mainland
under a single (if modified) cultural header. These researchers prefer to refer to the period as the
Early Aceramic Neolithic (EAN). While it is true that there are significant differences between
the mainland and Cypriot PPNB phenomena (e.g., architecture, burial practices, etc.) there are
also significant similarities. I thus retain the use of Cypro-PPNB (as well as KC) with the
understanding that all nomenclature both highlights and distorts aspect of that which it classifies.
The period most recently identified on Cyprus is a Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (Cypro-PPNA)
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component which is represented by at least two sites that are more similar to their mainland
counterparts than are the Cypro-PPNB sites.
Researchers working within the Cypro-PPNB/EAN have often chosen to break the period
up into three narrower phases. They are either EAN1–3 or Cypro-E–LPPNB (see Table 2) Again,
the competing terms are coeval and represent a philosophical disagreement within the research
community more than a change in focus relating to the archaeological record of the people of
early Cyprus. While this approach highlights legitimate changes through time, the paucity of
excavated Cypro-PPNB sites (n=5) and the often-times confused stratigraphy of multi-narrowphase sites has resulted in a situation in which it is difficult to form broad comparisons between
sites and inferences about the unique aspects of the PPNB phenomenon as expressed on Cyprus.
Therefore, in the spirit of examining the Aceramic Neolithic of Cyprus in a comparative fashion,
I chose to compress the manifold of time, viewing the sites within each broad period as if they
existed contemporaneously.
Table 2. Narrow Cultural Aceramic Neolithic Sequence of Cyprus.

Cultural Period

Phase

Cypro-EPPNB

EAN 1

Approximate
Calibrated Dates
BP
10,500–9,800

Cypro-MPPNB
Cypro-LPPNB
Khirokitia

EAN 2
EAN 3
LAN

9,800–9,500
9,500–9,000 BP
9,000–7,500 BP

Approximate
Calibrated Dates
BC
8,500–8,000
8,000–7,500
7,500–6,800
7,000–5,200

Sources: Knapp 2013:27, Peltenburg 2012:70, Simmons 2007:234

Finally, it is important to realize that the duration of the archaeological inquiry of
Aceramic Neolithic Cyprus raises certain challenges to comparative research. This is particularly
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true considering absolute dating. Research began with the investigation of Petra tou Limniti in
1929, prior to the advent of radiocarbon dating, and has continued into the present (Casson 1970;
Steel 2004). As such, published radiocarbon dates cannot be directly compared due to variation
in calibration methods. To address this issue, Appendix I provide the dates as recalibrated under
the IntCal09.14c by Manning (2013b) as Cal B.C. dates at the 95% C.I. Where no such dates are
available, or the dates used by Manning are poorly representative, I provide calibrated dates
using the IntCal09 calibration curve option within OxCal 4.3 to maintain comparability.
Appendix I elaborates on and presents all 14C calibrations made in this dissertation.

The Archeological Record of the Early Cultural Sequence of Cyprus
Human activity on Cyprus begins around 11,600 cal BC with the likely seasonal
visitation by hunter-gatherer peoples from the mainland Near East (Knapp 2013). These visits
are best evidenced at Akrotiri Aetokremnos, although other sites—primarily along the coast—
may also date to this period. Evidently, the island was viewed by Near Easterners contemporary
with the Late Epipaleolithic Natufian as an acceptable place to make short hunting trips—
primarily focusing on the islands endemic pygmy hippopotamus—but not a place anyone would
necessarily want to live. By about 9,000 cal BC, during the Cypro-PPNA, people began adapting
the island to their worldview (see generally, Rockman and Steele 2003). Evidence from Ayios
Tychonas Klimonas indicates that people from western Syria were stocking the island with
familiar plants and animals, as well as investing in the built environment. While these practices
suggest an investment in the island far greater than that made by the Epipaleolithic peoples, most
researchers suggest that colonization of the island occurred in the subsequent Cypro-PPNB. Sites
like Parekklisha Shillourokambos document a further increase in investment in the built
environment. In addition to the increasingly intricate built environment, this period also
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witnesses the introduction of early domesticated cereals, wild deer, and—briefly—cattle
beginning around 8,500 cal BC. The final Aceramic Neolithic period on the island, the KC,
began around 7,000 BC. Evidence from sites like Khirokitia Vouni suggest a culture less tied to
the affairs of the mainland Near East. Investment in the built environment now appears quite out
of synch with the mainland, as does lithic technology. Scholars have theorized a more inward
looking culture during this time, citing a uniformity in burial practice, decline in imported
materials, and an increase in local artistic forms (Knapp 2013; Steel 2004).
The above summary of the earliest prehistory of Cyprus demonstrates a comforting
harmony of trajectory. People arrive, increase their investment in the island, and then turn away
from their ancestral homelands. Unfortunately, such simple narratives are often not supported by
the details.

Summary of the Epipaleolithic on Cyprus
It is presently understood that the earliest human presence on Cyprus dates back to the
later portion of the Near Eastern Epipaleolithic (c. 11,000 BC). Of the five sites associated with
the period (Table 3 and Figure 2), only Akrotiri Aetokremnos has produced radiocarbon dates.
The origin of the island’s visitors and the duration of their visits is not yet known, but they are
suspected of being seasonal in nature. There exists considerable controversy over the role of
these visits in both the extinction of the island’s endemic fauna and the introduction of pig (Sus
scrofa) to the island. There is a slight gap between the last Epipaleolithic data and the first
Cypro-PPNA date, suggesting a break in cultural continuity. However, this gap is small and
datable sites few. Therefore, continuity between the Epipaleolithic and Cypro-PPNA peoples
cannot necessarily be ruled out.
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Table 3. The Sites of Epipaleolithic Cyprus.

Akrotiri Aetokremnos

Key Dates (cal BC at
No.
95% C.I.)
1
12,181–9,293

Rock shelter

Akamas Aspros
Akamas Alimman
Nissi Beach
Vetsia Roudias

2
3
4
5

Lithic scatter
Lithic scatter
Lithic scatter
Lithic scatter

Site

NA
NA
NA
NA

Site Type

Purpose
Meat Processing
Activities
Possible Campsite
Satellite of Aspros
Possible Campsite
Inland Exploration

Figure 2. Epipaleolithic Sites of Cyprus.
1=Akrotiri Aetokremnos, 2= Akamas Aspros, 3= Akamas Alimman, 4=Nissi Beach, 5= Vetsia Roudias.

Summary of the Cypro-PPNA on Cyprus
Following the close of the Epipaleolithic, the Cypro-PPNA period is witnessed by two
well documented sites (Table 4 and Figure 3). They are Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos (AVA) and
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Ayios Tychonas Klimonas. Additionally, Ayios Tychonas Throumbovounos appears to date to
the same period, but lacks spatial integrity and has not been excavated (Briois, et al. 2005;
Briois, et al. 2013; Vigne, et al. 2017). Given the paucity of Epipaleolithic sites on Cyprus, the
mechanics of culture change in the transition between these periods is largely viewed as a
reflection of ongoing processes on the mainland. During this period, peoples who demonstrate
cultural traits consistent with those observed in the PPNA of northern Syria hunted pig,
cultivated wild barley and emmer wheat, and introduced small cats and domestic dog to the
island (Vigne, et al. 2012a). While these peoples are generally described as visitors, with
colonization of the island occurring in the subsequent Cypro-PPNB period, the investment in the
built environment and practice of cultivating foods demonstrate an investment in place that
suggests a more permanent occupation.
The notion of a PPNA-hiatus (sensu Guilaine and Briois 2007:161–162) has been
shattered by the discovery of the three Cypro-PPNA sites. Additionally, there is overlap between
the last radiocarbon dates at both major Cypro-PPNA sites and the first date at Parreklishia
Shillourokambos at the 95% C.I. Therefore, the possibility of cultural continuity into the CyproPPNB cannot be discounted, despite the narrative that holds the Cypro-PPNB peoples as the
islands first true colonists.
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Table 4. Cypro-PPNA Sites.

Ayia Varvara
Asprokremnos
Ayios Tychonas
Klimonas

6

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
9,141–8,624

7

9,156–7,746

Ayios Tychonas
Throumbovounos

8

NA

Site

Key
No.

Site Type
.25 ha
camp
.07 ha
hamlet

Purpose
Toolstone
acquisition
Residential
Basecamp

Small lithic Satellite of
scatter
Klimonas

Foodways
Hunted Pig
Hunted Pig,
cultivated
emmer wheat
NA

Figure 3. Cypro-PPNA Sites.
6= Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos, 7= Ayios Tychonas Klimonas ,8= Ayios Tychonas Throumbovounos

Summary of the Cypro-PPNB
With the transition from the Cypro-PPNA to the Cypro-PPNB the quantity of sites,
especially those that have been fully excavated, increases (Table 5 and Figure 4). Regardless of
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whether or not there was continuity of population, the Cypro-PPNB demonstrates important
changes to the cultural pattern on the island that indicate an influx of at least some people from
the mainland. These changes include the introduction of new animals to the island, including
cattle, deer, fox, goat, and sheep (Vigne, Carrère, et al. 2011). As well, mainland PPNB changes
in lithic technology are mirrored in the Cypro-PPNB, most notably the use of bidirectional
naviform cores, the continuing shift from bladelets to long-blades, and an increase in ground
stone quantity. Architecture, however, does not transition from circular to rectilinear as it does in
many parts of the mainland. Burials are infrequent and often amount to little more than discard
among the bones of other animals.
The subsistence economy of the Cypro-PPNB is reliant on both wild and domesticated
resources. Both domesticated emmer and einkorn wheat, as well as wild and domestic barley are
well represented across the sites for which data are available. Pulses are generally absent, save
for limited quantities of lentil at Mylouthkia and vetch at Ais Giorkis. Most animal food species
are wild. Especially important are Persian fallow deer, which dominate the assemblages of most
sites. Also important are pig, which are found at all sites, though there is debate as to whether
these were feral or domestic. Caprine are also common across the sites. Possibly due to recovery
and preservation biases, the role of marine resources is poorly understood. At Akanthou remains
of deep sea fish and turtle were recovered, at Mylouthkia horse mackerel was found, and at
Shillourokambos grouper was consumed.
At the intersection of subsistence and ideology are cattle and cat. Neither are found in
quantities that suggest they were kept for consumption. Cattle are briefly present in small
quantities at Shillourokambos, Akanthou and Ais Giorkis. Perhaps a more significant ideological
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animal is the cat, present in limited quantity at most sites and represented in artistic form at
Shillourokambos.
Table 5. Cypro-PPNB Sites.

Akanthou
Arkosykos/Tatlısu
Çiftlikdüzü

9

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
8,234–7,748

Kalavasos Tenta

10

9,108–4,851†

Kissonegra
Mylouthkia

11

8,735–6,696

Kritou Marottou Ais
Giorkis

12

7,956–7,058

Parekklisha
Shillourokambos

13

8,751–6,829

Site

*as

Key
No.

Site Type

Purpose

Foodways

c. 4 ha
village*

Residential
Hunted deer,
Basecamp,
supplemented by
possibly
managed animals
obsidian trading and fish
Little data for the Cypro-PPNB component was
recovered due to the substantial KC deposits
6 ha
Watering
Hunted pig and
landscape‡ location, camp
deer, fish, barley
and wheat
.24 ha
Residential
Primarily hunted
village
Basecamp,
deer supplemented
possibly
by (managed?) pig
toolstone and
and caprine.
deer
Domesticated
exploitation.
einkorn wheat
2 ha village Residential
Primarily hunted
Basecamp
deer and pig, fish,
and barley

observed by Knapp (2013), this is probably a gross overestimate. †The Tenta radiocarbon dates do not produce tight
dates when calibrated. ‡Only about 28.5 m2 of Cypro-PPNB deposits were identified.
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Figure 4. Cypro-PPNB Sites.
9= Akanthou, 10= Tenta, 11=Mylouthkia, 12= Ais Giorkis, 13=Shillourokambos.

Summary of the Khirokitian Culture (KC) period
With the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC, the number of excavated sites
remains low (Table 6 and Figure 5). Excavated sites number only six, including Petra tou
Limniti, which has been omitted from this analysis due to the multiple paradigm shifts in both
archaeological theory and method that have occurred since its excavation. Several changes have
been noted across this transition. Key among these are a decline in chipped stone quality (both
from a typological and material standpoint) and increased formalization of burials. These
changes, as well as the failure to adopt rectangular architecture and ceramic technology, and
declining quantities of obsidian, are often seen as representing increasing insularity on the island.
Counter to the narrative of insularity is the arrival of additional stocks of sheep, species of wheat
and barley, and additional pulses from the mainland. Additionally, formalized treatment of the
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dead appears to be limited to the period’s type site, Khirokitia and some persons residing at
Tenta.
The subsistence economy of the KC period is remarkably similar to that of the CyproPPNB. Both emmer and einkorn wheat, as well as barley are well represented across the sites for
which data are available, excepting the special task site of Dhali, where only einkorn wheat was
recovered. Pulses become more important, especially lentils, which dominate the botanical
assemblages of Ortos and Tenta. In terms of animals, the most important food species remain
wild Persian fallow deer. While most sites rely of deer, domestic sheep dominate the assemblage
of the two largest sites, Khirokitia and Ortos. Cattle, whatever their economic value, are no
longer present.
Table 6. Selected KC Sites.

Kalavasos Tenta

10

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
9,108–4,851†

Dhali Agridhi

14

Khirokitia Vouni

Site

Key
No.

Site Type

Purpose

.3 ha
village

Residential
basecamp

7,352–5,366

.06 ha
camp

Probably deer
hunting

15

7,175–4,795

2.5 ha
village

Kholetria Ortos

16

6,460–5,838

Cape Andreas
Kastros

17

7,032–4,610

2.4 ha*
village
.17 ha
village

Residential
basecamp,
possible
primate site
Residential
basecamp
Residential
basecamp

Foodways
Hunted deer and
farmed wheat and
lentils
Hunted deer,
einkorn wheat and
lentils
At peak, caprines
and emmer wheat,
deer, lentil, and fish
also important
Primarily sheep and
lentil
Hunted deer, fish,
emmer wheat and
lentils

*This site’s size is likely exaggerated by post-depositional processes. †The Tenta radiocarbon dates do not produce tight
dates when calibrated.
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Figure 5. KC Sites.
10= Kalavasos Tenta, 14= Dhali Agridhi, 15=Khirokitia Vouni, 16= Kholetria Ortos, 17= Cape Andreas Kastros.

Summary of the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus
In the Aceramic Neolithic of Cyprus, several patterns begin to emerge. Some of these
support the common consensus, such as the universality of round architecture, while others do
not.
First, it seems that during the earliest (Cypro-PPNA) Aceramic phase, the two well
documented sites of AVA and Klimonas are relatively homogeneous in terms of the traits that I
have focused on, despite different environmental contexts and apparent function. Both AVA and
Klimonas primarily relied on pig for meat, constructed circular semi-subterranean homes, and
demonstrated what Shea (2013) would classify as Northern Levantine type projectile points.
Additionally, their lithic chaînes opératoires were focused on unidirectional blade cores with the
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primary tool form being burins. Outside of the Cypro-PPNA, correlation of traits becomes less
clear. Part of the challenge is that comparable data are not always present and published.
Among the five excavated Cypro-PPNB sites, some traits are common across the sites,
though the uniformity witnessed in the Cypro-PPNA is absent. Deer are usually the primary
large bodied mammal within the assemblages of the Cypro-PPNB sites. At Mylouthkia, however,
pigs are dominant, especially once the apparently sacrificial ovicaprids are removed. Perhaps
more perplexing is that at Tenta, assuming the original periodization, during the Cypro-PPNB
ovicaprids are predominant until the KC, when deer become dominant. When considering
architecture among these Cypro-PPNB sites, curvilinear structures are the rule, although there
are some examples of structures approaching a curved rectangle. However, building material is
variable and there does not seem to be a distinct architectural cannon within sites.
The lithic assemblages of the Cypro-PPNB sites are similar to canonical mainland PPNB
lithics, though certain idiosyncrasies are present. While naviform cores appear in all CyproPPNB lithic assemblages where core data have been made available, the associated long-blade
chaîne opératoire is far from the dominant production strategy. Most, but not all, assemblages
were mixed blade-flake industries. Backed pieces were the dominant tool form (excluding
retouched and utilized pieces) at two of the five sites. Two sites have not published sufficient
data to ascertain the dominant tool, and one was dominated by scrapers.
Obsidian bladelets originating in Anatolia were found at all sites except Tenta. Incised
picrolite ornamentation has been recovered from all sites except Mylouthkia. Picrolite is “a light
green to olive green, massive, or banded or crudely fibrous, relatively soft rock” used throughout
the Neolithic and Chalcolithic of Cyprus (Xenophontos 1991:127). Occasionally, soft mineral
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figurines described as anthropomorphic have been recovered. Burials, where they have been
found, tend to be incomplete and disposed of similar to other mammalian parts.
Within the five excavated sites of the KC period, (excluding Petra tou Limniti) more
uniformity is observed, but not to the extent of the Cypro-PPNA. At most sites, deer are the most
common large-bodied mammal. At the two largest sites, Khirokitia and Ortos, caprine are
dominant. Only four sites have published botanical studies; these demonstrate an even split
between lentil and emmer wheat for dominance. Architecture from this period is more uniform,
where such architecture remains. Small, about 3-meter, circular mud brick and stone dwellings
are common, though specifics of spatial use and home features are in no way as standardized as,
say, in American Southwest Puebloan societies.
In regard to lithic technology, the opposed platform blade core does not disappear in the
KC period, though it is reduced in importance. Where data are published, flake-based
assemblages are the norm, though not exclusively. Obsidian microliths are still present, in very
low numbers, at all the lithic assemblages of the KC period.
Regarding ritual evidence, a serious discrepancy exists between the data and the synoptic
accounts of the KC period. For example, it has been written that the KC’s “treatment of the dead
is distinct from the [Cypro-PPNB] and appears to have developed into a cultural norm, with
particular emphasis on the individual” (Steel 2004:52). However, only at Khirokitia and at some
burials at Tenta are individual intramural burials observed; an equal number of sites yielded only
fragmentary remains. Ritual evidence such as ambiguous anthropomorphic figures continue into
the KC, but on a wider range of materials to include clay and hard stone. Additionally, picrolite
carving becomes more elaborate in this period.
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Overall, it appears that the earliest cultural sequence of Cyprus is marked by a period of
relative homogeny, followed by the somewhat chaotic Cypro-PPNB period in which sites are
distinct from one another. The KC period demonstrates a narrower range of cultural choice, but
more freedom than has been traditionally ascribed to the period. The broad pattern of the island
cannot be examined without at least a passing glance at the mainland. This is especially true of
the Cypro-PPNB. Different researchers have pointed to a variety of PPNB regions as the origin
of the Cypro-PPNB; as will be discussed in the next chapter, the Syrio-Cilician coast is a favorite
for many. It is, therefore, prudent to examine an assortment of mainland sites to glean similar
traits as have been observed on the island.

The Archaeological Record of the Aceramic Neolithic within the Continental Near East
Having described the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus, it is necessary to consider the
broader cultural context of the Neolithic Near East, specifically the mainland PPNB. This is
necessary to understand the colonization of Cyprus, as well as the broader Neolithic phenomenon
that Cyprus was involved in.
Data synthesized here are based as much as possible on primary site reports, rather than
existing regional syntheses. This is to avoid the bias inherent in synthesis. Given the wealth of
sites making up the mainland PPNB, only a sampling of sites has been selected for discussion in
Appendix III and contribute to the synthesis below. In order to facilitate synthesis while
maintaining sensitivity to regional variation, the examined sites are grouped into five regions,
discussed below (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Regions within the Near Eastern Aceramic Neolithic.
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Summary of the Southern Levantine Corridor Sites
There are far too many excavated sites in the so-called Levantine Core of the PPNB to
attempt even a rudimentary discussion of each within this work. Rather, seven of the better
published sites have been selected as a representative sample for the region (Table 7). While
chronology is an important factor in variation, these sites demonstrate a rich tapestry of PPNB
lifeways even within the heart of the phenomenon.
Table 7. Selected Sites of the Southern Levantine Corridor.

Jericho/Tell es-Sultan

18

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
8,426–7,082

‘Ain Ghazal
Motza
Yiftah’el
Horvat Galil
Nahal Betzet
Mishmar Ha’emeq

19
20
21
22
23
24

8,528–6,483
8,547–7,840
8,784–8,354
8,779–7,749
8,784–8,354
ND

Site

Key
No.

Site Type
2.5 ha residential
13 ha residential
Unknown residential
4 ha residential
1 ha residential
.2 ha residential
2 ha ritual site

Overall, especially early on, even within the strictest boundaries of the PPNB, there is
much diversity among sites. While goats are the dominant faunal component at Jericho, gazelle
is the most commonly dominant animal, and at the apparent ritual site of Mishmar Ha’emeq
aurochs dominate the assemblage. Gazelle is the dominant taxa at most sites, the importance of
wild taxa is somewhat at odds with the common picture of the PPNB as a time in which people
transitioned into food production rather than food gathering. Questions over the appropriateness
of the Early PPNB vs. Late PPNA are bolstered by the occasional village of curvilinear
structures found at the beginning of the PPNB, but even excepting these, there is still a
remarkable variety of home design belied by the term rectangular architecture. Indeed, there is
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even a surprising variety to the lithic assemblages. While most sites have blade-based lithic
assemblages, that of Mishmar Ha’emeq is flake-based. While all sites have elements of naviform
blade technology, it seems that some sites did not have individuals with the knowledge or skill to
produce naviform blades, but rather the individuals at these sites worked ad-hoc flake cores for
daily use and acquired their naviform blades through exchange, possibly along the same
networks as shell and obsidian.
Summary of the Southern Jordan Sites
Southern Jordan is and was a much more arid environment than the Fertile Crescent;
nevertheless, by 8,000 BC, the hallmark of the PPNB—the naviform core—was firmly
established in the lithic repertoire of the region (Table 8). However, the evidence from this
region demonstrates the folly of equating PPNBness directly with the acceptance of any
Neolithic Package, as well as equating agriculture with either domesticate plants or village
sedentarism.
Table 8. Selected Sites of Southern Jordan.

Beidha

25

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
8,463–6,367

Ayn Abū Nukhayla
Ghwair I

26
27

7,954–7,083
8,284–7,374

Site

Key
No.

Site Type
.35 ha residential
.12 ha seasonal residential
1.2 ha residential

Within the arid environment of southern Jordan, it is not surprising to find an even
stronger reliance on hunting than in the better watered sites of the Levantine core. All three sites
examined here relied heavily on hunting wild goats, especially the ibex. The hunting focus is
reflected in the lithic assemblages, which are all focused on the production of projectile points.
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Architecture is quite variable. While only Ghwair I exclusively demonstrates rectangular houses,
some moves away from circular architecture are visible at the other sites. Finally, the intramural,
tightly flexed, burial said to be the PPNB standard for treatment of the dead is not demonstrated
in the PPNB of southern Jordan.
Summary of the Southern Levantine Arid Zone Sites
It is no original statement to say that our understanding of the PPNB as expressed in the
arid regions of the southern Levant is hampered by incomplete survey and lack of radiocarbon
dates. Many of the published sites (Table 9) are dated by lithic association or by begged
association to the radiocarbon dates from Ayn Abū Nukhayla. Two of the sites below are
exceptional in that they have radiocarbon dates.
Table 9. Selected Sites of the Southern Levantine Arid Zone.

Site
Abu Salem*
Nahal Issaron
Ujrat el-Mehed
Wadi Jibba I
Wadi Tbeik

Key
No.
28
29
30
31
32

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
ND
7,593–6,772
7,471–7,068
ND
ND

Site Type
.01 ha seasonal residential
.05 ha seasonal residential
.03 ha summer residential
.01 ha winter residential
.02 ha winter residential

*This site is most known for its Epipaleolithic component; however, a PPNB component is also present.

The general pattern of PPNB life in the southern deserts appears to involve higher levels
of mobility than other PPNB regions, a heavy reliance on hunting, PPNB typical lithics, and
small round houses closely packed together in a cellular arrangement. Much of what we know,
however, must be viewed with suspicion as firmly dated sites are rare and publications are
tailored to models. Somewhat lost in the discussion of the Israeli desert sites, but clearer in the
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discussion of Ayn Abū Nukhayla of Jordan, is that these people were likely not separate from the
more typical PPNB peoples. There were likely active exchange networks uniting the apparently
divergent PPNB, peoples considering that shell seems to be an important item at most of these
sites. Much of the shell found within the less arid sites originated from the south, and lithic
exchange is clearly observed in the desert sites (Bar-Yosef Mayer 1997). Additionally, the
limited evidence for treatment of the dead is comparable with that observed at Ghwair I.
Summary of the Central Anatolia and Armenian Highlands Sites
The Armenian Highlands are an often-proposed origin location for the people of the
Cypro-PPNB because of the evidence of suids and wild boar management as well as obsidian
evidence. Çayönü Tepesi has been cited especially in connection with pig (Sus scrofa), a species
introduced to Cyprus very early after people began visiting the island. As noted by Vigne,
Carrère, et al. (2011), possible evidence for suids on Cyprus goes back as far as Akrotiri
Aetokremnos and continues into and throughout the Neolithic. As well, they note (central)
Eastern Anatolia as a likely origin for wild boar management (Vigne, Carrère, et al. 2011:S260).
For an overview of the diachronic process of management and domestication of pig at Çayönü
Tepesi see Ervynck and colleagues (2001). Additionally, as demonstrated above, it is generally
noted that all obsidian associated with the aceramic sites on Cyprus has its origins in the Çiftlik
source associated with Kömürcü-Kaletepe, suggesting long lasting social ties through exchange
networks. It should be noted, however, that new research is reexamining the universality of the
Çiftlik source through more detailed XRF studies (Moutsiou 2017). It has also recently been
shown that outcroppings within the Göllü dağ obsidian flow that makes up the Çiftlik sources are
less homogeneous by XRF than had been assumed (Binder, et al. 2011).
Three sites were sampled to represent the early Neolithic of the region (Table 10).
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Table 10. Selected Sites of Central Anatolia and Armenian Highlands.

Site
Çayönü Tepesi
Kömürcü-Kaletepe
Aşıklı Höyük

Key
No.
33
34
35

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
10,596–6,695
8,250–7,680
8,458–7,355

Site Type
2 ha residential
4 ha obsidian quarry
3.5–4 ha residential

Given the proximity of Cyprus to central Anatolia, some (e.g., Bar-Yosef 2001b; BarYosef 2002, etc.) have considered it the source of Cyprus’ Neolithic population. However, many
lifeways witnessed in this location vary from both those observed in Cyprus, and those common
within the PPNB. Per Asouti (2006), the predominance of pulses witnessed at Çayönü Tepesi is
characteristic of the region at around the eighth millennium cal BC, a statement supported by the
evidence from Aşıkı Höyük. While architecture at Çayönü Tepesi and Aşıkı Höyük is
rectangular, its forms are independent of Levantine forms. Naviform core technology is limited
to Kömürcü-Kaletepe and imported blades elsewhere. This suggests that small groups of
seasonally mobile craftspeople and traders were transporting finished naviform blades into the
region and accessing obsidian resources for transport throughout the Neolithic Near East. This
interaction likely formed a key layer in the “complex, multilayered, socio-cultural interactions
between indigenous and Levantine elements during the Early Neolithic” suggested by Asouti
(2006:107).
Summary of Northern Syrian Sites
Northern Syria is often suggested as the source of early Neolithic migrants to Cyprus.
However, until recently, no sites of appropriate age were known to exist (Table 11). Much of
what is known about the PPNB in northern Syria relates to the Late PPNB. Recently one site of
appropriate age has been discovered near the coast.
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Table 11. Selected Sites of Northern Syria.

Site
Tell Sabi Abyad II
Tell Ain el-Kerkh

Key
No.
36
37

Dates (Cal
BC at 95%
C.I.)
7,656–6,692
8,607–7,083

Site Type
<.6 ha residential
1 ha residential

From the standpoint of the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus, these two sites provide very
important information. The data from the PPNB component of Tell Sabi Abyad II suggest that
the PPNB phenomenon continued in the broader Near East well beyond the transition to the
Pottery Neolithic Yarmoukian in the Southern Levant. If one accepts the core-periphery or
Levantine Primacy models, then they might see this as a “backward Neolithic” in the same way
that people have viewed the KC on Cyprus. However, there is no reason to assume that the
PPNB phenomenon should be over by 7,000 BC, if one abandons contemporary projections of
hierarchy or telos and chooses to view the PPNB as a constellation of ideas and technologies that
could be adapted on a piecemeal basis by local actors. The analysis of Ain el-Kerkh already in
the literature demonstrates that the single origin Syro-Cilician coastal model proposed by
Peltenburg in the early 2000s (e.g., Peltenburg 2004) is not supported by the mainland data.
Summary of sites of Aceramic Neolithic within the Continental Near East
The major points of divergence between the archetypical PPNB and the Cypro-PPNB
include the persistence of round architecture, the treatment of the dead, and a paucity of
projectile points. Within the mainland PPNBs, precedent for round or rounded architecture
persisting past the PPNA/EPPNB can be found in the southern desert regions of modern Israel
and Jordan. Discussing architecture as either circular or rectangular disguises the variability
throughout the mainland PPNBs and ignores the place of intermediate states (as at Beidha, for
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example). Additionally, there is little evidence for treatment of the dead from early Cyprus, or in
much of the broader Near East; however, even within the Southern Levantine Corridor there
does seem to be more variability than is commonly discussed. Finally, the issue of projectile
points remains. A surface examination of the broader data suggests that—aside from whatever
role projectile points played in hunting—projectile points were often exchange/trade items made
by nascent craft specialists. It is possible that, due to the low population density on the island
and/or increased cost of interconnectivity imposed by the sea, Cyprus could not support the craft
specialists or regular exchange in projectile points. This scenario would explain the crude
attempts at Byblos points found at Ais Giorkis.
It seems, therefore, that while the pattern on Cyprus does not directly reflect the overall
cultural pattern found in the southern Levantine PPNB, it is not outside the overall variability of
that which has been called PPNB.
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Chapter 3: Existing Theoretical Framework for the Early Cypriot Neolithic
This chapter addresses the existing theoretical models used in explaining the Neolithic
Near East and the early prehistory of Cyprus. This chapter focuses first on the theorization of the
Neolithic Near East, then on how this relates to the Cypro-PPNB. Finally, a discussion on the
theorization of the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition is presented.
Related to conceptualizing the Pre-Pottery Neolithic, this examination is centered around
the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere model put forth and subsequently modified by Ofar BarYosef. It is one of the most influential models developed since the end of Cultural-Historicism.
While Watkins (2008) has discussed the Cultural-Historic assumptions of this model, I focus on
the Neoevolutionary assumptions hidden within the Interaction Sphere model.

Theorizing the Broader Pre-Pottery Neolithic
In order to understand the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC, it is essential that
one understand the history of thought surrounding the PPNB. This is particularly true if one
understands the KC to represent a break with the mainland zeitgeist, as it is so often assumed.
Watkins (2008) traces the intellectual heritage of the PPNB back to V. Gordon Childe.
He asserts that Childe’s narrative style and cultural-historical theory were transmitted to
Kathleen Kenyon both through his preeminence in British Archaeology and through their
coinciding employment by the Institute of Archaeology in London during the 1940s. Whilst
excavating at Jericho (Tell es-Sultan) Childe-like biases are believed to have conditioned her
analyses, leading to the development of the PPNA and PPNB phasing at the site. With Kenyon’s
seminal Archaeology in the Holy Land, the PPN became firmly established within the research
community of the region. Watkins suggests that Braidwood’s work in the region did little more
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than substitute the terms of cultural-historicism, a charge he also levels at Cauvin (2000), which
he translated into English.
The PPNB Interaction Sphere
Perhaps the most influential development since Kenyon’s coining of the schema has been
Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen’s (1989a) controversial “The Levantine ‘PPNB’ Interaction
Sphere.” They define the area of the PPNB Interaction Sphere as a strip though the Levant from
the southern Taurus Mountains in modern Turkey through the Sinai Peninsula, though
subsequent research has stretched this boundary beyond the Levant. Within this region, during
earlier phases, environmental stability and technological developments led to increased
sedentism and the establishment of mixed subsistence cultivator communities—a process more
fully described in Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen (1989b). Continued climatic favorability enabled
the success of new socio-economic systems, increased population size, and true farming. This, in
turn, led to further changes in socio-economic systems witnessed by the transition to rectangular
architecture and a florescence of cultic practices. Throughout the region, they note a uniformity
in projectile points (e.g., Amuq, Byblos, El-Khiam, and Helwan types). Based on this, they assert
that the primary theater of interaction within the PPNB Interaction Sphere is logistically mobile
(sensu Binford 1980) male hunting parties. These hunting excursions provided the context for
men of different villages to interact, exchange projectile points, information, raw materials,
ornamentation, and presumably arrange marriages through the gifting of women. Women,
meanwhile, were saddled with increased responsibility for crop tending, wild resource gathering,
and child rearing while the men were away on these hunts. Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen also
suggest that the interaction sphere created mutual dependency between farmers (living in
rectangular homes) from the Mediterranean Levantine region and hunter-gatherers (living in
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round homes) in the arid regions. While they assert this “desert/sown interaction” was a key part
of the interaction sphere, they acknowledge that there is no firm evidence for exchange between
the sub-regions.
While not formally discussing the PPNB Interaction Sphere, Gopher (1989a) is clearly
working within a similar theoretical milieu. He suggests that the Levantine PPN was a single
cultural system operating from the middle Euphrates to the southern Sinai. Within this system,
raw materials, complete prestige items, ideas, and behaviors diffused throughout the region.
Based on the seriation of Helwan points—and supported by the transition from round to
rectangular architecture documented in his 1985 dissertation—the direction of diffusion was
from north to south.
Building on the PPNB Interaction Sphere, Bar-Yosef (2001a) has further divided the
Levantine PPNB from his earlier farmer-herder/hunter-gatherer dichotomy. Now he sees about
half a dozen tribal entities as players within the interaction sphere. Nevertheless, these entities
(primarily defined by their ratios between projectile points, sickles, and axes) are classed either
as farmer-herders or mobile-foragers. Despite the PPNB being a time of “increasing dichotomy
between farmer-herders and foragers,” he notes that farmer-herders continued to hunt and gather
wild resources (Bar-Yosef 2001a:438). Each of the entities is believed to be kin-based with
territories “marked and symbolically defended” by sacred localities. Further, interaction between
neighboring tribes generated the intricate social web of the PPNB Interaction Sphere. At multiple
points, Bar-Yosef promises to develop important aspects of his tribe modification to the
Levantine PPNB Interaction sphere in subsequent work, suggesting that the point of the article
was more to spur discussion than elaborate on PPNB social interaction. Given this, a brief aside
into the intellectual heritage of the anthropological concept of the tribe is warranted.
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Tribes
Fried (1966) provided an effective summary of the history of the tribe concept in his
critique of it. He notes that the term was defined in classical cultural evolutionary theory by
Morgan as a level of social organization consisting of kin units, sharing a common language,
who possess and defend a territory, under a common name, in which supreme authority is
embodied by popular will. Under the neoevolutionary cultural theory elaborated by Sahlins
(1961) and Service (1971 [1962]) the tribe was a bounded system of relationships crosscutting
kinship and sodalities. The florescence of the tribe level society was associated with the
Neolithic Revolution. The value of the tribe was seen as a risk mitigating institution both by
extending the benefits of peace (e.g., land stability, exchange, etc.) and increasing the pool of
combatants in times of conflict. Examining the ethnographic literature, Fried questioned the
substance of the tribe level society. He noted that most tribes observed in the field were products
of temporary observation (e.g., seasonal agglutination of bands on friendly terms) or cultural
othering (e.g., the tribe over the ridge is our enemy) rather than static entities. As well, given the
observed fluidity of membership, Fried describes the tribe as a statistical rather than archetypical
entity. Fried’s criticism of the tribe extended beyond his observation that the tribe did not capture
the lived reality. His primary rejection of the tribe was that he saw no analytical value in the term
as a stage in cultural evolution, writing “… such a stage explains nothing but does divert
attention from important questions” (Fried 1966:539). Of course, beyond the specific challenges
to the tribe concept, the broader step-wise progression of society assumed by the neoevolutionary
framework has come under withering fire for its totalizing and unhelpful narratives as well as
questionable explanatory value (e.g., Yoffee 1993, 2005).
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In 2001, Bar-Yosef hastily included Cyprus within his Tribes modification to the
Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere. He identified the major questions as who, when and why.
Of the when, the radiocarbon evidence provides the answer. Of the why, he attributed the
colonization of Cyprus to inherent human curiosity. Of the who, he vaguely identified a tribe of
Farmer-Herders located in eastern Anatolia in the environ of Aşıklı Höyük and Çatalhöyük. The
following year, he associated this tribe with grill-plan architecture. Further, while not willing to
upgrade his tribes to chiefdoms (primarily due to the lack of elaborate tombs), he suggested that
the colonization of Cyprus during the PPNB indicates an authoritative leadership existed that
was able to marshal the labor and materials necessary to stock and access the island (Bar-Yosef
2002:121).
Criticism of the PPNB Interaction Sphere
A certain dissatisfaction with the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere theory, as well as
other major theories of the PPNB, can be observed within the mainland literature. As we will
shortly explore how these theories have influenced the theorization of the Aceramic Neolithic on
Cyprus, a brief survey of the general critique of the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere in the
context of the continental Near East is edifying.
Rollefson (1989) took stock of the status of PPNB research shortly after Bar-Yosef
proposed his interaction sphere model. Rollefson noted that, by the late 1980s, the PPNB as
conceived by Kenyon was no longer tenable. Subsequent research within the Levant had
revealed far more variation or regionalism than could be accounted for as a unified culture. In
accounting for this variation, Rollefson examined two emerging models for PPNB interaction,
Cauvin’s PPNB Koine model and Bar-Yosef’s Interaction Sphere model. Cauvin’s PPNB Koine
was seen as analogous to the European community, wherein distinct differences in language,
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lifeways, and local histories the region are bound together as a conscious community by virtue of
their perception of themselves as a community. Thus, variation between the regions is to be
expected in the same way that one expects variation between Portugal and Poland. Bar-Yosef’s
interaction sphere was seen as accounting for the variation between regions by the regions’
distance from the “Levantine Corridor,” through which communication and exchange of ideas
took place.
This explanation is somewhat weak in that it tacitly maintains the assumption of
Levantine Primacy. Bar-Yosef’s subsequent addition of PPNB tribes to the model somewhat
addresses this weakness; however, it is doubtful that Rollefson would find this an acceptable
solution. Speaking of social complexity, particularly within the Neoevolutionary system,
Rollefson felt that the state of evidence within the Near Eastern PPNB was insufficient to
identify social hierarchies.
As briefly discussed above, Watkins (2008) believes the major theories (e.g., the
Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere and the PPNB Koine) have inherited untenable baggage
from the Cultural-Historical archaeology of the past. Of Cauvin’s PPNB Koine, Watkins finds an
almost straight Cultural-Historical approach, reliant on culture-level narratives, demic diffusion,
and replacement; though incorporating new data and focusing on the importance of ideology. Of
Bar-Yosef’s PPNB Interaction Sphere, similar charges are made to the conceptualization of the
periods outside the interaction sphere. Within the PPNB, Watkins is primarily concerned with
the looseness of the definition Bar-Yosef applies to the concept. He writes that Bar-Yosef and
Belfer-Cohen “… do not refer to the key texts on interaction spheres except by allusion in their
title, and they do not employ the Hopewell interaction sphere as a model” (Watkins 2008:150).
Thus, when the PPNB Interaction Sphere is used as a model, subsequent researchers must project
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their own assumptions—either implicitly or explicitly—about what an interaction sphere is and
how the PPNB Interaction Sphere operated. Outside of this vagueness, the interaction sphere
model is well aligned with Watkins’ idea of the PPNB as peer-polities (sans any assumed
internal hierarchy which is generally associated with the term polity) interacting within a variety
of wide area networks.
Summarizing the climate of the 4th ICAANE workshop on theorizing the nature of the
PPNB, Rollefson and Gebel (2004) provides a survey of the research community’s thoughts on
supra-regional interaction. They describe a wide consensus for five points. First, Levantine
Primacy is a dead concept, though the notion of the Levantine Corridor as a communication
channel remains viable. Second, the PPNB Koine was overly simplistic and homogenized local
and sub-regional variation; also, its original focus on origins is untenable. Third, the CulturalHistorical model that prevails prior to the PPNB is inadequate to explain the Late Epipaleolithic
and PPNA. Fourth, unilineal evolution of the PPNB phenomenon from one or two centers is
untenable. Fifth, a bottom-up approach to the nature and trajectory of the sub-regions would be
most helpful in elaborating the Neolithic Near East. Additional points of agreement include: the
importance of agency, the importance of explicitly defining concepts as “dialogue suffers from
inexplicit positions,” and that the term peer-polity interaction is overly laden with baggage such
that the term community network interactions would be better.
Asouti (2006) also finds the lack of specificity a critical flaw in the PPNB Interaction
Sphere model. Of the PPNB generally she observes that, while there is evident local variation,
important commonalities throughout the broader Near East suggest the PPNB was more than just
a chronological horizon. Among the commonalities she observes are: lithic technology,
“ubiquitous presence of rectangular architecture,” the skull cult, and the gradual consolidation of
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agropastoral economies. As discussed by Watkins, Asouti finds that the PPNB is generally
theorized under an uncritically examined marriage of Cultural-Historicism and various social
approaches. While Watkins pointed to tradition as the origin of this trend, she sees it as the
product of the problem driven archaeology (viz. the quest for the origins of agriculture,
sedentism, urbanism, religion, etc.) that characterized the PPNB literature.
Of the PPNB Interaction Sphere model, Asouti (2006) notes that the model lacks
specifics and definitions. Further, she considers what processes that are defined (e.g., down-theline obsidian trade through male hunting parties) as substituting operational processes for social
processes. That is, for example, that knowledge of naviform technology, rectangular architecture,
treatment of the dead, or the benefits of increased reliance on produced foods might travel
between men on long distance hunts says nothing about why these ideas should travel. Worse, it
does nothing to explain why and how these ideas were adopted and manipulated across the
various PPNB contexts. Factually, she observes that obsidian exchange is a poor fit for
entangling Anatolia with the PPNB phenomenon prior to the LPPNB because, as discussed in the
previous chapter, there is no evidence for Anatolian sites functioning as distribution hubs outside
of Anatolia—recall the previous observation that the obsidian quarry at Kömürcü-Kaletepe is
technologically separate from the broader Anatolian lithic tradition at the time. Asouti suggests
that a better theorization of the PPNB needs to identify local socio-economic contexts of
interaction and movement without descending into regionalist narratives. They should focus on
the nature of social organization and how the exchange process relates to negotiating and
re/producing identity. Finally, they should examine the development and maneuvering of
heterarchies.
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The PPNB Interaction Sphere and Cyprus
In discussing the architecture of the PPNB, Goring-Morris and Belfer-Cohen (2008)
touch on the relationship between Cyprus and the mainland PPNB. Overall, they note that the
PPNB displays a considerable range of variability in material traits, mobility, settlement patterns,
and subsistence strategies. Of Cyprus, they note that site density increases at two points
coinciding with major depopulation of the Levantine Arid Zone (Goring-Morris and BelferCohen 2008:241). They also note that the while there are two PPNB sites with wells in Cyprus,
the only mainland well is found at Atlit Yam, associated with the PPNC.
For Asouti (2006), the PPNB occupation on Cyprus demonstrates the functioning of
human networks. She believes that the development of sedentary habitation on Cyprus
necessitated the mobilization and intensification of contact networks with nodal points separated
by the Mediterranean Sea. Stocking and restocking the island with plants and animals would
have required intensive interaction, including increased exchange, followed by long periods of
consolidation and minimal exchange
The View from Cyprus
From 2000 through 2004 the late Edgar J. Peltenburg made the case for a Cypriot facies
to the mainland PPNB. This argument was made based on the emerging evidence from
Mylouthkia, Shillorokambos, and Tenta. It has largely focused on lithics, subsistence economy,
and burial customs. In Neo-Lithics 1/04, Peltenburg’s points were discussed by Near Eastern
Neolithic researchers working both on and off the island.
As discussed previously, the discovery of an Aceramic Neolithic period on Cyprus
predating the KC is relatively recent. Peltenburg and colleagues (2000) is an early attempt to
integrate these earlier sites into the archaeological consensus of Cypriot prehistory. Based on
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preliminary data from his site, Mylouthkia, as well as Shillorokambos, and Tenta, Peltenburg and
colleagues observed similarities to the contemporary mainland PPNB. Among the lithic
similarities they note prismatic blade cores, Byblos and Amuq points—though these are rare,
denticulated sickle blades, and naviform technology. The inclusion of prismatic blade cores
seems a bit odd, given their association primarily with Upper Paleolithic and earlier assemblages
within the region (see Shea 2013). Nevertheless, the other lithic similarities stand strong. Within
the subsistence data, they observed early imports of major crops and animals, likely under
domestic conditions, which had to have come from the PPNB area. Finally, they suggest that a
skull fragment found in a well at Shillorokambos, and five skulls found with an assortment of
other disarticulated human body parts found in Well 133 at Mylouthkia may evident skull
caching and secondary burial consistent with the Levantine skull cult.
The following year, Peltenburg wrote that these data suggest participation in the
Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere and PPNB mainland emigrants (Peltenburg, et al. 2001).
They write that, while Jean Guilaine had suggested the Middle Euphrates as a possible origin
(see Guilaine, et al. 2000), an as of yet undiscovered Syrian population was a better candidate
because of similarities in retouching of Byblos tangs.
In 2003, Peltenburg described the Cypro-PPNB as a working term for the recently
discovered occupation that he saw as having an “impressively wide spectrum of links with
Northern Syria and Southeast Anatolia” (Peltenburg 2003b:86). He saw this working term as
referring to a group participating in the PPNB interaction zone, with similar lithics, rather than a
Culture in the Childean sense. He also noted continental PPNA features within the Cypro-PPNB.
Of course, at the time no PPNA sites had been identified on Cyprus.
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Peltenburg’s Neo-Lithics discussion builds on his earlier framework. He based his
proposal primarily on the presence of naviform technology and the fact that Cyprus was involved
in the mainland obsidian exchange network. He also suggests similarities in objects he feels to be
symbolic, perhaps evidence for the skull cult, and similarities in spatial layout of late sites
(Peltenburg 2004). In this argument, Peltenburg states that “… only [the Syro-Cilician Coastal
People] had the local expertise for initial seagoing enterprises, coupled with an awareness of the
arable potentials of Cyprus,” though once they colonized Cyprus, the people of Cyprus could
begin seafaring on their own (Peltenburg 2004:4). Further, he suggests that the idiosyncrasies of
the Cypro-PPNB may relate to a Syro-Cilician facies of the PPNB. Unfortunately, evidence from
the sub-region failed to support a Syro-Cilician facies with strong commonality with Cyprus.
Prominent members of the research community responded to this idea. Kuijt (2004) was
broadly in favor of considering Cyprus in light of the broader Near East but saw Peltenburg’s
specific cultural similarities as poorly founded. Additionally, Kuijt questioned whether the
Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere was still an applicable model given the dramatic increase in
archaeological awareness of the sub-regions. Özdoğan (2004) was also supportive of the broader
idea of including Cyprus in discussions of the Neolithic Near East, but skeptical of the details.
His major criticisms fall into two categories. First, the notion of the Neolithic Near East as a
Levantine phenomenon is untenable, and therefore calls to include Cyprus as a facies to the
Levantine Neolithic reinforce a stale understanding of the phenomenon. Second, attempting to
identify a single region of colonization for Cyprus may be a flawed approach, especially a region
without contemporaneous sites.
Rollefson largely rejects the inclusion of Cyprus into the Levantine PPNB Interaction
sphere on the basis that he rejects the PPNB as a super-regional phenomenon. He writes that the
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differences between sub-regions are more important than the slack wrappings that are common
to the region in understanding the entirety of the PPN period. Additionally he asserts that “… we
are at a loss in understanding the nature of contact between Cypriot populations and mainland
populations simply because they are invisible on the map” (Rollefson 2004:13). This last
observation seems excessively pessimistic.
Finally, while Simmons (2004) finds it “entirely reasonable” to consider Cyprus as a
distinct element within the PPNB Interaction Sphere, he observes a number of flaws with the
argument. Among these are the assertions that an unidentified Syro-Cilician group was the sole
source of the Cypro-PPNB people, an issue of chronology, and doubts as to the strength of lithic
associations noted by Peltenburg.
Overall, the discussants who accepted the basic premise of a region-wide PPNB
phenomenon also accepted that the Aceramic Neolithic in Cyprus could be analyzed within that
pattern, although they often disagreed with the specifics of Peltenburg’s argument. Particularly,
they were concerned whether the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere was an appropriate concept
of the region and his claim to Syro-Cilician unilineal descent.
What then is the case against the Cypro-PPNB periodization scheme? Knapp has made
two cases against it. First, he believes that the term demonstrates a regrettable research legacy in
which the archaeology of Cyprus is primarily viewed from the lenses of other regions (Knapp
2010). In the same year, McCartney, however, rejected the idea that the Cypro-PPNB was in any
way a means to obscure the local characteristics of the island’s Neolithic (McCartney 2010:186).
Second, Knapp charges that there are too many modifiers. Introducing the competing
periodization, Knapp explains that he “… seeks to standardize and simplify the unwieldy terms
(such as Cypro-Early Pre-Pottery Neolithic)” (Knapp 2013:26). While it is true that such double
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hyphenated compounds are typographically awkward, there is no syllabic savings in his system
and its adoption further isolates the research communities of Cyprus and the broader Near East.

Contemporary Thoughts on the Cypro-PPNB and Transition to the KC
Not long ago, it was believed that the KC was the earliest occupation of the island. The
KC was also perceived to be a sui generis cultural entity with limited connection to the broader
Near East. This remained the assumption shortly after the identification of the Late
Epipaleolithic deposits at Akrotiri. With the discovery and acceptance of the Cypro-PPNB it
became evident that this position was untenable, however. Surprisingly little has been written
about why and how the transition between the Cypro-PPNB and KC occurred. Most of what has
been written is interacting in one way or another with the established prejudice that the KC was a
time of isolation.
Isolation
In 1977, well before the discovery of the Cypro-PPNB, Stanley-Price published two
articles addressing the development of the KC. In both he, incorrectly, argued for the KC as
initial colonization of the island. In his first article, he argues that the KC is a descendant of the
Levantine PPN (Stanley-Price 1977b). Moreover, he suggests that climatic shifts led to a shift in
population out of the arid areas, and that the area of origin was likely in the area between Ras
Shamra and Anatolia 3. He cites similarity in incised stones and intervisibility as supporting
evidence for this connection. Later in time, he also notes similarity in pottery decoration between
Cyprus and Ras Shamra (Stanley-Price 1977a). One similarity he notes between the KC and the
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One cannot help but wonder if this contributed to Peltenburg’s inclination to see the Syro-Cilician coast as the
homeland of the Cypro-PPNB.
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mainland is in the treatment of the dead. Discussing the many differences, especially in
architecture, he suggests that contact was infrequent, leading to cultural drift between the
mainland and Khrirokitian Cyprus.
One of the first major syntheses of the early prehistory of Cyprus to incorporate the
Cypro-PPNB was Steel’s (2004) Cyprus Before History. Essentially, her thesis is that isolation
and insularity degenerated early PPNB settlers into the KC over the course of the Cypro-PPNB.
She writes that, prior to the Bronze Age, the defining characteristic of Cyprus is its physical
isolation and cultural insularity and that without contact, island societies stagnate without an
external impetus to change. She suggests that the initial colonization occurred in the early PPNB,
based on the presence of round architecture and PPNA elements within the lithic repertoire, due
to environmental stress experienced by residents of the coastal Levant. After the initial
colonization, she believes that the residents of Cyprus either lost or chose to abandon their
maritime technology, leading to a “hermetically sealed” cultural environment. Based on the
decline in obsidian counts and the disappearance of projectile points within the Shillorokambos
assemblage, she places this severing of mainland ties in the middle Cypro-PPNB. Finally,
isolation led to the loss of PPNB cultural and economic traits and a failure to acquire early
ceramic technology, culminating in the KC. Obviously, the last decade of research has failed to
support the specifics of this argument; however, the broader mechanism of change may remain
viable.
The declines in obsidian quantities throughout the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus are
often seen as evidence for a decline in contact, as just demonstrated by Steel. McCartney (2007),
however cautions against such a hasty conclusion. Noting a contemporaneous decline in obsidian
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throughout the Near East, she proposes that an alternate explanation for the drop off in obsidian
during the seventh millennium BC in the breaking up of PPNB exchange networks.
Peltenburg (2004), in arguing for Cyprus as a regional facies of the PPNB, suggests both
the nature and conclusion of the Cypro-PPNB. As discussed above, he suggests that the origin is
in the immigration from the Syro-Cilician region, roughly due east of the Cyprus, colonized the
island. He believed that they may have maintained a number of characteristically PPNA
practices, such as round architecture and various lithic technologies. However, subsequent
research has demonstrated that this is not the case, and that the island was subject to at least
temporary occupation during the PPNA. To the origin of the KC, he suggests that it was a
gradually dropping out of the Levantine Interaction Sphere which led to the period.
Identity Construction within Regionality
Noting that the KC had previously been seen as largely unrelated to the mainland
Neolithic (e.g., Rollefson 1989), McCartney has found utility in considering the Cypro-PPNB
within a regional context—as well as more recent regional data to demonstrate continuity
between the PPNB and the KC (McCartney 2004). She notes that regionalism—that is, subregion
specific expressions of the PPN phenomenon—characterizes the entire span of the Neolithic
Near East. Within the regional variation, and the settlement history of the island, she
demonstrates that the KC’s origins are related to the mainland PPN phenomenon. For instance,
she relates the persistence of bladelet cores on Cyprus to its PPNA history. Additionally, one of
the defining characteristics of the KC is its lithic technology, especially its lack of naviform
cores. She notes, however, that naviform cores in the strict sense are only common at the early
phase of Shillourokambos; elsewhere, the naviform cores associated with the Cypro-PPNB are
also sensu lato. This suggests a decline overtime of the naviform tradition on Cyprus. Some
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might see this as evidence for isolation and cultural drift; however, taking the decline in
naviform technology at the KC end and the retention of bladelet technology at the PPNA end,
she suggests something very different. Rather than isolation, she sees an active construction of
regional expression within a complex of adopted and evolved traits.
The assumptions of this model are somewhat difficult to reconcile with her later writings
on the subject. Particularly, one wonders who was actively constructing the culture in light of the
mobility suggested by McCartney (2010). In this work, she dismisses the idea of isolation as an
important factor by oscillating the population between the mainland and the island. She writes
that the early inhabitants were semisedentary foragers, and this mobility carried them around the
island. However, she continues that, “… longer term discontinuities imply not hiatus but regular
return visits to the mainland” (McCartney 2010:188). Moving through time, she sees a process of
neolithization with gradual increases in the built environment culminating in villages at the start
of the KC. I have two major problems with this theory. First:
if: the island is emptied for an archaeologically visible period of time
and: has a trajectory of neolithization not involving repeated colonization events
then: what is the vehicle of said trajectory?
Given that tradition is only two generations long and that archaeological visibility for
Aceramic Cyprus tends to be graduated on a scale of 100 years or more, the answer cannot be
people. Second, McCartney places Tenta phases 5–2 in the Cypro-PPNB. To do so invalidates
the statement of villages as belonging to the KC for two reasons. First, if its apex is during the
Cypro-PPNB then the Cypro-PPNB has a village. Second, without Tenta, it would be more
accurate to say that there was a village during the KC, as outside of Tenta and the type site, the
KC sites look a lot like the temporary hamlets of the Cypro-PPNB.
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Climate and Insularity
Recently, Knapp has published his theory of the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus. This was
done over two substantially similar publications, Knapp (2010) and Chapter 3 in Knapp (2013).
This theory postulates that the climatic shift of the Younger Dryas led to two social responses on
the mainland: increased mobility, and cereal cultivation. The climatic amelioration associated
with the onset of the Holocene led to wetter conditions, and this led to a reduction in viable
territory for both the foragers who adapted by increasing their mobility, and the proto-farmers
who adapted by cultivating cereals. This led to increased tension over land and produced a
motivation for both groups to expand into Cyprus.
Because the Cilician Plain of Anatolia has not demonstrated a Neolithic population
predating c. 7,000 cal BC, Knapp suggests that multiple points along the Levantine Corridor
were the likely source of the first people to stay on Cyprus. Acknowledging that no candidate
sites have been found predating PPNC Atlit-Yam, and following Galili and colleagues (2004) he
suggests that coast sites adhering to the Mediterranean Fishing Village (MFV) subsistence
economy generated a “new maritime tradition” that facilitated the movement of people and
animals to Cyprus and that the evidence for these villages is now several meters underwater (see
also, Galili, et al. 2002). One wonders if said maritime tradition was both new and embedded
within the MFV subsistence economy, how the visitors at Akrotiri ever managed to arrive at the
island. In any case, following Broodbank (2006), Knapp imagines these colonists as holding an
ideological fusion of fisher-foraging and agropastoral ethics.
Over the Cypro-PPNB subphases, Knapp observes a cultural trajectory characterized by
the coexistence of seafaring with a gradual consolidation of agriculture. Over the Cypro-PPNB
he sees a uniquely Cypriot Neolithic (the KC) crystalizing after an extensive period of insular
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development and increasing isolation from the mainland. This unique Neolithic was marked by
the disappearance of cattle, changes in the chipped stone industry, and a subsistence package
dominated by deer and pig.
This model explicitly relies on isolation and insularity as explanatory factors for the
Cypro-PPNB to KC cultural shift. It is germane, therefore, to consider “To what extent
‘isolation’ was tied up in the nature of insularity, or in what measure our interpretations hinge on
the facile concept of islands as self-sustaining systems to be understood primarily on their own
terms” (Knapp, et al. 1994:379). As well, the recent discovery of the Cypro-PPNA sites is poorly
integrated into this model. To push the establishment of the MFV subsistence pattern back from
the end to the beginning of the PPNB is a stretch, but to assume the pattern, sans evidence,
existed in the PPNA seems a bridge to far. As well, given the persistence of PPNA traits on
Cyprus, it seems unwise to assume no overlap between the PPNA population and the PPNB
immigrants. The interaction between these groups must be considered.
Risk Buffering
As mentioned at the start of this chapter, Button (2010) sees the subsistence trends and
settlement patterns on Cyprus before the Bronze Age as adaptive strategies for risk buffering
against climatic fluctuation and environmental degradation. This requires some thought in light
of the picture of Aceramic Neolithic Cyprus painted by Wasse (2007). He notes that agriculture
spread to Cyprus within two generations from its advent, perhaps through the networks of the
PPNB Interaction Sphere. However, unlike on the mainland (see generally Bocquet-Appel and
Bar-Yosef 2008), there was no apparent population explosion on Cyprus. Thus, Wasse suggests
that the apparent differences between the KC and contemporaneous mainland populations is less
a matter of insularity than the result of the Neolithic experiment outside of provisioning
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pressures. That is, vis-à-vis the mainland, Neolithic Cyprus demonstrates small settlements,
higher mobility, and low population size; therefore, there was less pressure to intensify
agricultural practices. He cites the large sedentary population at Khrirokitia as the exception that
proves the rule.
The synthesis between Button’s (2010) risk buffering hypothesis and Wasse’s (2007)
position on intensification pressure can only be that low population density on the island was
itself a risk buffering strategy. However, with little evidence for violence or hierarchy one
wonders, barring some unknown environmental limitations on fecundity, how this strategy was
pursued.
Summary of Prevailing Theory
In summary, the last 40 years of archaeological thought has largely viewed climate as the
driving force for colonization and, with rare exceptions, the KC as the product of backward
isolationism. In 1977, Stanley-Price dismissed the Antecedent Hypothesis 4 as baseless,
suggesting Syro-Cilacian immigrants pushed by climatic change. In 2004, Steel struggled to
integrate the recently identified Cypro-PPNB within her theory of the island’s prehistory. Her
explanation for their presence was Levantine coastal immigrants pushed by climatic change who
rapidly withdrew from the Levantine PPNB and declined into the KC. Contemporaneously,
Peltenburg suggested (again) Syro-Cilacian immigrants, but in the PPNB and integrated within
the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere colonized Cyprus. Around 7,500 cal BC, they dropped
out of the sphere and the associated isolation resulted in the KC. At the same time, McCartney
suggested that there was an antecedent PPNA population on Cyprus, and that within the
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Prior to the discovery of the Cypro-PPNB in the early 1990s, the idea that an undiscovered earlier community on
Cyprus gave rise to the KC was referred to as the Antecedent Hypothesis.
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Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere, Cyprus represented a unique regional expression of the
PPNB, active processes of identity construction, rather than insularity per se reduced traits that
we perceive as canonically PPNB over time. Later, she further imbedded this unique identity
formation within a process of Neolithization which occurred throughout the Aceramic Neolithic
periods. Most Recently, Knapp has proposed a model that in substance, if not in spirit, looks very
much like that which was proposed by Steel. That is, residents of climatically stressed Levantine
MVFs colonized Cyprus and overtime reduced their seafaring ability and increased their
insularity leading to the KC.
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Chapter 4: New Theoretical Perspectives for Early Cyprus
This chapter addresses the theoretical underpinnings of this dissertation and their broad
application to the formal research questions to be addressed. The theory discussed broadly falls
into two categories, that related to the Neolithic Near East and that related to liminality.
First, modifications are made to the existing Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere Model
(Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen 1989a). These modifications liberate the model from its inherent
Levantine primacy and build on its scaffolding new pathways of connections that may have
sustained the community of consciousness that was the PPNB. Second, Liminality Theory is
discussed. This discussion is structured historically, beginning with Van Gennep’s three phase
model related to rites of passage, moving on to the career of Victor Turner, and rounding out
with recent contributions and applications of the theory. Finally, a summary of the theory as
relevant to the problem of the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition is presented.

Postulating a Theory of the Nature of the Cypro-PPNB and Transition to the KC; or In
Defense of the PPNB
In regard to those basic questions of who, when, and why/how of the Cypro-PPNB and
the KC, existing theory is inadequate in addressing two of the three. Only the “when” has been
satisfactorily addressed, thanks to the wealth of radiocarbon dates that have been processed
across the record of the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus. “Who” answers have either been left
vague or addressed based on assumptions generated from the archaeological findings of only one
or two Cypro-PPNB sites. Additionally, since the identification of the PPNA component on
Cyprus, the interaction of the Cypro-PPNB with the existing PPNA inhabitants has been under
theorized.
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As to the linked question why/how of the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition, answers such as
isolation are problematic for several reasons, while vague suggestions of identity formation open
new questions that must be addressed. Of the popular appeals to isolation/insularity, one is
immediately concerned for the lack of agency implied. Outside of the fact that people and
animals appear on the island, evidence for Neolithic maritime technology simply has not
survived time’s arrow in the Near East. Some have cited evidence for decreasing obsidian counts
as proxy evidence for diminished contact, but these evidences have primarily been based on the
well published assemblage from Shillourokambos, without consideration of the entire island.
Therefore, whether this isolation was the result of an early loss of maritime technology as
suggested by Steel or as a process throughout the Cypro-PPNB, as suggested by Knapp, attention
must be paid to the social circumstances of this loss if it is to have any societally explanatory
value. Thus, loss of maritime technology or withdrawal from the PPNB Interaction Sphere alone
only answers the how part of the question, leaving the reader to infer a why which might not
involve the agency of the human occupants of the island.
By contrast, McCartney’s suggestion of identity formation highlights agency at the
expense of process. An ideal answer to the how and why of culture change during the Aceramic
Neolithic on Cyprus needs to address both the how and the why, with the understanding that
human culture is driven by more than the environment.
Toward addressing the “why/how” question, I suggest that Liminality Theory may
provide a fruitful avenue of explanation. The background and application of this theoretical
paradigm will be discussed below. As to the who, a more robust examination of the PPNB world
may provide the answer. Of course, this presumes that the PPNB phenomenon is, in fact, a
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legitimate pattern across the regions of the Near East, including Cyprus. I believe that it is,
though following Asouti (2006), some explanation of what I mean is required.
Modifying the PPNB Interaction Sphere Model
First, the notion of the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere is simply no longer tenable.
While subsequent research has developed on the work, the actual process of the interaction
sphere remains frustratingly undeveloped. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, nearly thirty
years of research has shown that the PPNB phenomenon clearly extends beyond what is typically
understood to be the Levant. While the Levantine PPNB Interaction Sphere is not a hugely
valuable model, aspects of it remain crucial. For instance, there is clearly interaction between
regions, both within and beyond the Levant, and a shared set of traits that can be described as
PPNB-like.
What then is the PPNB phenomenon? Many researchers have described its traits, and
most have failed through inclusion of absolute language. PPNBness includes the usual suspects:
the transition from round to square architecture, treatment of the dead defined by tightly flexed
secondary burial—often with cranial removal and intramural interment, a characteristic lithic
assemblage, possible inclusion within the obsidian exchange network, and increased reliance on
domestic plants (especially grains and pulses). Often researchers will include domestic animals,
but the inclusion of these leads to the false interpretation of the PPNB as populated solely, or
even primarily, by sedentary farmers. Given the importance of hunting, as well as the fact that
often the animals we associate with domesticates were either still undergoing domestication
throughout the majority of the PPNB or were managed in a way outside of the systems we
consider ranching, domestic animals cannot be seen as a key PPNB lifeway. By characteristic
lithic assemblage, I refer to the presence of naviform technology, a blade-based assemblage,
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projectile points—especially Amuq, Byblos, Jericho, etc. (the so called Big Arrowhead
Industries (Kozlowski 1999))—sickles, and the like.
There are additional caveats that bear mentioning. Perhaps the most important is the
PPNB phenomenon does not require a package of these traits. Moreover, no single trait is
required. Regrettably, often researchers make the mistake of including absolute language to their
PPNB trait lists. Simply, no one PPNB trait is fixed within the corpus of PPNB assemblages.
Despite assertions made by Peltenburg and colleagues (2000), there is no evidence for
similar treatment of the dead between Cyprus and the Southern Levant, likewise, there is little
evidence for classically PPNB treatment of the dead within the desert Levantine regions. The
same could be said for the transition to rectangular architecture, though the notion of transition to
rectangular architecture itself disguises significant differences between and within regional
architectural cannons.
Presumably, domestic plants play a minor role in the subsistence systems of the desert
PPNB regions, but no evidence for cultivation—either in the lithic assemblages or by botanical
remains—has been found. Additionally, the relative importance of both varietals and classes of
domestic or semi-domestic crops appears to be variable to the site level. While I have left out
domestic animals, it is worth noting that there is much flexibility here as well.
There is no “Neolithic Package” that contains cow, pig, sheep, and goat that must be
accepted whole-form or nothing. Worse, the realities of analysis and publishing often make it
difficult to know what has or has not be adopted, especially among ovicaprids. Often the generic
sheep-goat category covers not only domesticate/proto-domesticate sheep and goat, but also fully
wild goat and ibex.
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Lithic variability is also intense. Naviform technology is seen in four ways across the
sites considered in this dissertation.
1. Some sites are marked by sensu stricto naviform cores, sometimes including formal
workshops producing naviform blades for exchange.
2. Some sites are marked by sensu lato naviform cores, in which the general concept of
the naviform core is present but the form fails to meet the archetypical design.
3. Some sites are marked by bidirectional blade cores not meeting the naviform like
standards of the sensu lato but similar in function.
4. Some sites where all naviform technology is demonstrated by imported or offsite
production.
As well, while blade-based assemblages are common, flake-based assemblages are found.
Above, I have discussed how PPNB trait lists create a composite picture of the PPNB that
reflects the ground truth of no or few sites. Another critical flaw of the common PPNB trait lists
is that they often disguise the process of the PPNB, creating a composite picture that reflects the
ground truth of no point in time. While I have chosen not to delve too deeply into the
Early/Middle/Late phases of the PPNB because of the paucity of sites on Cyprus, these temporal
sub-phases reflect significant mileposts within the PPNB process. Major traits often do not
coexist. Rectangular architecture are late traits where they are adopted in the desert PPNB
regions. Likewise, reliance on domestic animals is a rather late phenomenon throughout the
PPNB, and nearly absent in the Early PPNB. By the Late PPNB, the naviform core sensu stricto
is in decline and many assemblages cease to be blade-based.
Thus, the PPNB ideal represents both a homogenized where and a homogenized when.
Nevertheless, while the model reflects the archaeology only as a mirror, dimly, it is a valuable
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heuristic tool. As discussed above, the history of the PPNB designation is embedded within the
Cultural-Historical paradigm. Nevertheless, few researchers today imagine the PPNB as a
homogeneous cultural entity that as a corporate body is the appropriate narrative agent. Rather,
the PPNB is a research model that we project upon the past for the purpose of organizing the
often-chaotic archaeological record to highlight specific problems in prehistory. Generally, these
problems involve the development of agropastoral economies, village life, changes to the
relations between humans and their environment, and the ideological responses and counterresponses to these changes.
Despite the variability of the PPNB, there is clearly some form of interaction, shared
ideas, and comparable conditions which existed throughout the broader region. Separating the
broader region into its constituent regions for analysis is problematic for several reasons. First,
separating the regions for the sake of treating them as individual entities ignores the interplay
and exchange of ideas that were driving the development of domesticates and the agropastoral
economy while reifying divisions often based as much on modern nation-states as past social
divisions. Second, in reducing the regions to independent research fiefdoms to be described on
their own account, one would only generate narratives that totalize the trajectories and lifeways
of the sites within the regions. At some level, each site is sui generis; if we forget that at the scale
of broader Near East, we will forget at the scale of the region.
It has been written that the culmination of PPNB is the Pottery Neolithic/Yarmoukian
(Goring-Morris and Belfer-Cohen 2008). I reject this statement. Assertions that the PPNB
culminates with the Yarmoukian tacitly demonstrates the legacies of Levantine Primacy and
Cultural-Historicism. Simply because the PPNB transitions into the Yarmoukian, after the
PPNC/Final PPNB, in the southern Levant does not mean that the Yarmoukian was the telos of
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the PPNB. To think such assumes an evolutionary process in which regional and local agency
outside of the Southern Levant are aberrant. The Yarmoukian was one possible culmination
based on the specifics of one region. The late date of the PPNB pattern demonstrated at Tell Sabi
Abyad suggests that the ideas of the PPNB persisted long after the Yarmoukian transition in the
southern Levant.
Finally, while I reject the Yarmoukian as the necessary end of the PPNB, I cannot help
but see the PPNB as a somewhat artificial break in the PPNA. That is to say, the distinction
between PPNA and the PPNB is an arbitrary point along a continuum. While certainly different
from an assemblage standpoint, the social processes and connections that typify the PPNB are
rooted in the historical circumstances of the PPNA. As proof for this claim, I offer the ongoing
debate over the Early PPNB in the Southern Levant (e.g., Kuijt and Goring-Morris 2002).
While the PPNB is a construct more than a Culture, if the construct is to be valuable,
some thought to the nature of interaction at a regional and interregional level is necessary. As
discussed above, Bar-Yosef has suggested that long distance male hunting parties were the
primary agents of interregional contact; exchanging arrowheads, domesticates, ideas, and
obsidian while women stayed near the village tending crops. While, likely male, hunting was no
doubt an important part of PPNB life, the evidence for long distance hunting is scant. Nor is it
sufficient for explaining the interconnection of the PPNB.
New Avenues of Connection within the PPNB Interaction Sphere
The scope of this dissertation is not sufficient to adequately explore the avenues of
connection below. However, the Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen (1989a) model was also limited in
its exploration of the avenues of connection that it proposed. New avenues of connection should
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be considered, even if somewhat speculatively. These include: women’s pilgrimage, shell
exchange, obsidian exchange, naviform secret society.
Women’s Pilgrimage
Given the importance of the spread of domesticates and the role of women in pre-plow
agriculture, the role of women’s networks in the spread of domesticates should be considered.
Returning to Bar-Yosef’s model, assuming that women remain in the village tending crops, what
incentive would they have to adopt the new domesticates their men brought home? If women
bore the primary responsibility for crops, would the men of the hunting parties have sufficient
knowledge of the crops to transmit the technical knowledge through other men back to the
women?
Roth (2006) makes a convincing case that women were active agents in the transition to
maize agriculture in the American Southwest. While the circumstances of adoption are very
different between the two locations, if we accept that women were responsible for crops we
cannot assume that they lacked agency in what crops were grown. Therefore, we must assume
that women were engaged in at least limited interaction within and between regions. The cynical
answer to this interaction may be assumed in the exchange brides between villages. However, it
may be fruitful to consider the possibility of women’s pilgrimages.
Bar-Yosef (2001a:440), in making his case for PPNB tribes, draws our attention to the
sacred landscape of the PPNB and its places of communal ritual; likewise, Kuijt (2000a, 2001b)
has pointed out that the skull cult’s role in social memory and remembering the ancestors. Why
should we assume that men were the exclusive or even primary celebrants of these rituals,
particularly if women were more intimately tied to agriculture and more likely to reside outside
of their birth village? Moreover, if women were more tied to place because of their role in
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agriculture and exclusion from hunting parties, we should expect a stronger drive toward
pilgrimage (see the discussion on medieval Catholic pilgrimage motivation in Turner and Turner
1978).
Shell Exchange
Another possible avenue of connection is the shell exchange. Given the long coastline
paralleling the Levantine Corridor, tracing the origin of shell within the archaeological record of
the PPNB is maddeningly difficult. However, several desert PPNB sites have demonstrated shell
workshops attesting to quantities exceeding any possible internal use.
The shell worked originated both from the Mediterranean coast and the Gulf of Aqaba.
Additionally, given the seasonal nature of these sites, the shell workers must have travelled into
other regions during the summer. It is likely that shell facilitated temporary integration into more
archetypical villages, either as gifts or by casting the migrants as traveling merchants bearing
luxury goods rather than refugees from the desert heat. Beyond the direct economic connections
engendered by this seasonal trade, stories shared by desert shell crafters both of their lives and
the locations of previous years’ summering would have expanded knowledge across the regions.
Some work has already been made along these lines (e.g., Bar-Yosef Mayer 1997).
Obsidian Exchange
Much has already been written about the obsidian exchange during the PPNB (e.g.,
Binder and Balkan-Atlı 2001; Renfrew, et al. 1966; Yellin and Garfinkel 1986). Evidence from
Kömürcü-Kaletepe does offers new insights into some aspects of this pathway. For example, it is
apparent that the source of the obsidian is physically located in Anatolia, but not embedded
within the culture of Anatolia. Moreover, the quarry is only occupied over the summer months.
This suggests that the area surrounding Kömürcü-Kaletepe in not engaging in the PPNB, but
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rather allowing PPNB peoples access to the quarry. Two reduction strategies are in place, a
naviform strategy that is entirely distributed within the mainland and a bullet bladelet strategy
that is partially distributed to Cyprus. Based on the work of Renfrew, the obsidian exchange
network has been classified as “down-the-line” since the 1960s (Renfrew, et al. 1966, 1969).
When proposing the down-the-line nature of Neolithic Near East obsidian exchange,
Renfrew and associates acknowledged that they were working with small absolute quantities of
obsidian, an insufficient number of sites, and that Cyprus (at the time, limited to Khirokitia) was
poorly explained by this model. Subsequently, Renfrew would use the Neolithic Near East as the
empirical example of down-the-line trade without these caveats (e.g. Renfrew 1972, 1975).
Consequently, down-the-line obsidian trade within the Neolithic Near East has taken on the
status of received wisdom.
Ignoring the fact that this wisdom rests on preliminary data, fifty years of excavation,
including an explosion of rescue archaeology related to dam building and increasing urbanism,
has dramatically changed our understanding of the Neolithic Near East since 1969. We now
know, for instance, that the Group 2b source existed in the commons and that Anatolians were
not likely to have been the extractors of the obsidian destined for the Levant (Binder and BalkanAtlı 2001). We now have obsidian records for a multitude of additional sites. We now know that
there was an early Neolithic occupation on Cyprus and that, by the time of the PPNB
phenomenon, it was receiving exclusively bullet core sequence bladelets from the Group 2b
source. Additionally, on Cyprus at least, the down-the-line model cannot explain the discrepancy
between sites like Akanthu/Çiftlikdüzü and Tenta.
The received wisdom of down-the-line obsidian exchange must be reexamined. It seems,
at the very least, that the statistics must be checked against the new data and that the start of
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down-the-line trade be reevaluated to incorporate direct access by Levantine agents, rather than
reciprocal modes with native Anatolians.
Naviform Secret Society
Regarding a naviform secret society, I imagine that some readers may reject such a
prospect before giving it its due consideration. There is, after all, a long standing prejudice
against the term (Johnson 1991). Far from being sinister, a secret society is merely defined as a
sodality that possesses restricted knowledge. Naviform secret society would have functioned
both as a pathway to train part-time specialists and foster social integration between PPNB
villages and regions.
The framework for such a society is embedded within the metaphoric DNA of BarYosef’s model. Though Watkins (2008) noted the legacy of Cultural-Historical archaeology
outside of his conceptualization of the PPNB, Bar-Yosef’s model owes much to the
Neoevolutionary theory put forth by Service. Nowhere does Bar-Yosef justify why the tribe is a
relevant descriptor for the regional expressions of the PPNB, nor does he justify the PPNB as a
tribe scale society 5. If we assume that the Neoevolutionary literature conditioned his thoughts,
there would be no need for said justification given that Service notes that the Neolithic
Revolution involved an increase in technological level that enabled the spread of tribal society at
the expense of bands such that the two overlapped in time but not space (Service 1971:99).
Per Service, a feature both necessary to the development of tribe level society and
indicative of it is the pan-tribal sodality. It is the pan-tribal sodality that prevents a tribe from
fissioning into a collection of bands; examples include clans, age-grade societies, secret

5

Personally, I am skeptical of the analytic value of Neoevolutionary framework; however, upon identifying its
assumptions within such a foundation research paradigm, it seems worthwhile to consider its implications rather
than simply rejecting it on the grounds that categorical thinking is not especially helpful.
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societies, etc. Thus, if the PPNB is to be understood as associated tribes, pan-tribal sodalities,
including secret societies must be assumed to be present and functioning to connect the nonresidential units as a society. Of course, if one prefers to see the PPNB through hyper-regionalist
spectacles, one could still fit it into the Neoevolutionary framework as a series of related bands.
If so, then one can still expect the strong band sodalities linking the villages within each region
lest they fall to family level societies. This fact highlights the tautology of Neoevolutionary
models. Archaeologically, Longacre (1966) suggested that the growth of Great Kivas c. AD 1000
in the American Southwest evidence the increase in religious sodalities linking villages as an
adaptive response to climate change. What then does Service mean when he writes of sodalities?
Simply a nonresidential association with a corporate function or purpose.
Service notes that sodalities can be understood as having both latent and manifest
functions. The manifest function is the function directs the activities and structure of a sodality,
while the latent function—often unknown to its members—is political integration across
residential units (Service 1971:14-15). This was not an original observation made by Service,
though he does not cite the source. In fact, some forty years earlier, Camilla Wedgwood (1930)
wrote that sodalities must be understood both in terms of ostensible or manifest function and
latent or underlying function. The essential social function that a secret society must meet in
order to survive is its latent function, this function is often completely unknown to its members
and society at large but becomes visible if the secret society collapses for other reasons. The
manifest function is the function which is the ostensible purpose of the group; for example to
liberation Italy from Austrian rule in the case of the Carbonari (Wedgwood 1930:130-131). She
notes that the failure to understand that there are two functions to a secret society is the chief
cause of Simmel’s (1906) error in understanding of secret societies; this flawed understanding
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has left a lasting divide between the anthropological and sociological study of secret societies
(e.g., Erickson 1981; Gist 1938, etc.).
Service is not the only person to see the Neolithic as a period of sodality florescence.
Anderson (1971) writes that while religious sodalities likely began during the Upper Paleolithic,
Neolithic villages seem to characteristically sponsor the elaboration of sodalities, including
secret societies which he notes excel as guardians of traditional knowledge, a subject to be
returned to shortly. Likewise, Hayden has argued repeatedly that sodalities, specifically secret
societies, developed in the Upper Paleolithic and took off during the Neolithic. During the Upper
Paleolithic, he sees evidence for these societies in cave paintings (Owens and Hayden 1997).
Building off of the Hodder and Meskell (2011) discussion of symbolism at Çatalhöyük, Hayden
points to the ritual art of Çatalhöyük, Göbekli Tepe, and Jerf el Ahmar as evidence for Neolithic
secret societies. While most researchers define a secret society as a voluntary 6 association whose
members possess some secret (a ritual, the existence of the society, its ostensible function, a
technology, etc.) by virtue of their membership and consider how the latent function contributes
to society, Hayden sees secret societies in a more sinister light. Hayden defines them as
hierarchical voluntary associations whose secret is claimed to control supernatural powers which
allows their members to commandeer the resources of the community for personal profit.
Moreover, entrance into secret societies is costly, allowing elites to invest otherwise perishable
surplus into the aggrandizement of their offspring ensuring multigenerational elite status within a
lineage. While Hayden may be correct that secret societies allow investment in offspring, the
functionalist value of secret societies cannot be ignored.

6

Though, ethnographically many secret societies that indoctrinate people into adulthood are mandatory.
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Considering the ethnographic record of secret societies, one of their key roles is often
educational. Indeed, Webster’s (1911) questionably sources survey of African secret societies
notes that while these societies often act as law enforcement and magico-religious theater
troupes, these roles are incidental to their function initiating boys into manhood. There is a
wealth of publications describing the functioning of the west African Poro and Sande secret
society bush schools in education, being seen by Little (1949) as example par excellence of the
educational role of secret societies. Lancy (1980) describes the education process for aspiring
west African blacksmiths as having three requisite domains, blacksmithing itself being the last to
be developed. The perspective blacksmith must (almost) master medicine. This begins within the
Poro bush school prior to adolescents, during which the candidate must be initiated into a
medicine secret society and advance to the penultimate degree. Unlike blacksmithing, Monts
(1983) finds apprenticeship and formal secret society education to be alternate routes to
becoming a music specialist among the west African Vai. Studstill (1979) found that among the
Luba, the Bumbudye secret society served to formally instruct not only the magico-religious
traditions of the people, but geography, history, and politics as well. Though as observed by
Hayden, there is a rather steep investment to attain all seven stages of investiture in the society
which restricts masters to existing elite families.
Therefore, given that sodalities—including secret societies—are:
1) an assumption embedded within the anthropological theory of both tribal and
Neolithic society,
2) that the secret societies within the magico-religious domain have already been
proposed within the Neolithic Near East,
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3) that secret societies are ethnographically documented to excel at transmitting
specialized education, and that,
4) the production of naviform blades appears to be a part-time specialty,
a naviform secret society is a plausible entity within the PPNB. I believe that such a society
would have the ostensible function of initiating part-time specialists in the production naviform
blades. Its latent functions included fostering social integration across the PPNB regions.
The above avenues of connection must, for now, remain speculative. Perhaps future
research can bring evidence to support or disprove these avenues, as well as logistical hunting
parties. Though still speculative, this work assumes that these avenues of communication are key
parts of the social fabric between and within the PPNB regions.
PPNB Interaction on Cyprus
On Cyprus, there is now definitive evidence for a PPNA presence. This presence is often
described as visitation rather than settlement, leaving the Cypro-PPNB as the period of
settlement. Given the investment in the built environment demonstrated at Klimonas and the
PPNA elements within the Cypro-PPNB pattern, this position seems unlikely. Rather, it seems
that PPNA peoples with a cultural affinity to the Middle Euphrates Valley were present in some
quantity during the formation of the Cypro-PPNB.
People from one or more regions of the mainland Near East joined the existing
population in limited numbers during the EPPNB. The quantity of obsidian present at
Akanthou/Çiftlikdüzü and continued introduction of plants and animals suggest sustained contact
with the mainland through the MPPNB. With that contact came the possibility of new migrants
and ideas. The nature of most Cypro-PPNB sites speaks against the monolithic narrative of
sedentism and village life within the PPNB.
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Considering the avenues of connection that make up the PPNB, Cyprus was clearly
engaged in only some. Men’s hunting, particularly following the introduction of Mesopotamian
fallow deer, seems to have been a very important aspect of the Cypro-PPNB, though whether
logistically organized or embedded is an open question. Moreover, given that Cyprus is an
island, men’s hunting—if logistically organized—would not have provided an opportunity to
meet and exchange ideas between Cyprus and other regions of the PPNB.
The intensity of interaction within women’s pilgrimage networks would likely be
diminished by the challenges of the sea and lower population density evidenced by the CyproPPNB. It is notable that no investment in a place of community ritual has been demonstrated on
Cyprus, suggesting that any participation in this avenue would have been in the form of women
making what was likely a once in a lifetime trip to a place of ancestral memorial on the
mainland. Perhaps said journeys are the source of the rare import carnelian bead found on the
island.
There is no evidence documenting shell traded from off the island, though notably the
Levantine shell trade is not documented outside the origin workshops, suggesting a deficiency in
the programmatic research of shell ornamentation throughout the PPNB. What is well
documented is the obsidian exchange network on Cyprus. Large quantities of obsidian bladelets
found at Akanthou/Çiftlikdüzü, as well as significant quantities recovered at Shillourokambos and
Ais Giorkis demonstrate connection within the obsidian network originating at KömürcüKaletepe, though only through the non-naviform chaîne opératoire. It also seems that while the
naviform secret society was present early in the Cypro-PPNB, it was marginal at best and
quickly dissipated.
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Despite the relatively few avenues of connection between Cyprus and the other PPNB
regions, Cyprus was still engaging with the major themes of the PPNB. The transition from wild
resources to a domestic subsistence economy is of special interest given the early adoption of
domesticates yet apparently late transition to an agro-pastoral economy.

Liminality Theory
The concept of liminality entered anthropology through the work or Arnold Van Gennep,
though it was not until Victor Turner’s work that it was developed and widely adopted. Today,
Liminality Theory is used across a variety of disciplines and at a variety of scales. Properly
employed, Liminality Theory may be used to elaborate the process of culture change during the
Cypro-PPNB to KC transition while highlighting both structural conditions and the agency of the
early people of Cyprus.
Origins of Liminality Theory
In 1909, Van Gennep introduced the concept of liminality as a stage within his threestage model for rites de passage, though it was not until 1960 when his work was translated into
English. Van Gennep wrote during the positivist era of anthropologists such as Lewis Henry
Morgan and folklorist such as James G. Frazier. As an early functionalist he was interested in
how ritual in general, and rites of passage in specific, maintained cultural equilibrium. He saw
rites and rituals as classifiable across four dyadic variables over two dimensions (Figure 7). Rites
of Passage, however, were seen as a very special category of ritual behavior in their own right.
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Figure 7. Van Gennep's Ritual Categories (Van Gennep 1960:9)

Rites of Passage were seen to occur at life crises and changes of social positions, such as:
birth, social puberty7, marriage, parenthood, changes in class or occupation, and death. Beyond
these personal rites of passage, Van Gennep perceived that rituals of human movement through
both the landscape and the seasons are, in fact, rites of passage. Within rites of passage he
observed three distinct phases; Séparation, Marge, and Agrégation; which have entered English
as Separation, Transition, and Integration. These phases are also referred to as preliminal,
liminal, and postliminal, respectively. The extent to which each phase is developed is variable by
the circumstances of the rite. For instance, separation is the dominant phase of most funeral rites,
while transition is more prominent in initiation rites. Additionally, certain events may trigger a
series of these phases before the liminal personae is finally integrated within a more or less

7

Van Gennep was apparently quite combative over the distinction between physical and social puberty. In some
ways, his assertion that social puberty is a thing apart from, and quite more important than, biological puberty
prefigures Margret Mead’s thesis on the cultural construction of adolescence nearly 20 years later.
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permanent social state. He examples this with betrothal, but it could be equally demonstrated by
military enlistment within our own society. That is, the subject is separated from their civilian
status during their first visit to MEPS 8 and returns to their home as a liminal not civilian not
soldier D.E.P. recruit until their second MEPS visit where the subject is once again (and finally)
separated from their civilian state and transitioned into another liminal state, recruit trainee. This
sequence of separation and transition to additional liminal states continue until sometime after
integration within the subjects first duty station when they finally transition to the state of
soldier.
Van Gennep saw the function of rites of passage as reducing the harm, both to the subject
and society at large, done by changes in social states. To this end he writes that “… in order to
pass from one category to another and to join in other sections one must submit, from the day of
one’s birth to that of one’s death to ceremonies whose forms often vary but whose function is
similar” (Van Gennep 1960:189).
In Thomassen’s (2009) view, the primary reason that Van Gennep’s observations on rites
of passage languished in obscurity until the 1960s was bad blood between Van Gennep and
Émile Durkheim. Evidently, Van Gennep was rather vocal about the uncritical employment of
data sources on totemic structure among Australian Aboriginal peoples in The Elementary Forms
of Religious Life. By the 1920s, Durkheim’s preeminence within French Sociology was enough
to shut Van Gennep out of the discipline and into the exclusive study of folk lore. By the early
1960s, primarily due to the global prestige of C. Lévi-Strauss, the foundational works of French
anthropology were translated into English, including The Rites of Passage. From the English

8

Military Entrance Processing Station
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translation, Victor Turner both resurrected the theory of liminality and liberated it from its early
functionalist framework, embedding it instead in social process.
The Contributions of Victor Turner
Turner began developing Liminality Theory in his analysis of the ritual culture of the
ethnographic Ndembu, The Forest of Symbols. While adopting Van Gennep’s full three phase
system, Turner focused on the Marge or period of liminality, which he recognized as an
interstructural state. Turner understood rites of passage as present in all cultures, but easiest to
recognize among small scale societies, and—like Van Gennep—organized around both personal
and group changes in state. Thus, harvest rituals are interpreted as rites of passage from the
group state of famine to plenty, just as funerary rituals are rites of passage from the individual
state of life to death. Turner writes that “… liminality may perhaps be regarded as the Nay to all
positive structural assertions, but in some sense the source of them all, and more that, as a realm
of pure possibility wence novel configurations of ideas and relations may arise” (Turner
1967:97).
Liminality is also a time of reflection. Within the liminal phase of rites of passage, the
subject is not only free to contemplate the factors of their social existence but forced to
contemplate these factors. While a realm of pure possibility and intellectual freedom, the liminal
state is an uncomfortable both for liminal personae and the members of their society. The person
within a liminal state is structurally, if not physically, invisible due to their presence outside of
recognizable social states. Thus, liminal personae are both dangerous and polluting to the
general public as liminal personae have nothing material or social of their own. In fact, within
liminality the subject lacks even basic will, completely subject to the will of the ritual elders—
themselves the representatives of society as a whole. Reduced to equivalent and subhuman social
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states, a feeling of comradery develops between the liminal personae; this is the base observation
of communitas.
Turner continued developing these ideas in The Ritual Process: Structure and AntiStructure (1977). In this work, he defines the term “state” as any culturally recognized stable or
recurrent condition and describes that the three-part ritual process begins by separating subjects
from their states, leaving them liminal personae. With little to none of their state attributes,
liminal personae are blank slates to inscribe the wisdom of their society as well as new state
attributes. Through their joint submission and lack of state attributes, communitas develops
between liminal personae. Turner contrasts the social affinity of communitas with Durkheimian
solidarity by noting that communitas is immediate, direct, and necessitates no defined outgroup
to exist. Further, communitas is seldom an enduring phenomenon.
While Turner described communitas mostly as ephemeral, he noted that this was not
always true. In The Ritual Process, he defined three forms of communitas. The general form of
communitas that has been discussed above is defined as spontaneous communitas. A state of
spontaneous communitas is free of structure, and therefore fragile. Occasionally the state persists
and develops its own structure, this is called normative communitas. Finally, ideological
communitas is a utopian narrative wherein an appeal is made for a social system based on social
conditions believed to be ideal for the generation of communitas and the wondrous results should
they be adopted. Of the three, normative communitas has become an important concept moving
from small group interactions to larger social processes.
Turner cites the Franciscan Order as the archetypal example of the development of
structure within normative communitas. Saint Francis had a charisma for the development of
spontaneous communitas, which drew people into the nascent order but lacked the impersonal
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organizational skills necessary to maintain a global order. His initial rule for the order
established conditions that placed his friars in a permanent state of liminality, living within the
interstices of social structure awaiting the collapse of liminality with the final state of the
kingdom of heaven. Such a rule was inadequate to provide concrete direction to the friars or the
structural foundation for a large organization. These were developed by others overtime leading
to a state of normative communitas (Turner 1977:140-146).
Perhaps Turner’s most foundational work related to Liminality Theory and large scale
culture change is Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture (1978). The Turners explicitly
expand the application of liminality, writing that it “… cannot be confined to the processual form
in which it was first identified” but rather, it may be applied to all “… decisive cultural change,
in which previous orderings of thought and behavior are subject to revision and criticism, when
hitherto unprecedented modes of ordering relations between ideas and people become possible
and desirable” (Turner and Turner 1978:2). Because liminality is outside of traditional authority,
the possibility inherit to freedom of thought can lead to major reformulation of social structure 9.
This is especially true during historical periods in which sharp divisions exist between
established paradigms and antiparadigmatic behaviors in response to new social pressures.
During these times, a type of liminality is generated by the conflict. Within this liminal space,
there is a flourishing of new models (be they in the form of art, sciences, philosophies, or other
genre) and reality testing, wherein these models are subjected to cultural “natural selection” for
fitness to make the new social pressures intelligible.

9

The assertion that liminality exists outside of traditional authority structure has been roundly criticized by other
scholars working on the anthropology of pilgrimage. Because pilgrimage is not the focus of this work, a discussion
of these challenges is not presented here.
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In addition to expanding the application of liminality beyond process, Image and
Pilgrimage introduces an important new piece of jargon. Examining the aspects of liminality
within the Catholic pilgrimage tradition, the Turners note that a major deviation from the
liminality associated with rites of passage is that it is voluntary. Because of the voluntary nature
of pilgrimage, the Turners suggest that it is better considered as quasi-liminal, or liminoid.
The idea of liminoid was originally discussed by Turner in “Liminal to Liminoid, in Play,
Flow and Ritual: An essay in Comparative Symbology” (1974), though the essay was not widely
read until its reprinting in From Ritual to Theatre: the Human Seriousness of Play (1982). While
not especially relevant to this work, liminoid space is seen as the primary characterization of
liminality within the industrialized, media saturated, world. Turner later (1985) described five
major contrasts between liminal and liminoid phenomena. First, Liminal phenomena are
primarily associated with smaller scale societies dominated by Durkheimian mechanical
solidarity, while liminoid phenomena are predominant in more modern societies dominated by
Durkheimian organic solidarity and contractual relations. Second, liminal phenomena tend to be
collective and concerned with social rhythms or crises, and obligatory for their actors. Liminoid
phenomena, on the other hand, may be collective, but are generally individual and continuously
generated and may be associated with leisure activity. Third, Liminal phenomena are integral to
overall social process, while liminoid phenomena develop outside of the major social institutions
and are experimental in nature. Fourth, Liminal phenomena employed—though often disguised,
inverted, or otherwise manipulated outside of their quotidian application—the common symbolic
tropes of their society, while liminoid phenomena often employ idiosyncratic or sub-population
specific symbols. One can think of this as the difference between the employment of the
common, if regrettable, association of the color white with purity versus sub-population specific
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allusions such as the folly of attempts to store a portable hole within a bag of holding 10. Finally,
liminal phenomena ultimately tend to support the social structure, employing inversions as a
relief valve or lubricant, while liminoid phenomena tend toward genuine hostility toward at least
aspects of the established order.
Post-Turnerian Development
In recent years, researchers working with the concept of liminality have become rather
critical of Turner’s development of the liminoid concept for contemporary society. Szakolczai
(2017) suggests that Turner’s general limitation of liminal phenomena to small-scale society
represents his failure to stand up to pressure from within the academe. The restriction of the
liminal mode from contemporary society is identified as one of two shortcomings of Liminality
Theory as defined by Victor Turner, the other being his generally positive treatment of
liminality. Similar charges are made by Thomassen while enumerating four specific implications
of “Liminal to Liminoid, in Play, Flow and Ritual” that limit its application to contemporary
phenomena. These are that: 1) Associating liminality with leisure disguises the dangerous and
problematic aspects engendered by liminality. 2) Turner’s distinction between the symbolic
structure of traditional and modern society is poorly supported. 3) The optional nature of
liminoid phenomena negates the possibility of transition. 4) Turner downplayed the extent to
which liminality relates to contemporary political and social change (Thomassen 2015:47).
Thomassen is also critical of Turner’s treatment of communitas as an exclusively positive
byproduct of liminality. Considering how liminal states can be induced and manipulated by
actors themselves emotionally outside of a particular liminal space, he observes negatively

10

For the perplexed: within Dungeons and Dragons cannon, the placement of a portable hole within a bag of
holding, or the reverse, results in the destruction of both objects, while their contents and anything within a 10-foot
radius is transported to another dimension, as a whole is ripped in the fabric of space-time.
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charged communitas outcomes dominated by resentment, envy, and hatred. Given that
communitas is defined against solidarity by the fact that it does not depend on an outgroup, one
is somewhat skeptical that resentment, envy, and hatred can dominate negatively charged
communitas as these are outgroup dependent emotions. Perhaps it would be better to reframe
Thomassen’s observation in such a way to state that Turner ignored the possibility that liminal
phenomena could be manipulated to produce negatively charged solidarity as well as
communitas.
Of course, not everyone explicitly agrees that Turner’s development of the liminoid
concept necessarily reduces the power of the phenomena. For instance, Teodorescu and Calin
(2015) suggest that, despite the optional nature of participation, mass media can be understood as
liminal with real power to reconfigure society. They assert that watching advertisements, the
news, soap operas, and movies is a liminal event, making the liminal and liminoid one in the
same.
Thomassen sees within Turner’s later works the basis for the departure of Liminality
Theory from the confines of anthropology and entrance into broader social theory. Because the
notion of liminality entails a space of contingent realities wherein the fabric of social reality can
be woven in different and novel fashions, Thomassen believes it has the potential to push social
theory in new directions, bridging the theoretical tension between structure and agency
unresolved by the theories of Bourdieu and Giddens (Thomassen 2009).
Expanding upon the work of Turner, Thomassen notes that liminality can be viewed as
existing along three dimensions, although the divisions within are continua with arbitrary
breakpoints (Figure 8). These dimensions are: Subject—individual, group, or population as
liminal personae, Temporal—moments, period, or epoch, and Spatial—place, zone, or region.
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Liminal moments are sudden events; when the manifold of reality is visible. Liminal periods are
longer, perhaps weeks or months, for example the period between May 25 and September 17,
1787 11 or the span of a voyage. Liminal Epochs last a generation or more and from the viewpoint
of people who live through them, they may be described as permanent liminality.
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Figure 8. Dimensionality of Liminal Phenomena building on Thomassen (2009 Model 1; 2015 Table 2.1)

Thomassen also notes that liminality exists by degrees of intensity. That is, that in liminal
situation such as those produced in canonical rites of passage, liminal personae are between and
betwixt defined social roles within a social defined liminal space. They experience a liminality,
but that liminality is clearly bounded by established social structure; they change, but society is
grounded. However, as the dimensions of liminality converge, the outcome of the liminality as
well as the framing of liminality become uncertain. This intensifies the degree of liminality, both

11

The period of the United States Constitutional Convention
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as an emotional space and as a space to affect social change. Finally, there is value in
considering whether liminality was brought on intentionally—as in rites of passage, or by
accident—such as a natural disaster.
Addressing how liminality can be manipulated, Horváth and Thomassen (2008) write that
in traditional rites of passage there is an identifiable master of ceremonies who guides the rite
and has the authority to dissolve its liminality. In liminal situations arising outside of ritual
space, it is unclear who has the power to direct liminal personae or collapse the liminal space. In
these times persons best defined by the trickster architype often gain this authority. Elaborating
on this trickster architype, he describes one who is an outsider, a mime, homeless, casual, and
lacking existential commitments. Through humor and folly, the trickster gains the confidence of
society. Because the trickster is quintessentially frozen within liminal space, lacking social fixity
or emotional ties, the trickster has a particular affinity with liminal situations. Unfortunately, the
selfsame attributes that give the trickster higher than average agency within liminal space gives
the trickster lower than average interest in collapsing the liminal phenomena and returning
reality to fixity. For this reason, permanent or institutionalized liminality is sometimes described
as trickster liminality. While the trickster is generally a pitiable failure, during the crisis of
liminality wherein the ties of social reality are unbound “… the time of the trickster might arrive,
as he is not involved emotionally, and therefore might come up with a rational way of ‘solving’
the crises by turning to his own image. This is the way in which … the erratic, even repulsive
becomes normal” (Horváth and Thomassen 2008:15). Given this, while analyzing liminal
phenomena in social change, it may be well to inquire who is steering the liminal space and to
what end.
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Discussing the status of anthropological theory in the social sciences, Thomassen (2013)
sees potential for dialog surrounding Liminality Theory. Despite the fact that early social theory
was generally grounded in ethnographic and theoretical observations by anthropologists, since
the post-modern turn there has been regrettably little dialog. Largely, as a discipline we have
been content to criticize methods without attempting to offer insights into social process. To this
end, anthropology has exported little more than the ethnographic method to the broader social
sciences. In fact, even within anthropology, it seems there is little place for anthropological
theory proper. Rather, one finds a glut of reinterpreted French philosophy masquerading as
theory and the analysis of human as animal engendered by human behavioral ecologists. He sees
liminality as a viable reentry vehicle for anthropologists. Szakolczai writes that “… liminality
belongs among those crucial conceptual tools that are at once innovative and deeply rooted in the
most significant historical and anthropological traditions of humankind” (2015:35). Toward this
end, Thomassen (2009) has observed Liminality Theory, either explicitly or in spirit across
disciplinary lines. Of those which are spiritual or superficial by my reading, Thomassen includes
Bhabha’s (1994) work on hybrid culture, and Eisenstadt’s (1995) work on societies in crisis.
Truer to the body of work on liminality is Eriksen’s (1993) on mixed race and immigrant
populations. More interesting in that it develops the theory in relation to the embodied self is
Wilson’s (2002) work on the transsexual experience.
Wilson observed that liminality and the rite of passage sequence operate on many levels
among the trans population of Perth, Australia. In many ways, trans people (particularly in the
recent past) are perceived by Anglo society as Turner described liminal personae: “… they have
physical but not social ‘reality,’ hence they have to be hidden since it is paradoxical, a scandal, to
see what ought not be there” (1967:98), “… liminal personae nearly always and everywhere are
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regarded as polluting” (Turner 1967:97). Particularly reliant on Liminality Theory was her
analysis of trans support groups. These acted as liminal space allowing people the space and
support to develop their other gendered personae. Additionally, the tripartite sequence could be
seen in the embodied experience of persons transitioning genders. Whilst in the liminal phase,
transsexual persons were at their most active in these support groups. However, following gender
reassignment surgery or other pathway into their desired gender, these individuals rarely returned
to the support group. Transvestites, on the other hand, were found to be permanent liminal
personae. Because they alternate between genders, they have no expectation of transition to a
new permanent social state and as such they never leave the liminal state. Consequently,
transvestites were found to be the most stable, long term, members of the support groups.
Beyond these one-off applications of Liminality Theory, two disciplines outside of
anthropology that have adopted the theory are organization management and international
relations. Both disciplines are especially relevant to the problems of this work in that they
address problems of social change. As adopted by organizational management, Liminality
Theory is somewhat problematic; however, its adoption by international relations demonstrates
the theory’s capacity to address culture change even in today’s societies.
Within organizational management literature, there exists a body of work employing a
rather facile understanding of liminality to address intentional culture change. For example,
Howard-Grenville, et al. (2011) understand liminality to be a space wherein novel ideas and
configurations can emerge, but in application advocate the juxtaposition of new and old ideas
within a presentation. Likewise, Lindsay (2010) could be better described as inspired by than
employing Liminality Theory. For Lindsay, liminality enables communitas, but sees liminality in
the development of low bureaucratic systems of management. Returning to Turner’s writing,
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examples like St. Francis’ management of the nascent Franciscan Order demonstrate that, while
low bureaucratic systems may correlate with the founders of liminal institutions, they are
detrimental to the long-term sustainability of an organization and not necessary to maintain the
liminal space. These examples demonstrate an understanding of liminality exclusively as a space
for positive developments. Slightly more robust in its application, but largely still falling into this
trap is Wallace’s (2006) examination of volunteerism within traditionally alienated labor.
Particularly, Wallace examined why people volunteered to work long hours in the dirty
conditions of heritage railroad maintenance. Ultimately, it was concluded that the liminal
space—more accurately, liminoid—of the heritage park allowed for the development of
communitas between volunteers and paradoxically the traditionally alienated labor context thus
provided meaning to its volunteers.
Beech (2011) notes that within organizational management there is a problematically
limited understanding of liminality only as position, rather than as it relates to process. In order
to address the deficiency of process in the application of Liminality Theory to organizational
management, he applied the processual form of liminality to the study of identity reconstruction
in the workplace. Beech understands identity construction as a mutual interrogation between an
individual and the social structure in which their life is embedded. He suggests a process for
identity transformation (e.g., co-worker to manager, blue-collar to I.T.). Given the lack of formal
rite of passage to transition people from social station to social station in contemporary society,
Beech notes a longitudinal process in which the liminal person is between and betwixt categories
in the eyes of their coworkers. During this liminal state, the liminal person must experimentally
project their new status identity, reflect upon the acceptance—or lack of acceptance—of their
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projection, and repeat until finally a mutual recognition of their new identity emerges, ending the
liminal state (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Liminal Identity Work Without Rites of Passage after Beech (2011:Figure 1).

The above works demonstrate a conscious effort on the part of organizational managers
to induce states of liminality to affect desired change and stimulate creativity. This supports
Thomassen’s charge that the entirety of western modernity can be contextualized, not just as
permanent liminality, but the institutionalization of liminality, writing that:
Western modernity can be read as an institutionalization of liminality. Companies, public
administrations, and individuals working within them have come to share the goal of
increased “innovation capacity.” This call upon individuals to constantly self-assess, selfimprove, and self-reform is surprisingly attended by several highly ambivalent
consequences, including, of course, skyrocketing incidences of stress on the labor market.
The introduction of liminality into our political reality is currently visible in the
permanentization of warfare and security threats, which are everywhere and anywhere,
all the time. The implosion of liminal conditions is arguably increasingly evident in
contemporary culture, where “extreme acts” like sexuality, gambling, and violence are
increasingly trivialized as part of everyday normality and leisure, and where the very
boundary between the ordinary and the extraordinary, between seriousness and play, is
systematically becoming more and more porous. It is little wonder that full endorsement
of the consumption of such liminal products coexists with rejection of the material
world’s value altogether. Liminality cannot be posited as the ultimate goal of human
existence in limitless freedom, for despite limit experiences’ importance, there has to be
something to fall back upon. The constant pressures to innovate and transgress
boundaries at all levels of social life are in dire need of problematization. In this view,
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liminality stands as a crucial concept in our attempts to diagnose the times in which we
live. (2015:55-56)
This observation was not made in the context of organizational management, but rather as
an introduction to an edited volume on the application of Liminality Theory in International
Relations. Within International Relations, there is an acknowledgement of the dangers associated
with both negative outcomes and negative configurations of liminality not seen in either Turner’s
conceptualization or that of organization managers. For example, Rumelili (2003) dismisses
classical arguments of historical and geographic circumstance in explaining the state of relations
between Greece and Turkey, noting that throughout their histories relations have changed many
times and appeals to geography ignore the fact that most neighboring states have largely peaceful
relations. Rather, she suggests that the tension is the product of their mutual membership within
European security communities (e.g., NATO) while being liminal members of Europe.
Considering liminality along political-spatial lines, and the state as liminal persona,
Stoicescu (2012) examines how the Romanian state has taken advantage of liminality to generate
internal communitas while reframing its place in the global order. Considering the establishment
of the Romanian state in the mid-19th century, A.D., she notes that the principalities of Moldavia,
Transylvania, and Walachia were at the intersection of and interference by the great powers of
both the East and the West, becoming subject to the arrangements of the moment and
transactions of the Ottoman, Russian, and Austro-Hungarian empires. The years between 1849
and 1859 are described as a liminal period in which the elites of Moldavia and Walachia sought
to unify as a western nation. This involved the simultaneous selling of their geographic liminality
to western Europe such that supporting the independent nation of Romania would be seen as
setting up a buffer between the Ottoman Empire and western Europe while selling a “return to
the civilized west” internally. Following the collapse of communism, Romania once again found
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itself in the crisis of liminal identity and, once again, Romania sold itself into Europe through its
liminal location. Since being admitted into the EU, Romania has been working to solidify a
proper European identity by shifting their metaphorical position bridge to the east to frontier with
the east.
Returning to the negative potential inherent in liminality, Horváth and colleagues (2015)
notes that Liminality Theory cannot be freely invoked without “discriminations and analyticalcum-ethical discernments.” Liminality, despite the appeal of the communitarian and antistructural, is not inherently good. With this understanding, Mennel (2015) observes that the
perception of westward expansion can be understood as a rite of passage—containing many
liminality in space, time, and government—which has subsequently been used to legitimize the
pursuit of world domination throughout the 20th century.
The outcome of liminality is not only potentially negative, it is potentially contested.
Turner’s own application of liminality to pilgrimage was heavily criticized for his failure to
observe the contested nature of meaning in Christian pilgrimage (e.g., Eade and Sallnow 1991).
It has only been recently that there have been attempts to bring Turner’s work back into
pilgrimage studies (Coleman 2002). This same contest for meaning among participants has been
observed in the Tahrir Square demonstrations during the Arab Spring (Peterson 2015). The
demonstrations themselves were seen as classic Turnerian social drama in which liminality,
communitas, and anti-structure were at the helm of events, however the expected condensation of
liminal phenomena into new structures failed to occur. Rather, undesired traditional structures
maintained their hold on society with minor alterations. Dozens of attempts were made to
reconstitute the anti-structure of the square, but largely these further revealed the contested
meaning of the demonstrations and lack of deep communitas among the liminal personae.
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A lack of clearly emerging direction in recent state-level liminal phenomena has also
been observed by Skawa (2015) relating to the post-communist era. He sees the collapse of
communism as resulting in three related global crises indicative of a historically liminal
situation. These are: 1) the confluence of globalization, deregulation, and cuts to social programs
which produced the global financial crisis, 2) the crisis of democratic legitimacy, and 3) the
general crisis of international relations following the end of the bipolar bloc system. This liminal
situation is characterized by a lack of stable and hegemonic order and a collapse of the long-term
eschatological projects which characterized modernity. It is not immediately clear whether
Skawa is describing post-communism within the context of formerly communist states or on a
global level, or if such a distinction is even relevant to the conclusion, since the fall of
communism a long liminality has set in wherein there is no consensus (possible?) on what
constitutes eudaimonia.
As a final point on this literature survey of Liminality Theory from origin to present
interdisciplinary application, it seems fitting, as an archaeologist considering Liminality Theory,
to consider the liminal theorist Szakolczai’s consideration of archaeology. He engages with
archaeology to make the point that modern globalization is not a unique development, but rather
a concrete case of globalizing process. Of archaeology, he writes that it is at once the most and
least ‘scientific’ social science; require highly specialized technique yet, “… in dealing with
cultures that disappeared many thousand years ago, the lines of contemporary specialization
become meaningless” (Szakolczai 2016:441). He continues that “… nobody can be ‘expert’
concerning the manner in which human beings lived many thousand years ago, an imaginative
reconstruction based on the available evidence requires manifold collaboration by social
scientists” (Szakolczai 2016:442). What then, from the corpus of Liminality Theory surveyed
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above, can best serve as a framework for the imaginative reconstruction of the Cypro-PPNB to
KC transition based on the evidence discussed in this work?
Relevance to the Problem
Give the wealth of information on the origin and development of Liminality Theory, it
seems prudent to recap the historical trajectory of the theory and then focus down into those
aspects that are most relevant to the problem of understanding the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition.
Van Gennep proposed a three-stage model for rites of passage, which perhaps due to an open
conflict with Durkheim was of little interest to his native francophone academe. Shortly after
being translated to English, Victor Turner picked up on the model and applied it, with special
focus to the transitional stage, to his study of the Ndembu. Over the rest of his career, Turner
further develop Liminality Theory to describe the process of social change. Since his death,
Liminality Theory has been developed in different directions across a number of academic
disciplines. The most important of these post-Turnerian developments reframe our theoretical
inspiration from did liminality play a role in the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition? to what role and
in what form did liminality play in the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition?
Therefore, to examine the problem of the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition through the lens
of Liminality Theory, one must establish whether liminality was a factor and if so, what can be
said about this instance of liminal phenomena. Specifically, where does this liminal space fall on
Thomassen’s dimensions of liminal phenomena? Is the outcome better understood as
communitas or negatively charged solidarity? How do we understand both liminal position and
liminal process? In what ways can this be seen as liminal identity work vis-a-vis the mainland? Is
the meaning of this transition contested? Of course, given the nature of archaeological evidence,
these are interpretive questions. The following two chapters break from the theory heavy context
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just established to address the empirical problems described within the formal research
questions. Chapter 7 will begin with a summary of these two chapters’ results before
contextualizing their findings within the theoretical framework described above.

Chapter Summary
This dissertation takes this stance and attempts to build on the PPNB Interaction Sphere
model to conceptualize the broader cultural milieu. As mentioned, the transition to the KC has
been undertheorized. If a genuine cultural shift took place at the KC transition, Liminality
Theory can provide a lens to understand this transition without compromising the agency or
process. Liminality Theory has developed an extensive corpus of theory in which to view this
transition. Based on the answers to the four major research questions, the lifeways of the CyproPPNB can be better understood. Using this understanding, a more informed attempt to identify
the origins of the people of the Cypro-PPNB can be made. If the transition between the CyproPPNB and the KC represents a social fact, rather than an arbitrary periodization, then these data
can be used within the context of the five elements of Liminality Theory that were above
highlighted to be relevant to Aceramic Cyprus to produce a richer understanding of this critical
juncture in Cypriot Prehistory.
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Chapter 5: Results: Lithic Comparison between a Cypro-PPNB (Ais Giorkis)
and a KC (Ortos) Assemblage
This chapter summarizes the results of the lithic analysis of Ais Giorkis and Ortos
documented in Appendix II and provides a comparative analysis of their assemblages. The two
sites were excavated and recorded in a comparable manner. Ais Giorkis belongs to the CyproPPNB period and Ortos belongs to the KC period. Thus, a comparison between the two sites
stands as a comparison between the two periods.
These analyses, as well as those in the following chapter are conducted in order to better
understand the context of the Cypro-PPNB to KC transition. In Chapter 7, the analyses from
Chapters 5 and 6, as well as insights from the Super-regional PPNB context modified in Chapter
4 will be used to address three questions related to the context of transition. Specifically, who
were the people of the Cypro-PPNB? What was the relationship between the PPNB and the
Cypro-PPNB? And, what is entailed by the transition to the KC? As the results of these analyses
are summarized at the start of Chapter 7, the reader whose interests are purely in the theoretical
aspects of this work may be justified in turning to that chapter at this point.

Background
While both sites were excavated and recorded in a comparable manner, background
information on the two sites is provided here for context. Ais Giorkis will be discussed first,
followed by Ortos. Both sites were excavated by Alan H. Simmons of the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas.
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Background on Ais Giorkis
Ais Giorkis is located in the western Troodos foothills between the villages of Kannaviou
(Κανναβιού) and Kritou Marottou (Κρίτου Μαρότου). Its total excavated area is about 500 m2.
More details on its environmental setting are provided in the following chapter. It dates to
between 7,956 and 7,058 cal BC (see Appendix I), though, as noted by Simmons (2012), most
dates fall around 7,500.
The history of archaeological investigations at Ais Giorkis began in 1980. In 1980, the
site was identified by the Canadian Palaipaphos Survey Project as a KC hunting camp (Fox
1987; Rupp, et al. 1984). Excavation began with a brief test season in 1997. Major excavation
occurred from 2002 to 2008, and from 2013 to 2015. Several limited seasons also occurred.
The chipped stone collection strategy employed at Ais Giorkis involved the aggregation
of material by unit and level, which was assigned a field number (FN). Each FN consisted of all
identified material during the excavation, as well as material found during screening. Screening
was conducted on 20% of all general context material and 100% of all feature material using a 6
mm mesh.
Analysis of chipped stone material took place in stages. All collected chipped stone was
analyzed at the “Initial Lithic Tally” level. This consisted of sorting the FN into debitage, debris,
cores, and tools, and further sorting the debitage by blank type. Most of the cores and tools, and
some of the debitage was subject to further analysis. This more detailed analysis, here called full
analysis, involved collection of metrics, recording of material type, as well as various traits.
Cores and tools were classified according to the typology described in Appendix II. A total of
276,258 lithic artifacts were collected from Ais Giorkis. A total of 29,660 pieces were fully
analyzed.
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Background on Ortos
Ortos is located above the eastern bank of the Xeros river, about 1 km southwest of the
old village of Kholetria (Παλαιά Χολέτρια). Its total excavated area is about 60 m2. More details
on its environmental setting are provided in the following chapter. It dates to between 6,460 and
5,838 cal BC (see Appendix I).
Like Ais Giorkis, the history of archaeological investigations at Ortos began in 1980. In
1980, the site was identified by the Canadian Palaipaphos Survey Project as a KC hunting camp
(Fox 1987, 1988; Rupp, et al. 1984). Excavations occurred from 1992 through 1994.
The chipped stone collection strategy was similar to Ais Giorkis, though 100% of
material was screened. A description of the classificatory system used at Ortos is presented in
Appendix II. A total of 64,867 lithic artifacts were collected from (Cooper 1997). Some data has
been lost to bit rot. The total remaining sample of fully analyzed pieces is 8,104, for some
analysis this is supplemented with published analysis records.
Background on the Interoperability of Data
Most of the chipped stone analysis conducted at both Ais Giorkis and Ortos was done
under equivalent standards. Two areas of difference require explanation. The first is simple, the
second requires more explanation.
The first area of difference relates to tool classes. During the analysis of tools at Ais
Giorkis, tools were recorded within a broad tool class category, and then recorded within a
narrow tool type category that was specific to tool class. At Ortos, tools were only recorded at
the type level. To facilitate comparison, the Ortos data were transcoded to create the tool class
category, based on the relationship between tool types and class used at Ais Giorkis.
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The second area of difference is more complicated and relates to the translation of raw
material types. The typology used at Ais Giorkis is based on the raw material typology
established by McCartney and described in Table 12. It is worth noting that all of the chert types
are related to the Lefkara formation, including—perhaps counterintuitively—the Moni variety.
Additionally, the Lefkara type cherts represent variation within consolidation and silicification
within the formation. Often various Lefkara “types” occur within the same cobble.
Table 12. Chert Types.

Chert Type
Lefkara Basal
Lefkara Dense
Translucent
Lefkara
Translucent
Moni
Translucent

Defining Traits
Fine grained vitreous, though opaque,
chert
Coarsest grained Lefkara chert,
poorly silicified.
Moderate grained semi-opaque chert
with some limestone inclusions
Fine grained, opaque chert similar in
characteristics to true flint.
Fine grained, often clear, fully
consolidated chert.

Source
McCartney and Gratuze (2003:15);
McCartney and Todd (2005:187)
McCartney and Gratuze (2003:13);
McCartney and Todd (2005:187)
McCartney and Todd (2005:187)
McCartney and Todd (2005:187)
McCartney (Pers. Comm. 2013)
McCartney (Pers. Comm. 2013)

The material typology at Ortos is idiosyncratic and defines four material types: 1) Corse
Grained Chert, 2) Fine Grained Chert, 3) Fine Grained Chert with Inclusions, and, 4) Dark Fine
Grained Chert. Fox (1988) notes that the surface collections found high rates of Moni chert at
Ortos, which was unsurprising given a nearby outcropping of Moni chert.
Based on the definitions described in Table 12, and the known presence of Moni chert in
the assemblage, the Ortos raw material types were transcoded as shown in Figure 10. Non-chert
material types were not transcoded.
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Figure 10. Raw Material Crosswalk.

Comparative Analysis
The lithic datasets from Ais Giorkis and Ortos were comparably analyzed with minimal
need for translation. The analysis in Appendix II is parallel in focus in order to facilitate direct
comparison of the site. Both being large datasets by the standards of Neolithic Cyprus research,
they here serve to represent their respective temporo-cultural periods in the analysis below.
Differences between the sites, and by proxy between the periods, are directly related to
addressing the question: what is entailed by the transition to the KC? As well, they help to
address the question: who were the people of the Cypro-PPNB?
Changes in Raw Material Use
Raw material use at Ais Giorkis was focused on the highest quality cherts, while raw
material use at Ortos focused on moderate quality chert (Figure 11). In both cases there was no
significant association between particular cherts and particular tool or core forms (see Appendix
II). However, at Ortos, the finer quality Moni chert was found at lower rates than would be
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expected given that it was accessible at closer distance to the site than the moderate quality
Lefkara Translucent that seems to have been preferred. Therefore, the decline in chert quality
between the periods appears to be independent of environmental limitations.
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Figure 11. Simplified Raw Material Use Between Sites.

Changes in Core Technology
As noted by previous research, core technology becomes more expedient during the KC.
Complex blade cores, such as naviform cores in the broadest sense, are absent from the Ortos
assemblage. Ad hoc flake cores, i.e., multidirectional and globular cores, are present in the
earlier assemblage. These increase in relative frequency from a combined 22% of the core
assemblage at Ais Giorkis to 30% at Ortos. Likewise, blade cores in general decline in
importance. At Ais Giorkis, blade and bladelet cores account for 28% of the core assemblage, at
Ortos this declines to less than 5%. Finally, no statistically significant change is observed in the
overall size of cores between the two sites.
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Patterns in Debitage
Flakes are more common at the KC site of Ortos. Excluding debris, there is an increase of
about from 78.3% to 89.3% in the percentage of flake blanks in the debitage assemblage between
Ais Giorkis and Ortos. This is accompanied by a slightly greater decline in the percent of blades.
The overall size of flakes is increased slightly. Following the pattern of simplification
demonstrated by the cores, flake platforms at Ortos demonstrate less preparation than those of
Ais Giorkis. Perhaps as a result of materials or perhaps as a desired trait, the smooth end types
preferred at Ais Giorkis give way to more jagged forms (e.g., pointed and feathered) in the Ortos
assemblage.
Blade blanks follow a similar pattern as the flakes. The average size is increased slightly
from Ais Giorkis. It should be noted, however, that the maximum blade length is greater at the
earlier site. Simple platforms, such as single and cortical, become more common at Ortos, while
more labor-intensive platforms decrease in frequency. Blunt and hinged ends decrease in
frequency, while pointed and outrepasse increase over Ais Giorkis frequencies.
Changes in Tool Production
One of the commonly cited changes between the Cypro-PPNB and the KC is a
simplification of tool kit. For example, “… there was less diversity in the types of tools used
during the” KC (Knapp 2013:132). This is somewhat demonstrated by the two assemblages, in
that there are fully five tool classes in the Ais Giorkis typology not represented at Ortos.
However, from another point of view, specialized tool forms become more important over time
as retouched blanks become less important.
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Another commonly cited change is that KC tools are said to be “chunkier” or cruder” in
blank selection. This is supported by the thickness of blanks selected for tool modification
(Figure 12).

Figure 12. Mean Tool Thickness (95% C.I.).

An independent samples T-Test was conducted finding that thickness of KC tools at
Ortos were greater than their Cypro-PPNB counterparts from Ais Giorkis, T(783.776)= 10.184,
P=.000. All other dimensions failed to differ in a statistically meaningful manner. Anecdotal
observation suggested that the variation in thickness was not the result of raw material changes
(Figure 13). To investigate the possibility that raw material was affecting the change, a sample of
just Lefkara Translucent tools was examined for differences in thickness.
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Figure 13. Lefkara Translucent (Ais Giorkis) vs. Lefkara Basal (Ortos) Tools.
The latter tool is thicker despite being crafted of finer chert.

A sample of 157 tools from Ais Giorkis produced a mean thickness of 8.717mm, with a
standard deviation of 4.1193. This was compared to a sample of 369 pieces from Ortos
demonstrating a mean thickness of 10.739mm, with a standard deviation of 4.9258. This also
resulted in a significant T-Test result: T(348.825)= 4.850, P=0.000002. Therefore, raw material
characteristics can be ruled out and the chucky appearance of KC period lithics can be described
as an increased thickness as a result of knapping technique.
These T-tests did not assume equal variances. The T-test formula under unequal variance
is:
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The toolkits of Ais Giorkis and Ortos indicate both a change in economic focus and a
change in technology. Ais Giorkis tools are primarily retouched pieces and scrapers, while Ortos
tools are primarily sickles. This suggests a shift from general tasks and hide production to cereal
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harvesting. Additionally, only about 6.5% of tools at Ais Giorkis demonstrate retouch to facilitate
hafting, either in the form of backing, which facilitates hafting along the lateral axis of a handle,
or tanging, which facilitates hafting at the top of a handle. This number soars to over 21% at
Ortos suggesting the increased use of compound tools and tools providing mechanical advantage
during the KC.

Implications Toward the Research Questions
While interesting in their own right, the lithic analysis presented in Appendix II and
above comparison serve as a path to addressing two of this works three major research questions.
Additionally, comparative analysis is meant to evaluate whether the change between the CyproPPNB and the KC reflect a genuine change in cultural practice or an accident of research history.
To the latter point, the comparative analysis of the lithics demonstrate a distinct change in
material culture. This is indicated by a shift in preference from fine to moderate grained chert,
the continued trend away from fine blades and elaborate core preparation, and an increase in the
thickness of tool blanks. This chapter’s bearing on the research questions is addressed below.
What do the archaeological remains, primarily the chipped stone, and the ecological
setting suggest about the lifeways of the peoples of Kritou Marottou Ais Giorkis and Kholetria
Ortos?
While ecological setting is an issue for another appendix, the chipped stone data address
this question. This question breaks down into two parts.
a) What are the toolkits used for?
At Ais Giorkis, the majority of the toolkit was retouched pieces and scrapers. This
suggests, at least at the site level, that hide processing and general tasks were the
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primary focus of the toolkit. By contrast, Ortos tools are primarily sickles. This
suggests a greater focus on cereal agriculture and a diminished focus on hide
processing.
b) How do the above vary and what do these variances suggest related to changes in
the lived experience?
The changes in the lithic assemblages of the two sites suggest changes in the lived
experience of the peoples of Ais Giorkis and Ortos. Both groups were able to
acquire toolstone reasonably close to their site. However, the shift in tool
production suggests a much greater dependency on cereal agriculture among the
people of Ortos. Moreover, the reduction in hide processing suggests either
warmer climate, increased investment in the built environment (that is, the
transition from hide-based homes), and/or transition to plant-based textiles.
Are there implications of the Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage and the published lithic
assemblages of the contemporaneous sites on mobility and interconnectivity during the PPNB on
Cyprus?
At present, there are few Cypro-PPNB sites with large sets of published lithic data to
compare to. Nevertheless, some observations can be made.
First, the local availability of high quality chert would suggest that if toolstone trade were
a locus of connection, chert would move out of the site. The idea that toolstone trade was a
mechanism of connection on the island has mainly been restricted to discussions of obsidian (see
Melson 2010); however, the accessibility of high quality chert is not uniform throughout the
island. Therefore, there is no reason to discount the idea that chert was also exchanged on an
island basis.
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Second, relative to both Ortos and the small toolkits published from Mylouthkia
(McCartney and Gratuze 2003) and the earliest phase of Tenta (McCartney and Todd 2005),
scrapers are much more important to the activities at Ais Giorkis. This could suggest the
production of hides for tents or clothing, suggesting a lower investment in the built investment
and increased mobility. Alternately, it may suggest hide production for exchange throughout the
island.
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Chapter 6: Results: Landscape Perspectives, Catchment Analysis, Lithic
Exchange, and Intersite Comparisons
The purpose of this chapter is to expand upon the understanding of Cypro-PPNB and KC
landscape utilization and explore interconnectivity during the Cypro-PPNB. This chapter has
three broad sections. The first section discusses the GIS-driven catchment analyses of Ais
Giorkis and Ortos. The second section discusses the evidence for lithic exchange between Ais
Giorkis and the Cypro-PPNB component of Tenta. The third section discusses the results of trait
comparisons between the sites of the Cypro-PPNB and the mainland, based on the literature
review documented in Appendix III.

Catchment Analyses
GIS driven catchment analyses of the Cypro-PPNB site of Ais Giorkis and the KC site of
Ortos are discussed below. This is to better understand the adaptive choices and landscape
utilization strategies employed during the two periods of the Aceramic Neolithic occupation of
Cyprus. This analysis finds that the foodways demonstrated by each site are highly suited to the
particulars of their environment.
Introduction to Catchment Analysis
The notion of the archaeological “site,” while a long held unit of archaeological analysis,
is a construct of the present (Dunnell 1992). While necessary as a tool to focus excavation within
artifact rich locations (Binford 1992), many activities conducted by members of a target
archaeological population do not occur onsite. This is especially true for forager and mixed
subsistence populations who must leave the site to acquire resources. When moving from a site
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to landscape scale analysis of a specific population it is desirable to limit one’s survey area to
that which would have been exploited. This is generally conceptualized as a site catchment
(Butzer 1982; Higgs and Vita-Finzi 1972; Hunt 1992; Roper 1979). In this case, GIS-based
implementation of Central Place Foraging Theory is used to expand from the sites of Ais Giorkis
and Ortos to a probable catchment area and evaluate the site’s location within the resource
configurations evidenced by their substance records. Site catchment models here account for
time, one of the two primary currencies of Optimal Foraging Theory, energy being the other
(Houston 2011). Once catchments had been constructed, terrain factors were used to rank the
probable patch favorability for each resource.
On Central Place Foraging Theory
Within Anthropological (or Americanist) Archaeology, Central Place Foraging Theory is
frequently considered a sub-theory of the often-polarizing school of thought known as Human
Behavioral Ecology (HBE). Of all HBE models, Winterhalder and Smith (2000:54) suggest that
four domains must be defined, these are: a “goal” (e.g., an optimal solution to a problem), a
“currency” (Kcal, time, reduced danger or uncertainty), “constraints” (cultural and
environmental conditions which limit actions), and “decisions” (optional behaviors). Within
Central Place Foraging Theory, currency tends to be that maximizing the potential to return
energy (Kcal) to a location within the least time is the sole criterion for the location of a Central
Place (Orians and Pearson 1979:170). This is especially true within the archaeological
application of Central Place Foraging Theory; given that often lack the data resolution to
consider factors like danger and uncertainty.
While this may be true of birds’ nests, humans often act outside purely optimal methods
for social or ideological reasons. This model holds the goal to be the most efficient location of
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settlement, within the general area, for provisioning itself within the local landscape. Cultural
constraints accounted for by this model are almost exclusively technological (e.g., lack of
terracing technology, foot transportation only, etc.), but this is partially the result of a lack of
social data. The exception is related to dietary choice. While the environs surrounding the sites
likely offered an array of dietary options, the models used here focus on those for which we find
the greatest evidence within the archaeological record, namely, Persian Fallow Deer (Dama
dama mesopotamica) and einkorn wheat (Triticum monococcum) at Ais Giorkis and sheep (Ovis
sp.) and lentil (Lens orientalis) at Ortos. Ecological constraints, however, provide the majority of
the quantitative data used in this model. Ecological constraints, primarily surface slope and
water, strongly affect both the cost of movement through a landscape and the environment that is
favorable to target resources. Finally, decisions are implied by the location of the sites. Given the
apparently low population density of Cyprus prior to the Bronze Age, it seems probable that the
sites’ founders would have been free to locate throughout the island.
Ecological Context of Ais Giorkis
Ais Giorkis is located approximately 1.5 kilometers north of the Ezousa River on a
terrace overlooking the river valley. There is a rise in elevation of 155 meters from river to site.
Einkorn wheat appears to have contributed strongly to the diet. Based on flotation analysis of
2,163 liters of soil taken from eight locations on the site, the combined ubiquity of einkorn wheat
is approximately 51%, with evidence recovered in all units sampled (Lucas, et al. 2012).
Additionally, the importance of cereal in the diet of Ais Giorkis is circumstantially supported by
the preliminary ground stone data that finds 269 of 448 analyzed by Renée Kolvet were
classified as hand stones or grinding slabs (Simmons 2012:95); residue wash supports the
assumption that at least some of these were used to process cereals (Simmons 2012:96). It is
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worth noting that while evidence for einkorn wheat is strong, the data suggests that it was likely
winnowed offsite (Espinda 2007:120-122; Lucas, et al. 2012:120; Simmons 2012:96), suggesting
that suitable fields may be located at some distance from the site.
Due primarily to the richness of the faunal assemblage at Ais Giorkis, zooarchaeological
analysis is still in its preliminary stages. Nevertheless, the present data analyzed by Paul Croft
and reported by Simmons (2012) based on a Number of Identifiable Specimens (NISP) n of
14,841 is likely representative of the global trend of animals consumed at the site. By rank, deer
(D. dama mesopotamica) is the major large vertebrate mammal contributing to the diet. Deer are
followed by pig (Sus scrofa), sheep/goat (caprines), and cow (Bos sp.). The relative importance
can also be demonstrated as large mammal indices as in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Large Mammals in the faunal record of Ais Giorkis

Based on these data, this chapter examines the region for areas suited to growing wheat,
hunting deer, and gathering water. This can be done quantitatively using topographical
correlates within a GIS model (Arroyo 2009).
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Ecological Context of Ortos
Ortos is located on a high hill rising along the east bank of the Xeros river. There is a rise
in elevation of 46 meters from river to site. Wheat species appears to have contributed minimally
to the diet. Based on floatation analysis of 1,270 liters of matrix sample from Ortos, most
recovered plant remains relate to lentil (Lens orientalis) cultivation, with barley, einkorn, and
emmer wheats also present in significantly less quantities 12 (Figure 15). The lentil species
cultivated at Ortos is believed to be L. orientalis on the basis of size, averaging 2.73 mm, and
ecology. The dependency on pulses over cereals is also supported by the ground stone
assemblage. A casual analysis of the ground stone analysis records on file with the Department
of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas suggests that querns were relatively rare
within the Ortos ground stone assemblage (Table 13).
Table 13. Ground Stone Classes at Ortos.

Type
Vessel
Pounder/ Hand
Grinder
Axe/Adze
Quern

N

12

49

%
32%

48
45
12

31%
29%
8%

Unpublished 1998 report: “Kholetria-Ortos Paleobotanical Remains, 1993-1994 Field Seasons.” on file with the
Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Figure 15. Dietary Plant Ubiquity among Ortos Floatation Samples.

Seventy kg of faunal material from the site was analyzed by Paul Croft 13. Of this, about
29 kg were identifiable. Caprine species made up the majority of the assemblage. The 17.5% of
which that could be identified to the genus level were predominately (77%) sheep (Figure 16).
Kill patterns demonstrate that about 40% of the sheep were slaughtered as lambs between one
and two-and-a-half years of age while 49% were slaughtered as adults, after their third year. Of
those that were slaughtered as lambs, a disproportionate amount were males, suggesting
intentional culling. These data suggest that the sheep portion of the assemblage represents
managed herds, as opposed to wild or feral. Based on their poor representation and dietary
preferences, Croft suggests that the goat portion of the caprines may have been wild or feral
goats taken by hunting, rather than actively managed.

13

Unpublished report: “Faunal Remains from Kholetria-Ortos,” on file with the Department of Anthropology,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Figure 16. Large Mammals in the faunal record of Ortos.

Method and Analysis:
There is a general consensus in the literature that mixed economy and forager populations
observe an eight-hour work day (Arroyo 2009:32; Beckerman 1983; Binford 2001:236-238;
Sahlins 1969), though for special occasions longer foraging trips have been observed (however,
see Dennel 1980). While there is some imprecision in applying ethnographically observed
generalizations to an under-classified population, it provides a quantifiable place to begin
considering catchment and its relationship to site location (Higgs and Vita-Finzi 1972). All
terrain here modeled is based on the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer (ASTER) Global Digital Elevation Model Version 2 (GDEM V2) with an
approximate resolution of 20-meters vertical and 30-meters (1 arc-second) horizontal (NASA
and METI 2011). While it could be argued that a higher resolution Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) would be more appropriate, I believe that the ASTER GDEM is best in this case for two
reasons. First, no higher resolution DEM is freely available covering the area of interest (AOI);
second, and perhaps more important, the physical landscape of the AOI has been drastically
transformed by a mixture of modern and ancient terracing (Galletti, et al. 2013). There is no need
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to separate ancient from modern in this case as terracing on Cyprus is largely believed to have
begun near the Bronze Age (Fall, et al. 2012). Owing to the palimpsest effect (Binford 1981;
Holdaway and Wandsnider 2008) on the landscape of the Cyprus, finer resolution DEMs, if
available, would confound the cost of motion in the EAN with the cost of motion in later periods.
Ais Giorkis Catchment
Based on the paleoeconomy demonstrated at Ais Giorkis, the catchment area has been
examined for its suitability towards this economy. That is, hunting Mesopotamian fallow deer,
growing wheat, and acquiring water.
Site catchment has been defined using slope, derived from ASTER data, and Tobler’s
Hiking Function (Tobler 1993). Assuming an average workday of eight hours or less, one can
assume an average maximum catchment area of two and a half hours walking distance from the
site, given the steep terrain this is an approximately four kilometers radius around Ais Giorkis. It
is assumed that Ais Giorkis was primarily occupied during the warmer and drier months;
therefore, the river was not defined as a hard boundary (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Ais Giorkis Catchment Area.

Within a catchment area, topographic data can be used to predict favorable or
unfavorable conditions for resources, including deer and wheat, as well as probable river course.
Most relevant at Ais Giorkis, slope is known to play a major role in foraging preference among
deer species in general. In this way, Holechek, et al. (1998) found that a 6-17° degree slope
reduces the suitability of an area by 30%, a 17-31° degree slope results in a 60% reduced in
suitability, and beyond 31° degrees grazing does not occur among North American deer species.
Data generated by GPS collared female fallow deer (D. dama mesopotamica) reintroduced to
Israel provides a direct observation of these effects on the deer species exploited by the people of
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Neolithic Cyprus. Bar-David, et al. (2005) empirically ranked slope effect on the home range of
fallow deer. They found that, rather than a cut off of 31° demonstrated by the data from primarily
North American deer, Persian follow deer avoid slopes exceeding 21°. Within the model, these
slope values were classified as impossible for the purpose of reliably encountering deer.
Additionally, slopes flatter that 6° were avoided by Persian follow deer wherever possible.
Within the model, these slope values were classified as unlikely for the purpose of reliably
encountering deer. The favorable range had an incline between 10-14°, these slope values were
classified as preferred for the purpose of reliably encountering deer. Both 6–10° and 15-20°
slopes were the second most likely slopes to be occupied by Persian follow deer. Within the
model, these slope values were classified as diminished for the purpose of reliably encountering
deer. Based on these data the preferred range for the Persian fallow deer hunted by the residents
of Ais Giorkis can be predicted. Table 14 demonstrates that most of the terrain within the Ais
Giorkis catchment is favorable to the ecology of Mesopotamian fallow deer.
Table 14. Deer Value of Terrain within Ais Giorkis Catchment.

Deer Value
Impossible
Unlikely
Diminished
Preferred

Ranked Value
4
3
2
1

Area (km2)
1.95
7.84
15.02
9.43

%
6%
23%
44%
28%

Similarly, wheat can only be successfully grown within a range of slopes. Bevan and
Conolly (2002:127) in their landscape study of Kythera, slopes in excess of 13º require terracing
technology to be effectively farms. As discussed above, agricultural terracing is not currently
believed to predate the Bronze Age on Cyprus. Therefore, the slope raster can be reclassified into
areas of under 13º and areas of over 13º representing areas where wheat cultivation is possible
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and impossible respectively. Doing so demonstrates that 76% (26.3 km2) of the Ais Giorkis
catchment area is topographically suited to wheat cultivation.
While surface water is located at the edge of the catchment, the possibility of exploitable
subsurface water, both as a direct resource and a buffering mechanism to cereal agriculture may
be located closer to the site. Topographic characteristics suggest that a larger intermittent stream
should form both 500 meters north of the Ais Giorkis and that several shallower streams should
move across the valley located to the south of the site. Remote sensing data generated by the
ASTER satellite was explored to address these potential resources. Passes from the dry season
are rare within the catchment, after an in-depth search of the ASTER records within USGS
EarthExplorer located two potential passes, however, only one pass (NASA 2014) covered the
entire AOI.
The single pass was processed in ENVI to produce a Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) raster and Near Infrared (NIR) false color (Figure 18) image. NDVI works on the
premise that photosynthetic plants absorb the visual light used in photosynthesis while reflecting
near-infrared light. This can be quantified in multiband remote sensing instruments, such as
(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉)

ASTER, using the canonical equation 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁+𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉) allowing for relative comparison of

photosynthetic activity across a scene. The false color image provides an intuitive visualization
of green plant rich areas by coding NIR (Band 3) as red, blue-green (Band 1) as blue, and red
(Band 2) as green.
The results suggest the intermittent stream north of the site may have maintained near
surface water throughout the summer. Additionally, the pink band of photosynthetic activity
extending from the steam passes over the site and into the valley below. Thereby, it is probable
that the area around Ais Giorkis maintained fair access to water year-round.
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Figure 18. False Color Near Infrared Image of Ais Giorkis Catchment.

Ortos Catchment
The paleoeconomy of Ortos is very different from that of Ais Giorkis. While Ais Giorkis
was certainly involved in agriculture, the base of their economy was still hunting. The
subsistence economy at Ortos, by contrast, appears to have transitioned from hunting to
husbandry. Likewise, cereal cultivation appears to have played a lessor role in the plant
production strategy used at Ortos, where lentil dominates the plant assemblage.
Unlike at Ais Giorkis, the catchment definition for Ortos is not based on slope. An error
in the current version of ArcGIS has diminished its capacity for anisotropic weighting.
Therefore, a simple isotropic radius of 10 km, representing an idealized 2.5-hour walking radius
is used for the Ortos Catchment area. This somewhat diminishes the direct comparability of
catchments but is not a deviation from accepted methodology. The reader should be aware that
statistically, the terrain values are likely the same; however, the absolute area is likely somewhat
inflated.
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Considering the land value of the Ortos catchment for sheep is a difficult task.
Insufficient data exist on the breed of sheep present on Cyprus during the and their
environmental preferences. Moreover, sheep husbandry can take various forms involving degrees
of rotation from keeping animals on a single large plot to transhumant herding. As such, this
analysis must be taken as an educated guess rather than scientific fact. A review of the literature
on sheep husbandry yielded one article related to slope, rather dishearteningly containing the
phrase “The grazing behavior of sheep across slope categories in a naturalized hill country
pasture has not been previously studied” (López, et al. 2003:339). The sole actionable piece of
information on slope and grazing behavior was the rather imprecise statement “Sheep prefer to
graze hillsides and steep slopes” (Umberger 2009:1). Given the variability in environments in
which sheep are ranged today, it is probably best to assume that the entire 302 km2 catchment,
save those areas covered by rivers, was open to sheep pasturing. However, slopes above about
15% or 8.5° would have been preferred. It seems unlikely, however, that any shepherd would
want to maintain sheep at a slope of over 45° Thus, Table 15 represents the terrain value of the
Ortos catchment area for the purpose of deer husbandry as a function of slope.
Table 15. Sheep Value of Terrain within Ortos Catchment.

Sheep Value
Fair
Preferred
Difficult

Area (km2)
121
182
.1

%
40%
60%
Trace

Pasturing requirements for sheep are better documented in terms of area than they are in
slope. Based on USDA recommendations for animal stocking, about 25 head of sheep can be
maintained across a rotation of 4 acres (UMass Extension 2009). Thus, not accounting for water
and other environmental factors, the number of sheep that could be supported in their preferred
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topography within the Ortos catchment is 281,000 head per year. It seems unlikely that such a
large number would be needed or could be cared for by the people of Ortos; however, this
demonstrates that the available pasture space in the environs of the site were not a constraint on
the behavior and subsistence practices at Ortos.
Of course, in addition to land for sheep pasture, the subsistence strategies suggested by
the Ortos assemblage suggest that lentil fields were also within the catchment. L. orientalis is
sometimes defined as a subspecies of L. culinaris and sometimes described as an independent
species (Culbero, et al. 2009). Morphologically, it has a single or branched column that is
decumbent-ascending or erect. It has 6–8 leaflets per leaf with a 5–25mm rachis. It produces two
mottled gray-brown seeds of 2.5-3.5mm in diameter per pod. Presently, it is found primary in
open or partially shaded habitats, on shallow stony soils originating from calcareous,
metamorphic, and basalt rocks at elevations between 500 and 1,700 m (Abbo, et al. 2008;
Ladizinsky and Muehlbauer 1993). Zohary and Hopf (2000) note that L. orientalis grows on
shallow, stony soil and gravelly hillsides, as well as in stony patches and stone piles adjacent to
agricultural fields.
Based on the available information about the environmental preferences of L. orientalis,
the ideal growing conditions are leptosols located on southern slopes above 500 m. The elevation
factor in the modern distribution is primarily a matter of reducing competing species; therefore,
if cultivated below this elevation weeding would be necessary. None of the Ortos catchment area
is above 500 m in elevation. Therefore, from a GIS perspective the best lentil fields would be
located on non-northerly facing slopes covered by leptosols, while any area covered by leptosols
would make acceptable lentil fields. It is worth noting that the shallow and rocky nature of
leptosols make them poorly suited to wheat production, especially prior to the advent of
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irrigation and chemical fertilizer. While soil characteristic cannot necessarily be assumed in the
past based on present conditions, these are the data available.
Based on these values the leptic soils (i.e., lithosols) were digitized from the General Soil
Map of Cyprus (Soteriades and Grivas 1970). Any terrain not characterized as by leptosols was
ranked as poor for lentil production. Leptosols located on non-northerly facing slopes were
ranked as preferred for lentil production and the remaining terrain was ranked fair. Table 16
demonstrates that about 34% of the terrain within the Ortos catchment was well suited to lentil
production.
Table 16. Lentil Value of Terrain within Ortos Catchment.

Sheep Value
Poor
Fair
Preferred

Area (km2)
144
55
104

%
47.5%
18.2%
34.3%

Figure 19 demonstrates the distribution of leptic soils within the Ortos catchment against
the topographic relief of the region. Stippling indicates those areas most suited for lentil
cultivation. Also, evident by this figure is the extent of the terrain that would have been poorly
suited to wheat production.
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Figure 19. Ortos Catchment Area with Lentil Overlay.

Having considered the catchment’s potential for producing both the dominant plant and
animal components of the Ortos subsistence economy, access to water must be consider. The
immediate location of the site is adjacent to the Xeros river, which prior to damming was a
perennial river. Thus, provisioning the area immediate to the site was likely done by the river.
Beyond the river, the same satellite analysis conducted for Ais Giorkis demonstrates a
comparatively drier landscape (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. False Color Near Infrared Image of Ortos Catchment.

Comparison of Catchments
Based on the variables used in the above catchment analyses, the foodways of each site
are fit to their environment yet demonstrate choices made by their inhabitants.
The animal portion of the subsistence economy is primarily deer at Ais Giorkis and sheep
at Ortos. The topography and elevation around Ais Giorkis, as well as the general presence of
accessible water and green plants during the summer months, make it an excellent environment
for deer. Many of these same traits would have been appealing to the sheep preferred at Ortos.
While sheep could have been ranged at Ais Giorkis, they would have required greater investment
by humans and detracted from the land value to deer. Within the Ortos catchment, the deer
habitat is substantially diminished due to the lower elevation, poorer access to green plants, and
less favorable slope conditions (Table 17). Therefore, it appears that the inhabitants of Ortos,
such that the they desired the sites location, had comparatively less choice in meat resources than
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the people of Ais Giorkis had. As such, a greater investment of human labor was necessary to
maintain a supply of meat in the later period.
Table 17. Deer Value of Terrain within Ortos Catchment.

Deer Value
Impossible
Unlikely
Diminished
Preferred

Area (km2)
28.5
80.1
123.2
70.8

%
9.4%
26.5%
40.7%
23.4%

The primary plant component of the diets also demonstrates a greater requirement for
human investment in the KC period. At Ais Giorkis, the dominant cultigen is einkorn wheat.
While not exactly a low labor food, it certainly is less of a labor sink than early lentils. The
immediate environment of Ais Giorkis was well suited to wheat cultivation in that, around the
site especially, there are well watered relatively flat areas with good soils. Such is not the case
around Ortos, where soils are poor and water relatively scarce. The people of Ortos adapted to
this terrain by investing heavily in lentil product. This is especially true, in that at the elevation
of the site catchment, labor would have been necessary to weed the stony fields where the lentils
were sown.
Conclusions of Catchment Analyses
This section is relevant to Research Question 1, What do the archaeological remains,
primarily the chipped stone, and the ecological setting suggest about the lifeways of the peoples
of Kritou Marottou Ais Giorkis and Kholetria Ortos? Toward this question, inferences can be
made relating to changes in foodways, economic pressures, and choices in landscape
exploitation.
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The foodways demonstrated between the two sites suggest a changing relationship with
the land. At Ais Giorkis, people acquired their food through a mix of wild and domestic
resources. Specifically, most meat was collected while the plant-based food for which we have
evidence was generally produced. At Ortos, the ethos of food production had taken root. Both
plant and animal products were primarily produced by human agency. This transition came with
a raise in the required investment in acquiring food, while expanding the amount of food that
could be produced.
Generally speaking, humans are understood to avoid unnecessary expense. Therefore,
while the transition to full-time food production represents a choice, this choice was unlikely to
occur in a vacuum. It is likely that changes in either or both the physical and social environments
made the choice desirable. Neolithic climatological data for Cyprus is presently non-existent. Of
the mainland at this time, Simmons (2007) notes that much of the evidence is murkied by
chronological conventions, but in general climate may have been becoming cooler and wetter,
punctuated by brief arid periods. A less reliable climate may have resulted in increased reliance
on controllable resources like sheep. Given the poverty of evidence for serious climate change, it
is not surprising that even Button (2010) favors a change in social landscape as the chief
explanatory factor. By about 7,000 cal BC, the PPNB phenomena had disintegrated, on the
mainland leaving behind a handful of PPNC and early PN sites (Clarke 2007; Simmons 2007).
Button (2010) notes that this may have resulted in a momentary influx of immigrants from the
mainland. Such an event would have made a temporary increase in investment in food
production a prudent act. It is also valuable to consider the effect of Khirokitia proper of the
social landscape of southern Cyprus. Khirokitia appears to have become something of a primate
city, demonstrating a more elaborate culture, larger population, and a more elaborate architecture
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than contemporaneous sites. As such, provisioning Khirokitia would have depended on its
hinterlands (Wasse 2007). It is possible that Ortos’ location and subsistence strategy was tied
into the acquisition of prestige and social capital through the provisioning of Khirokitia. Wasse
(2007) further notes that the transition from deer to sheep is temporary, reverting to deer hunting
over the KC and remaining that way until the mid-chalcolithic period. The increased reliance on
sheep is also marked by an increase in sheep size, possibly suggesting restocking from the
mainland. Both of these facts would fit well with Button’s (2010) suggested migration.
Considering choices in landscape exploitation, it is important to note that while this
analysis demonstrates that the foodways practiced at Ais Giorkis could not have been practiced at
Ortos, and that the reverse is also true, the low population density of Aceramic Neolithic Cyprus
would have meant that location was, itself, a choice. This choice may have been conditioned by
the same social and environmental factors demonstrated above. If the climate were becoming
colder and less reliable, this could have made upland areas like Ais Giorkis less habitable. If so,
the choice to locate in richer deer country may not have been available. However, better soils for
wheat production would have still been accessible. Therefore, it seems likely that the meat
portion of the subsistence economy was the driving factor, and the plant-based diet was an
afterthought. Meat production itself may be conditioned by the social landscape of KC Cyprus.
Ortos may have functioned to provide access to pasturelands to the provisioning of Khirokitia,
located some 67 km to the west, well beyond its own catchment.
While These observations on changes in foodways, economic pressures, and landscape
exploitation may be explained in multiple ways, these all point to a single fact. They further
support the lithic data in suggesting that the KC period does reflect a genuine change in
culture—both as an archaeologically defined entity, and as a package of lifeways—from the
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preceding Cypro-PPNB, rather than just a continuation of ongoing processes of the CyproPPNB. Additionally, the temporary increase in sheep husbandry and possible restocking with
mainland sheep suggested by Wasse (2007) speaks against the notion that the KC represents a
withdrawal from the mainland near east.

Lithic Exchange
This purpose of this section is to explore the lithic data from Ais Giorkis and the CyproPPNB component of Tenta 14 for evidence of lithic exchange. Ideally, this exploration would
consider more of the Cypro-PPNB sites, particularly Akanthou and Shillorokambos; however,
detailed chipped stone reports are not yet available for these sites, and therefore, analysis must be
restricted to Tenta alone.
Based on geological conditions, it was expected that high quality toolstone may be
transported from Ais Giorkis to Tenta. Lithic data from the two sites were compared to evaluate
the evidence for embedded procurement versus down-the-line exchange. Unfortunately, the
analytic procedures used at Tenta did not address reduction sequence. This severely limited the
analytic value of the Tenta chipped stone report for this analysis; therefore, no conclusion can be
reached. Nevertheless, the analytic process and potential results are retained below as a
framework to be built on when the Akanthou and Shillorokambos chipped stone reports are
published.
Differential access to high quality toolstone was imposed by the geological environments
that the sites occupy. The vicinity of Ais Giorkis is rich in bedded and large cobble sources of
Lefkara Basal chert. Lefkara Basal chert is a very high quality which is often brown, beige, or

14

i.e., Tenta Phase 5.
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gray in color. The geological conditions are quite favorable for chert development. Within eight
kilometers of the site a Paleocene to Miocene aged carbonate deposits formed directly above
earlier volcanic deposits while the area was still beneath the ocean (Kahler 1994), the contact
area between these deposits is the source of both Lefkara and Moni chert (Stewart 2006), which
are the primary material used for chipped stone on Cyprus from prehistory through the relatively
modern dhoukani industry (Whittaker 1996). The Vasilikos valley around Tenta, by contrast,
primarily provides access to Lefkara Translucent chert transported by river. This is a moderate to
good quality material of bluish-grey to gray color (McCartney and Todd 2005). The chipped
stone report for Tenta notes the presence of Lefkara Basal Chert in the early period.
Gifts of high quality chert may have been integrative behavior during the Cypro-PPNB.
The upland location of Ais Giorkis, combined with the lack of sturdy architecture or prominent
hearths suggest that the site was temporarily abandoned during the cold winter months. Winter
aggregation in lowland sites, such as Tenta, would have provided an escape from the cold, as
well as an opportunity to arrange marriages, trade stories and technologies, and generally
maintain and develop a pan-island identity. Nevertheless, the arrival of empty hands and hungry
bellies at the onset of winter could only be an unwelcome event. However, if these arrivals came
bearing exchange goods such as hides, wives, and toolstone, their welcome seems much more
likely (see generally Mauss 1990).
We cannot, unfortunately, detect the presence of perishables and additional people with
the data available; however, detecting the presence of exchange toolstone may be possible. The
ratios and quantity of cores, cortical debitage, and tertiary debitage within the Lefkara Basal
portion of the assemblages can be compared using the assumptions of embedded vs. direct
procurement and down-the-line exchange.
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Binford’s (1979) model of embedded vs. direct procurement suggests that most lithic
procurement is embedded within other activities. As there is little reason to suspect that the
people of Tenta would demonstrate both the heavy investment in the built environment
evidenced by the site and have regular business that would allow them to embed toolstone
acquisition from outside the valley in their routine, we can assume that any material would be
either local to the valley or exchanged in. The reverse is true for the people of Ais Giorkis. The
everyday activities related to hunting, foraging, and early agriculture in the region would have
provided ample opportunity to embed the collection of Lefkara Basal chert within their daily
tasks.
Turning then to Renfrew’s (1975) theory of trade and exchange, several models may be
considered applicable to the pre-complex society. These are: Direct access, Home-base
reciprocity, Boundary reciprocity, Down-the-line exchange, and Central place exchange. Due to
a lack of data, Down-the-line and Central-place exchange patterns cannot be examined. As
additional sites are excavated and published, these questions should be reexamined. For now, let
us consider those forms of exchange remaining.
Direct access is a state in which goods move through space by the hand of those
acquiring them without the intervention of those nearest their source. That is, that people from
Tenta traveled to the vicinity of Ais Giorkis, collected the stone and returned home. This
possibility was previously addressed by Binford’s assumptions on embedded versus direct
procurement and can, therefore, be dismissed.
Home-base reciprocity is the situation where one party meets another at their village and
exchange goods. In this case, it is suggested that peoples from Ais Giorkis traveled to Tenta
exchanging chert in the form of gifts for social capital.
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Boundary reciprocity is the situation where both parties meet at some middle location for
the exchange of goods. That is, that the people of Ais Giorkis and the people of Tenta meet at
some third location where the chert is exchanged for some other commodity, perhaps grain. This
is problematic as there is no cause to suspect that Ais Giorkis is importing anything in significant
quantities.
Therefore, the apparent options that can be addressed with the available data are that the
people of Tenta are engaged in the direct procurement of Lefkara Basal chert from a source
within the Vasilikos valley that became exhausted in the early KC period or that people from Ais
Giorkis were engaged in home-base reciprocity style exchange of Lefkara Basal chert on a
seasonal basis.
These possibilities can be investigated through the variability of reduced Lefkara Basal
chert. If the chert was collected within the daily round of the people of Tenta, it can be assumed
that much of the reduction sequence would take place at the site. To reduce the cobbles at
collection would cost valuable daylight hours, while on site reduction would not conflict with the
affairs of hunting, foraging, and early agriculture. Therefore, the relative quantities of cortical
blanks should be about the same as with other chert types in the Phase 5 Tenta assemblage. By
contrast, if the chert was brought in by people from Ais Giorkis, it can be assumed that most of
the reduction would take place off site. The people of Ais Giorkis would have collected the
material during their daily tasks but would have had ample nights to decorticate the cores. This
process would allow more usable material to be exchanged per unit of weight, enhancing the
value of the toolstone. This off-hour value adding process may also have gone beyond
decortication to the production of finished blade or tools as well. If this were the case, one would
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expect to find less cortical material relative to other toolstone types in the Tenta assemblage and
more cortical material relative to other toolstone types in the Ais Giorkis assemblage.
Data
Unfortunately, the detailed publication of the Tenta data do not provide a discussion or
table relevant to core reduction sequence in general, let alone as a function of material type.
What is published is that Lefkara Basal was preferentially selected for tool modification as
evidenced by an increase in representation from 16.2% of the blanks to 29% of the tools within
firm Period 5 contexts. Because these data are unpublished, all that can be said from the direction
of Tenta is that there was a desire for this material type.
Turning to the data from Ais Giorkis, there does seem to be an increase in the ratio of
primary and secondary reduction flakes among the Lefkara Basal material as compared to the
other raw material types (Table 18). For those statistically inclined, the Pearson’s χ2 relevant to
the counts used to generate the table is: χ2=134.92, df=8, P= 2.6936E-25, V=0.082570. Thus,
there is a significant but weak change in the reduction state by toolstone type at Ais Giorkis.
Table 18. Ais Giorkis Reduction by Material Type

Blanks
Cortical
Secondary
Tertiary
Total

T

LT

LB

M

LDT

5.51%
20.31%
74.17%
100%

3.65%
22.89%
73.47%
100%

11.63%
23.76%
64.62%
100%

6.98%
20.93%
72.09%
100%

7.56%
12.89%
92.89%
100%

T=Translucent; LT=Lefkara Translucent; LB=Lefkara Basal; M=Moni; LDT= Lefkara Dense Translucent

The case for export of Lefkara Basal prepared cores would be bolstered by the presence
of more viable cores within the assemblage, representing cached export products. The data do
not support this, however (Table 19). If further reduction was being performed, however, one
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would expect to see more exhausted cores and significantly fewer tool per core of the same
material found at Ais Giorkis. Based on the data discussed in Appendix II, this does seem to be
the case. For example, the ratio of tools to cores of Lefkara Basal chert recovered at Ais Giorkis
is only 2.3, compared to 3.7 for Lefkara Translucent, and 10 for the non-local Moni chert.
Table 19. Ais Giorkis Core Exhaustion by Material

Not exhausted
Exhausted
Total

T

LT

LB

M

LDT

32.76%
67.24%
100%

53.13%
46.88%
100%

52.96%
47.04%
100%

53.85%
46.15%
100%

57.14%
42.86%
100%

T=Translucent; LT=Lefkara Translucent; LB=Lefkara Basal; M=Moni; LDT= Lefkara Dense Translucent

While the data above are suggestive, there are other possible explanations for these
trends, for example, the tools to core ratio may be a function of off-site activity. Without at least
two sides of the exchange network, no firm conclusions can be reached.
Conclusions
This section is relevant to Research Question #2. That is, Are there implications of the
Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage and the published lithic assemblages of the contemporaneous sites
on mobility and interconnectivity during the PPNB on Cyprus?
At this time, the data are inconclusive. While there is some evidence to suggest that the
people of Ais Giorkis were producing more Lefkara Basal chert than they were using on site,
there are numerous ways to explain this discrepancy. Without solid reduction sequence data from
contemporaneous sites, one cannot be certain that high quality toolstone is being exchanged out
of Ais Giorkis.
Those data available hint that the people of Ais Giorkis may have been engaged in homebase reciprocity at Tenta, exchanging lithic material for social capital during seasonal migration
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out of the uplands. However, it is also possible that a Lefkara Basal chert source in the Vasilikos
valley became exhausted at the start of the KC and that the people of Ais Giorkis preferentially
employed the same material in their off-site activities.

Intersite Comparison
Appendix III was designed both to document the process of examining the Neolithic Near
East synthesized in Chapter 2 and gather the data to address two of the three research questions
of this dissertation. These are: Are there implications of the Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage and the
published lithic assemblages of the contemporaneous sites on mobility and interconnectivity
during the PPNB on Cyprus? (Question 2), and How do the lifeways of Aceramic Cyprus
compare to contemporaneous mainland lifeways? (Question 3). Based on the data presented in
that appendix, the following answers are inferred.
Question 2 provides an opportunity to examine what is common and what is unique
within the Cypro-PPNB. There is a fair amount of diversity present among the sites. Commonly,
barley and deer make up the bulk of the diet, the conspicuous absence of deer in the Phase 5
occupation at Tenta likely suggests that this period predates the arrival of deer on the islands c.
8,000 BC (Vigne, et al. 2015). Were the site to have been occupied any later, it would be the
only site to demonstrate a prejudice against venison. This is a further strike against the possibility
of people from Ais Giorkis wintering at Tenta as examined above. Most sites have demonstrated
trace quantities of small cat within their faunal assemblage, combined with the presence of the
cat mask at Shillorokambos, this may suggest an ideological connection throughout the island.
Architecture across the island is uniformly rounded, though a variety of construction
materials and styles are presents. Burials, where identified, have been found in—what I would
consider—trash contexts, that is to say, treated largely similar to non-human animal remains.
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These facts suggest at least a partially shared worldview that may emphasize egalitarianism over
veneration of ancestors. Such an ideology would be beneficial if integrating diverse immigrants
to Cypro-PPNB society.
Lithics are also variable. Naviform or naviform-like cores appear throughout the CyproPPNB, excepting Akanthou—though this may change with additional publication. Most of the
assemblages seem to demonstrate a fairly balanced lithic industry reliant on both blade and flake
chaînes opératoires. The almost universal presence of Anatolian obsidian suggests a degree of
interconnectivity such as the material was brought to the island and distributed across the island.
Projectile points are rare, especially later in time. What projectile points that have been found fall
within Shea’s (2013) Elongated type, which are common throughout the PPNB.
Overall then, to Question 2, specific indicators of intersite mobility are not identified,
though contact between Ais Giorkis and Tenta is unlikely due to occupation timing.
Nevertheless, specific indications of shared ideology and connection throughout the island have
been proposed. These include similarities in architectural shape, if not actual form, treatment of
the dead, mixed chaînes opératoires, deer consumption, and the exchange of obsidian.
Looking at Question 3, provides an opportunity to examine what is common and what is
unique between the Cypro-PPNB and the broader Neolithic Near East. Additionally, other
potential indicators of origin can be considered.
Between 8,600 and 7,000 cal BC, most Cypro-PPNB sites demonstrate reliance on
barely, with access to emmer, einkorn, pig, sheep-goat, and cat. Lithic assemblages tend to be
mixed chaînes opératoires, demonstrating naviform (sensu lato) cores and occasionally
elongates points. Most toolkits are dominated by backed tools and limited quantities of Anatolian
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obsidian is common. Architecture is uniformly round, and no specialized treatment of the dead is
noted. Such a constellation appears unique within the regions surveyed.
As on Cyprus, Rounded architecture, reliance on barley, and the casual disposal of the
dead are all traits found (though not universally) in Southern Jordan and the Southern Levantine
Arid Zone. One could consider that these sites also demonstrate a reliance on wild meat sources,
but in truth this is common throughout the PPNB, excepting the largest sites. Nevertheless, these
regions are unlikely to be the sole source of migrants to Cyprus, even assuming admixture with
the existing Cypro-PPNA population. Unlike these regions, Cyprus demonstrates einkorn wheat,
sheep, Persian fallow deer, and cat. These are rare to non-existent within these regions, and
excepting cat, not present in the Cypro-PPNA. Looking the other way, these regions demonstrate
a very blade-based assemblage focusing on the production of Southern Levantine and Elongated
points with almost no obsidian use. It seems unlikely that point tradition and other lithic habits
would change so dramatically as a function of environment.
Considering the origins of introduced animals, Vigne and colleagues (2015) suggests that
the central (or perhaps southern) Levant was the likely origin of the Persian fallow deer, while
Anatolia was the likely origin of the pig and cattle. Looking toward the Southern Levant, some
similarities can be found. Both Motza and Nahal Betzet demonstrate some circular structures,
three sites demonstrate flake-based assemblages so taken together mixed lithic assemblages are
not out of the question. Emmer wheat, barley, sheep, Persian fallow deer, and cat are present to
common within the region. However, einkorn wheat is nearly absent, sheep are rare, and
treatment of the dead is elaborate. This last fact seems unlikely to change as a function of
environment. Outside of the presence of pig, as well as the presence of all the cultigens, little else
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is similar to the Anatolian sites discussed above. Crucial misalignments are seen in the
presence/absence comparisons of deer, cat, dog and elongated points.
Finally, the coastal portion of northern Syria has often been considered a strong candidate
for the origin of the Cypro-PPNB people. Tell Ain el-Kerkh is the only site that speaks to this
sub-region. The excavator specifically addresses this possibility, writing “…the evidence from
Tell Ain el-Kerkh and the Cypriot PPN sites seem to show more differences than similarities”
(Tsuneki, et al. 2006:66). While both the site and the sites of the Cypro-PPNB exhibit high
percentages of deer and pig in their faunal assemblages, the plant-based portion of the
subsistence economy is very different. Likewise, there are superficial similarities in the lithic
assemblage, though the importance of naviform (Sensu strictu) cores and projectile points is
much greater at Tell Ain el-Kerkh. Burials and architecture from the relevant phase has yet to be
found. It is certainly possible that some people migrated from Tell Ain el-Kerkh to Cyprus, but
it, at least at this time, the data do not support this region being the sole donor culture to the
Cypro-PPNB.
Question 3, therefore, can be answered as follows. The Cypro-PPNB represents a unique
constellation of traits. It seems most likely that the population of PPNB Cyprus was composed of
the descendants of the Cypro-PPNA peoples, as well as migrants from throughout the Near East.
Especially important among these migrant populations are the peoples of the arid regions of the
southern Levant—who seem to be most similar in ideological indicators—and people of the
central and perhaps northern Levant who share more foodways.
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Chapter 7: Discussion
The changes in lifeways on Cyprus around the start of the 7th Millennium BC known as
the transition to the KC has historically been undertheorized. This chapter addresses this
discrepancy by applying the theoretical spectacles of post-Turnerian liminality to this transition.
This chapter is structured to remind the reader of the formal research questions before moving
from data to progressively higher theory. To this end, nine specific assessments conducted within
the appendices are summarized and applied to the research questions. The answers to the
research questions are then used to contextualize the transition to KC, primarily within the lens
of the PPNB Interaction Sphere as modified in the previous chapter. After the context of
transition has been defined, the role of liminality in assessed.

Reintroduction of Research Questions
In order to assess the role that liminality played in the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to
the KC, it is first necessary to understand who the people of the Cypro-PPNB were and what
changes in lifeways mark their transition to the KC. To address these gaps in understanding,
three formal research questions have been posited. These are:
•

Question 1, what do the archaeological remains, primarily the chipped stone and the
ecological setting, suggest about the lifeways of the peoples of Ais Giorkis and Ortos?

•

Question 2, are there implications of the Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage and the published
lithic assemblages of contemporaneous sites on mobility and interconnectivity during the
PPNB on Cyprus?

•

Question 3, how do the lifeways of Aceramic Cyprus compare to contemporaneous
mainland lifeways?
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Question 1 is addressed through three subquestions:
•

Question 1a, what are the toolkits specialized for?

•

Question 1b, how does the toolkit specialization and subsistence data relate to the
landscape setting of the sites?

•

Question 1c. do these changes attest to a change in culture?

Summary of Assessments
In order to address the three research questions of this dissertation, nine specific tests
were conducted. These are fully documented in the preceding to chapters and the appendices and
summarized below. The summary focuses on: why the test was conducted, what data were used,
how the data were analyzed, what the findings were, which research questions the findings are
most relevant to, and where the complete analysis can be found.
An Assessment of the Radiocarbon Dates
To better understand the temporal sequence of the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus and its
association with the mainland PPNB, published radiocarbon dates from throughout the superregion were calibrated to a common curve and visually plotted together (Appendix I). This
demonstrated that the start of the Cypro-PPNB is contemporaneous with the PPNB within the
mainland, suggesting that no region would have been developed enough to be the sole donor
culture at the start of the Cypro-PPNB. Additionally, it was observed that the transition to the KC
is roughly contemporaneous with the transition from the PPNB to the PPNC 15 on the mainland,
suggesting super-regional change, rather than withdrawal from the PPNB. These findings are
most relevant to Question 3 and fully developed in Appendix I.

15

The term PPNC is contested, some researchers preferring to use “Final PPNB” for this period of the Neolithic.
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An Assessment of the Tool Classes at Ais Giorkis
To infer relative importance of activities at Ais Giorkis—a Cypro-PPNB site—and build
towards understanding landscape exploitation through understanding important activities, the
complete chipped stone analysis record of Ais Giorkis was analyzed for tool class frequencies.
This demonstrated that scrapers were the most common formal tool, representing 9.4% of all
tools, though retouched pieces were the most common tool overall at 56.3% of the tool
assemblage. This suggests that hide processing and general tasks were the most common
activities requiring stone tools at Ais Giorkis. These findings are most relevant to Questions 1a,
1b, 1c, and 2. They are fully developed in Appendix II.
An Assessment of the Tool Classes at Ortos
To infer relative importance of activities at Ortos—a KC site—and build towards
understanding landscape exploitation through understanding important activities, the chipped
stone analysis records and published lithic analysis of Ortos was analyzed for tool class
frequencies. This demonstrated that sickles were the most common tool, representing 16.6% of
the tool assemblage. This suggests that agricultural production was the most common activity
requiring stone tools at Ortos. These findings are most relevant to Questions 1a and 1b. They are
fully developed in Appendix II.
An Assessment of the Changes in Raw Material Utilization
To test claims that the KC was marked by a preference for lower quality toolstone, the
complete lithic analysis records of Ais Giorkis and extant lithic analysis records of Ortos
assemblage were examined. These were used to compare percentages of chert types within the
general assemblage, tool, and core datasets of the two sites. This comparison found that both
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high and moderate quality chert was locally available at both sites, yet the moderate quality chert
was preferred by the KC people at Ortos, confirming the believed change in cultural preference.
This finding is most relevant to Questions 1b and 1c, it is developed in Chapter 5.
An Assessment of the Changes in Debitage
To test claims that the KC had a more flake based and expedient chipped stone
assemblage, patterns within the complete lithic analysis records of Ais Giorkis and the extant
lithic records and published analysis of Ortos were examined. Specifically, these patterns were
related to percentages of debitage types and traits between sites. It was found that between Ais
Giorkis and Ortos, flakes increased from 78% to 89% of the assemblage, platforms were less
prepared, and jagged termination types became more frequent than smooth terminations. These
findings confirm the claims about KC lithics. They are most relevant to Question 1c and
developed in Chapter 5.
An Assessment of the Changes in Chipped Stone Morphology
To test claims that the KC had a “chunkier” chipped stone assemblage and refine what
“chunky” means, morphological patterns within the complete lithic analysis records of Ais
Giorkis and the extant lithic records and published analysis of Ortos were examined.
Morphometric data from tool and debitage assemblages were paired by blank class and subjected
to independent samples T-testing. A statistically significant increase in tool thickness,
T(348.825)=4.850, P=2 x 10-6, was observed even when raw material variation was controlled
for. No other morphometrics were dramatically different between the sites. This is most relevant
to Question 1c and developed in Chapter 5.
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An Assessment of the Changes implied by Site Catchment
To assess how settlement location relates to economic choices, and what these choices
meant to the lifeways in practice, subsistence data, landscape setting, topography, and soil maps
were brought together within a GIS framework. Catchment areas were generated and the
suitability of the terrain within each catchment was compared to the demonstrated subsistence
practices of each site. It was found that subsistence within the ecological setting at Ais Giorkis
would have required less investment of labor than that of Ortos; however, Ortos would have
allowed more human control over food output levels. This is relevant to Question 1b and
developed in Chapter 6.
An Assessment of Lithic Exchange during the Cypro-PPNB
To assess interconnectivity turning the Cypro-PPNB, the chipped stone analysis records
from Ais Giorkis and chipped stone report for Tenta were compared. This comparison focused on
reduction class status of Lefkara Basal chert at both sites within the expectations of Renfrew’s
(1975) theory of trade and exchange. The Tenta data proved inadequate to address this problem;
however, based on comparisons with other chert types Ais Giorkis was producing more Lefkara
Basal chert than it was using on site. A chi squared analysis of the reduction status by material
type at Ais Giorkis produced a significant but weak signal (χ2=134.92, df=8, P= 2.7 x 10-25,
V=.08) with the percentage of cortical Lefkara Basal between four and eight percentage points
greater than the cortical percentage of other chert types, perhaps indicating reduction for off-site
exchange. This is relevant to Question 2 and explored in Chapter 6.
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An Assessment of the Super-Regional Lifeways
To assess the connectedness of the Cypro-PPNB people and search for their mainland
origins, lifeways related traits were collected from around 130 site-specific publications. Thirty
comparable traits from 29 sites were tabulated and compared for regional trends. Comparisons
between the Cypro-PPNB and other regions were examined. Similarities in architectural shape,
treatment of the dead, chaînes opératoires, deer consumption, and the exchange of obsidian all
point to shared identity within the Cypro-PPNB. Examination of the regions, as well as the
Cypro-PPNB suggest that migrants from multiple regions and descendants of the Cypro-PPNA
peoples melded together to form the Cypro-PPNB peoples. These findings are relevant to
Question 2 and 3, respectively. They are based in data presented in Appendix III and discussed in
Chapter 6.

Answers to the Research Questions
The nine specific assessments just discussed are designed to address the formal research
questions of this work. Based on the results of these assessments, the three research questions are
addressed below.
Question 1
The archaeological remains and ecological setting of Ais Giorkis and Ortos point towards
a changing relationship with the land. The chipped stone assemblage becomes more expedient,
with a preference for moderate quality chert. Examining the archaeological data within its
ecological framework suggests that the people of Ortos were investing more of their energy into
food production than the people of Ais Giorkis. Viewing these sites as proxies for their respective
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temporal periods, evidence for a change in lifeways and ideology—and therefore, culture in the
archaeological sense—is clear.
Question 1a
The tool assemblages of Ais Giorkis and Ortos were examined for specialization of focus.
The results suggest changes in resource allocation between the sites, with Ais Giorkis focusing
on hide production and Ortos focusing on agriculture.
Analysis of the Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage demonstrates that most tools are scrapers
and retouched pieces. Based on the functional associations of these tools, it is assumed that the
people of Ais Giorkis were focusing much of their energy into processing hides. This assumption
is supported by the faunal data, which the largest assemblage of its period and is primarily
composed of deer bones. Similarly, the Ortos tool assemblage was examined. The most common
tool form was sickle blades. This suggests that the people of Ortos were primarily focused on
agricultural production.
Question 1b
The toolkit data above suggest a different relationship to the land. This observation is
supported by the subsistence data. Within a landscape model, it is clear that the choices inherent
to this change in relationship resulted from a tradeoff between investment and control.
At Ais Giorkis, most meat was collected from wild and feral animals (Simmons 2012).
By contrast, the majority of meat at Ortos was produced through domestic sheep. The landscape
ecology surrounding Ortos was well suited to the production of sheep, but less desirable for deer.
A shift from deer to sheep would have allowed the people of Ortos to control the quantity of
meat being produced through the controlled breeding and culling of sheep; however, hunting
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deer would have required less investment of labor because interaction would have been more
limited.
While the ecological landscape surrounding Ortos was favorable for sheep, it was not
favorable for wheat, which was the major crop at Ais Giorkis. Thin and rocky terrain surround
Ortos, which is also comparatively drier. The apparent focus on lentil production evidenced by
the botanical assemblage makes sense in this type of environment. The type of lentils grown at
Ortos thrive in thin, drier soils. However, they too require a heavier investment of labor. At
Ortos’ altitude, weeds would have competed with lentil plants; therefore, human intervention
would have been necessary for the lentil crop to thrive (see generally, Ladizinsky and
Muehlbauer 1993). Additionally, harvesting lentils was extremely labor intensive (Abbo, et al.
2008). This supports the lithic data suggesting an increased investment in food production over
the people of Ais Giorkis.
Question 1c
The above discussion, as well as changes in the chipped stone record support the
treatment of the KC as a separate cultural entity from the preceding Cypro-PPNB. The above
discussion demonstrates both the integration of new cultigens (lentils) and a change in
relationship with the environment. As noted by De Luna (2016), the heuristic distinction between
food collectors and food producers has deep roots within western thought, though the reality of
human subsistence rejects this facile dichotomy. Nevertheless, viewed as a continuum, the
changes in subsistence practices between Ais Giorkis and Ortos suggest a tighter embracing of
the food producer ethos at the latter site.
Beyond the move further into the food producer side of the subsistence spectrum, there
are distinct changes visible in the lithic assemblages. Despite similar accessibility, lithic
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craftspeople at Ortos favored poorer quality Lefkara Translucent chert over the finer grained
Moni chert. This is visible at all levels of the Ortos chipped stone assemblage, but most
pronounced among those blanks selected for tool production. Independent of material type, tools
are significantly thicker than at Ais Giorkis. Ad-hoc cores become common, platform preparation
becomes less common, and terminations become more jagged relative to the Ais Giorkis
assemblage. Additionally, settlement patterns are different between the two periods. Taken
together, these changes are significant to justify the archaeological definition of a change in
culture, though these changes are at least partially developments of trends within the CyproPPNB.
Question 2
Evidence for interconnectivity during the Cypro-PPNB was sought through an
examination of lifeways and through analysis of toolstone exchange. Broad similarities in
lifeways are evident throughout the sites of the Cypro-PPNB; however, because of data
limitations, specific evidence for lithic exchange between sites is suggestive at best. While not
the subject of this study, the widespread distribution of Anatolian obsidian throughout the island
has often been seen as evidence for an island wide exchange network (Knapp 2013; Melson
2010; etc.).
Question 3
Lifeways of the Cypro-PPNB were compared trait-wise with those observed throughout
the mainland PPNB. The objective was to identify potential donor cultures. However,
examination of the recalibrated radiocarbon dates suggest that the Cypro-PPNB was established
contemporaneously with the development of the PPNB regions on the mainland. It is not
surprising, therefore, that no single origin was found. Rather, it appears that peoples from
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multiple regions of the PPNB joined the descendants of the Cypro-PPNA peoples throughout the
period.

Context of Transition
The research questions were posed to provide the grounding for a high theory driven
exploration of the nature of the people of the Cypro-PPNB within their super-regional context.
This, in turn, is important to addressing the role of liminality in what has now been demonstrated
as a cultural transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC. To this end, the results of the research
questions are brought into a more theoretical context focusing on addressing three questions
below. These are: who were the people of the Cypro-PPNB? What was the relationship between
the PPNB and the Cypro-PPNB? And, what is entailed by the transition to the KC?
Who were the People of the Cypro-PPNB?
Based on the above, it seems most likely that the people of the Cypro-PPNB were a
mixed population. They included the descendants of the Cypro-PPNA peoples, as well as people
from throughout the PPNB Interaction Sphere and possibly western Anatolia. The relatively
similar lifeways throughout the island suggest that immigrants were rapidly assimilated into the
Cypro-PPNB’s unique pattern of cultural traits.
What was the Relationship between the PPNB and The Cypro-PPNB?
Having expanded on the notion of the PPNB Interaction sphere in Chapter 4, it is
necessary to consider how it related to the Cypro-PPNB. The Cypro-PPNB occupation of Cyprus
abuts the Cypro-PPNA and is contemporary with the transition to the PPNB on the mainland.
Therefore, the idea that Cyprus was rediscovered or colonized in a discrete event led by people
of a mainland PPNB region can be dismissed. Rather, it seems more likely that the Cypro-PPNA
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peoples were party to the social milieu that led to the transition from PPNA to PPNB throughout
the Near East. As such, the earliest web of connections that made up the PPNB must have
already enmeshed Cyprus. Along this web would have come new people, ideas, and material to
the island.
What threads then would have connected Cyprus with the mainland at the start of the
PPNB? There were those obvious by the material evidence and those which must be inferred.
Among the former are the obsidian network and the naviform secret society. Among the latter
are connections through marriages, migration, and pilgrimage. These connections enabled the
flow of people between Cyprus and the mainland, as well as the transport of obsidian, carnelian,
new domesticates, animals, and information. Over time, however, the strength of both the
naviform secret society and pilgrimage faded.
Both the naviform secret society and ancestral pilgrimage would have been significantly
less adaptive on Cyprus than on the mainland. This is due to more than just the increased
difficulty of associating with other regions of the PPNB Interaction Sphere. The ostensible
function of the society was to train craftspeople for naviform production. Naviform based long
blades were a crucial part of the chaîne opératoire used in the western Near East for the
production of elongated projectile points. There exists some debate as to whether these points
were actually hunting tools or rather served as prestige items. Perhaps the in-between of these
extremes is that elongated projectile points served to signal membership in the broader PPNB
society during the logistically organized men’s hunts discussed by Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen
(1989a). That is, while outside of their home areas if two or more hunting parties observe that
they all have long arrowheads than they can all be assured of their membership in the same
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imagined community and enter into a mutual exchange of information, essentially functioning in
the same way as sports and university t-shirts due in contemporary western society.
On Cyprus, there is little evidence for true elongated points outside of the early deposits
at Shillourokambos. Nevertheless, hunting is a major contributor to the Cypro-PPNB diet. This is
especially interesting in that the hunting larger animals becomes important after the decline of
points on Cyprus 16. This suggests that the need for large projectile points was social, rather than
a physical necessity for hunting. The bounded landscape would have reduced any in-group
signaling benefit to large points as everyone on the island could be assumed to be a member of
the island’s community. Without social pressure to maintain elongated points, they became rare
to non-existent on Cyprus.
Towards the latter part of the PPNB, it seems that the Naviform Secret Society was in
decline throughout the Near East. By the Late PPNB, the mainland witnesses a decline in
naviform technology as well as a shift to poor quality cherts (Nishiaki 1993). Thus, whatever
minimal presence this thread maintained on the island would have been one sided by the end of
the Cypro-PPNB.
Returning to the issue of ancestral pilgrimage, this too would have diminished utility in
Cypro-PPNB society. As discussed above, Cyprus seems to have been a melting pot of
immigrants from throughout various regions of the Neolithic Near East. Additionally, there
appears to have been fairly low population density. The development of a hybrid community
would not be possible if individuals maintained strong identity ties to their ancestral homelands.
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The mechanics of hunting without points during the Cypro-PPNB is an open question; however, the prevalence of
deer remains and the lack of points within the period’s assemblages demonstrate that this was the case. It is possible
that bolos, fire-hardened wood, or composite chipped stone were used; however, none of these possibilities have
been scientifically explored.
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Thus, while pilgrimage would still have been a valuable way to maintain ties and transfer
technology, it would have had to be muted in some sense.
More persistent threads of connection were maintained through obsidian exchange and
migration, which persisted through the KC, although obsidian exchange diminished. The
obsidian is witnessed in the lithic assemblages of Cypro-PPNB and KC period sites. Given that
the obsidian was quarried in Anatolia and transported to the island, it can be inferred that this
material represents either strong social ties or a valuable economic relationship existed between
the people of Cyprus and mainlanders embedded within the obsidian exchange network. As
people moved of the island, they would have carried with them technologies, information, and
social connections between the regions. While I have suggested that migration and integration
among the Cypro-PPNB people necessitated a muting of mainland identity, it need not be
assumed that this necessarily meant the severing of all ties or that migration was only in one
direction.
What is Entailed by the Transition to the KC?
The start of the 7th millennium BC marks the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC
period on Cyprus, and the start of the Final PPNB or PPNC in the Levant. It has been described
as a time of crises and restructuring within the Neolithic Near East (Frangipane 1996). On
Cyprus this transition is marked by a number of archaeologically visible changes. Among these
are changes in lithic procurement and production, changes in foodways, and changes in
settlement. It should be noted, however, that none of these changes necessarily represent a hard
shift from the course of the preceding Cypro-PPNB.
Among the changes in lithics are a transition to lower quality chert, the rise of ad-hoc and
flake cores, “chunkier” tools, and an increasing importance placed on sickle production. The data
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from Ortos suggests that the transition to poorer quality toolstone was a cultural choice, rather
than an environment limitation. The site demonstrated access to moderate quality Lefkara
Translucent as well as high quality Moni cherts at comparable distances from the site, yet the
poorer chert was more abundant in the assemblage and preferentially selected for using in tool
manufacturing. Even in the most lenient sense, naviform cores are rare in the KC period. Rather,
ad-hoc and other low investment flake cores become common. Correspondingly, the blade-based
and mixed assemblages of the Cypro-PPNB are largely replaced by flake assemblages in the KC.
Further, the data from Ortos suggest that the production of blades was being driven primarily by
the desire for blade blanked sickles 17. The issue of chunky tools was also examined in the Ortos
lithic assemblage and it was found that while the length and width of tools between the periods
overlap, there is a large and statistically significant increase in the thickness of KC period tools,
even when raw material was controlled for. Finally, in the Cypro-PPNB period, backed tools are
most common across the sites; this shifts to sickles in the KC period. Outside of this last point,
these changes are not unique to Cyprus, but are common across the Late-PPNB, PPNC, and into
the Pottery Neolithic (Barket 2016; McCartney 2004; Nishiaki 1993).
Foodways change to incorporate new crops, especially lentils. As was the case since their
introduction, deer remain the primary meat source, except briefly at Khirokitia and at Ortos. I
suggest that in these cases the shift to sheep may represent a temporary response to an influx of
mainland migrants in the mid-7th millennium BC. The increased importance of sickles suggests
that an increased focus on food production as well.
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The heavy production of sickles at Ortos is intriguing given that the agricultural focus was on pulses not cereals.
Lentils contain between 20 and 1,500 times fewer phytoliths per dry gram than does barley (Tsartidou et al. 2007)
thus producing less sickle sheen. However, the staged sickle typology used at Ortos does not necessitate sheen. I
suggest, therefore, that this may indicate a combination of co-cropping with barley and accidental taking of weedy
grasses during the harvest of the whole above ground component of the lentil plant.
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Several major changes in settlement can be observed. Among these are an increased
uniformity in construction material, an increased locational preference for access to water, and
the possible development of a primate site. While architecture had been largely circular in shape
since its appearance on the island, the construction media used in the Cypro-PPNB seems to have
been fairly site-specific. Moving into the KC, most buildings seem to be a combination of mud
brick and stone. Of the excavated KC sites, most are located adjacent to large rivers, the
exceptions being Kastros and Petra tou Limniti, which are located on the northern coast. These
two facts may reflect a less reliable climate in which access to water and more robust
architecture became important buffers, or simply a consolidation of cultural preference. The
anomalous size and elaboration of culture witnessed at Khirokitia may reflect its status as a sort
of primate site on the island, capable of drawing resources from the rest of the island and
producing more elaborate art. Like the temporary transition to a sheep and lentil diet, the size of
Khirokitia may reflect a sudden influx of migrants to the island, some of whom maintained the
mainland tradition of subfloor intramural burial.

Role of Liminality in the Cypro-PPNB to KC Transition
It has been demonstrated that the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC period
represents a genuine change in the lifeways of the people of early Cyprus, rather than an accident
of research history. Moreover, the social conditions of both the Cypro-PPNB and the early KC
period has been discussed. It is now time to contextualize this change within Liminality theory.
This will focus on understanding the nature of liminality at the transition and understanding the
choices that were made within this liminality, and what role communitas took in this transition.
Prior to discussing liminality, a quick reminder of the definition of key terms and
examples of how they relate to Aceramic Cyprus may be helpful:
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•

Liminality: At its most basic, liminality can be understood as a state of structural
instability in which social structure can be considered and reimagined. Looking
only at the spatial aspect of liminality, as an island disconnect from the quotidian
affairs of the mainland, the social structure of PPNB life was less stable on
Cyprus, allowing a more conscious consideration of PPNB institutions.

•

Communitas: The instability of liminality is both uncomfortable and dangerous.
Persons undergoing liminality together often form a closeness regardless of social
standing as a result. For example, the danger and unknown experienced by the
first visitors to Cyprus, both during their boat trip and upon exploring the Akrotiri
peninsula, would have produced a closeness that is called communitas.

•

Dimensions of liminality: Thomassen (2009) writes that the intensity by which
liminal phenomena are felt can be understood as the interplay of three dimensions
that liminality occurs. He lists these as 1) Subject (individual, group, or
population), 2) Temporal (moment, period, or epoch), and 3) Spatial (place, zone,
or region). Thus, the intensity of liminality felt by an orthodox priest crossing an
iconostasis (individual, moment, place [threshold]) is less than the intensity of
liminality felt by a company of solders being transported to war (group, period,
zone).

Four salient observations about the nature of Cypro-PPNB society and the changes are
worth bringing into focus before delving into the role of liminality. First, the Cypro-PPNB
demonstrates a constellation of lifeways and resources that suggest the integration of peoples
from multiple regions of the Near East with the existing Cypro-PPNA population of the island.
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The mid-period introduction of Persian fallow deer, as well as new stocks and varietals of
various animals and plants, suggest that this was an ongoing process, rather than an event that
occurred at the beginning of the PPNB.
Second, while lifeways are diverse and shifting during the Cypro-PPNB, a sense of
community was likely present, with connections maintained through island wide obsidian
exchange, seasonal mobility, incidental meeting during deer hunting expeditions, and intervillage
marriages.
Third, turning to the transition, foodways change to favor domestic sheep at Ortos and
Khirokitia, and lentils become an important dietary staple across the KC. Both these changes
represent an increased labor investment in food production. This perhaps reflects a less reliable
physical environment or the need to feed a population larger than could be fed by wild resources.
Fourth and finally, while changes in tools from scrapers at Ais Giorkis to sickles at Ortos
is slightly anomalous because Ais Giorkis is slightly different from other Cypro-PPNB sites, the
transition to sickles from other tools is consistent. This further supports an increased focus on
food production in the KC.
The Nature of Liminality at Transition
The period of liminality that was the Cypro-PPNB can be analyzed following Beech’s
(2011) framework for liminality without rites of passage. While in many ways PPNB, the CyproPPNB does not fit with the basic description of the PPNB. Architecture is round and never
becomes rectangular. Big arrowheads are rare at best. Formal, subfloor, burial does not appear to
have been practiced. Finally, while the importance of domestic animals in the PPNB may be
overstated, these resources were certainly less relevant to people of the Cypro-PPNB than they
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were to their mainland neighbors. There was no doubt a dialogical exchange between the people
of Cyprus and the people of the mainland relating to how to view the Cypro-PPNB.
Processes of identity experimentation can be seen in the anomalous mainland-like
behaviors found in the Cypro-PPNB literature. Examples are apparent at both Shillourokambos
and Ais Giorkis. These include brief attempts to maintain limited numbers of cattle, an evidently
failed experiment which is not repeated until the Bronze Age (Knapp 2013). Likewise, both sites
have produced a single more or less complete and flexed human burial 18, while most human
remains are fragmentary and located among other organic waste. Finally, there are the odd and
poorly fashioned Byblos like points found in the Ais Giorkis lithic assemblage. Additionally,
Akanthou has produced a few structures considered rectangular by its excavator (Şevketoğlu
2002). In all these cases, a more mainland like trait is experimented with, perhaps in attempt to
feel more classically PPNB, but ultimately fails to become common.
No doubt moments of two-way interplay were common enough throughout the CyproPPNB. These would have occurred both on the individual and group level. Events such as
moving on or off the island, interacting with migrants, and interacting with mainland members of
the obsidian exchange network would have provided situations in which the performative aspect
of PPNB life would have come into focus both for the Cypriots and their mainland interlocutors.
After these events, a period of reflection would have further reinforced the general state of
liminality within the Cypro-PPNB, as this reflection brought with it a space to evaluate how the
lifeways of Cyprus were or were not sufficiently PPNB.
How the agents of these interactions, and the mainland in general, reacted to these
performances cannot be known with the available data. However, continued exchange and

18

In addition to the flexed burial, Shillourokambos has also produced an elongated burial. Both are within Structure
23, a well otherwise containing fragmentary human and animal remains and chipped stone waste.
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migration suggests that the PPNB identity of the people of Cyprus was not rejected outright
though perhaps never fully accepted either. Such an unresolved status would have reinforced the
liminal status of the Cypro-PPNB society and led to a state of permanent liminality.
Considering Thomassen’s (2009) dimensions of liminality and its application to the
transition from the Cypro-PPNB and KC, value can be seen, yet it is incomplete to capture the
nested nature of identity. Application of the three dimensions of liminality brings these aspects
into focus but fails to capture the impact of changes in the broader Near East.
On a spatial level, the island of Cyprus can be thought of a region of spatial liminality
throughout much of its history. This is not only due to its being an island near the confluence of
three continents, spatially distant to, though not necessarily separate from the affairs of any of
them. In its earliest prehistory it was also undergoing a process of landscape translation. Humans
first encountered the island during the late Epipaleolithic, at this time it was a completely
unknown landscape, populated by unfamiliar plants and animals. This could only have been
perceived as a natural anti-structure. It is no surprise that among the first things people did were
begin transforming the landscape through the introduction of familiar plants and animals. This
process continued throughout the Cypro-PPNB and KC with the introduction of new
domesticates.
Temporally, the Cypro-PPNB was a period of permanent liminality; that is to say, that at
the liminal phenomena were in effect throughout entire lifetimes. This can be seen through its
contrast with the Cypro-PPNA. During the preceding Cypro-PPNA, there were moments of
individual and group liminality; however, a relative stability existed on the island. The published
sites demonstrate a degree of similarity in lifeways that does not exist in the remaining Aceramic
periods. During the Cypro-PPNB there is a broad and shifting array of lifeways practiced and
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their change throughout time suggests a high degree of anti-structure and creative freedom. This
is further supported by the openness to immigration described above. This openness and creative
freedom continued into the KC, wherein is witnesses more homogeneity than the Cypro-PPNB,
but also much more diversity than the Cypro-PPNA.
On an island level, the entire population was affected by this liminality. Considering
Question 2, while specific evidence of mobility and interaction between the sites was not found,
a general similarity of lifeways was observed. Additionally, there is no evidence for conflict or
communal levels of violence associated with the Cypro-PPNB. Therefore, it can be assumed that
the population of the island did not view itself as a spatial concentration of others, but rather as a
cohesive or at least related population. As such, it can be assumed that there was communication
and shared identity within the island and that the fluidity of structure described above affected
the society in general.
The general state of liminal intensity during the Cypro-PPNB was the most intense
measurable by Thomassen’s model, though the model is insufficient for describing this instance
of liminality. The model there fails in that in cannot capture the effects of the period of superregional liminality that occurred in the 7th millennium. The liminal phenomena of the mainland
cannot be mapped as the highest level without masking the longue durée liminality acting on the
island. That is, redefining the subject population from the people of Cyprus to the people of the
PPNB Interaction Sphere and the spatial region from Cyprus to the Near East erases the primary
identity of the Cypro-PPNB People. Therefore, I propose that the configuration of nested identity
be mapped together as Figure 21. Here, black represents the liminal phenomena on Cyprus that
was typical of the Cypro-PPNB and red represents the effects across the super-region.
Throughout the Cypro-PPNB, the intensity of liminal phenomena can be understood as very high
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because liminality affected the population of the island throughout the period. However, c. 7000
BC, the PPNB Interaction Sphere collapsed, resulting in a period of liminality affecting the
population of the super-region.

Figure 21. Dimensionality of Liminal Phenomena at the close of the Cypro-PPNB.

Overall, examining the liminal situation on Cyprus through the lens offered by Beech
complements the perspective offered by Thomassen’s model. In both cases, aspects of the long
period of liminality can be seen. Beech’s view on liminality demonstrates how the social
situation between the people of the Cypro-PPNB and the mainland PPNB regions would have
contributed to an enduring feeling of liminality and transitional identity. Thom

assen’s model

allow provides a window into how the temporal duration of liminality demonstrated with
Beech’s framework combined with the spatial populations aspects of the liminal situation to
produce an especially intense permanent liminality. It is valuable to consider how increased
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liminality within the mainland during the 7th millennium BC further increased the liminal
pressure on Cyprus and how the KC response is related to that liminality.
As has been shown, the transition to the KC cannot be understood as a turning away from
the affairs of the mainland, but as a regional response to a super-regional phenomenon.
Throughout the Near East, the period around the 7th millennium BC sees a change in settlement
patterns, foodways, and lithics. This change would have both disrupted the network of
connections referred to as the PPNB Interaction Sphere as well as brought an influx of migrants
to the island.
The Choices of the Transition
The state of liminality is one in which the boundaries of social structure can be examined,
and novel configurations of society may be considered and experimented with. Within this space
the people of Cyprus were free make choices about who they were as a society. Historically, the
transition between the Cypro-PPNB and KC period has been viewed as either a choice to turn
away from the mainland Near East, or perhaps an imposed isolation, in either case leading to an
insular focus and in some ways degeneration of culture, primarily as viewed through the lens of
chipped stone technology. It is now known that the apparent degeneration in lithic technology
was not an anomaly of island culture, but rather a process which began by the late-PPNB and
continued through the remainder of the Neolithic throughout the Near East. Likewise, the data no
longer supports an isolated KC Cyprus. The influx of new domesticates and stocks of sheep
would simply not have been possible if the island was physically or culturally cut off from the
mainland during the 7th millennium BC.
Throughout the Near East, the apparent collapse of the PPNB Interaction Sphere seems to
have triggered an abandonment of some regions, increasingly large settlements, the beginning of
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nomadic pastoralism, and a shift to more expedient lithic technology (Nissen 1993; Rollefson
and Köhler-Rollefson 1993). Whatever the trigger for the Crisis of the 7th Millennium (sensu
Frangipane 1996), the people of Cyprus faced a series of choices. These included: whether to
maintains numerous small settlements or concentrate into larger villages, to maintain their
existing foodways or intensify, to accept people and ideas from the mainland or become
isolationist, and others.
It seems largely that the people of Cyprus maintained more of their previous lifeways
than did many mainland regions. Largely, settlement remained based on smaller, dispersed
villages, though Khirokitia exists outside the norm. Intensification of food production appears to
have occurred, though the shift from wild to domestic animal protein is seen only briefly and at
limited sites. This suggests an experiment, rather than a change. As elsewhere, expedient lithic
technology and a cultural preference for moderate quality chert is seen.
Elsewhere within the Near East, this shift has been explored as a possible reaction to
decreased mobility in the PPNC and Pottery Neolithic. Based on North American models,
mobility models did not fit the data given the increased mobility associated with nomadic
pastoralism (Nishiaki 1993). Likewise, on Cyprus there does not appear to be a decrease in
mobility that would explain this change. Finally, as I have discussed above, the people of Cyprus
did not chose to become “hermetically sealed” (Steel 2004) from the mainland.
Overall, the impact of the Crisis of the 7th Millennium was neither as direct, nor as
impactful on Cyprus as it was on the mainland. I suggest that the reason for this was a resiliency
born of a long history of permanent liminality. Throughout the Cypro-PPNB the structure of
society was somewhat loose.
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The Role of Communitas
The nature of liminality is such that it produces within groups undergoing the liminal
process together a feeling of equality and cohesion known as communitas. However, subsequent
to Turner’s death, works such as Thomassen (2015) have considered that communitas is not
always just this positive form, but may also be dominated by resentment, envy, and hatred for
outgroups, much like solidarity. This does not appear to be the case in the later Aceramic
Neolithic period of Cypriot prehistory.
Throughout its early prehistory, the island of Cyprus underwent a slow process of
landscape enculturation during which space was converted to place (see generally, Gillespie
2007; Tilley 1994; Tuan 1977), existing between and betwixt the known and the unknown.
Throughout this process maintaining positive relations with at least some regions of the mainland
would have been necessary, both as a buffer for when attempts fail (e.g., restocking animals or
crops which fail to flourish) and as a psychological anchor on normalcy. Developing a hostile
attitude towards the mainland would, therefore, have been maladaptive. Further, despite early
theories of KC isolationism, the evidence suggests continued contact and migration with the
mainland.
Based on these observations, it can be assumed that the classical form of, largely positive,
communitas existed among the people of Cyprus. Liminal conditions on the island, both socially
and physically would have produced a sense of camaraderie among the Cypro-PPNB and KC
residents. Joining into this liminality and its engendered communitas likely helped integrate new
migrants into the islands community.
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Summary of Chapter
The people of the Cypro-PPNB likely represents an admixture of emigrants from through
throughout the Neolithic Near East and the handful of descendants of the Cypro-PPNA. The
evidence for their interconnectedness is primarily the similarity of their lifeways. Networks of
interconnection on the island would have been similar to those of the mainland PPNB Interaction
Sphere. Some of these would have had connections beyond the island. Interaction between
Cyprus and the mainland occurred through multiple pathways; however, these interactions would
have been circumscribed by the sea. As such, each interaction would have been an opportunity
for dialogic identity construction opening up the Cypro-PPNB people to liminal exploration of
their identities. This was only one of a series of circumstances leading to an intense state of
liminality across time, space, and population. The intense state of permanent liminality on
Cyprus existed from the outset of the Cypro-PPNB and throughout at least the KC. This state of
liminality produced a strong sense of both communitas and resilience among the residents of the
island.
Around 7000 cal BC, perhaps as a result of climatic instability or environmental
degradation, the PPNB Interaction Sphere appears to have broken up, leading to changes in
settlement and lifeways throughout the Near East, adding a period of super-regional liminality to
the already liminal state of Cyprus as well as a likely influx of immigrants. This resulted in the
shift to the KC. Looking at the changes between Ais Giorkis and Ortos, changes in the tool
assemblage, subsistence data, and landscape setting suggest that the KC was marked by an
increased investment in food production. Looking broadly, changes between the periods include:
a shift to lower quality toolstone, more expedient chipped stone technology, the incorporation of
new foods, and a shift in settlement patterns. These are substantial changes; nevertheless, they
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are less significant than those observed on the mainland during the same period. It is suggested
that this is the result of a spirit of resilience born out of a tradition of permanent liminality which
existed on Cyprus.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
This chapter provides a reflexive look on this research project. It considers the origin of
this research, the choices made, and the lessons learned. Impacts of this project are described
within specific research themes and avenues for future research are suggested. Finally, the major
findings of this study are restated in narrative form.
Two years ago, I set out to address what I felt was the inadequate theorization of the
Cypro-PPNB to KC transition on Cyprus. Given the history of research, I felt it was necessary to
determine if this transition was an actual change in lifeways, or merely the result the assumptions
of earlier researchers. The preponderance of evidence did suggest a change in lifeways,
additionally the anecdotal observations about KC period tools being chunkier or cruder than their
Cypro-PPNB held up to statistical investigation. Nevertheless, rather than representing a turn
toward insularity it appears that the KC transition is a response to super-regional conditions.
When I started this project, I had intended to avoid using synthetic sources; however, as
this project progressed it became clear that understanding the Cypro-PPNB within a superregional context requires a better understanding of the Northern Levantine PPNA and the FinalPPNB/PPNC and early PN throughout the Near East. By the time this was realized, it was too
late to add an additional 10–15 sites to the gazetteer, as well as recalibrate the relevant
radiocarbon dates. In the future, I look forward to addressing this deficiency, but for this work I
was compelled to substitute information from regional synthesis for PPNC sites, excepting ‘Ain
Ghazal.
The choice to employ liminality theory to explain this change is unconventional within
archaeology. This is unfortunate, as the theory was moving in the direction of large scale culture
change during Victor Turner’s career and subsequent developments have only improved its
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ability to consider large scale culture change. Where liminality has been employed in
archaeological studies, it has been primarily concerned with the liminality of space, rather than
how it produces social space for change (e.g., Dowling 2006; Westerdahl 2010; Wilson-Mosley,
et al. 2010). With this work, I aimed to demonstrate that liminality is both an evolving set of
theory and relevant to common archaeological problems.
Early Cyprus is a difficult case to apply the lens of liminality to. Both the reductive
nature of time and the research paradigm in place on the island have colluded to produce a
situation in which the lives of individuals and even communities are nearly invisible. To address
this deficiency, I chose to build on the notion of the PPNB Interaction Sphere. This type of
investigation would be much simpler, and likely yield richer analysis with better understood
populations.
Nevertheless, the application of liminality theory to the problem of culture change
between the Cypro-PPNB and the Khirokitia Culture has enriched the understanding of this
change. The results of this analysis suggest that changes on Cyprus were embedded within
broader changes throughout the Near East. Moreover, it seems that a long history of intense
liminality on Cyprus resulted in a resiliency which lessened the shock of these changes while
producing an open feeling of communitas that facilitated the integration of migrants from the
mainland.

Impact Potential across Research Themes
This dissertation has implications across four broad research themes. These are: Neolithic
Cyprus, The Neolithic Near East, Liminality studies, and various contemporary issues. Specific
findings of relevance are discussed by domain below.
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Neolithic Cyprus
This work addresses four themes related to the Aceramic Neolithic of Cyprus. These are:
the origins of the Cypro-PPNB (EAN) people, the nature of Cypro-PPNB society, chipped stone
assemblages of the Cypro-PPNB, and the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC (LAN).
Regarding the origins of the Cypro-PPNB, this work makes two suggestions. First, that
the origins are likely a combination of multiple regions within the Neolithic Near East, including
the Cypro-PPNA. Second, that the peopling of the Cypro-PPNB was likely an ongoing process,
rather than a single event that took place at the start of the period. Evidence for these findings
was drawn from an analysis of lifeways across the super-region and the timing of introduced
species of plant and animals to Cyprus.
The Cypro-PPNB
Regarding the nature of Cypro-PPNB society, this work sheds light on both the nature of
that society and the interaction of its people. The understanding of Cypro-PPNB society found
by this work is one in which the institutions of the PPNB Interaction Sphere are modified for a
low population density, open to migrants, with circumscribed interaction with off-islands
persons. Because of the low population density and openness, intensified agriculture was
unnecessary, as were elaborate burial rituals and deep ties to imagined communities in the past.
Because of the circumscribed interactions with the mainland, elaborate displays of PPNB
identity, such as displaying elongated points on a hunt, were unnecessary. As a byproduct of this,
naviform core production was less important on Cyprus than in other regions of the PPNB.
Interactions of Cypro-PPNB people were considered both in regard to each other and
with people from other regions of the PPNB Interaction Sphere. Within the island, interactions
would have been similar to those of the mainland, though limited to peoples of the same region
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and with the institutional changes just described. That is, that men of differing villages would
likely have shared information when meeting on during hunting parties. Marriages between
different local communities would have both provided opportunities for mass meetings and
interknit the island through familial relations. Exchange of goods, such as food, skins, and
toolstone, would also have facilitated interaction. Interactions with people from the broader Near
East would have been uncommon. We know that they occurred with exchange of obsidian, they
can be inferred to have occurred in association with migration to and from the island, and
relatively limited pilgrimages off the island. An important effect of these inter-regional
interactions was reinforcing the state of liminality through dialogical identity interaction.
This work also adds to the corpus of work related to the chipped stone industries of
Neolithic Cyprus. Appendix II describes the final chipped stone assemblage of Ais Giorkis
focusing on raw material utilization, core technology, debitage characteristics, and tool
assemblage.
The KC
The primary focus of this work was exploring the transition to the KC. Related to this
transition, this work addresses the question of what changes occurred, how chipped stone
technology changes, and whether these changes suggest an increase in insularity—as has
traditionally been believed.
Changes in lifeways were found among the chipped stone assemblages, in foodways, and
in settlement. Often, KC lifeways have been interpreted through the lens of Khirokitia Vouni,
where more sweeping variations in lifeways have been observed. However, this work focused on
changes visible across the period. Among the chipped stone assemblage, a shift to poorer quality
chert and expedient technology was observed. The foodways adapted to new cultigens—
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especially lentil—and investment in food production increased. There was also a temporary and
limited shift from hunted deer to herded sheep during this period, perhaps indicating an
experiment with transhumant herding. Settlement within the KC, as known, appears to focus
more on riverine environments than does settlement within the Cypro-PPNB. This may suggest
an increased focus on access to water.
The broad observations on chipped stone changes was augmented with a direct
comparison between the chipped stone assemblages of the Cypro-PPNB site of Ais Giorkis and
the KC site of Ortos. This comparison largely supported the casual observations of changes
between the periods.
This work rejects the notion that these changes are the product of island insularity.
Traditional narratives describe KC Cyprus as an insular culture that has turned its back on the
affairs of the mainland (e.g., Held 1993; Ronen 1995; Steel 2004). This flawed interpretation is
the result of poor chronology. Often supporters of these narratives compare KC chipped stone to
(middle) PPNB chipped stone assemblages on the mainland and find it is rather crude.
Occasionally, the KC is compared to the PN and described as insular because it has not adopted
ceramic technology. Neither comparison is appropriate. The appropriate comparison, temporally,
is to the final PPNB/PPNC. Throughout the super-region, crude lithics, poorer quality chipped
stone, and changes in settlement are noted. Therefore, these changes on Cyprus are common
throughout the Near East around the seventh millennium BC and not the product of insularity.
Other evidence suggests that Cyprus continued to incorporate people and ideas from the
mainland during the KC.
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Neolithic Near East
The primary focus of this work was the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus; however, this was
contextualized through the lens of the larger Aceramic Neolithic of the Near East. As such,
scholars of the mainland Neolithic may find this work useful to their work in three ways.
Specifically, as it provides a common calibration of radiocarbon dates, as a data driven survey of
multiple PPNB regions, and through developments to the PPNB Interaction Sphere concept.
Radiocarbon dating has been immensely important to the Near Eastern archaeologist
since its invention. However, changes in calibration curve and reporting style (BC/BP, Cal/Raw,
half-life corrected, etc.) have created a situation in which direct comparison of dates is not
possible. This work has calibrated all dates referenced to a common curve and represented these
graphically in Appendix I.
Another challenge to the Neolithic Near Eastern archaeologist is inter-regional
comparison. Appendix III provides a data driven survey of sites from multiple regions of the
PPNB. This is presented as a gazetteer that collects data on site size, occupation period,
architecture, burial practice, foodways, and chipped stone assemblages for 29 sites across six
regions.
Finally, this work examines the foundation and builds upon the PPNB Interaction Sphere
concept, originally introduced by Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen (1989a). An examination of the
original theory concurs with the common consensus that, as proposed, it is overly focused on the
Levant and does not adequately define what actually was. Examining the neo-evolutionary
assumptions embedded within the model, it is best to describe the Levantine PPNB Interaction
Sphere as a network of sodalites and common interactions that united a variety of diverse and
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independent communities under a shared imagined community. Moreover, examining the
emergent evidence from across the Neolithic Near East, it cannot be confined to the Levant.
In addition to examining the origins and refining the definition of the PPNB Interaction
Sphere, this work suggests additional interactions. Archaeological thought has moved beyond
both its ridged adherence to neo-evolutionary theory and its radical rejection of the same into
what Trigger (2006) has referred to as “the pragmatic synthesis” and Hegmon (2003) calls
“processual-plus.” In this spirit, I have proposed that naviform technology may be embedded
within a super-regional secret society, functioning both to enculture part-time craft specialists
and a sodality fostering connection between and among sites and regions. Additionally, I have
suggested that women’s ancestral pilgrimage facilitated the diffusion of domesticates and ideas
between the regions.
Liminality Studies
This work is valuable to Liminality theorists as a survey of its development, for its
application to archaeological problems, and for specific contributions to the corpus of theory.
Briefly, the development of Liminality Theory can be traced from its origins with Van Gennep,
through its development by Victor Turner, and into is contemporary, post-Turnerian form. The
foundations of the theory were set by Van Gennep’s 1904 work on rites of passage (Van Gennep
1960). Upon this base, Victor Turner began developing Liminality Theory, initially in theorizing
the change of individuals within a culture (e.g., Turner 1967). Throughout his career, Turner
continued to develop Liminality Theory, eventually applying the theory to large scale changes in
culture (e.g., Turner 1982). Since his death, the theory has been taken up by a variety of scholars
in many disciplines. Common themes of post-Turnerian Liminality Theory include a more
developed concept of the liminal state and a more pessimistic view of liminality.
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Liminality Theory has diminished in importance to contemporary anthropologists and
was never well integrated within archaeology. This work demonstrates that the theory is
applicable to archaeological problems. Not only in the limited sense of spatial liminality, but to
major challenges like culture change. Moreover, Liminality Theory is an excellent fit for the
processual-plus paradigm as it combines problems of process and societal level culture with a
focus on agency, imagination, and individual perception.
This work not only introduces Liminality Theory to big archaeological questions, but
builds upon Liminality Theory. Thomassen (2009) has contributed significantly to Liminality
Theory through the analysis of how different dimensions combine to intensify the effect of
liminal experience. This work seeks to add to this development by noting how identity is often
nested and that the dimensions of these nested identities further regulate the intensity of liminal
phenomena.
Contemporary Issues
Admitting that I have little to no standing to comment on these issues, in the spirit of
reflexivity I feel I would be amiss for not pointing out that certain lessons of prehistory may be
relevant to the present Middle Eastern refugee crisis. Decades of war within the Middle East has
resulted in the displacement of over 15.7 million people from just Iraq, Syria, and Yemen
(United Nations High Commission on Refugees 2018). Many nations in the region, in Europe, as
well as the United States, have been reluctant to accept these refugees, fearing that these people
will alter their national identities. I have argued that the transition to the KC was part of what
Frangipane has called the Crisis of the Seventh Millennium (1996). Part of this crisis was the
displacement of many people as the PPNB Interaction Sphere collapsed. I believe that some of
these refuges resettled in Cyprus, creating a temporary need for more food and larger villages.
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Ultimately, the intense state of liminality of Cyprus had produced a resiliency that mitigated the
shock of this influx and led to the rapid integration of these people. Like Aceramic Neolithic
Cyprus, Thomassen (2015) notes that western modernity can be described as the a permanent
state of Liminality. As such, we have developed a resiliency toward the minor changes in culture
that would result from the thoughtful and well executed resettlement of these people within our
various nations.

Avenues of Future Research
This work represents more an initial step than a summation of effort. It is hoped that it
will be foundational, not just to my own work but to future work of many researchers. Four key
domains—two directed at research focus and two directed at theory—for future research are
described below.
First, it is nearing the time that a new synthesis of the Neolithic Near East be produced. It
is my hope that this work demonstrates the value of returning to a foundation of site specific
data. Appendices I and III are a start in what must be a broad recataloging of the many sites of
the Aceramic Neolithic focused on specific and comparable data. From this foundation, a new
synthesis which better chronicles the development of interregional identity, the lived experience
across the regions, and the eventual transition to more localized identity which occurred
throughout the Neolithic Near East.
Second, as new data become available, we must work to improve our understanding of
Neolithic life on Cyprus. The present focus on excavating earlier and earlier sites have left large
gaps in our basic understanding of what the KC, Cypro-PPNB, and Cypro-PPNA societies were
like, how people interacted within them, and why things changed.
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Third, the PPNB Interaction Sphere must be revitalized. The PPNB cannot be understood
from the standpoint of any one region, yet our understanding of inter-regional interaction is still
relatively naïve. Bar-Yosef and colleges have provided an idea, but this idea has not been
developed. I have proposed additional institutions within the PPNB Interaction Sphere and look
forward to exploring further evidence for and against these ideas in the years to come.
Fourth, Liminality Theory should be better integrated into archaeological study. It is well
suited for both the present paradigm and the types of questions that archaeologists are interested
in. In the future, it will be exciting to see this lens applied to better understood instances of both
culture change and identity construction.

Narrative Findings
In closing, I wish to place the finding of this dissertation into a succinct narrative
framework, organized chronologically. From its earliest exploration, the island of Cyprus was a
liminal space. Over many years and successive cultures, the island was slowly converted to an
understood place, yet it remained liminal in other aspects. At the start of the Cypro-PPNB,
migrants from multiple regions of the mainland PPNB joined the descendants of the CyproPPNA peoples in forming the Cypro-PPNB peoples. The liminal space of the island, the liminal
nature of the Neolithic, and their interactions with the people of the mainland contributed to an
early state of permanent liminality that facilitated integration of new migrants and resilience. The
collapse of the PPNB Interaction Sphere sent shockwaves throughout the super-region, as some
old lifeways were no longer viable. The people of Cyprus continued absorbing immigrants and
new technologies from the mainland. The combination of these events resulted in some changes
to their lifeways such that archaeologists recognize a distinct cultural entity called the KC. The
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mainland population saw their own changes in culture. On Cyprus the trauma of these changes
was mitigated by their long history of liminality.
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Appendix I: Radiocarbon Dates
This appendix provides calibrated radiocarbon dates used in this disertation. All dates
were calibrated in OxCal using the 2009 calibration curve (Bronk Ramsey 2017; Reimer, et al.
2016). The choice to step back to an earlier calibration curve was made to allow direct
comparison with the dates used in the most recent synthesis of Cypriot archaeology (Knapp
2013; Manning 2013a). Data are presented first in tabular form for all sites (Table 1). Calibration
plots are then provided by site in alphebetical order. Finally, a synthetic overview of the data is
provided.

Table 20. Radiocarbon Dates

Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

Ain El-Kerkh

From
(BC)
8607

7083

To (BC)

%

Ly-12086

9205

60

8570

8289

95.4

GrA-22276

9240

50

8607

8308

95.4

GrA-22277*

9350

90

9109

8307

95.4

Lyon-2555

9250

40

8606

8326

95.4

Lyon-2556

9165

40

8533

8286

95.4

Lyon-2554

8235

40

7450

7083

95.4

Nuta2-2106

8660

100

8171

7526

95.4

Nuta2-2109

8390

50

7570

7342

95.4

8528

6483

‘Ain Ghazal
AA-5202

8310

70

7530

7143

95.4

AA-5206

7990

80

7081

6651

95.4

AA-5198

7960

75

7057

6658

95.4

GrN-12972

8165

50

7316

7060

95.4

GrN-12971

8460

90

7656

7199

95.4

Bta-19907

8520

110

7937

7311

95.4

GrN-12969

8510

80

7723

7360

95.4

UCR-1722

8040

230

7518

6483

95.4

GrN-12970

8650

200

8282

7316

95.4

Continued
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

OxA-1743

8700

80

From
(BC)
8170

GrN-12965

9050

80

GrN-12966

8970

110

Ain Abū Nukhayla

To (BC)

%

7579

95.4

8528

7967

95.4

8431

7747

95.4

7954

7083

A-11802

8625

85

7940

7529

95.4

A-11803

8365

120

7591

7083

95.4

A-11804

8565

55

7715

7521

95.4

A-11805

8370

80

7579

7188

95.4

A-11806

8610

95

7954

7497

95.4

A-11807

8410

80

7593

7196

95.4

12181

9293

Akrotiri Aetokremnos
Beta-41405

10190

230

10598

9293

95.4

Beta-41000

10420

85

10619

10096

95.4

Beta-41407

10480

300

10998

9356

95.4

Beta-41406

10485

80

10644

10166

95.4

Beta-40382

10560

90

10708

10193

95.4

Beta-41408

10575

80

10726

10209

95.4

Beta-41002

10770

90

10938

10603

95.4

Beta-40655

10840

270

11351

10116

95.4

Beta-40380

11720

240

12181

11163

95.4

8234

7748

Akanthou Arkosykos/Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü
OxA-13996

8820

38

8201

7748

95.4

OxA-27791

8911

35

8234

7963

95.4

9141

8624

Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos
Hd-27170

9465

46

9119

8624

95.4

Hd-27180

9477

43

9119

8633

95.3

Hd-27217

9525

49

9141

8724

95.4

Hd-27227

9452

25

8807

8639

95.4

Hd-27228

9432

49

9107

8569

95.3

Hd-27242

9497

46

9126

8640

95.4

9156

7746

Ayios Tychonas Klimonas
AA-88544

9200

52

8851

8296

93.4

AA-88547

9087

70

8546

8015

95.3

AA-88545

9122

63

8538

8244

95.4

AA-88548

8966

52

8283

7967

95.4

AA-88546

8852

51

8222

7788

95.4

AA-88549

8831

55

8211

7746

95.4

AA-88541*

7741

46

6646

6476

95.4

AA-88542*

7716

47

6637

6469

95.4

Continued
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

AA-88539*

7823

46

From
(BC)
6816

AA-88543*

7760

47

AA-88550

9460

AA-88551
AA-88540

To (BC)

%

6510

95.4

6677

6477

95.4

54

9121

8616

95.3

9544

53

9156

8743

95.4

9085

52

8450

8229

95.4

8458

7355

P-1240

8958

130

8458

7682

95.4

Hd-19640

8882

40

8231

7841

95.4

P-1238

8807

128

8236

7603

95.4

P-1241

8793

127

8228

7601

95.4

P-1242

8778

128

8226

7596

95.4

P-1239

8611

140

8206

7369

95.4

GrN-20349

8840

50

8210

7756

95.4

GrN-20353

8740

60

8166

7597

95.4

GrN-19865

8880

70

8247

7759

95.4

GrN-19858

8770

90

8204

7601

95.4

GrN-19866

8560

40

7646

7528

95.5

GrN-19360

8695

25

7751

7602

95.4

GrN-19363

8675

25

7733

7600

95.4

GrN-19359

8570

70

7749

7497

95.4

GrN-19358

8550

70

7732

7487

95.4

GrN-19116

8920

50

8271

7941

95.4

GrN-19120

8815

70

8221

7678

95.4

GrN-19119

8760

40

7960

7614

95.4

GrN-19118

8760

45

8161

7608

95.4

GrN-19869

8740

70

8172

7594

95.4

GrN-18617

8730

45

7940

7606

95.4

GrN-18618

8725

50

7940

7603

95.4

GrN-19860

8720

50

7939

7601

95.4

GrN-19870

8720

80

8176

7586

95.4

GrN-20684

8720

70

8166

7589

95.4

GrN-20352

8720

55

7942

7599

95.4

GrN-19117

8710

130

8216

7570

95.4

GrN-20354

8710

70

8165

7586

95.4

GrN-19115

8710

100

8201

7580

95.4

GrN-20351

8670

40

7783

7591

95.4

GrN-19861

8670

60

7937

7583

95.4

GrN-19863

8640

20

7711

7590

95.4

GrN-20356

8550

60

7711

7498

95.4

Aşıkı Höyük

Continued
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

GrN-19868

8530

110

From
(BC)
7939

GrN-19114

8515

40

GrN-19365

8420

GrN-19366

To (BC)

%

7327

95.4

7595

7522

95.4

30

7572

7384

95.4

8400

40

7568

7355

95.4

GrN-28624

8760

25

7952

7682

95.4

GrN-28616

8860

60

8230

7758

95.4

GrN-28621

8940

40

8256

7966

95.4

GrN-28614

8840

50

8210

7756

95.4

GrN-28622

8790

60

8203

7615

95.3

GrN-28618

8940

40

8256

7966

95.4

GrN-28623

8770

60

8181

7605

95.4

GrN-28617

8980

40

8286

7976

95.3

8463

6367

Beidha
K-1087

8940

160

8463

7607

95.4

P-1381

8765

102

8206

7598

95.4

K-1410

8850

150

8286

7599

95.4

K-1411

8770

150

8252

7581

95.4

K-1412

8720

150

8233

7545

95.4

AA-13036

8830

70

8229

7686

95.4

AA-14109

8646

69

7938

7551

95.4

GrN-5136

8810

50

8206

7722

95.4

K-1083

5640

160

8234

7371

95.4

P-1380

9128

103

8633

7992

95.4

GrN-5063

8640

50

7784

7578

95.4

K-1082

8710

130

8216

7570

95.4

P-1379

8546

100

7937

7351

95.4

P-1378

8715

100

8201

7582

95.4

BM-111

8790

200

8430

7493

95.4

K-1084

8730

160

8250

7537

95.4

GrN-5062

9030

50

8321

7989

95.5

K-1085

8550

160

8200

7187

95.3

P-1382

8892

115

8290

7661

95.4

AA-13037

7720

130

7033

6367

95.4

AA-13038

8765

80

8201

7601

95.4

7032

4610

Cape Andreas Kastros
MC-803

6140

200

5483

4610

95.4

MC-807

7450

120

6557

6059

95.4

MC-805

7775

125

7032

6433

95.4
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

Çayönü Tepesi

From
(BC)
10596

To (BC)

%

6695

GrN-8079

9250

60

8621

8307

95.4

GrN-8078

8355

50

7540

7204

95.4

GrN-6244

8980

80

8317

7834

95.4

GrN-14860

9040

35

8296

8232

95.4

GrN-6242

8795

50

8201

7661

95.4

GrN-8820

8865

45

8225

7822

95.4

GrN-13948

8910

50

8255

7846

95.4

GrN-16462

9040

65

8434

7974

95.4

GrN-14861

9090

50

8448

8233

95.4

GrN-4459

9200

60

8567

8288

95.4

M-1610

8570

250

8286

7062

95.4

M-1609

8570

250

8286

7062

95.4

UCLA-1703C

7620

140

6908

6108

95.4

GrN-16463

8040

60

7165

6703

95.4

GrN-5954

8055

75

7287

6695

95.5

GrN-8819

8080

90

7322

6700

95.4

GrN-10359

9050

140

8619

7789

95.4

GrN-110358

9180

80

8610

8273

95.4

GrN-10361

9290

110

8812

8280

95.4

GrN-10360

9300

140

9121

8259

95.5

GrN-19481

10020

240

10571

8846

95.4

GrN-19482

10230

200

10596

9356

95.4

7352

5366

Dhali Agridhi
GX-2848A

7290

465

7352

5366

95.4

P-2768

7400

60

6414

6098

95.4

P-2775

7990

80

7081

6651

95.4

8284

7374

DRI-3252

8880

117

8284

7658

95.4

DRI-3251

8806

52

8206

7684

95.5

ISGS-4331

8510

70

7679

7374

95.4

Beta-140759

8610

50

7742

7551

95.4

8779

7749

Ghwair I

Horvat Galil
Rt-1397

9340

70

8779

8348

95.4

Rt-1396

8950

100

8311

7749

95.4

Continued
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

Jericho

From
(BC)
8426

To (BC)

%

7082

BM-1769

8700

110

8205

7572

95.4

BM-1770

8680

79

8165

7572

95.4

BM-1771

8660

260

8426

7082

95.4

BM-1772

8810

100

8225

7613

95.4

BM-1773

8730

80

8181

7589

95.4

BM-1793

8660

130

8206

7517

95.4

9108

4851

Kalavasos Tenta
KT-18

9240

130

9108

8224

95.4

KT-22*

8870

500

9453

6686

95.4

KT-15*

8720

400

9120

6819

95.4

KT-8

8480

110

7751

7189

95.4

KT-3

8350

200

7937

6772

95.4

KT-20

8020

90

7181

6651

95.4

KT-19

8010

360

7937

6107

95.4

KT-12

7600

100

6639

6250

95.4

KT-7

7430

90

6446

6092

95.4

KT-24

7400

260

7000

5735

95.3

KT-14

7380

100

6432

6061

95.4

KT-5

7250

100

6368

5924

95.4

KT-2

7180

90

6236

5881

95.4

KT-4

7140

90

6221

5841

95.4

KT-13

7130

410

7038

5317

95.4

KT-9

7120

90

6213

5811

95.4

KT-6

7100

90

6208

5772

95.4

KT-21

6970

310

6463

5324

95.4

KT-23

6580

290

6062

4851

95.4

KT-11

6300

80

5470

5061

95.4

KT-1*

5630

260

5207

3956

95.3

7175

4795

Ly-4309

6230

160

5485

4795

95.4

Ly-4306

6310

170

5613

4848

95.4

Ly-3716

7000

150

6208

5631

95.4

BM-852

7294

78

6361

6015

95.4

BM-855

7308

74

6363

6027

95.4

BM-854

7442

61

6440

6125

95.4

St-416

7445

160

6601

6010

95.4

BM-853

7451

81

6460

6101

95.3

Ly-4308

7470

140

6592

6062

95.4

Khirokitia Vouni

Continued
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

St-414

7515

125

From
(BC)
6598

Ly-3719

7540

180

St-415

7655

Ly-3717

To (BC)

%

6095

95.4

6823

6019

95.4

160

7029

6223

95.4

7700

150

7030

6254

95.4

Ly-3718*

7930

320

7597

6119

95.4

Ly-4307

7930

130

7175

6500

95.4

Ly-4785*

8850

650

10032

6496

95.4

6460

5838

Kholetria Ortos
Beta-56869*

6480

230

5875

4910

95.4

Beta-56868

7550

70

6560

6240

95.3

Beta-82074

7500

60

6454

6243

95.4

Beta-82075

7080

60

6066

5838

95.4

Beta-82076

7360

60

6376

6080

95.4

Beta-86688

7280

60

6249

6018

95.4

8735

6696

Kissonegra Mylouthkia
OxA-7460

9315

60

8735

8347

95.4

AA-33128

9235

70

8624

8297

95.4

AA-33129

9110

70

8543

8229

95.4

OxA-7461

8185

55

7346

7060

95.4

AA-33130

8025

65

7132

6696

95.4

7956

7058

Kritou Marottou Ais Giorkis
Beta-183649

8480

40

7587

7498

95.4

Beta-183650

8600

40

7722

7554

95.4

Beta-183651

8580

40

7678

7538

95.4

Beta-203857

8530

40

7597

7529

95.4

Beta-213412

8510

50

7599

7499

95.4

Beta-213413*

6840

40

5809

5642

95.4

Beta-213414

8590

50

7722

7541

95.4

Beta-213415

8450

60

7592

7359

95.4

Beta-213417

8720

60

7956

7596

95.4

Beta-220596

8620

40

7726

7580

95.4

Beta-220598

8190

60

7447

7058

95.3

Beta-243928

8390

50

7570

7342

95.4

Beta-256039

8470

50

7593

7470

95.4

Beta-256040

8440

60

7589

7356

95.3

Beta-256041

8430

50

7584

7359

95.4

8850

90

8250

7680

95.4

Kömürcü-Kaletepe
GifA-99090
Continued
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

Motza

From
(BC)
8547

To (BC)

%

7840

RTT-4967ave

9200

45

8547

8298

95.4

TO-11712

9170

80

8603

8257

95.4

RTT-4966ave

9150

35

8459

8284

95.4

RTT-4965ave

9080

30

8313

8247

95.4

TO-11711

9050

80

8528

7967

95.4

RTT-4577

8965

45

8281

7969

95.4

RTT-4579

8890

45

8240

7840

95.4

9350

60

8784

8354

95.4

7593

6772

Nahal Betzer
Rt-1395
Nahal Issaron
Pta-2999

8410

80

7593

7196

95.4

Pta-3486

8080

70

7307

6772

95.4

8751

6829

Ly-292

8125

70

7345

6829

95.4

GifA-95032

8230

90

7485

7061

95.4

GifA-95033

8340

100

7577

7090

95.4

GifA-95034

8390

90

7588

7188

95.4

Ly-928

8495

80

7676

7351

95.4

Ly-1262

8670

80

7964

7550

95.4

Ly-1261

8735

75

8181

7591

95.4

Ly-291

8655

65

7938

7576

95.4

Ly-929

8700

70

7963

7585

95.4

Ly-6

8725

100

8202

7585

95.4

Ly-289

8760

80

8201

7599

95.3

Ly-5

8825

100

8236

7615

95.4

Ly-574

8930

75

8283

7827

95.4

Ly-930

8870

80

8251

7741

95.4

Ly-931

8860

90

8257

7684

95.4

Ly-573

9110

90

8611

8001

95.4

Ly-572

9205

75

8611

8286

95.4

Ly-290

9310

80

8751

8318

95.4

7656

6692

Perekklisha Shillourokambos

Sabi Abyad II
GrN-21319

8530

60

7656

7482

95.4

GrN-22273*

6240

60

5326

5028

95.4

UtC-4907

7950

50

7041

6692

95.4

8290

7327

Yiftahel
Rt-736a

8570

130

8177

7327

95.5

Rt-736b

8890

120

8290

7655

95.4

Continued
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Name

Reference

Radiocarbon Date

Error

Pta-4242

8870

90

From
(BC)
8272

Pta-4245

8720

70
210

Rt-702b*
7460
*outlier, not used in establishing date range

To (BC)

%

7725

95.4

8166

7589

95.4

6815

5896

95.4

‘Ain Ghazal
‘Ain Ghazal is a PPNB megasite located in the southern Levantine region within the
modern borders of Amman, Jordan. Calibration of the pre-Yarmoukian dates published by
Rollefson, et al. (1992); the Pre-Pottery occupation occurred between 8,528–6,483 cal BC
(Figure 22). Within this range, the PPNC begins around 7,060–6658 cal BC (AA-5198,
Rollefson and Köhler-Rollefson 1993).
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Figure 22. 'Ain Ghazal Radiocarbon Calibration.

Akrotiri Aetokremnos
Akrotiri Aetokremnos is the oldest dated archaeological site on Cyprus. It is a late Epi-Paleolithic
site dating to between 12,181 and 9,293 cal BC based on the recalibration of only the charcoal
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dates presented by Simmons and Wigand (1994). Figure 23 demonstrates the calibration of these
dates.
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Figure 23. Akrotiri Aetokremnos Radiocarbon Calibration.

Akanthou Arkosykos/Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü
This site belongs to the early to middle Cypro-PPNB, only two radiocarbon dates have
been published producing a date range of 8,234–7,748 cal BC (Figure 24). These dates were
published by Şevketoğlu and Hanson (2015).
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Figure 24. Akanthou Arkosykos/Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü.Radiocarbon Calibration.

Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos
This site belongs to the Cypro-PPNA period. It dates to between 9,141 and 8,624 cal BC
based on the recalibration of dates presented by Manning, et al. (2010). Calibration is shown
below (Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Ayia Varvara Aprokremnos Radiocarbon Calibration.

Ayios Tychonas Klimonas
Klimonas is one of the two Cypro-PPNB sites. Thirteen radiocarbon samples were
published by Vigne, Briois, et al. (2011). Most of the samples were on burnt bone, though four
anomalously late dates were derived from teeth (AA-88539, AA-88541, AA-88542, AA-88543).
These nine dates recalibrate to between 9,156 and 7,746 cal BC (Figure 26). Vigne, et al. (2017)
notes that Manning Bayesian method suggest a tighter occupation closer to 100 years around
8,800 BC.
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Figure 26. Ayios Tychonas Klimonas Radiocarbon Calibration.
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Ayn Abū Nukhayla
Ayn Abū Nukhayla is a PPNB period site located in southern Jordan. Its occupation dates
to between 7,954 and 7,083 cal BC based on calibration of the dates published by Henry, et al.
(2003). Below these calibrations are shown (Figure 27).

Figure 27. Ayn Abū Nukhayla Radiocarbon Calibration.

Aşıkı Höyük
Aşıkı Höyük in an Anatolian Aceramic Neolithic site not part of the PPNB phenomena. It
dates to 8,458–7,355 cal BC based on the recalibration of dates published by Todd (1968b),
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Abbès, et al. (1998), van Zeist and de Roller (1995), and various other sources collected by
Böhner and Schyle (2006). Calibration of these dates is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Aşıkı Höyük Radiocarbon Calibration.

Beidha
Beidha is located in southern Jordan, was initially occupied during the earlier Natufian
Epi-Paleolithic period. The PPNB period dates range from 8,463 to 6,367 cal BC based on the
recalibration of the PPNB period dates collected by Böhner and Schyle (2006). Calibration is
shown by Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Beidha Radiocarbon Calibration.

Cape Andreas Kastros
Cape Andreas Kastros is a KC period site identified in the north of Cyprus. It dates to 7,032–
4,610 cal BC based on the calibration of dates published by Le Brun (1981). Figure 30
demonstates these calibrations.
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Figure 30. Cape Andreas Kastros Radiocarbon Calibration.

Çayönü Tepesi
Dates for the Anatolian site of Çayönü Tepesi have been collected from Böhner and
Schyle (2006). These range between 10,596 and 6,695 cal BC (Figure 31).
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Figure 31. Çayönü Tepesi Radiocarbon Calibration.

Dhali Agridhi
Dhali Agridhi is a KC period site located in central Cyprus. It occupation dates from 7,352 to
5,366 cal BC based on calibration of dates published by Todd (1987). Figure 32 demostrates
these calibrations.
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Figure 32. Dhali Agridhi Radiocarbon Calibration.

Ghwair I
Ghwair I is a PPNB period site located in southern Jordan. Based on the recalibration of
dates published by Simmons and Najjar (2006) the settlement dates to 8,284–7,374 cal BC
(Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Ghwair I Radiocarbon Calibration.

Horvat Galil
Horvat Galil is a PPNB site located in the southern Levantine region in modern Israel.
Two radiocarbon dates have been published by Gopher (1997). These calibrate to 8,779–7,749
cal BC (Figure 34).
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Figure 34. Horvat Galil Radiocarbon Calibration.

Jericho
Jericho is the type site for the PPNB. It is located in the southern Levantine region in the
West Bank. Its earliest occupation was during the Natufian Late Epi-Paleolithic. It was
subsequently occupied during the PPNA and, after a brief hiatus, throughout the PPNB. Based
on the calibration of PPNB phase dates made by Burleigh (1983) in the final monograph, the
PPNB occupation occurred between 8,426 and 7,082 cal BC (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Jericho Radiocarbon Calibration.

Kalavasos Tenta
Kalavosos Tenta is a Cypro-PPNB through KC period site. Most of the earlier dates have
very large error ranges which make precise statements about the occupation time frames
difficult. Three determinates (KT-1, KT-15, KT-22) have such a large error range that they will
not be used to discuss occupation of the site. The Aceramic Neolithic dates range between 9,108
and 4,851 cal BC with most dates around 6,000 BC (Figure 36). All raw dates extracted from
Todd (1987).
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Figure 36. Kalavasos Tenta Radiocarbon Calibration.

Khirokitia Vouni
Khriokitia Vouni is the type site for the KC period on Cyprus. Most radiocarbon dates for
the cite have been published in the various Khriokitia monographs under the direction of Le
Brun (e.g., Le Brun 1984, 1989, 1994). This study recalibrates the dates aggregated by Böhner
and Schyle (2006). Excepting two determinates with especially large error ranges (Ly-3718 and
Ly-4785) the site dates to between 7,175 and 4,795 cal BC (Figure 37).
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Figure 37. Khitokitia Vouni Radiocarbon Calibration.

Kholetria Ortos
Kholetria Ortos is the primary site for which KC period data are drawn. It is located on a
hill above the east bank of the Xeros river in southern Cyprus. Simmons (1994b) published two
radiocarbon dates, both taken from bone (Beta-56868, Beta-56869). The remaining dates were
published by Cooper (1997). Original returns from Beta analytics were also consulted. Excepting
the one bone date with poor resolution (Beta-56869), the site dates to between 6,460 and 5,838
cal BC (Figure 38).
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Figure 38. Kholetria Ortos Radiocarbon Calibration.

Kissonegra Mylouthkia
Mylouthkia dates were collected from two separate well contexts. The earlier context,
Period 1A, comes from Well-116, while the later cluster of dates, Period 1B, comes from Well
133. Radiocarbon dates for this site were published in Peltenburg (2003a). Dates from shell were
not recalibrated here. The recalibration demonstrates an occupation between 8,735 and 6,696 cal
BC with a long gap in between the two extremes (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Kissonegra Mylouthkia Radiocarbon Calibration.

Kritou Marottou Ais Giorkis
Ais Giorkis is the primary site representing the Cypro-PPNB in this dissertation. Only
radiocarbon dates derived from charcoal were recalibrated for this work. Excepting one date
which appears to be anomalously late (Beta-213413), the site spans from 7,956 to 7,058 cal BC
(Figure 40), corresponding to the middle and late Cypro-PPNB. All raw radiocarbon dates
extracted from Simmons (2012).
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Figure 40. Kritou Marottou Ais Giorkis Radiocarbon Calibration.

Kömürcü-Kaletepe
This site is attached to the obsidian source for most of the PPNB regions and all of
Cyprus. It is located in central Anatolia. Four radiocarbon dates were reported by Balkan Atlı
and Binder (2000). Only one of these dates is relevant to the target time period (GifA-99090), its
recalibration results in a date of 8,250–7,680 cal BC (Figure 41).
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Figure 41 Kömürcü-Kaletepe. Radiocarbon Calibration.

Motza
Motza is an early PPNB site located in the southern Levantine region. Sixteen
radiocarbon dates were published by Khalaily, et al. (2007). Based on only the seven PPNB
period dates derived from charcoal, the site dates to between 8,547 and 7,840 cal BC (Figure 42).
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Figure 42. Motza Radiocarbon Calibration.

Nahal Betzet
A single radiocarbon date has been published for Nahal Betzer by Gopher and Gophna
(1993). This places the site at 8,784–8,354 cal BC (Figure 43).
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Figure 43. Nahal Betzer Radiocarbon Calibration.

Nahal Issaron
Nahal Issaron is one of the rare southern Levantine arid sites to produce datable material.
Two dates were published by Gopher and Gophna (1993) that produce a range between 7,593
and 6,772 cal BC when calibrated (Figure 44).
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Figure 44. Nahal Issaron Radiocarbon Calibration.

Perekklisha Shillourokambos
Shillourokambos is a Cypro-PPNB site with an occupation throughout the period. Dates
for this site were published by Guilaine (2003); though this work accessed them through Böhner
and Schyle (2006). Recalibration of these dates produce an Aceramic Neolithic occupation
between 8,751 and 6,829 cal BC (Figure 45).
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Figure 45. Perekklisha Shillourokambos Radiocarbon Calibration.

Tell Ain el-Kerkh
This site is located near the northern coast of Syria. Its relative early dates make it an
excellent candidate to test the Syrio-Cilician Coastal hypothesis for the colonization of PPNB
period Cyprus. Three dates (Ly-12086, GrA-22276, GrA-22277) were published by Arimura
(2007), two (Ly-2555, Ly-2556) were published by Tsuneki, et al. (2006), and three (Ly-2554,
Nuta2-2106, Nuta2-2109) were published by Arimura (2008). Excepting one date (GrA-22277)
with a very large error range, the PPNB component of the site dates to between 8,607 and 7,083
cal BC (Figure 46).
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Figure 46. Ain el-Kerkh Radiocarbon Calibration.

Tell Sabi Abyad II
Tell Sabi Abyad is located in Northern Syria. The vast majority of the site post-dates the
PPNB. Three PPNB dates were published by Akkermans and Verhoeven (2000). Given the
substantial Ceramic Neolithic settlement beginning around 7,000 BC (see van der Plicht, et al.
2016), one date (GrN-22273) is excepted as likely invasive. The remaining two calibrate to
between 7,656 and 6,692 cal BC (Figure 47).
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Figure 47. Sabi Abyad Radiocarbon Calibration.

Ujrat el-Mehed
Ujrat el-Mehed is a PPNB seasonal camp located in the southern Sinai desert. One
radiocarbon date was produced by the site, Pta-2703 (Dayan, et al. 1986). It calibrates to between
7,471 and 7,068 BC (Figure 48).
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Figure 48. Ujrat el-Mehed Radiocarbon Calibration.

Yiftah’el
Yiftah’el is a PPNB site located in the southern Levantine region. Four of the dates
associated with the site were published by Garfinkel (1987), one additional date (Rt-702b) was
published by Gopher and Gophna (1993), though this date has a large error range and appears
anomaly late. The first four dates calibrate to between 8,290 and 7,327 cal BC (Figure 49).
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Figure 49. Yiftah'el Radiocarbon Calibration.

Discussion
Having all dates calibrated to the same curve and displayed graphically makes several facts
abundantly clear. Figure 50 displays all date ranges by site, arranged by region and, in the case of
Cyprus, by period. From this figure, the sequence of events leading to both the start and end of
the Cypro-PPNB can be better connected to the events of the continental Near East. Three
observations have especially strong bearing on the problems of this dissertation.
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Figure 50.Radiocarbon Date Ranges across All Sites.
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Most salient of these facts is that the transition to the Cypro-PPNB was a process that—
within the resolution of radiocarbon dating at the 95% C.I.—occurred simultaneously with the
transition to the PPNB in most other regions, and prior to the development of the PPNB in some
regions. As such, the attempt made in this work, and by others, to identify origins of the CyproPPNB people within other regions of the PPNB Interaction Sphere is likely a faulty approach to
the problem.
It seems, given the concurrent development of PPNB lifeways through the Near East, a
strong similarity in lifeways could represent at best close contact but not descent. Therefore,
addressing the origins of the Cypro-PPNB peoples requires a much stronger understanding of
interregional interaction during the PPNA and the processes leading to its evolution into the
PPNB.
Additionally, it is difficult to discount the probability of continuous occupation of Cyprus
from the late 10th millennium BC throughout the study period. Even excepting the early dates
from Tenta due to the problematic error ranges, the dates from the Cypro-PPNA sites lead right
up to Shillorokambos at the 95% C.I.
Finally, it appears that the transition from the Cypro-PPNB to the KC is not a unilateral
withdrawal from the PPNB Interaction Sphere. Frangipane (1996) has described the period
around 7,000 BC as a period of crises in the Near East. An examination of Figure 50 reveals a
marked decline in sites across the PPNB regions beginning around 7,500 cal BC. Though not a
focus of this paper, around 7,000 cal BC the PPNC begins a restructuring of the mainland Near
East lasting through the Pottery Neolithic (e.g., Tsuneki 2012; van der Plicht, et al. 2016). These
facts suggest that the PPNB Interaction Sphere may have fallen apart by the late-PPNB, leading
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to a decline in contact between Cyprus and the mainland, as well as the aggregation of some
mainland groups into larger settlements.
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Appendix II: Lithic Analysis of Ais Giorkis (Cypro-PPNB) and Ortos (KC)
This appendix provides a comparative and statistical analysis of the lithic data from the
Cypro-PPNB site of Ais Giorkis and the KC site of Ortos. The purpose of this appendix it to
evaluate the claim that the Cypro-PPNB and KC periods are distinct archaeological cultures as
evidenced by their lithic repertoires as well as investigate the lifeways of the peoples of each site.
The use of single sites to represent entire cultural periods is subject to misinterpretation if
either or both sites perform specialized functions. Therefore, this examination should be
understood as preliminary and the broader questions should be readdressed as additional sites
publish lithics data.
This appendix is organized such that both sites are briefly reintroduced. Data from both
sites are then presented. Statistical testing of the relationship between the two datasets follows.
Finally, the relationship between the results and the research questions is discussed.

Introduction to the Data
This appendix draws from the sites of Ais Giorkis and Ortos for lithic data on the CyproPPNB and KC, respectively. Both sites were excavated by Alan H. Simmons of the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. Both sites were excavated using similar procedures and recorded using
similar typologies.
Ais Giorkis
Ais Giorkis dates to between 7,956 and 7,058 cal BC (see Appendix I), though, as noted
by Simmons (2012), most dates fall around 7,500. It is located in the western Troodos foothills
between the villages of Kannaviou (Κανναβιού) and Kritou Marottou (Κρίτου Μαρότου). It was
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first discovered in 1980 and assumed to be a KC period hunting camp by the Canadian
Palaipaphos Survey Project (Fox 1987; Rupp, et al. 1984).
Excavation under Simmons began in earnest in 2002. Major excavation occurred from
2002 to 2008, and from 2013 to 2015, with several more limited seasons. The total excavated
area is about 500 m2. The excavation crew was generally composed on teams of undergraduate
field school students supervised by more experienced graduate students.
Excavation methodology involved the collection of visually identified pieces during
excavation as well as pieces found during the sieving of 20% of all general context material and
100% of all feature material through 6 mm mesh. Additionally, samples of matrix were collected
for floatation and wet screened through 1 mm and 250 μm mesh for botanical analysis, chipped
stone artifacts found during this process were collected and included in the analysis. Given the
experience level of the crew, screen size, and the practice of direct collection of visually
identified artifacts, some bias toward larger material is likely present in the Ais Giorkis
assemblage (see Graesch 2009). Material collected during excavation was transported from the
field to the dig house in buckets tagged by Field Number (FN).
Analysis of chipped stone material took place in stages. Following return to the dig
house, chipped stone material was washed in plain water using soft bristle nylon brushes, racked
by FN, and dried in the sun. Dried chip stone pieces were then subjected to initial analysis and
shorting. Finally, a mostly random assortment of chipped stone pieces was subjected to full
recording as time allowed.
Initial analysis involved the sorting of chipped stone into the categories described on
Table 21. The sorts were counted and weighed—the results being recorded on Initial Lithic Tally
forms—and the chipped stone was bagged into categories. Categorically bagged debitage were
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then compiled into a larger bag by FN. Cores and Tools were bagged together by FN but kept
separate from the debitage bag. All chipped stone recovered from Ais Giorkis received at least
this level of analysis.
Table 21. Ais Giorkis Initial Sort Categories.

1. Cortical Flake
2. Secondary Flake
3. Tertiary Flake
4. Cortical Blade
5. Secondary Blade
6. Tertiary Blade

7. Microflake
8. Bladelet
9. Core Trimming Element
10. Core Tablet
11. Massive Blade
12. Massive Flake

13 Core
14. Debris-Chip
15. Debris-Chunk
16. Burin Spall
17. Tool

As time allowed, both during the field seasons and during study seasons—such as 2016
and 2017, FN’s were selected for full analysis. During full analysis complete cores, debitage, and
tools were all measured across three axes to the tenth of a millimeter, whether evidence of
burning was present, and their material type were recorded. The material typology used follows
McCartney and Gratuze (2003). Cores were classified into one of 31 types based on their
morphological characteristics (Table 22).
Table 22. Ais Giorkis Core Types.

1. Flake- Test
2. Flake- Single Platform
3. Flake- Multidirectional
4. Flake- Globular
5. Flake- Bidirectional
6. Flake- Opposed Platform
7. Flake- Pyramidical
8. Flake- Discoidal
9. Exhausted Core
10. Core on Flake
11. Flake- 90 Degree

12. Blade- Single
13. Blade- Naviform
14. Blade- Opposed Platform
15. Blade- 90 Degree
16. Bladelet
17. Indeterminate
18. Fragment- Flake
19. Fragment- Blade
20. Fragment- Bladelet
21. Fragment- Indeterminate
22. Spheroidal
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23. Tabular
24. Hammerstone/Core
25. Core on Blade
26. Flake- Subpyramidical
27. Blade- Multidirectional
28. Bifacial Core
29. Subdiscoidal
30. Akrotiri Core
31. Subnaviform

Debitage and tools had their platform and end types (Table 23) recorded as well. Tools
were classified by class (Table 24) and type. All data were recorded in columnar pads. These
data were transcribed into an Access database. Data were exported from Access to SPSS 24 for
analysis.
Table 23. Ais Giorkis Platform and End Types.

Platform Types
1. Single
2. Dihedral
3. Punctiform
4. Multiple
5. Crushed
6. Cortical
7. Unidentifiable

End Types
1. Pointed
2. Blunt
3. Hinged
4. Outrepassé
5. Feathered
6. Indeterminate
7. Impact Fragment

Table 24. Tool Classes.

1. Projectile Point
2. Piercing Tool
3. Scraper
4. Burin
5. Notch
6. Denticulate
7. Serrated Piece
8. Knife
9. Glossed Piece
10. Truncation
11. Tanged Piece
12. Backed Piece

13. Microlithic Tool
14. Retouched Blade
15. Retouched Flake
16. Axe
17. Varia
18. Fragment
19. Biface
20. Uniface
21. Ortos Crescent
22. Backed Truncation
23. Pièce esquillée

Following analysis, artifacts were boxed by field season and transferred to the Local
Archaeological Museum of Palaipafos in Kouklia (Τοπικό Αρχαιολογικό Μουσείο Παλαιπάφου,
Κούκλια) for curation. Paper records reside with the Department of Anthropology at the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Ortos
Ortos dates to between 6,460 and 5,838 cal BP (see Appendix I) It is located above the
eastern bank of the Xeros river, about 1 km southwest of the old village of Kholetria (Παλαιά
Χολέτρια). Like Ais Giorkis, it was first discovered in 1980 by the Canadian Palaipaphos Survey
Project (Fox 1987; Rupp, et al. 1984). Results of the early surface survey were published by Fox
(1988).
Excavation was led by Simmons and occurred over three seasons from 1992 through
1994 (Simmons 1994a). The total excavated area is about 60 square meters.
Excavation and recovery methods varied slightly from those employed at Ais Giorkis.
One major difference is that matrix excavated at Ortos was 100% screened, through similar sized
screen.
Chipped stone analysis took place in similar sequence to Ais Giorkis. The recording
categories and technology varied slightly though. As at Ais Giorkis, analysis was tiered and
recorded initially in paper columnar pads, which are housed at the Department of Anthropology
at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas today.
Raw material classification used at Ortos was different than the typology used at Ais
Giorkis, Mylouthkia, and Tenta. Eight material types were coded at Ortos (Table 25).
Table 25. Ortos Raw Material Codes.

1. Obsidian
2. Other Igneous
3. Calcedony
4. Course Grained Chert

5. Fine Grained Chert
6. Fine Grained Chert with Inclusions
7. Dark Fine Grained Chert
10. Other
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Blank typology between the two sites is largely the same. However, core typology is
coded consecutively to blank type. Thus, the same column codes both blanks and core type
(Table 26). Tools were classified as one of 75 classes.
Table 26. Ortos Blank and Core Types.

1. Cortical Flake
2. Secondary Flake
3. Tertiary Flake
4. Cortical Blade
5. Secondary Blade
6. Tertiary Blade
7. Bifacial Trimming
8. Bladelet
9. Core Trimming Element
10. Core Tablet
11. Microflake
12. Burin Spall

13. Debris, General
14. Debris, Chip
15. Debris, Chunk
16, Core, Material Test
17. Core, Single Platform
18. Core, Multidirectional
19. Core, Globular
20. Core, Bidirectional
21. Core, Naviform
22. Core, Opposed Platform
23. Core, Pyramidical
24. Core, Discoidal

25. Core, Fragment
26. Core, Exhausted
27. Core, Akrotiri
28. Core on Flake
29. Hammerstone
30 Core, Blade Single
31. Core, Tabular
32. Core, Bladelet
33. Core, Indeterminate
34. Core, Spheroid
35. Core, 90 Degree

Interoperability
Direct comparison of the Ais Giorkis and Ortos data faces two challenges. The first is the
challenge of liberating the Ortos data from an obsolete format. The second is translating the data
to uniform categories.
The Ortos data were digitized in Borlan Reflex, a DOS-based flat-file database
management system (DBMS). Advanced for its time, Reflex was the first commercially
produced software of its type to employ the mouse and graphical data editing. In fact, the first
tutorial within the software is dedicated to teaching how to use a mouse (Borland/Analytica
1985:1-15). Transitioning the data out of this format was no simple task. Not only is Reflex a
dead program, all of its export programs have also been abandoned. To accomplish the task, the
data was exported (translated in the vernacular of Borland Reflex) to a .PRN ASCII file, and
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opened in Excel as a space separated table. This step resulted in data loss of all text-based fields.
The fields were then manually renamed before being imported into SPSS. Once in SPSS, the
codes were redefined, and the data was examined for anomalies. Several errors were found and
addressed.
Having addressed the interoperability of the two datasets, choices about the uniformity of
the data were made. These were primarily related to the translation of raw material types and the
creation of tool classes.
The first choice made related to the translation of raw material types. Based on the
morphological characteristics of chert described at both sites, the Ortos material was transcoded
to match the more commonly used system in place at Ais Giorkis. A more detailed explanation is
presented in Chapter 5.
Defining tool classes was a comparatively simpler operation. The Ais Giorkis coding
schema overlaps captures identical tool forms yet collapses them further into class. An additional
column was created in SPSS and the tool class was propagated into these fields. This tool
analysis is primarily to the tool class level. Tool types will be compared only in the most
important classes at each site: scrapers and sickles.
Definitions of Lithic Terminology
The following list defines the terminology associated with descriptions of lithic artifacts
within this dissertation.
Abrupt Retouch
Retouch at an angle of approximately 90° (Inizan, et al. 1999).
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Akrotiri Core
A core form unique to Cyprus characterized by an exhausted pebble like appearance that
was first identified at the site of Akrotiri Aetokremnos (Simmons 1999).
Amuq Point
Elongated foliate point with a tang that tapers to a sharply convergent point. Found
primarily in PPNB/C context and associated with Naviform technology and the "Big
Arrowhead Industries" (Shea 2013).
Arris
Term for the line formed the meeting of two flake scars (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Backed
A tool characteristic wherein continuous, generally semi-abrupt to abrupt, retouch or
natural cortext produces a dull edge. Hellweg (1984) notes that backing is useful in
hafting a blade (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Biface
A Tool that has retouch on two opposing faces which meet to form a single modified
edge (Andrefsky 2005).
Big Arrowhead Industries
An alternate name proposed for the broad PPNB, defined by two metrically derived
features: 1) large blade cores (sensu lato naviform in the west, single platform blade
cores in the east), and 2) large arrowheads (especially Amuq and Byblos types), large
burins, and large blades blanked sickles (Kozlowski 1999).
Blade
A blank form that is at least twice as long as it is wide with generally parallel lateral
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edges. Relatively greater precision in striking and more core preparation is necessary to
produce blades than their counterpart, flakes (Whittaker 1994).
Bladelet
A narrow blade. Various definitions of narrow are used up to 15mm, Simmons uses a
cutoff of 12mm (cf. O'Horo 2008; Shea 2013)
Blank
A debitage element which may, through retouch, be transformed into a tool. This term is
largely synonymous debitage, though exclusive of debris (Andrefsky 2005).
Blunt
A blank end type marked by a flat, dull distal edge (O'Horo 2008).
Burin
A blade or flake with one or more burin facets, thought by some (e.g., Joukowsky 1980)
and implied by name (from the French) to be used for engraving (Andrefsky 2005).
Burin Spall
Part of a blank which has been removed for the purpose of creating a burin. Primary
spalls are typically triangular in cross-section and somewhat resemble toothpicks (Inizan,
et al. 1999).
Byblos Point
Elongated point with a tapered tang, Byblos points may present barbs or shoulders above
the tang. Found primarily in PPNB/C context and associated with Naviform technology
and the "Big Arrowhead Industries" (Shea 2013).
Chaîne Opératoire
The sequence of production steps resulting in a particular tool (Andrefsky 2005). Sellet
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(1993) notes that Schiffer’s definition of behavioral chain aptly describes the Chaîne
opératoire concept. That is “The sequence of activities in the systemic context of an
element […] grouped into a set of basic processes and represented by a flow model.
These processes include procurement, manufacture, use, maintenance, and discard”
(Schiffer 1976:46). Thus, differences in procurement source, transportation, core
technology, and exchange networks can be described as separate Chaînes opératoires
between the Obsidian knappers at Kömürcü-Kaletepe and Aşıkı Höyük.
Chert
A compact cryptocrystalline to microcrystalline quartz originating in sedimentary
context, on Cyprus it typically occurs where marine limestone deposits interface with
earlier pillow lavas (Andrefsky 2005).
Completeness
A core and blank characteristic related the morphological wholeness of a piece. Of
blanks, completeness can be assessed based on the presence of landmarks: i.e., platform,
lateral edges, and end (Shea 2013).
Core
A block or cobble of raw material from which blanks have been struck, cores are further
classified by their morphology (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Core Tablet
Blank form that is generally tabular in morphology with numerous scars along its lateral
edges. The removal of these pieces facilitates the rejuvenation of exhausted cores (Inizan,
et al. 1999).
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Core Trimming Element
Blank form that is generally triangular in cross section and bladelike in dimensions which
are removed for the purpose of rejuvenating an exhausted core. These pieces generally
bear numerous dorsal scars (O'Horo 2008). Inizan et alia (1999) refer to this form as a
crested blade and understand its function as core shaping, rather than rejuvenation.
Cortex
The outer part of a cobble or block of raw material which has been discolored or
chemically altered through weathering (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Debitage
All products resulting from the knapping of a core including blanks, tools, and waste
(Inizan, et al. 1999). The term debitage varies in meaning between North American and
Near Eastern archaeological research communities. North Americanists generally employ
the term to mean the waste product of flaking activities (e.g., Andrefsky 2005; Odell
2000; Whittaker 1994:, etc.). Generally, “researchers working in the Near-East
distinguish ‘debitage’ from ‘debris’ by the possibility of an object's becoming a ‘tool,’
i.e., a modified piece of chipped stone” (Odell 2003:66) or as Shea (2013) writes,
debitage refers “collectively to unretouched flakes and flake fragments” rather than
strictly waste.
Debris
A shapeless waste fragment whose landmarks and orientation cannot be determined.
Debris at Ais Giorkis is subdivided by size into chips and chunks. Debris is debitage in
the sense that it is the product of knapping, but not a blank in that it cannot be modified
into a tool (O'Horo 2008).
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Denticulate
A tool form marked by a succession of irregular adjacent notches (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Dihedral
Platform type marked by the parallel scars separated by an arris (Inizan, et al. 1999).
End
Referred to as termination by some researchers. End (type) describes the distal edge
characteristics of a blank (O'Horo 2008).
End Scraper
End scrapers are tool forms marked by (generally invasive) retouch along the distal edge,
or rarely proximal edge. Often, end scrapers are associated with hide work (Shott and
Scott 1995).
Exhausted Core
A core upon which no viable platforms exist. Such a piece may be rejuvenated through
the various techniques or discarded as waste.
Flake
A blank form with a length to width ratio of less than 2:1. In North American
archaeology the term flake can be used in the generic sense to mean blank.
Flint
Subset of chert which occurs within chalk or marl-rich limestone deposits that is
characteristically opaque and glassy or waxy in appearance.
Gloss
A shiny surface that can be produced from a variety of processes, but is characteristically
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the result of microscopic abrasion by the silica-rich stems of cereal grasses (Inizan, et al.
1999).
Hammerstone
A subset of pounded pieces used to produce percussion fractures in hard hammer and
some indirect knapping techniques. Hammerstones are typically spherical to subspherical
cobbles weighing less than 2 kg and bearing multiple scars and pits (Shea 2013).
Hinge
An end type characterized by a smooth, rounded distal end.
Invasive
A term describing deep, low angle retouch, commonly associated with scrapers. Shea
(2013) describes invasive retouch as extending more than 10mm onto the blank surface,
whereas Simmons requires only that it extend beyond the edge (O'Horo 2008).
Knapping
Generic term for the intentional fracture of stone by percussion or pressure during which
blanks and debris are struck from cores (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Microlith(ic)
Referencing bladelets and microflakes (that is, flakes less than 15mm in and dimension)
blanks (O'Horo 2008).
Naviform
Core form in its lato referring to a number of bidirectional long blade cores characteristic
of the near eastern Neolithic. In its strictu form, naviform cores have a “boatlike”
appearance (Shea 2013).
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Notch
Tool form involving a sharp, generally invasively retouched, notch. Multiple notches may
be present on a single piece; however, this process eventually grades into a denticulate
(Shea 2013).
Ortos Crescent
Tool form initially identified at Ortos but found at various Neolithic sites on Cyprus
defined by a crescent-shaped blank that steeply backed or invasively retouched with clear
sickle sheen on the opposing edge (Simmons 1994b)
Outrepassé
End type marked by the continuation of the line of fracture around the base of a core,
generally believed to be accidental. Multiple synonyms exist for this termination
including: plunging, reverse hinge, and overshot (Odell 2004).
Pièce Esquillée
Tool form characterized by a blocky shape with irregular, chewed appearance. It has been
suggested that the apparent scarring is not the result of retouch, but rather the result of
multiple impacts. Ethnographic and experimental studies have found similar morphology
on tools used to split bone for marrow extraction and bone tool production (Le BrunRicalens 2006).
Platform
Platform refers to the surface upon which a fracture is initiated located at the proximal
end of a blank. Within the region, many researches use the synonym butt (Shea 2013).
Prismatic Blade
A Blade with generally parallel lateral edges, dorsal flake scars aligned with its long axis,
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and a triangular to trapazoidal cross-section. Prismatic blade production does not involve
Naviform cores (Shea 2013).
Projectile Point
Tool form commonly referred to an arrowhead. Within the Near East projectile point
forms are understood to be manufactured within distinct periods of time and in relatively
discreet locations. Therefore, as in prehistoric North American archaeology, projectile
points are often believed to be diagnostic of specific time periods and cultural groups
(Kuijt 2001a).
Punctiform
A platform characterized by a tiny, point-like, surface (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Retouch
The primary marker of a tool. Retouch is the removal of material from a blank resulting
in the reshaping an edge for the purpose of changing its characteristics (Inizan, et al.
1999).
Retouched Piece
Most basic tool form consisting of a blank with at least one point of retouch which does
not alter the edge into a distinct tool form.
Scraper
Tool form involving a retouched edge with an angle of less than 70° (Shea 2013).
Semi-Abrupt Retouch
Retouch at an angle of about 45° (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Serrated
Tool form involving line of retouch with a saw-like appearance.
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Sickle
Tool form most characterized by the presence of gloss. Most Neolithic Near Eastern
sickles are backed and may be truncated and/or retouched on their working edge (Shea
2013).
Side Scraper
Side scrapers are tool forms marked by (generally invasive) retouch along their lateral
edge (Shea 2013).
Tang
Tool form characterized by a projection along the long axis, often outlined by flanking
notches or shoulders (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Tool
Generally, a retouched blank. Exceptions to this include unretouched glossed pieces,
burins, and blanks that demonstrate use wear (Inizan, et al. 1999).
Toolstone
Raw material suitable for knapping. A one-word synonym for lithic raw material
employed especially by practitioners of Americanist archaeology (Beck and Jones 1990).
Truncation
Tool form involving backing-like abrupt retouch to the proximal or distal end of a blank
(Shea 2013).
Uniface
Tool form involving a single edge retouched.
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Analysis of the Ais Giorkis Lithic Data
The Sample
Lithic data from Ais Giorkis includes the complete collected assemblage that has been
analyzed at the initial lithic sort level and the more complete fully analyzed sample. Within the
fully analyzed sample, not every piece was analyzed for the full set of variables. This is due to a
number of factors. Material type was not a key analysis factor prior to 2003; therefore, few early
record contain material codes. Platform and end types can only be coded when present; therefore,
broken pieces can lack one or both traits. Similarly, measurements of broken pieces were often
omitted along the broken axis.
A total of 276,258 lithic artifacts were collected from Ais Giorkis. A total of 29,660
pieces were fully analyzed. Table 27 describes the ratio of collected versus analyzed chipped
stone from Ais Giorkis, less 70,095 pieces of collected debris.
Table 27. Ais Giorkis Chipped Stone Assemblage and Sample Size.

Cores
Debitage
Tools

Collected
3,262
189,316
13,586

Analyzed
3,225
13,219
13,183

Percent Analyzed
98.9%
7%
97%

Raw Material Utilization
Toolstone at Ais Giorkis is predominately Lefkara Basal type chert (Table 28). Lefkara
type cherts are readily available in the vicinity of Ais Giorkis. Lefkara Basal chert makes up 77%
of the Ais Giorkis analyzed assemblage, with 85% of cores being of the same material. Blades
and blade blanked tools are slightly of Lefkara Basal chert occur slightly less frequently, at
71.5% and 73.6% respectively. Other fine grain Lefkara cherts round out the assemblage with
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Lefkara Translucent accounting for nearly 13% of the raw material and Translucent chert
accounting for almost 7%. By contrast, the more distantly available Moni and poorer quality
Lefkara Dense Translucent cherts make up only trace quantities of the assemblage. This is far
less diverse than the Periods 5–2 assemblage at Tenta which is approximately 47% Lefkara
Translucent, 24% Lefkara Dense Translucent, 18% Lefkara Basal, and 11% Translucent chert
(McCartney and Todd 2005:Tables 27-28). Likewise, ‘Mylouthkia Period 1B demonstrated a
more balanced assemblage consisting of about 22% Lefkara Translucent, 18% both Lefkara
Basal and Lefkara Dense Translucent, and 16% Translucent chert (McCartney and Gratuze
2003:Table 2.3). This unusually skewed Cypro-PPNB assemblage likely reflects the luxury of
access granted by Ais Giorkis’ location.
Table 28. Raw Material Utilization at Ais Giorkis.

Cores
Lefkara
Basal
Lefkara
Dense
Translucent
Lefkara
Translucent
Moni
Translucent
Other

Flakes

Blades

Tools

Total

2,621

85.5%

8,760

76.3%

1,606

71.5%

6,129

74.3%

19,116

77%

7

0.23%

256

2.23%

60

2.67%

139

1.7%

462

1.86%

288

9.39%

1,495

13%

383

17.05%

1,059

12.8%

3,225

13%

13
58
79

0.42%
1.89%
2.58%

67
803
99

0.58%
6.99%
0.86%

14
169
14

0.62%
7.52%
0.62%

137
699
91

1.7%
8.5%
1.1%
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1,729
283

0.93%
7%
1.14%

Core Technology
The Ais Giorkis lithic typology recognizes 30 core types (Table 29). Most analyzed cores
were of a type related to flake production (71.3%), whereas blade and bladelet cores represent
about 28% of the assemblage (Table 30). About 48% of cores were exhausted, and only about
4% demonstrated evidence of burning. The average size of core recovered at Ais Giorkis is 65.9
cm3 though there is significant variability (Table 31). Given the overwhelming preference for
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Lefkara Basal chert, it is not surprising that the core types show a marked preference for the
same material across all core types (Table 32).
Table 29. Ais Giorkis Core Assemblage.

Type
Flake Test
Flake Single
Platform
Flake
Multidirectional
Flake Globular
Flake Bidirectional
Flake Opposed
Platform
Flake Pyramidical
Flake Discoidal
Core on Flake
Flake 90 degree
Total

n
47

%
1.46%

Type
Blade Single

n
218

%
6.76%

Type
Spheroidal

77

2.39%

Blade Naviform

20

0.62%

Tabular

327
377

10.14%
11.69%

Blade Opposed
Blade 90 degree

83
33

2.57%
1.02%

Bladelet

200

6.20%

Indeterminate
Fragment Flake
Fragment Blade
Fragment
Bladelet
Fragment,
indeterminate

3
712
235

0.09%
22.08%
7.29%

Hammerstone
Core-on-Blade
Flake
subpyramidal
Blade
Multidirectional
Bifacial
subdiscoidal

12

0.37%

8
18
167

0.25%
0.56%
5.18%

96

2.98%

61

1.89%

Akrotiri

8
3,225

0.25%
100%

17

0.53%

Subnaviform

Table 30. Ais Giorkis Core Production.

Type
Flake
Blade
Bladelet
Indeterminate

N
2,295
641
261
20

%
71.3%
19.9%
8.1%
.6%

Table 31. Ais Giorkis Core Dimensions (mm).

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
16
1
2.8

Max.
538
478.9
311
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Mean
57.9
42.5
26.8

σ
19.5
15.2
11.4

n
114

%
3.53%

1

0.03%

8
18

0.25%
0.56%

37

1.15%

5
2
171

0.16%
0.06%
5.30%

121

3.75%

29

0.90%

Table 32. Ais Giorkis Core Type-Material Type Crosstabulation.

T

LT

LB

Moni

LDT

Other

Total

Flake Test

1

4

25

0

0

14

44

Flake Single Platform

2

7

63

1

1

0

74

Flake Multidirectional

11

34
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1

2

12

302

Flake Globular

8

47

274

1

0

19

349

Flake Bidirectional

0

1

8

0

0

0

9

Flake Opposed Plaform

1

1

4

0

0

1

7

Flake Pyramidical

1

0

17

0

0

0

18

Flake Discoidal

1

18

143

1

0

2

165

Core on Flake

0

9

78

0

2

0

89

Flake 90 degree

0

0

7

0

0

0

7

Blade Single

0

18

188

0

0

3

209

Blade Naviform

1

4

14

0

0

1

20

Blade Opposed

0

7

70

0

1

1

79

Blade 90 degree

1

2

29

0

0

0

32

Bladelet

1

16

171

0

1

1

190

Indeterminate

0

0

2

1

0

0

3

Fragment Flake

13

53

612

5

0

9

692

Fragment Blade

1

15

212

0

0

0
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Fragment Bladelet

0

2

56

0

0

0

58

Fragment indeterminate

0

0

13

0

0

4

17

Spheroidal

2

16

87

3

0

3

111

Tabular

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Hammerstone/Core

0

1

3

0

0

4

8

Core-on-Blade

0

1

17

0

0

0

18

Flake subpyramidal

2

6

23

0

0

2

33

Blade Multidirectional

0

0

5

0

0

0

5

Bifacial

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

subdiscoidal

3

14

146

0

0

1

164

Akrotiri

9

7

85

0

0

3

104

Subnaviform
Total

0

4

25

0

0

0

29

58

288

2621

13

7

79

3067

T=Translucent, LT=Lefkara Translucent, LB=Lefkara Basal, LDT=Lefkara Dense Translucent.

Of particular interest is the status of naviform core technology. True naviform cores make
up a very small percentage of the assemblage (<1%). When including subnaviform—or
naviform-like—cores, this percentage climbs to 1.5%. Opposed platform blade cores represent
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another 2.6% of the assemblage, for a total of 3.1% of Ais Giorkis cores representing the most
lenient definition of naviform technology. Nevertheless, as will be discussed below, the Ais
Giorkis tool and blank assemblage demonstrates a substantial number of well-crafted long
blades. This may be due to low waste generated in naviform knapping. During the 2013 field
season, a 24-piece blade cache (feature 41) was recovered at Ais Giorkis. It consisted of 23 large
blades and a core trimming element. Refit by David Rhode of the Desert Research Institute
produced two large naviform cores with no waste nucleus (Figure 51–Figure 53). While this
cache was an exceptional find—I have elsewhere argued that it is a dedicatory cache associate
with the largest platform structure (Keach 2014b)—it speaks to the paucity of material left after a
successful reduction.

Figure 51. Feature 41, in situ

Figure 52. Refit core #1,
Lefkara Basal
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Figure 53. Refit core #2, Lefkara
Translucent

Debitage
Debitage is abundant at Ais Giorkis, despite a relatively low percentage of fully analyzed
blanks, the absolute quantity is still greater than the other published Cypro-PPNB sites
combined. Table 33 describes the total recorded and analyzed debitage quantities at Ais Giorkis
by blank type. Table 34 describes the total debitage sample platform and end characteristics.
Table 33. Ais Giorkis Debitage.

Assemblage
N
Cortical Flake

Assemblage
%

6,414

Secondary Flake

Sample
n

Sample
%

%
Analyzed

2.47%

915

6.90%

14.27%

19,020

7.33%

1,967

14.90%

10.34%

103,891

40.05%

5,909

44.7

5.69%

Microflake

19,010

7.33%

0

0

0.00%

All Flakes

148,335

57.18%

8,791

44.918

5.93%

Cortical Blade

1000

0.39%

123

0.9

12.30%

Secondary Blade

4300

1.66%

531

4

12.35%

Tertiary Blade

23,851

9.19%

1,963

14.8

8.23%

Bladelet

10,276

3.96%

1,742

13.2

16.95%

All Blades

Tertiary Flake

39,427

15.20%

4,359

32.9

11.06%

Core Trimming

892

0.34%

62

0.5

6.95%

Core Tablet

104

0.04%

0

0

0.00%

Burin Spall

558

0.22%

0

0

0.00%

Debris

7,0094

27.02%

7

0.1

Trace

Total

259,410

100 %

13,219

100

5.10%

Table 34. Ais Giorkis Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Crushed
Dihedral
Cortical
Punctiform
Multiple
Total
Unidentified

n
5,399
2,698
1,321
886
721
520
11,545
1,674

%
46.8%
23.4%
11.4%
7.7%
6.2%
4.5%
100%
12.7%

End
Hinged
Blunt
Feathered
Outrepasse
Pointed
Indeterminate
Total
Unidentified
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n
4,115
3,970
2,324
692
550
8
11,659
1,559

%
35.3%
34.1%
19.9%
5.9%
4.7%
Trace
100%
11.8%

Note: A single “Impact Fragment” end type was identified but omitted from Table 34.

Flakes make up the bulk of the Ais Giorkis debitage assemblage at 148,335 pieces. Of
these, almost 6% (8,791) have been analyzed. Table 35 describes the debitage flake dimensions,
while Table 36 describes the platform and end type characteristic, which do not vary by rank
from those of the overall assemblage.
Table 35. Ais Giorkis Flake Debitage Dimensions (mm).

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
4.8
1.9
.5

Max.
166.1
402
278

Mean
30.4
26.6
6.6

σ
14
12.4
4.9

Table 36. Ais Giorkis Flake Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Crushed
Dihedral
Cortical
Punctiform
Multiple
Total
Unidentified

n
4,123
1,870
1,099
724
470
414
8,700
91

%
47.4%
21.5%
12.6%
8.3%
5.4%
4.8%
100%
1%

End
Hinged
Blunt
Feathered
Outrepasse
Pointed
Indeterminate
Total
Unidentified

n
3,392
2,946
1,746
510
186
8
8,788
3

%
38.6%
33.5%
19.9%
5.8%
2.1%
.1%
100%
Trace

Note: A single “Impact Fragment” end type was identified but omitted from Table 36Table 34.

The Ais Giorkis debitage assemblage includes 29,151 blade blanks, excluding bladelets,
of which around 9% (2,617) have been analyzed. Table 37 describes the debitage blade
dimensions, while Table 38 describes the platform and end type characteristics. While flakes saw
no ranked variation from the overall debitage platform and end types, blades demonstrate some
change. Among platform characteristics, blades show a higher ranked instance of punctiform
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platforms over dihedral platforms. Among end types, the ranked frequency of blunt terminations
pushes hinged terminations out of the highest frequency.
Table 37. Ais Giorkis Blade Debitage Dimensions (mm).

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
15.9
4.7
1.4

Max.
179.8
76.2
160

Mean
52.7
19.9
6.4

σ
20
7
4.7

Table 38. Ais Giorkis Blade Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Crushed
Punctiform
Dihedral
Cortical
Multiple
Total
Unidentified

n
1,133
681
210
207
147
101
2,479
138

%
45.7%
27.5%
8.5%
8.4%
5.9%
4%
100%
5.3%

End
Blunt
Hinged
Feathered
Pointed
Outrepasse
Indeterminate
Total
Unidentified

n
936
606
477
322
173
1
2,515
102

%
37.2%
24.1%
19%
12.8%
6.9%
Trace
100%
3.9%

Because of the constraints of definition between blades and bladelets, bladelets have been
separated out of blade blanks for discussion. This was unnecessary with microflakes as none
have been analyzed. Of the 10,276 bladelets collected at Ais Giorkis, about 17% (1,742) have
been analyzed. Table 39 demonstrates the dimensions of the analyzed bladelets from Ais Giorkis.
The Width row demonstrates some error in coding, some typologies define a bladelet as a blade
having a width of equal to or less than 10mm, while Ais Giorkis uses a more generous 12mm
cutoff (O'Horo 2008:Table 6). Nine bladelets in the assemblage exceed this cutoff. Given the
small size of bladelets, it is not surprising that Table 40 demonstrates a large number of bladelets
could not have their platform or end type categorized.
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Table 39. Ais Giorkis Bladelet Debitage Dimensions (mm).

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
9
1.3
.7

Max.
49.8
20.9
11.4

Mean
25
9
2.7

σ
7
1.9
1.1

Table 40. Ais Giorkis Bladelet Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Crushed
Single
Punctiform
Dihedral
Cortical
Multiple
Total
Unidentified

n
135
130
34
14
8
3
324
1418

%
41.7%
40.1%
10.5%
4.3%
2.4%
1%
100%
81.4%

End
Indeterminate
Hinged
Feathered
Blunt
Pointed
Outrepasse
Total
Unidentified

n
985
110
93
75
37
4
1,304
438

%
75.5%
8.5%
7.1%
5.8%
2.8%
.3%
100%
25.1%

Tool Technology
Of the 13,586 tools collected at Ais Giorkis, 97% (13,183) have been analyzed. Table 41
describes the overall dimensions of the analyzed tools. Prior research has found a marked
preference for blade-based tools at Ais Giorkis; however, this view is no longer supported. The
tool assemblage demonstrates a slight preference for flake-based tools, though blade-based are a
crucial part of the lithic economy. A closer examination demonstrates that certain blank forms
were strongly preferred over others for the production of specific tools.
Table 41. Ais Giorkis Overall Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
9.8
3.8
1.7

Max.
156
220.8
46.4
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Mean
52.2
29.3
8.9

σ
21.5
13.2
4.6

Prior works on Ais Giorkis have suggested that the Ais Giorkis chipped stone economy
was blade oriented (e.g., Simmons 2012:93; Simmons and O'Horo 2003:22). This was based on
the finely crafted long blades at Ais Giorkis and preliminary analysis, which demonstrated that
most tools were crafted on blade blanks (O'Horo 2008:107). Analysis of the complete
assemblage finds that this was not the case. Table 42 demonstrates the blank type used for tools
generally at Ais Giorkis. Including their microlithic counterparts, flake type blanks account for
47.8% of all analyzed tools while blade type blanks account for only 45.9%. This suggests a
mixed production strategy within the lithic economy at Ais Giorkis. Nevertheless, the change in
ratios of flakes to blades between the debitage and tool datasets is highly significant:
(χ2 = 5154.57; P = .000; df = 2; n = 200115; V = .16). Of course, as observed by Berkson (1938),
the nature the chi-squared equation is such that a sample size at or above about 200,000
produced a P so small as to be beyond any useful limit of significance. As such, Cremér’s V was
run, demonstrating that while highly significant, the strength of the association is rather weak.
Pearson’s chi-squared equation is 𝛸𝛸 2 = ∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1

(𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 −𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 )2
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

; k being the number of categories

(three, in this case), O𝑖𝑖 being the observed number of cases associated with category i, and 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 is

the expected cases associated with the ith category (Drennan 2009; Shennan 1997).
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Table 42. Ais Giorkis Tools by Blank Type.

Blank Type

n

Cortical Flake

% of Analyzed
242

1.8%

Secondary Flake

1,500

11.4%

Tertiary Flake

4,564

34.6%

Microflake

1

Trace

All Flakes

6,307

47.8%

Cortical Blade

77

0.6%

890

6.8%

4,869

36.9%

210

1.6%

6,046

45.9%

Core Trimming

63

0.5%

Core Tablet

16

0.1%

Burin Spall

38

0.3%

Core

79

.6%

Other

2

Trace

632

4.8

13,183

100 %

Secondary Blade
Tertiary Blade
Bladelet
All Blades

Unknown/recorded
Total

Considering the flake-based tools, the average dimensional ratio is 4.68:3.6:1 (Table 43).
O'Horo (2008) found that single-type platforms were the most common type of platform for both
flake debitage and flake-blank tools. As well, she found no significant variation between the
platform types selected to become tools. Among end types, O'Horo (2008) found Blunt type ends
to be the preferred end type among tools, but was more interested in the significant selection
against feathered ends in tool manufacturing.
Table 43. Ais Giorkis Flake Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
9.8
5
1.9

Max.
119.6
101.8
46.4
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Mean
46.8
35.9
10

σ
18.9
13.6
4.9

Analysis of the updated data demonstrates considerably more variability than the
previous work. By rank, the top three categories remain the same between tool and debitage
flakes; however, Table 44 demonstrates considerable variation within the lower ranked
platforms. Not surprisingly, cortical platforms are less likely to be selected for tools, while
multiple platforms are far more likely to be selected. Punctiform platforms also were less likely
to be selected for further work. Given the relatively low numbers needed to change ranking
within the bottom of the chart, a Pearson's chi-squared (χ2) test of independence was run between
the rank changed flake platforms. The results showed a significant, though weak, change
between the flake debitage platforms and those of the tools (χ2 = 38.93; P = 3.5x10-9; df = 2; n =
2130; V = .135).
The updated analysis largely mirrors the earlier analysis in terms of end type within
flaked blank tools. Blunt end-type blanks are overwhelmingly selected for modification into
tools. In terms of quantity, there are about 37% as many flake tools analyzed as flake debitage;
however, there are 69% as many blunt ends found within the same datasets. This variation likely
represents intentional selection of blunt ended flakes for their dull surface. Table 44
demonstrated that pointed or sharp end types, such as pointed and feathered, are
underrepresented compared to their debitage counts. O'Horo (2008) was puzzled by the poor
representation of feathered flakes within the tool data, as Whittaker (1994) writes that they are a
desirable end type in general. However, it is possible that the type of tools made from flake
blanks are more user friendly on partially dull blanks.
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Table 44. Ais Giorkis Flake Tool Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Crushed
Dihedral
Multiple
Cortical
Punctiform
`Total
Unidentified

n
1,242
686
381
209
188
125
2,831
3,776

%
43.9%
24.2%
13.5%
7.4%
6.6%
4.3%
100%
55.1%

End
Blunt
Hinged
Outrepasse
Feathered
Pointed
Indeterminate
Impact Frag.
Total
Unidentified

n
2,037
669
221
205
120
2
2
3256
3,051

%
62.6%
20.5%
6.8%
6.3%
3.7%
Trace
Trace
100%
48.4%

Considering the blade-based tools, the average dimensional ratio is 7.5:3:1 (Table 45). As
with flakes blanks, O'Horo (2008) found Single platforms to be the most common among blade
tool platform type and no meaningful variation from the platform types within the debitage
sample. This analysis finds slight variation between blade debitage and tools within the platforms
(Table 46). Dihedral and Punctiform switch ranks, as do cortical and multiple, but in both cases
these changes reflect the tight breakpoints in ranks more than an important selection of desirable
traits. Nevertheless, the overall change in platform distribution is technically statistically
significant (χ2 = 28.609; P = 2.8x10-5; df = 5; n = 4718; V = .78).
Table 45. Ais Giorkis Blade Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
14.2
3.8
.9

Max.
156
220.8
27.9

Mean
61.2
24.7
8.1

σ
21.6
9.9
3.7

As among the flakes, Blunt end types were most common on blade blanked tools. Blunt
ends are the most common termination type for blades in general at Ais Giorkis, so it is not
surprising to see them hold the same status among the tools. The relative importance of Blunt
ends is increased in the tools from the debitage, accounting for an additional 19.1% of the tools.
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The preliminary data run by O'Horo (2008) showed a 17.7% variation. She attributed this
variation to the effects of retouch, rather than intentional selection. Also worth noting, is the
decrease in feathered terminations from 19% of the debitage blades to a mere 5.1% of the tools.
Table 46. Ais Giorkis Blade Tool Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Crushed
Dihedral
Punctiform
Multiple
Cortical
Total
Unidentified

n
949
588
243
200
149
110
2,239
3,597

%
42.4%
26.3%
10.9%
8.9%
6.7%
4.8%
100%
61.6%

End
Blunt
Hinged
Pointed
Outrepasse
Feathered
Indeterminate
Impact Frag.
Total
Unidentified

n
1,307
463
278
141
119
3
9
2,320
3,516

%
56.3%
20%
12%
6.1%
5.1%
.1%
.4%
100%
60.2%

Bladelets make up a relatively small percentage of the tool components (1.6%). The
average ratio of bladelet dimensions is 7.5:2.6:1 (Table 47), making them the relative and
absolutely narrowest major blank type.
Table 47. Ais Giorkis Bladelet Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
17.9
6.5
1.7

Max.
52.3
11.9
7.8

Mean
29.1
10.1
3.9

σ
9
1.3
1.3

Unlike the other blank types, the single platform is relatively rare, the dominant platform
type in both the debitage and tool blanks is the Crushed-type, comprising about 42% of both
samples (Table 48). While the debitage finds an additional 40% of platforms are Single-type, this
is not the case among those selected to be tools, where punctiform takes the second rank. It is
likely that the prevalence of both crushed and punctiform is a function of the small size of the
bladelets. End types among the bladelets are statistically difficult to discuss due to the relatively
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small number of identified ends. Among those which have been identified the general preference
toward blunt ends continues.

Table 48. Ais Giorkis Bladelet Tool Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Crushed
Punctiform
Single
Cortical
Dihedral
Multiple
Total
Unidentified

n
24
14
9
5
4
1
57
153

%
42.1%
24.6%
15.8%
8.8%
7%
1.7
100%
72.9%

End
Blunt
Pointed
Hinged
Outrepasse
Feathered
Impact Frag.
Total
Unidentified

n
58
17
9
6
6
1
97
113

%
59.8%
17.5%
9.3%
6.2%
6.2%
1%
100%
53.8%

One of the most important, if contentious, aspects of the tools is their class and type. The
Ais Giorkis lithic typology recognizes nearly 170 tool types within 23 classes. Largely the
classes are functional in nature, while the types are morphological. Parsing such a detailed
typology presents a challenge in determining which details provide the most relevant window
into the lifeways and technology of the people of Ais Giorkis and the Cypro-PPNB. Table 49
presents a crosstabulation of the tool classes by blank type. This information has been further
reduced in Table 50 to highlight the relative importance of blank type by tool class. From this
table, it is clear that certain tool classes are blank specific, while others are more general in
preform. For example, projectile points are overwhelmingly (72.7%) produced on tertiary blades,
while piecing tools appear to be produced across all the primary categories of debitage (cortical–
tertiary flakes and blades) without serious variation.
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Table 49. Ais Giorkis Tool Class by Blank Type Crosstabulation.

Projectile
Point
Piercing
Tool
Scraper
Burin
Notch
Denticulate
Serrated
Piece
Knife
Sickle
Truncation
Tanged
Piece
Backed
Piece
Microlithic
Tool
Retouched
Blade
Retouched
Flake
Axe
Other
Fragment
Biface
Uniface
Continued

CF

SF

TF

CB

SB

TB

MF

BLT

CTE

CT

MB

C

D

UNK

BS

Total

0

1

3

0

0

16

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22

2

6

39

1

13

51

0

9

0

0

0

1

0

7

3

132

51
3
33

247
20
161

621
48
415

4
3
8

51
41
56

215
145
288

0
0
0

3
5
1

2
2
5

0
0
0

0
0
0

6
6
2

0
1
0

30
4
25

0
15
0

1,230
293
994

12

27

60

1

9

40

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

0

153

1

12

31

3

14

92

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

154

0
0
4

6
1
42

31
19
179

1
0
2

7
12
24

59
186
163

0
0
0

0
6
0

0
0
2

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
2
4

0
0
0

104
226
421

0

0

6

1

16

129

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

155

6

41

144

11

34
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0

1

1

0

0

0

0

8

0

499

0

0

3

0

0

1

0

176

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

182

3

13

38

36

546

2,962

1

2

47

6

0

0

0

1

10

3,665

115

853

2675

3

10

46

0

1

0

6

1

1

0

13

0

3,724

0
1
0
3
2

0
6
2
10
0

0
16
62
47
6

0
0
0
0
0

0
8
3
3
2

3
30
3
9
3

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

0
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

8
18
2
24
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
533
1
0

0
7
0
0
2

11
88
605
98
16
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Ortos
Crescent
Backed
Truncation
Pièce
esquillée
Total

CF

SF

TF

CB

SB

TB

MF

BLT

CTE

CT

MB

C

D

UNK

BS

Total

1

1

18

0

9

62

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

91

0

6

18

2

8

70

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

107

2

32

72

0

8

34

0

1

1

0

0

7

0

1

0

158

239

1,487

4551

76

874

4,860

1

210

63

16

1

79

1

632

38

13,128

CF= Cortical Flake, SF=Secondary Flake, TF=Tertiary Flake, CB=Cortical Blade, SB=Secondary Blade, TB=Tertiary Blade, MF=Microflake, BLT=Bladelet,
CTE=Core Trimming,
CT=Core Tablet, MB=Massive Blade, C=Core, D=Debris, UNK=Unknown, BS=Burin Spall.

Table 50. Ais Giorkis Percentages of Blank Type by Tool Class.

Projectile
Point
Piercing
Tool
Scraper
Burin
Notch
Denticulate
Serrated
Piece
Knife
Sickle
Truncation
Tanged
Piece
Continued

CF
0.0%

SF
4.5%

TF
13.6%

CB
0.0%

SB
0.0%

TB
72.7%

MF
0.0%

BLT
9.1%

CTE
0.0%

CT
0.0%

MB
0.0%

C
0.0%

D
0.0%

UNK
0.0%

BS
0.0%

1.5%

4.5%

29.5%

0.8%

9.8%

38.6%

0.0%

6.8%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.8%

0.0%

5.3%

2.3%

4.1%
1.0%
3.3%
7.8%

20.1%
6.8%
16.2%
17.6%

50.5%
16.4%
41.8%
39.2%

0.3%
1.0%
0.8%
0.7%

4.1%
14.0%
5.6%
5.9%

17.5%
49.5%
29.0%
26.1%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.2%
1.7%
0.1%
0.0%

0.2%
0.7%
0.5%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.5%
2.0%
0.2%
1.3%

0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%

2.4%
1.4%
2.5%
0.7%

0.0%
5.1%
0.0%
0.0%

0.6%

7.8%

20.1%

1.9%

9.1%

59.7%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.0%

5.8%
0.4%
10.0%
0.0%

29.8%
8.4%
42.5%
3.9%

1.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.6%

6.7%
5.3%
5.7%
10.3%

56.7%
82.3%
38.7%
83.2%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
2.7%
0.0%
1.3%

0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.6%

0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.9%
1.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
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Backed
Piece
Microlithic
Tool
Retouched
Blade
Retouched
Flake
Axe
Other
Fragment
Biface
Uniface
Ortos
Crescent
Backed
Truncation
Pièce
esquillée

CF
1.2%

SF
8.2%

TF
28.9%

CB
2.2%

SB
6.8%

TB
50.7%

MF
0.0%

BLT
0.2%

CTE
0.2%

CT
0.0%

MB
0.0%

C
0.0%

D
0.0%

UNK
1.6%

BS
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.6%

0.0%

0.0%

0.5%

0.0%

96.7%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.5%

0.1%

0.4%

1.0%

1.0%

14.9%

80.8%

0.0%

0.1%

1.3%

0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

3.1%

22.9%

71.8%

0.1%

0.3%

1.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%
1.1%
0.0%
3.1%
12.5%
1.1%

0.0%
6.8%
0.3%
10.2%
0.0%
1.1%

0.0%
18.2%
10.2%
48.0%
37.5%
19.8%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
9.1%
0.5%
3.1%
12.5%
9.9%

27.3%
34.1%
0.5%
9.2%
18.8%
68.1%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
2.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

72.7%
20.5%
0.3%
24.5%
6.3%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
88.1%
1.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
8.0%
0.0%
0.0%
12.5%
0.0%

0.0%

5.6%

16.8%

1.9%

7.5%

65.4%

0.0%

0.9%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.9%

0.0%

1.3%

20.3%

45.6%

0.0%

5.1%

21.5%

0.0%

0.6%

0.6%

0.0%

0.0%

4.4%

0.0%

0.6%

0.0%

CF= Cortical Flake, SF=Secondary Flake, TF=Tertiary Flake, CB=Cortical Blade, SB=Secondary Blade, TB=Tertiary Blade, MF=Microflake, BLT=Bladelet,
CTE=Core Trimming,
CT=Core Tablet, MB=Massive Blade, C=Core, D=Debris, UNK=Unknown, BS=Burin Spall.
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Beyond the afore mentioned preference for tertiary blade blanks for projectile points,
several other preferences are evident. Scrapers appear most frequently (50.5%) on tertiary flakes,
with the inclusion of all flake types bring the percentage of scrapers crafted on flakes to nearly
75%. Burins demonstrate the opposite pattern wherein most (49.5%) burins are crafted on
tertiary blades and less than a quarter of all burins are crafted on any flake blank. Serrated pieces
and knifes occur primarily on blades, with about a third of each produced on flakes. Sickles
(excepting Ortos Crescents) are even more blade dominated than projectile points, with less than
9% being made on flakes. Outside of the major debitage components patterns can also be found.
Almost all microlithic tools (96.7%) are crafted on bladelets. Most chipped stone axes are
produced on cores, though 27.3% are made on tertiary blades.
Table 51 demonstrates the frequency of tools found at Ais Giorkis, ordered descending
first by class frequency and then by type frequency within class. The most common tool classes
are retouched flakes and blades, each representing about 28% of the tool assemblage.
The most common formal tool class is the scraper, representing 9.4%. Among scrapers,
the most common types are Side/End Scrapers—that is, scrapers with invasive retouch along
both a lateral and medial edge—which comprise about a fifth of all scrapers. This is followed by
Side Scrapers—that is, scrapers with invasive retouch along one side. End Scrapers—that is,
scrapers with invasive retouch along one lateral edge—round out the major types with 15.9%.
Beyond this, 14 additional morphological variations on the scraper account for the remaining
44.7% of scrapers.
After scrapers are Notches (7.6%) and unidentifiable Fragments (4.6%). After these are
Backed pieces (3.8%)—which have had a lateral edge intentionally dulled through retouch—and
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Truncations (3.2%). The hybrid category, Backed Truncation also exists, though they represent a
slight 0.8% of the tool assemblage.
Table 51. Ais Giorkis Tool Breakdown.

Class
Retouched Flake

Type

Lateral – Partial
Lateral – Continuous
Bilateral – Partial
Bilateral – Continuous
Other
Retouched Blade
Lateral – Partial
Bilateral – Partial
Lateral – Continuous
Bilateral – Continuous
Alternate
Alternating
Lateral – Continuous/Pointed
Other
Scraper
Side/End
Side
End
Side, interior retouch
Fragment - end or side
Carinated
Thumbnail
Circular/Oval
Micro-end
Massive side
Massive, End
End – Interior retouch
Double side
Double end
Other
Alternating side/end
Thumbnail, interior retouch
Notch
Single
Double
Opposed
Other
Continued
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n
3,724

%
28.4%

2,421
632
497
171
3
3,665

65%
17%
13.3%
4.6%
*
27.9%

1,764
813
531
389
103
36
27
2
1,230
253
231
195
113
107
95
49
45
34
27
23
20
12
12
8
4
2
994
783
166
43
2

48.15
22.2%
14.5%
10.6%
2.8%
1%
0.7%
*
9.4%
20.6%
18.8%
15.9%
9.2%
8.7%
7.7%
4.0%
3.7%
2.8%
2.2%
1.9%
1.6%
1.0%
1.0%
0.6%
0.3%
0.2%
7.6%
78.8%
16.7%
4.3%
0.2%

Class
Fragment

Type

n

Fragment
Resharpening Frag
Backed Piece
Backed – Continuous
Backed – Partial
Semi-Backed
Naturally Backed (cortical)
Bilateral (double)
Truncation
Straight
Oblique
Concave
Convex
Double Straight
Double – Oblique/straight
Double – Straight/concave
Double – Oblique/concave
Burin
Single blow – Straight
Multiple blow – Single face
Double blow – Straight
Multiple
Double blow – Opposed
Core
Burin on large spall
`Single blow – Angle
Double blow – Angle
Dihedral
Transverse
Sickle
Gloss on retouched piece, same side
Gloss Only – Lateral
Backed/Gloss Opposite End
Gloss/serrated/lateral
Gloss on retouched Piece, Opposite Side
Crescent
Gloss on retouched piece, Opposite Side
Glossed 1 edge, Backed, Truncation
Glossed 1 edge, Backed, Double Truncation
Gloss/serrated/bilateral
Glossed, one edge on Truncation
Gloss Only – Bilateral
Glossed/serrated, Opposite Backed
Microlithic Tool
Retouched Bladelet – Lateral
Continued
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605
557
48
499
783
166
43
1
1
421
186
182
27
19
3
2
1
1
293
151
52
35
13
9
9
9
8
4
2
1
226
70
55
33
21

%
4.6%
92.0%
8.0%
3.8%
78.8%
16.7%
4.3%
0.1%
0.1%
3.2%
44.2%
43.2%
6.4%
4.5%
0.7%
0.5%
0.2%
0.2%
2.2%
51.5%
17.7%
11.9%
4.4%
3.1%
3.1%
3.1%
2.7%
1.4%
0.7%
0.3%
1.7%
31%
24.3%
14.6%
9.3%

17
10
9
4
3
2
1
1
182
116

7.5%
4.4%
4%
1.8%
1.3%
0.9%
0.4%
0.4%
1.4%
63.7%

Class

Type
Backed Bladelet – Lateral
Retouched Bladelet – Bilateral
Truncation – Oblique
Notch
Truncation – Straight
Rectangle
Serrated
Glossed on retouched side
Lunate
Micro-burin
Concave Truncation
Double Truncation
Pièce Esquillée
Tanged Piece
Fragment
Tanged
Tang – Single shoulder
Tang Preform
Byblos-like Tang
Tanged – Lateral retouched blade
Double Tang
Other
Serrated Piece
Lateral
Bilateral
Transverse
Backed Opposed Serrate
Denticulate
Denticulate
Bilateral
Piercing Tool
Perforator/Percoir/Flake
Blade Borer
Drill tip
Micro drill (bladelet)
Fragment
Drill – Long bit
Meche de Foret
Tang blade drill – Straight
Tang blade drill – Angled
Drill – Short bit
Drill – Alternate
Massive “perforator/awl”
Other
Continued
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n
20
16
11
5
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
159
155
66
31
23
16
14
3
1
1
154
126
26
1
1
153
135

%
11%
8.8%
6%
2.7%
2.2%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
1.2%
1.2%
42.6%
20%
14.8%
10.3%
9%
1.9%
0.6%
0.6%
1.2%
81.8%
16.9%
0.6%
0.6%
1.2%
88.2%

17
132
55
44
11
7
5
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

11.8%
1.0%
41.7%
33.3%
8.3%
5.3%
3.8%
1.5%
1.5%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

Class
Type
Backed Truncation
Oblique
Straight
Backed Double Truncation
Double Backed
Knife
Unifacial – Lateral
Fragment
Unifacial – Bilateral
Other
Bifacial – Lateral
Bifacial – Bilateral
Biface
Single Edge
Complete surface
Preform
Double Edge
Fragment
Ortos Crescent
End/Side
End
Lunate
Other
Retouched Piece on Core
Waisted/strangulated
Notch on Truncation
Burin/Scraper
Side Scraper/Notch
Retouched Burin Spall
Wedge/core tab?
Carinated Scraper; Denticulate
Notched/Opposite Backing
Burin on truncation
Backed Straight Truncation w/ Opposite
Gloss
Burin and Perforator
Knife, opposite edge serrated
Large notch on retouched blade
Truncation/Notch/Burin
End Scraper/Opp. Perforator/Notch
Multiple Notch/Perforator
Macro-micro Burin
Roughly Backed, Opposite edge Uniface
Backed, Denticulate, Scraper
Truncation on Truncation
Continued
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n
107
50
37
13
7
104
66
22
9
4
2
1
98
54
19
15
7
3
91
42
27
22
88
17
10
10
7
7
6
4
4
4
3

%
0.8%
46.7%
34.6%
12.1%
6.5%
0.8%
63.5%
21.2%
8.7%
3.8%
1.9%
1%
0.7%
55.1%
19.4%
15.3%
7.1%
3.1%
0.7%
46.2%
29.7%
24.2%
0.7%
19.3%
11.4%
11.4%
8%
8%
6.8%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
3.4%

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2.3%
2.3%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.1%

Class

Type
Strangulated Massive end scraper
Other
Projectile Point
Other
Byblos, other
Byblos
Byblos, variant 1
Byblos, variant 3 - asymmetrical
Byblos, variant 2
Byblos, variant 4 - offset
Amuq
Byblos Other – angled tang
Notched Fragment
Uniface
Complete
Fragment
Axe
Bifacial Axe
Bifacial chopper
Polished Axe
Bifacial–Partial
Total

n
1
1
22
7
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
16
7
9
11
6
3
1
1
13,128

%
1.1%
1.1%
0.2%
31.8%
18.2%
9.1%
9.1%
9.1%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
0.1%
43.8%
56.3%
0.1%
54.5%
27.3%
9.1%
9.1%
100%

*=Trace quantity <.1%

The relative quantities of tool classes in the Ais Giorkis assemblage speak to the larger
economy and lifeways of the people who produced them. For the vast majority of daily cutting
tasks, unmodified or retouched pieces are sufficient, and it is not surprising then to find that
among the tools, retouched pieces are most common. Specialized tasks such as hide working,
hunting, engraving, and harvesting often necessitate greater investment in their tools. Therefore,
notwithstanding arguments against relating function to morphology (e.g., Odell 1981, etc.), tool
classes provide a window into the broader economic lives of past peoples.
The most common formal tool at Ais Giorkis is the scraper, of which most are defined as
side scrapers, end scrapers, or combination side and end scrapers. As with all functional
associations, there is considerable debate about the function of scrapers (e.g., Cantwell 1979).
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Much of these debates are, at least tangentially, related Bordes’ (1961) Typology (e.g., Dibble
1987; Hardy, et al. 2001). In general, scrapers have been associated with hide processing and
woodworking. While some scrapers likely relate to woodworking, hide processing was likely
more important than woodworking at Ais Giorkis. Ethnographically, the use of scrapers in hide
processing has been well documented. The role of the scraper, which is sometimes halted, is to
remove fats, connective tissues, and hair which impede the curing process from a hide. This
process results in the rapid dulling and subsequent re-edging of scrappers until the scraper is no
longer comfortable to use, at which point it is exhausted (Sahle, et al. 2012; Shott and Weedman
2007). Of course, this process would likely result in the erroneous classification of heavily used
end scrapers as flake tools, rather than blade tools, the reverse being true for side scrapers.
Several lines of evidence, outside of the number of scrapers, point to the importance of
hide processing at Ais Giorkis. Given the upland environment, greater time hide processing at
would have been necessary to remain into the fall and winter months. Additionally, the rich bone
deposits at Ais Giorkis suggest an abundance of deer, as well as medium bodied animals such as
pig and caprines, were processed at the site. While it is possible to eat an animal and discard the
hide, it is a wasteful practice; therefore, the evidence suggests an abundance of hides to be
processed.
Discussion
Of the of 276,258 pieces of chipped stone collected at Ais Giorkis, 29,660 have been
analyzed beyond their basic classification. Nearly all of the tools and cores have been fully
analyzed. The vast majority of the toolstone used at Ais Giorkis can be classified as Lefkara
Basal, a fine grained chert abundantly available near the site. Because this high quality chert is so
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dominate in the assemblage, it is unsurprising that most cores and tools are made of it. No other
material preference was found related to specific tools.
Nearly 3/4th of the cores recovered at Ais Giorkis relate to flake production and nearly
half of all analyzed cores were exhausted. About 60% of recovered debitage were flakes, though
only about half of tools were produced on flakes. These facts suggest a generally mixed chipped
stone production strategy. Considering the disparity between number of cores and percentage of
debitage, it is likely that this reflects a lower efficiency within flake-based core pathways as
compared to their blade counterparts.
Some selection of blades over flakes in tool production is suggested by the debitage and
tool ratios. The statistics suggest there this change is significant, if weak in effect. Perhaps
common sense is more useful in interpreting this change than statistics. Among the flakes, one
was selected for additional retouch out of every 24.5 produced; among the blades, one in every
seven-and-a-half were converted to tools. Thus, while nearly equal quantities of flake and blade
tools were identified, blades were relatively much more likely to become tools.
Examining the tool assemblage at Ais Giorkis suggests that certain tools were
preferentially made on certain blanks. Salient to the issue of flake to blade production pathways
is how this preference related to the most common tools in the Ais Giorkis assemblage, scrapers.
As demonstrated by Table 50, scrapers were disproportionately manufactured on flake-type
blanks. Blade preferencing tools, such as projectile points and sickles, make up a much smaller
portion of the assemblage. It seems, therefore, that while to people of Ais Giorkis were
accomplished at making fine blades, and that they produced blades more efficiently than they
produced flakes, the economic activities at Ais Giorkis pulled the lithic production strategy away
from blades.
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Analysis of the Ortos Lithic Data
The Sample
Lithic data from Ortos is partially based on the data published by Cooper (1997) and
partially on records maintained by Simmons. As discussed above, digital records of the Ortos
lithic record have been compromised by format obsolescence. Additionally, one spreadsheet of
tool analysis records had become corrupted beyond repair. Therefore, readers seeking the fullest
sample size for the Ortos chipped stone are directed to Cooper (1997), Chapter Five. Hereafter,
discussion of the “analyzed” Ortos chipped stone sample refer not to the fullest analyzed sample,
but to that salvaged for this work from Borland Reflex.
A total of 64,867 lithic artifacts were collected from (Cooper 1997). The total number of
fully analyzed pieces within the digital records is 8,104. Table 52 describes the ratio of collected
versus analyzed chipped stone from Ortos. The discrepancy in the number of cores may
represent additional cores added to the database after the previous analysis.
Table 52. Ortos Chipped Stone Assemblage and Sample Size.

Cores
Debitage
Tools

Collected
1,756
35,586*
1,250

Analyzed
2,547
4,883
674

Percent Analyzed
145%
13.7%
53.9%

*Debitage count excludes 26,275 pieces of collected debris.

Raw Material Utilization
Toolstone at Ortos is predominately Lefkara Translucent type chert, though Moni chert is
also well represented (Table 53). Lefkara type cherts are available about 2.5 km north of the site,
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while Moni outcroppings have been noted just east of the site (Fox 1988). Lefkara Translucent
chert makes up 55.3% of the Ortos analyzed assemblage and is predominant across all major
categories. Moni chert is noted for its fine grain and lack of inclusions, it is not surprising that it
makes up nearly 22% of the assemblage. It is surprising, however, that this contribution is
largely a factor of simple flake chaîne opératoire. Counterintuitively, blades and tools rely less
on Moni chert, 16.4% and 12.1% respectively, despite the obvious technical benefits of the
material. Conversely, Lefkara Dense Translucent—an inclusion rich, poorly consolidated chert—
is disproportionately represented among the blanks selected for development into tools. The
preference for poorer quality cherts has been observed during the middle phases of Tenta as well
(McCartney and Todd 2005). Knapp (2013) notes that moderate quality chert is a characteristic
feature of the KC. McCartney (2007:83) notes differential selection of poorer quality chert is a
characteristic feature not only of the KC, but of the later Neolithic Near East in general. On the
same page she questions whether, in Cyprus at least, this represents an intentional selection or
simply the result of diminished access. The evidence from Ortos, suggests the former.
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Table 53. Raw Material Utilization at Ortos.

Cores
Lefkara
Basal or
Translucent
Lefkara
Dense
Translucent
Lefkara
Translucent
Moni
Igneous
Other

Flakes

Blades

Tools

Total

285

11.2%

459

11.3%

82

13.7%

35

5.9%

861

11%

239

9.4%

199

4.9%

41

6.8%

117

19.6%

596

7.7%

1,317

51.9%

2,264

55.7%

353

58.9%

369

61.9%

4,303

55.3%

572
24
100

22.5%
0.9%
3.9%

931
91
107

22.9%
2.2%
2.9%

98
11
14

16.4%
1.8%
2.3%

72
0
3

12.1%
0%
.5%

1,673
126
224

21.5%
1.6%
2.9%

Core Technology
The Ortos lithic typology recognizes 18 core types (Table 54). Most cores that could be
typed were of a type related to flake production (95.3%), whereas blade and bladelet cores
represent 2.8% of the assemblage (Table 55). About 38% of cores were exhausted, and only
about 4% demonstrated evidence of burning. The average size of core recovered at Ortos is 77.3
cm3 though there is significant variability (Table 56). The preference for moderate quality
Lefkara Translucent chert is apparent across core types with no preference for higher quality
material demonstrated by the more demanding core types (Table 57).
Table 54. Ortos Core Assemblage.

Type
Flake Test
Flake Single
Platform
Flake
Multidirectional
Flake Globular
Flake Bidirectional
Flake Opposed
Platform
Total

n

%

72

2.8%

Type
Flake
Pyramidical

87

3.4%

Flake Discoidal

336

13.2%

447
317
32

17.6%
12.5%
1.3%

Core on Flake
Flake 90 degree
Spheroidal

51
17
15

2%
0.7%
0.6%

6
2,537

0.2%
100%

Tabular

14

0.6%
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n

%

22

0.9%

Type

n

%

Blade Single

43

1.7%

Bladelet

27

1.1%

Indeterminate
Akrotiri
Fragment

3
195
827

0.1%
7.7%
32.6%

Hammerstone

26

1%

Table 55. Ortos Core Production.

Type
Flake
Blade
Bladelet
Indeterminate

N
1,416
43
27
1,051

%
55.8%
1.7%
1.1%
41.4%

Table 56. Ortos Core Dimensions (mm).

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
2
15.3
5

Max.
4,607
121.2
71.4
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Mean
61.8
44.2
28.3

σ
151.6
13.5
9.7

Table 57. Ortos Core Type-Material Type Crosstabulation.

T/LB

LT

LDT

Moni

IGN

Other

Total

Flake Test

26

20

4

3

3

14

70

Flake Single Platform

14

42

14

6

2

8

86

Flake Multidirectional

52

239

40

111

2

2

446

Flake Globular

28

137

41

87

0

24

317

Flake Bidirectional

6

17

3

6

0

0

32

Flake Opposed Platform

0

2

2

2

0

0

6

Flake Pyramidical

2

11

1

6

0

0

20

18

196

36

82

0

4

336

Core on Flake

6

27

6

12

0

0

51

Flake 90 degree

3

7

2

2

0

3

17

Spheroidal

0

15

0

0

0

0

15

Tabular

7

6

0

1

0

0

14

Blade Single

4

18

7

14

0

0

43

Bladelet

0

20

4

3

0

0

27

Indeterminate

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

Akrotiri

5

100

19

60

0

7

191

114

451

58

175

14

15

827

0

0

0

1

1

22

24

285

1,308

238

572

22

99

2,524

Flake Discoidal

Fragment
Hammerstone
Total

T/LB=Translucent/Lefkara Basal, LT=Lefkara Translucent, LDT=Lefkara Dense Translucent, IGN=Igneous.

Considering the discrepancy in core counts between this work and Cooper (1997); the
breakdown of core typology supports the incorporation of additional data from Ortos rather than
the erroneous inclusion of foreign data. Table 54 is comparable with Cooper’s (1997) Table 5.5.
While the counts vary, the percentages remain largely the same. This is comparable to the
variation between the Ais Giorkis lithic data published here versus the earlier analyses published
by O'Horo (2008) and Keach (2014a). Therefore, one may be confident that the additional
analysis presented above is of valid data.
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Debitage
The available analyzed debitage data represents 13.7% of the collected debitage, less
debris, or 7.9% of the total assemblage. All of the debitage is complete, suggesting that the data
recovered from Borland Reflex represents the total complete pieces recovered at Ortos. The total
analyzed debitage presented here is 4,883 pieces. Table 58 describes the total recorded and
analyzed debitage quantities at Ortos by blank type. Table 59 describes the total debitage sample
platform and end characteristics.
Table 58. Ortos Debitage.

Blank Type

Assemblage N

Assemblage %

Sample n

Sample %

% Analyzed

Cortical Flake
Secondary
Flake

860

1.4%

214

4.4%

24.9%

4,816

7.8%

1,264

25.9%

26.2%

Tertiary Flake

17,791

28.8%

2,583

52.9%

14.5%

Microflake

8,327

13.5%

0

0%

0%

All Flakes

31,794

51.5%

4,061

83.2%

12.8%

Cortical Blade
Secondary
Blade

107

0.2%

41

0.8%

38.3%

1,039

1.7%

228

4.7%

21.9%

Tertiary Blade

1,851

3%

330

6.8%

17.8%

Bladelet

689

1.1%

205

4.2%

29.8%

3,686

6%

804

16.5%

21.8%

35

Trace

8

0.2%

22.9%

Core Tablet

27

Trace

3

0.1%

11.1%

Burin Spall

44

Trace

7

0.1%

15.9%

Debris

26,275

42.5%

0

0%

0%

Total

61,861

100%

4,883

100%

7.9%

All Blades
Core
Trimming
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Table 59. Ortos Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Dihedral
Crushed
Cortical
Multiple
Punctiform
Total
Unidentified

n
3,243
582
570
320
122
38
4,875
8

%
66.4%
11.9%
11.7%
6.6%
2.5%
0.8%
100%
0.2%

End
Feathered
Blunt
Hinged
Outrepasse
Pointed

n
1,533
1,421
994
577
358

%
31.4%
29.1%
20.4%
11.8%
7.3%

Total
Unidentified

4,883
0

100%
0%

Flakes make up the bulk of the Ortos debitage assemblage at 31,794 pieces. Of these,
almost 13% (4,061) have been analyzed. Table 60 describes the debitage flake dimensions, while
Table 60 describes the platform and end type characteristic, which do not vary by rank from
those of the overall assemblage.
Table 60. Ortos Flake Debitage Dimensions (mm).

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
1.3
3.3
1

Max.
1.4.2
123
47.1

Mean
30.2
27.7
7.1

σ
14.5
10.9
4.3

Table 61. Ortos Flake Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Dihedral
Crushed
Cortical
Multiple
Punctiform
Total
Unidentified

n
2,704
520
426
276
104
27
4,057
4

%
66.6%
12.8%
10.5%
6.8%
2.6%
0.7%
100%
0.1%

End
Feathered
Blunt
Hinged
Outrepasse
Pointed

n
1,369
1,170
881
461
180

%
33.7%
28.8%
21.7%
11.4%
4.4%

Total
Unidentified

4061
0

100%
0%

Excluding bladelets, the Ortos debitage assemblage includes a scant 2,997 blade blanks,
of which around 20% (599) have been analyzed. Table 62 describes the debitage blade
dimensions, while Table 63 describes the platform and end type characteristics. While flakes saw
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no ranked variation from the overall debitage platform and end types, blades demonstrate some
change. Among platform characteristics, blades show a higher ranked instance of rushed
platforms over dihedral platforms. Among end types, the ranked frequency of both blunt and
pointed terminations push feathered terminations out of the highest frequency.
Table 62. Ortos Blade Debitage Dimensions (mm).

Min.
19.7
8.7
1

Length
Width
Thickness

Max.
128
52
27.3

Mean
53.3
21.6
8

σ
18
7.5
4

Table 63. Ortos Blade Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Crushed
Dihedral
Cortical
Multiple
Punctiform
Total
Unidentified

n
412
77
51
37
15
6
598
1

%
68.9%
12.9%
8.5%
6.2%
2.5%
1%
100%
0.2%

End
Blunt
Pointed
Feathered
Outrepasse
Hinged
Total
Unidentified

n
207
104
112
93
83
599
0

%
34.6%
17.4%
18.7%
15.5%
13.9%
100%
0%

Because of the constraints of definition between blades and bladelets, bladelets have been
separated out of blade blanks for discussion. This was unnecessary with microflakes as none
have been analyzed. Of the 689 bladelets collected at Ortos, about 30% (599) have been
analyzed. Table 64 demonstrates the dimensions of the analyzed bladelets from Ortos. The
Width row demonstrates some error in coding. Two bladelets exceed the general definition of
less than 15mm, and six exceed the 12mm cutoff used at Ais Giorkis, presumably also used at
Ortos. Platform and end characteristics are presented in Table 65. Platforms follow a similar
pattern to blades generally, with the exception of a diminished proportion of multiple-type
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platforms, an expected phenomenon given the decrease in available platform size. The end types
vary heavily from the overall debitage pattern as well as the pattern presented by blades.
Table 64. Ortos Bladelet Debitage Dimensions (mm).

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
8.1
1
1

Max.
51.1
18.9
8

σ
6.8
2.1
1.4

Mean
25.5
9.2
3.4

Table 65. Ortos Bladelet Debitage Platform and End Analysis.

Platform
Single
Crushed
Dihedral
Cortical
Punctiform
Multiple
Total
Unidentified

N
116
65
8
7
5
2
203
2

%
57.1%
32.5%
3.9%
3.4%
2.5%
1%
100%
1

End
Pointed
Feathered
Blunt
Hinged
Outrepasse
Total
Unidentified

n
67
52
36
29
21
205
0

%
32.7%
25.4%
17.6%
14.1%
10.2%
100%
0%

Tool Technology
Of the 1,250 tools collected at Ortos, 54% (674) have been analyzed. Additional tools
likely contributed to Cooper’s (1997) analysis; however, one of the two databases containing the
Ortos tool data fell victim to bit rot and could not be repaired Table 66 describes the overall
dimensions of the remaining analyzed tools.
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Table 66. Ortos Overall Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
10.1
8.1
1.9

Max.
162.2
85.5
32.6

Mean
52.9
30.2
11.3

σ
20.7
11.4
5.2

As noted by Simmons (1994b), despite a preponderance of flakes within the debitage
assemblage, blade blanks play a significant role in the tool assemblage. As demonstrated by
Table 67, blade blanked tools represent about 41% of all tools. Flake blanked tools account for
only slightly more, about 45%. Surprising is the importance of core tools in the Ortos
assemblage. Tools made on cores represent over 10% of the tools.
Table 67. Ortos Tools by Blank Type.

Blank

n

% of Analyzed

Cortical Flake

21

3.1%

Secondary Flake

70

10.4%

Tertiary Flake

213

31.6%

Microflake

0

0%

All Flakes

304

45.1%

2

.3%

31

4.6%

235

34.9%

8

1.2%
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40.9%

Core Trimming

4

.6%

Burin Spall

3

.4%

Core

69

10.2%

Other

10

1.4%

8

1.2%

674

100 %

Cortical Blade
Secondary Blade
Tertiary Blade
Bladelet
All Blades

Unknown/recorded
Total

Considering the flake-based tools, the average dimensional ratio is 3.6:2.7:1 (Table 68).
This is slightly more elongated than the debitage flakes. Additionally, the pieces selected for
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transformation into tools are overall larger in all dimensions. Both length and width are about 1.6
times greater among those blanks selected for retouch. These facts suggest that the people of
Ortos were preferentially selecting larger, longer blanks for tools. They were not, however,
selecting finer pieces, as evidence by the over doubling of mean thickness among flake blanks
used for tool crafting.
Table 68. Ortos Flake Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
22.5
8.2
4.8

Max.
95.2
71.2
29.4

Mean
51.2
38.7
14.3

σ
17.2
11.1
5.2

Platform and end type data are not available for the Ortos tools. Therefore, a comparison
between these characteristics between debitage blanks and tools cannot be made here.
Considering the blade-based tools, the average dimensional ratio is 6.3:2.6:1 (Table 69).
While slightly larger than the debitage blades, the difference in size between tool and debitage
blades is not as dramatic as among the flakes.
Table 69. Ortos Blade Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
25.2
8.6
2.6

Max.
162.2
53.2
32.6

Mean
58.6
23.9
9.3

σ
22.3
7.9
4.1

Very few (n=5) bladelet blanked tools were present in the analyzed sample. None of
these had length measurements. Table 70 presents what metric data is available. Given the small
sample size, no further discussion is warranted.
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Table 70. Ortos Bladelet Tool Dimensions.

Length
Width
Thickness

Min.
Max.
Mean
Unmeasured in sample
8.1
12
10.3
3
6.2
4.6

σ
1.9
1.3

Compared to Ais Giorkis, the typology employed at Ortos is simpler. Rather than 170
tool types, a mere 75 are recorded. Cooper (1997) sorted these types into classes in his analysis
and I follow the same procedure here. Some differences in our approach are worth noting.
Particularly, while he chose to classify all “heavy duty” tools together on the basis of
morphological similarity (viz., large size), I have binned heavy pieces with their regularly sized
counterparts on the basis of functionality.
Table 71 presents a crosstabulation of the tool classes by blank type. This information has
been further reduced in Table 72 to highlight the relative importance of blank type by tool class.
Caution should be exercised when consulting this table as some tool classes have very few
members (e.g., piercing tools), producing an apparent preference where none may be present.
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Table 71. Ortos Tool Class by Blank Type Crosstabulation.

CF

SF

TF

CB

SB

TB

BLT

CTE

C

D

BS

Total

Piercing Tool

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

Scraper

4

9

16

1

1

1

0

0

3

0

0

35

Burin

1

0

3

0

1

5

0

0

0

0

0

10

Notch

1

9

15

0

5

12

0

0

0

0

0

42

Denticulate

1

3

10

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

16

Sickle

0

2

4

0

3

65

1

0

0

0

0

75

Truncation

2

5

25

0

4

26

0

0

0

0

0

62

Tanged Piece

1

0

1

0

2

7

0

0

0

0

0

11

Backed Piece

0

0

2

0

2

13

1

0

0

0

0

18

Microlithic Tool

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

Retouched Blade

0

0

0

1

7

44

0

1

0

0

0

53

Retouched Flake

5

20

83

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

111

Other

0

6

13

0

2

9

0

0

1

0

0

31

Fragment

0

1

5

0

0

3

0

0

33

0

1

43

Biface

0

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

23

0

0

28

Uniface

2

0

7

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

12

Ortos Crescent

0

0

0

0

0

20

0

0

0

0

0

20

Pièce esquillée

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

Total

17

59

186

3

27

213

5

2

66

1

1

580

CF= Cortical Flake, SF=Secondary Flake, TF=Tertiary Flake, CB=Cortical Blade, SB=Secondary Blade, TB=Tertiary
Blade, BLT=Bladelet, CTE=Core Trimming, CT=Core Tablet, C=Core, D=Debris, BS=Burin Spall
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Table 72. Ortos Tool Class Percentages by Blank Type Crosstabulation

CF

SF

TF

CB

SB

TB

BLT

CTE

C

D

BS

Total

Piercing Tool

0.00%

0.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Scraper

11.43%

25.71%

45.71%

2.86%

2.86%

2.86%

0.00%

0.00%

8.57%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Burin

10.00%

0.00%

30.00%

0.00%

10.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Notch

2.38%

21.43%

35.71%

0.00%

11.90%

28.57%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Denticulate

6.25%

18.75%

62.50%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

12.50%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Sickle

0.00%

2.67%

5.33%

0.00%

4.00%

86.67%

1.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Truncation

3.23%

8.06%

40.32%

0.00%

6.45%

41.94%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Tanged Piece

9.09%

0.00%

9.09%

0.00%

18.18%

63.64%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Backed Piece
Microlithic
Tool
Retouched
Blade
Retouched
Flake
Other

0.00%

0.00%

11.11%

0.00%

11.11%

72.22%

5.56%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

50.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.89%

13.21%

83.02%

0.00%

1.89%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

4.50%

18.02%

74.77%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.90%

0.90%

0.90%

0.00%

100%

0.00%

19.35%

41.94%

0.00%

6.45%

29.03%

0.00%

0.00%

3.23%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Fragment

0.00%

2.33%

11.63%

0.00%

0.00%

6.98%

0.00%

0.00%

76.74%

0.00%

2.33%

100%

Biface

0.00%

14.29%

3.57%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

82.14%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Uniface

16.67%

0.00%

58.33%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

16.67%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Ortos Crescent

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

Pièce esquillée

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

50.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

CF= Cortical Flake, SF=Secondary Flake, TF=Tertiary Flake, CB=Cortical Blade, SB=Secondary Blade, TB=Tertiary Blade, BLT=Bladelet, CTE=Core Trimming,
CT=Core Tablet, C=Core, D=Debris, BS=Burin Spall.
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Table 73 demonstrates the frequency of tools within the surviving analysis records from
Ortos, ordered descending first by class frequency and then by type frequency within class. The
most common tool classes are retouched flakes, representing about 19% of the tool assemblage.
The most common formal tool class is the sickle, representing 16.7% of the formal tools. 3.5% of
these (n=20) are Ortos crescents, which are binned separately following the tool classes used at
Ais Giorkis. Among sickles, the most common types are backed sickles. The life stage of backed
sickles at Ortos was recorded from preform (Stage 1) to exhausted (Stage 4). Of the 54 backed
sickles in the sample, most (20) were in the early phase of their use (Stage 2). Fifteen were in
their end stage, while five were still preforms. Three were in their late use stage (Stage 3), and 11
were not staged during analysis (cf. Cooper 1997 Table 5.3).

Table 73. Ortos Tool Breakdown (present sample).

Class

Type

n

Retouched Flake
Retouched Flake
Heavy Retouched Flake
Sickle
Backed Sickle

%
111

19.3%

110

99.1%

1

1.0%

76

13.2%

54

71.1%

8

10.5%

7

9.2%

Sheened Piece
Backed Sicklet with Truncated
End
Sickle, Trapeze straight backed
truncation
Sickle, Double truncation

2

2.6%

2

2.6%

Retouched Sickle

2

2.6%

Sickle, Sheened and Serrated

1

1.3%

62

10.8%

Oblique

31

50.0%

Straight

10

16.1%

Partial

9

14.5%

Truncation

Continued
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Class

Type

n

%

Concave

5

8.1%

On Retouched Piece

5

8.1%

Double – Oblique

2

3.2%

54

9.4%

53

98.1%

1

190.0%

Fragment

43

7.5%

Notch

42

7.3%

Scraper

35

6.1%

Side

19

54.3%

End

6

17.1%

Side/End

5

14.3%

Backed Scraper/Tang

4

11.4%

Thumbnail

1

2.9%

31

5.4%

24

77.4%

Other

6

19.4%

Pick

1

3.2%

Biface

28

4.9%

Ortos Crescent

20

3.5%

Backed Piece

18

3.1%

Denticulate

16

2.8%

14

87.5%

2

12.5%

Uniface

12

2.1%

Tanged Piece

11

1.9%

Double shoulder

9

81.8%

Single shoulder

2

18.2%

10

1.7%

Angle

8

80.0%

On Truncation

2

20.0%

2

0.3%

Retouched Bladelet

1

50.0%

Lunate

1

50.0%

2

0.3%

Perforator

1

50.0%

Drill

1

50.0%

Retouched Blade
Retouched Blade
Heavy Retouched Blade

Other
Large Crescent

Denticulate
Heavy Denticulate

Burin

Microlithic Tool

Piercing Tool

Continued
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Class

Type

n

%
2

0.3%

575

100.0%

Pièce Esquillée
Total

Given that Table 73 is based on partial data it must be examined critically. Considering
the data presented in Cooper (1997), it is clear that Table 73 does not adequately represent the
tool assemblage form Ortos. It is retained here contextualize the earlier tool analysis. However,
for the purpose of addressing the economic activity at Ortos, Cooper’s (1997) Table 5.4 is a
better source. To that end, it is modified to fit the schema used here and presented as Table 74.
Table 74. Ortos Tools by Class.

Class

n

%

Sickle

208

16.64%

Retouched Flake

187

14.96%

Truncations

148

11.84%

Retouched Blade

134

10.72%

Scraper

93

7.44%

Fragment

90

7.20%

Notch

89

7.12%

Other

89

7.12%

Biface

49

3.92%

Backed Piece

36

2.88%

Burin

33

2.64%

Denticulate

31

2.48%

Tanged Piece

24

1.92%

Uniface

17

1.36%

Microlithic Tool

14

1.12%

6

0.48%

2

0.16%

1250

100%

Piercing Tool
Axe
Total

Adapted from Cooper (1997 Table 5.4).

As noted by Simmons (1994b), detailed lithic data for the KC period is relatively rare.
Knapp (2013) describes the characteristic toolkit as being primarily composed of backed blades,
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retouched flakes and blades, pièces esquilles, denticulates, and notches, with sickle blades being
common. Considering the Ortos tool assemblage, these components are all present, though
pièces esquilles do not appear on Cooper’s (1997) list.
The dominant tool class is sickles, which make up about 17% of the tool assemblage. Of
these backed sickles are most common. The majority of these sickles are crafted on blade blanks.
Scrapers are less common, holding the fifth rank with about 7% of the assemblage. Burins and
piercing tools are fairly uncommon, representing about 2.5% and .5% of the assemblage
respectively. This suggests engraving and boring tasks were rarely accomplished through the use
of specialized tools. This is interesting given the apparent importance of engraved picralite and
limestone objects during the KC described by Knapp (2013). Of course, Jarvi (2015) has
experimentally demonstrated that picrolite carving can be accomplished with unmodified flakes.
The economic activity most associated with the tool assembly is cereal harvesting. While
it is acknowledged that other activities can produce the sickle gloss effect (see generally Pichon
2017), it seems likely—given the context—that most of the sickle gloss at Ortos was produced
through cereal harvesting. The preference for backed blade blanks suggest that cereal harvesting
at Ortos was primarily accomplished using hafted composite sickles, though none of the
perishable mounts have been identified.
Discussion
Of the 64,867 pieces of chipped stone collected at Ortos, the analysis record of 8,104
pieces contribute to this analysis. These data are supplemented by Cooper (1997).
Most toolstone used by the people of Ortos is Lefkara Translucent chert—a moderate
quality material—though finer Moni chert is also well represented. Both material types are
available near the site, though Moni is more accessible. Additionally, Lefkara Translucent
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appears to be preferentially selected for the production of tools. These facts suggest that the use
of Lefkara Translucent chert was a cultural choice, rather than an ecological imposition.
Nearly all of the cores recovered at Ortos relate to flake production. Most of these were
forms which may be described as “ad-hoc” by other projects, such as multidirectional and
globular cores. Excepting debris, nearly 90% of recovered debitage were flakes, though only
about half of tools were produced on flakes.
Examining the tool assemblage at Ortos suggests that certain tools were preferentially
made on certain blanks. The most common tool form (sickles) were produced nearly exclusively
on blade blanks. Thus, it seems the economy’s reliance on blades for agricultural production
likely maintained some aspect of blade production in an otherwise flake oriented lithic industry.
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Appendix III: Site Gazetteer
This purpose of this appendix is to provide comparative site data used to understand the
cultural setting of Early Cyprus and the Neolithic Near East. Sites are presented in gazetteer
format wherein a map is presented of each division, followed by archaeo-geographical
information on each site, drawn from primary sources wherever possible. Divisions are
chronological in the case of Cyprus, and elsewhere regional in order. The data presented here has
been synthesized in Chapter 2.
Following the gazetteer is a tabular summary of site traits and a discussion of these traits
relevant to Research Questions 2 and 3. Of Question 2, the key takeaway point is that while
mobility cannot be directly assessed, there is evidence for interconnectedness on the island. Of
Question 3, the key takeaway is that the people of the Cypro-PPNB were likely an admixture of
the descendants of the Cypro-PPNA population and migrants from multiple regions of the Near
East.

Sites of the Epipaleolithic on Cyprus
Five sites on Cyprus are believed to date to the Epipaleolithic (Figure 54). Of these,
Akrotiri Aetokremnos is the only one to have been chemically dated. The Epipaleolithic is the
earliest known period during which humans were on the island. Because the Epipaleolithic is not
believed to have cultural continuity with the following periods, it is only briefly presented here.
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Figure 54. Epipaleolithic Sites of Cyprus.
1=Akrotiri Aetokremnos, 2= Akamas Aspros, 3= Akamas Alimman, 4=Nissi Beach, 5= Vetsia Roudias.

Akrotiri Aetokremnos
Akrotiri Aetokremnos (1) is the first identified and only radiocarbon dated site belonging
to the Epipaleolithic on Cyprus. The site is located on the Akrotiri peninsula on the southcentral
coast of Cyprus. It was a collapsed rock shelter located on a sedimentary talus of the cliffs
overlooking a coastline that was likely 1.5 km further from its current location beneath the site
(Simmons 1999, 2014). Akrotiri Aetokremnos dates to between 11,672±720 and 9,336±148 BC.
(Manning 2013b) (see also Mandel and Simmons 2017b; Simmons and Mandel 2007b; Simmons
and Wigand 1999; Vigne, et al. 2009).
Over three excavation seasons, Simmons and his team concluded that the site was most
likely the product of seasonal hunting visits to the island by seafaring Epipaleolithic peoples
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from Anatolia or the Levant who preyed upon the indigenous pygmy hippopotami (Phanourios
minutus), contributing—with climate change—to their extinction (Simmons 1999, 2007, 2014;
Simmons and Reese 1993). This last assessment has remained controversial for over two decades
(Ammerman and Noller 2005; Bunimovitz and Barkai 1996:152–170; Mandel and Simmons
2017b; Simmons 1996, 2013; Simmons and Mandel 2007b).
Recently, reanalysis of some of the faunal data has produced yet another debate. After
examining 18 bones from the assemblage that had previously been classified as pig (14) and deer
(4) by David Reese (Simmons 1999:164-167); Vigne, et al. (2009) reclassified all 18 as pig.
They note that these bones represent at least two individuals, aged 16-24 months and over 25
months at death, which were dramatically smaller than mainland pig. They link the small size of
the animals to island dwarfism, suggesting that the island was being stocked with managed
mainland pig by the earliest human visitors to the island. Simmons (2014:156) has not dismissed
this possibly but has urged caution due to the small sample size and the fact that these bones are
phalanges and metapodials. Despite the controversies surrounding Akrotiri Aetokremnos, as
noted by Knapp (2013:48), the site “established beyond a doubt that people were present and
active on the island during the Late Epipaleolithic.
Nissi Beach and the Akamas Sites
For nearly a decade, Akrotiri Aetokremnos stood alone as the only Epipaleolithic site on
Cyprus. Beginning in 2004, a trio of Epipaleolithic sites were proposed by Albert Ammerman
and Jay Noller. The sites of Akamas Aspros (2), Akamas Alimman (3), and Nissi Beach (4) are
thin lithic deposits without radio-chemically datable material. Association with the Epipaleolithic
has been made on the basis of similar lithic technology between the sites and Akrotiri
Aetokremnos (Ammerman, et al. 2008:11–13). A vigorous debate over the relationship between
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the above four Epipaleolithic sites developed in the pages of Science and World Archaeology
between Ammerman and Simmons (Ammerman and Noller 2005; Bohannon 2007; Simmons
and Mandel 2007a, b). Of note in this argument is the argument that the Nissi Beach lithics are
better understood as Cypro-PPNA (Simmons 2014:164). Unfortunately, Ammerman and his
team appear to have completed their investigation into these sites without producing any
chemically datable material from intact contexts. Additionally, while the proposed sites have
been included in larger synthetic works (e.g., Knapp 2013) their documentation is limited to
three preliminary reports in the Report of the Department of Antiquities of Cyprus (Ammerman,
et al. 2008; Ammerman, et al. 2007; Ammerman, et al. 2006).
Due to the preliminary nature of their publication, little interpretation of these sites has
been made. Both Akamas Aspros and Nissi Beach have been interpreted as possible camp sites,
boat landings, or perhaps related to the collection of salt that had evaporated from seawater
trapped within pockets of the aeolian dunes upon which the sites are located. Akamas Alimman is
a small satellite site near Akamas Aspros, indicating offsite activity associated with Akamas
Aspros.
Vetsia Roudias
While all of the above sites are located along the coast, the potential Epipaleolithic site of
Vetsia Roudias (5) is in the southwestern portion of the Troodos range, above the Xeros River.
The site has been subject to limited field seasons led by Nikos Efstratiou. The first season
focused on surface survey, while the second included limited excavation (Efstratiou, et al. 2012).
Like the three sites proposed by Ammerman and colleagues, Vetsia Roudias has only been dated
by lithic association and has received limited publication.
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PPNA Period Sites on Cyprus
The PPNA equivalent cultural period on Cyprus—known variously as the Cypro-PPNA
or Initial Aceramic Neolithic—presently has only three known sites (Figure 55). There is debate
over the nature of occupation during this period; however, the investment in the built
environment demonstrates more than the seasonal visitation of the preceding period.

Figure 55. Sites of the Cypro-PPNA.
6= Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos, 7= Ayios Tychonas Klimonas ,8= Ayios Tychonas Throumbovounos

Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos
Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos (6) (here after, AVA) was excavated by the Elaborating
Early Neolithic Cyprus (EENC) project. The EENC began investigating the inland areas of
Cyprus in search of promising early Neolithic sites in 2005. While they discovered at least 23
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potential sites, only one was located in an area that suggested intact stratigraphy (Manning, et al.
2010). This site is located in the lower foothills of the east central Troodos, adjacent to the
Yialias river, it is about .25 ha in maximum extent (cf. Barnett 2008; Manning, et al. 2010).
Based on six radiocarbon samples associated with artifacts excavated at the site, AVA appears to
have had a period of occupation between 8,933±295 and 8,723±119 cal BC (Manning 2013b),
contemporaneous to the late Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) in the Levant (see also Manning, et
al. 2010). Evidence for four non-contemporaneous structures has been recovered. Interestingly,
the investment in the built environment at AVA declined through time with each subsequent
building event being of lower effort (McCartney 2017).
Within the first three seasons of excavation, the project collected over 800 kg of lithic
artifacts representing all stages of reduction. The majority of these were located within a
spatially discreet dump area (McCartney 2011). The tool assemblage was primarily composed of
burins (22.5%); scrapers accounted for 5.6% of the assemblage, perforators made up 4.9% of the
assemblage, and projectile points represented around 4% of the assemblage (McCartney
2011:189). Notably, glossed pieces occurred at very low frequency (1.3%). The paucity of
glossed pieces, as well as the absence of charred plant remains, have led the team to believe that
managed plant resources were not key to the subsistence economy at the site. Subsequent
excavations have increased the chipped stone to 3,000 kg (McCartney 2017). Faunal remains
suggest that this was centered on pig, with smaller contributions made by birds and freshwater
crab (Manning, et al. 2010).
As noted by both the EENC team and Knapp, the lifeways suggested by AVA data have
parallels to contemporaneous sites on the mainland. Ground stone vessels found at the site, as
well as a reliance on pig, are similar to the region of southeastern Anatolia around Çayönü
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Tepesi (Knapp 2013:87; Manning, et al. 2010:698). The lithic assemblage has broad similarities
with those found in the Levantine region of Syria, including unifacial blade and bladelet cores,
lozenge shaped projectile points, and truncated glossed pieces (Knapp 2013:87; McCartney
2011:191–192). Finally, the presence of shaft straighteners in the assemblage has drawn parallels
with western Syrian sites, such as Jerf el-Ahmar (Knapp 2013:87; Manning, et al. 2010:696).
Ayios Tychonas Klimonas
Ayios Tychonas Klimonas (7) (here after, Klimonas) was initially discovered in 1989
during a systematic survey of the Amathous region of Cyprus (Briois, et al. 2005). Excavations
began in late 2009, they involved mechanically opening 11 two-by-five meter trenches and
suggested a site size of 700 m2 (Vigne, et al. 2011). In 2011, the full 700 m2 was mechanically
opened and 212 m2 in the southern portion of the site were excavated (Vigne, et al. 2012a, b).
Eleven AMS radiocarbon determinates of charcoal, demonstrating a tight cluster of dates
between 8,992±201 and 8,839±266 cal BC, contemporary with the mainland PPNA (Vigne et al
2012a). Animal remains include domestic dog, several species of mouse, cat, human, and pig
(Vigne et al 2012a). Pig seems to represent the base animal of the subsistence economy at the
site as evidenced by 871 bones believed to be from the descendants of pig introduced during the
Epipaleolithic (Vigne, et al. 2011; Vigne et al. 2012b). Pre-domestic emmer wheat also appears
to have contributed to the subsistence economy as evidenced by chaff casts and sickle blades
(Vigne 2012a, 2012b). The lithic assemblage includes unidirectional prismatic cores, blades,
burins, drills, tanged arrow heads, and shaft straighteners. It bears a strong resemblance to
Levantine PPNA assemblages, specifically those of early stages of the PPNA assemblages at
Mureybet and Sheikh Hassan (Vigne et al. 2012a).
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Unlike AVA, Klimonas has demonstrated significant investment in the built environment.
Remains of 34 structures of between 3 and 8 meters in diameter have been found (Vigne, et al.
2017). Additionally, the 2011 excavation identified a semi-subterranean circular building ten
meters in diameter. Investment in this building is demonstrated by the fact that at least 75 m3 of
earth was moved to form its subterranean component, and by the cached prestige items
associated with the structure. These items include projectile points, shell pendants, and picrolite
beads. It is suggested that the building was a community structure based on similarities to
buildings identified at the northern Syrian sites of Tell 'Abr 3 and Jerf-el-Ahmar (Vigne 2012a,
2012b). It should be noted, however, that while the community buildings are similar in size and
shape and all semi-subterranean, there are major structural differences between the community
buildings at the three sites. The roof of the community building at Klimonas is supported by a
center post and possibly smaller posts about two meters in form the north and south edges and
the exterior walls are fully earthen (Vigne, et al. 2012b:13–14). At Tell 'Abr 3, the community
building had fully earthen walls and a center post as at Klimonas; however, the smaller posts
were situated in support structures ringing the exterior wall at intervals (Yartah 2004:143–144).
At Jerf-el-Ahmar, the structural elements of the community building were very different from
that of Klimonas; the exterior wall was made of mud plastered stone and the roof support lacked
a central post. Instead, it was supported by an equilateral hexagon of posts place every 2.5 m at a
distance of one meter from the exterior wall (Stordeur and Abbès 2002:572–573). This is not to
say that the structure at Klimonas is not a community building, but rather to caution against
potential interpretation of these structures as evidence for a pan Syrian-Jazirah religion imported
to Cyprus.
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Ayios Tychonas Throumbovounos
Ayios Tychonas Throumbovounos (8) is a large lithic scatter located half a kilometer
northwest of Klimonas. No intact features were found. The lithics are similar to those at
Klimonas, with burins being the dominant tool form (Briois, et al. 2005; Briois, et al. 2013). It is
likely that this site represents a concentration of off-site activity associated with Klimonas.

PPNB Period Sites on Cyprus
The PPNB equivalent cultural period on Cyprus—known variously as the Cypro-PPNB
or Early Aceramic Neolithic—presently has five well published sites (Figure 56). This and the
subsequent period are the focus of this work.

Figure 56. Sites of the Cypro-PPNB.
9= Akanthou, 10= Tenta, 11=Mylouthkia, 12=Ais Giorkis, 13=Shillourokambos.
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Akanthou
Akanthou Arkosykos/Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü (9) is the only identified Cypro-PPNB site
located on the northern coast of Cyprus, which is a distinction is most likely best attributed to
modern politics rather than past lifeways. Akanthou Arkosykos was identified as an early site by
Stanley Price in the early 1970s, just prior to the partition of the island. The discovery of the
Cypro-PPNB post-dates the 1974 coup d'état by enosis elements on the island, the subsequent
invasion of the island by Turkish armed forces, and the establishment of the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TRNC). Very little archaeological work has been done in the TRNC because
the TRNC is not recognized by the international community. Beginning in 1999, rescue
excavations under the aegis of the Department of Archaeology and Art History of Eastern
Mediterranean University (Doğu Akdeniz Üniversitesi) were conducted at the site to record
surface artifacts and deter further damage by nearby chicken farmers (Şevketoğlu 2002:99–101).
In 2000 and 2002, more substantial excavations aimed at understanding the site were
conducted. Methodology involved manual excavation of several trenches. All of the excavated
matrix was dry screened through 4 mm mesh (Şevketoğlu 2002). In 2003, a season of
geophysical survey—ground penetrating radar (GPR) and resistivity—at Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü.was
conducted to establish the site boundaries, which produced an estimated site size of 3.92 ha or
4.2 ha (cf. Şevketoğlu 2006:123; 2008:68). As noted by Knapp, the estimated site size seems
“somewhat exceptional” for the Cypro-PPNB (Knapp 2013:114). Excavations continued until
2005 and resumed again from 2010–2012, in all cases maintaining 100% dry screening; totaling
about .03 ha in all (Şevketoğlu and Hanson 2015).
Excavations at Akanthou Arkosykos suggest five phases (A–E) of occupation at the site
which likely date to the Cypro-PPNB. Two radiocarbon dates from carbonized seeds within
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hearth deposits in the B and E phases—8,098±271 and 7,975±320 cal BC—support the
artifactual evidence for this association (Şevketoğlu and Hanson 2015). Manning (2013b)
includes only the 7,975±320 cal BC date.
The subsistence economy at Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü has been better defined in relationship to
animals than to plants. Outside of the large seeds (olive and pistachio) which produced the
radiocarbon dates, no mention has been made of plant resources at the site. Several querns, only
one of which with ochre residue evident, and glossed chert blades have been documented
suggesting plant exploitation, but nothing definitive has been published (Şevketoğlu 2002).
Querns and glossed chert blades have been recovered from the site, suggesting that plants were
harvested and processed, but these artifacts have not been described in detail. As at most
contemporaneous sites on Cyprus, the faunal assemblage is dominated by Persian fallow deer
(45%), sheep/goat (34%), and pig (17%)—percent NISP of mammalian taxa—unlike most peer
sites, oceanic animals (deep sea fish and turtle) contributed to the diet at Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü
(Frame 2002). An ancient freshwater spring has been located below the site, suggesting easy
access to freshwater during the site’s occupation (cf. Şevketoğlu 2008; Şevketoğlu and Hanson
2015)
Very little information about the lithic assemblage has been published. Ground and
polished stone artifacts include an undisclosed number of querns, stone bowl fragments,
abraders, and axes. Chert artifacts include blades, flakes, scrapers, and possible points. They are
believed to have been produced on site from material originating in the nearby Kyrenia range
(Şevketoğlu and Hanson 2015). Comparison with the chert assemblages of the rest of the island
is difficult given that no adequate description of the Akanthou Arkosykos assemblage has been
made nor have the cores been described. The primary focus of chipped stone research at
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Akanthou Arkosykos has been the obsidian. To date, over 5,000 pieces of obsidian have been
recovered. Chemical analysis, as well as technological style, suggest that the origin of the
obsidian was Kömürcü-Kaletepe in central Anatolia. Moreover, the lack of cores or chipping
debris suggest that obsidian was exchanged into the site in the form of bladelets, rather than
prepared cores (Şevketoğlu 2002, 2008; Şevketoğlu and Hanson 2015).
Small finds include bone, picrolite, and shell objects. Worked bone includes fish hooks,
pins, and awls. Picrolite objects, generally incised, include cupules, rings, chisels, and tokens.
Shell and stone beads have also been recovered. Additionally, an incised white stone pendant
described by Şevketoğlu as possibly a female form has also been found (Şevketoğlu 2002;
Şevketoğlu and Hanson 2015).
Architecture and features at Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü include a ditch, building foundations,
hearths, and pits. The ditch is located at the south end of the site and is two meters deep and
more than four meters wide, the full extent has not been documented. Six buildings were located.
In earlier reports, some had been described as square (Şevketoğlu 2006:123), a surprising finding
for the Cypro-PPNB, leading Knapp to call for the publication of site plans (Knapp 2013:114115). The most recent publication from the Tatlısu Çiftlikdüzü team includes the called for plans,
but the publication did not explicitly describe any buildings as square. Rather, the buildings are
described as variable, but generally circular and of stone and mud brick construction (Şevketoğlu
and Hanson 2015:233). The building variability is evidenced not only in the buildings’ shape, but
also in their construction method. Half are described as having substantial stone foundations,
while the other half are described as having foundations of rough plaster collared by mud brick.
Two (one of each foundation type) are platform structures. All buildings located at the site are
believed to be from the same occupation phase. Several extramural heaths have been identified,
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as well as intramural ovens. Numerous pits located throughout the site are believed to have been
related to plaster production.
Overall, scant publications due to political difficulties have hampered its integration into
the corpus of Cypro-PPNB data. The site dates to about 7,975 cal BC. While it is known that
deer contributed significantly to the dietary economy, supported by pig and sheep-goat, little is
known about the contribution made by plants. Lithic information is lacking, though the site has
demonstrated large quantities of obsidian. Architecture is represented by circular domestic
structures and a well. Ideological clues are presented in the form of period typical incised
pircolite objects and ambiguous figurines.
Kalavasos Tenta
Kalavasos Tenta (10) (here after, Tenta) was initially excavated in 1947 by P. Dikaios.
Further excavation was conducted by the Vasilikos Valley Project beginning in 1976. The site is
located approximately 3 km north of the southern coast, near the Vasilikos River (Todd
1982:Fig. 1). Excavation ran between 1976–1984. Major publication of the site was split over
two volumes: the Vasilikos Valley Project Report #6 in 1987 (Todd 1987) and the Vasilikos
Valley Project Report #7 in 2005 (Todd 2005). Unfortunately, the chronology was analyzed in a
rather coarse—Aceramic Neolithic vs. Ceramic Neolithic/Early Chalcolithic—fashion until the
lithic analysis (McCartney and Todd 2005) was complete in 2004 (Todd 2005:xviii). Given that
this dissertation if primarily focused on the transition between two Aceramic periods—viz. the
Cypro-PPNB and the KC—much of the specific information outside of the chipped stone cannot
be employed in this study.
Research at Tenta had five aims; first among these was to elucidate the early chronology
of the island. The methodology employed by the Vasilikos Valley Project involved gridding the
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site at 10-meter intervals and excavating 4x4 meter units within the grid. All material, with the
exception of Kefkalla 19, was screened through 10mm and 5mm meshes, and after the first season
a third concurrent screen was added—3mm in size. During the first season, promising contexts
were subjected to flotation with wet screens of 1mm and 300μm. After the first season, 17 liters
from each deposit was subjected to flotation with wet screens of 1mm and 300μm (Todd
1987:Chapter 6). Overall, 7,764 liters were subjected to flotation (Hansen 2005).
The occupation of Tenta begins in the Cypro-PPNB and continues throughout the KC.
Twenty-one radiocarbon dates were generated published by Todd (1987:Chapter 8) for the site.
These were presented both uncalibrated and 5,568–5,730 half-life adjusted at the 67%
confidence interval. It is worth mentioning that the previously reported 21 radiocarbon dates
were recalibrated for the second volume of the monograph (see McCartney and Todd 2005:Table
21). The project recognized 5 “periods” of occupation at Tenta. Prior to the 2004 completion of
the lithic assemblage, only Period 5 was believed to predate the start of the KC. After the abovementioned recalibration, it was believed that only Period 1 is KC. According to the original
schema—under which all but the lithics were analyzed—Period 5 was represented by two
dates 20, ranging from 9,510 to 8,990 BP (uncalibrated). Under the 2004 recalibration, Periods 5–
2 are classified as Cypro-EPPNB– Cypro-LPPNB. The dates 21 range from 9,240 to 8,010 BP
(cal). Manning (2013b) follows McCartney’s assertion that the majority of Tenta dates belong to
the Cypro-PPNB. Examination of the actual determinates demonstrates a significant problem
with this chronology. All of the early dates from Tenta have very large error ranges compared to
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Kefkalla is the local term for a hard lime crust resulting from soil formation processes, it is analogous to caliche in
the American Southwest (see Schirmer, 1989).
.
20
KT-15 and KT-18.
21
KT-18, KT-22, KT-15, KT-8, KT-6, KT-20, and KT-19.
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other Cypro-PPNB sites, often exceeding ±1,000 years. Restricting the dates to only definitively
Cypro-PPNB dates—viz. dates which do not overlap the KC within their error band—produces a
periodization that better fits the original chronology assumed prior to McCartney and Todd
(2005). I take the stance that only phase 5 represents a Cypro-PPNB occupation given that the
architecture and settlement structure associated with Tenta phases 4–2 are more consistent with
KC than Cypro-PPNB patterns, the lithic evidence does not demonstrate a hard shift from
bidirectional to unidirectional blade manufacturing (either by core or dorsal scarring ratios), and
that the radiocarbon dates are ambiguous. Based on Manning (2013b), the Cypro-PPNB
occupation appears to have been from 8,666±625 through 7,470±397 cal BC, with a successive
KC occupation from 6,916±375 through 5,457±856 cal BC. Of course, these evidences can be
read differently.
No identifiable plant remains were recovered from the Cypro-PPNB contexts at Tenta.
Early KC crops are einkorn and emmer wheats in equal proportion, wild barley, and lentils. Over
time, emmer wheat became more important than einkorn, and domestic barley entered the flora
assemblage (Hansen 2005). As with plant remains, very little faunal remains were recovered
dating to the Cypro-PPNB. The exception is perhaps a caprine. Throughout the KC, the animal
remains are primarily deer, pig, and sheep-goat, in that order. Nevertheless, pig grows in
importance during Period 3. Cat is also represented in insignificant quantities at Tenta (Croft
2005). Overall, these data demonstrate very little for the Cypro-PPNB, but a KC subsistence
pattern very similar to that of the Cypro-PPNB demonstrated at other sites. That is, a mixed
subsistence pattern consisting of wild resources, such as barley, deer, and possibly wild pig,
supplemented with domestic resources, such as wheat and caprines.
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Based on McCartney and Todd (2005), the chipped stone technology at Tenta was a
mixed blade-flake based production system in the earliest period. Over time, blade-based tools
became dominant over flake based tools, although throughout all periods flake production
exceeded that of blades. Material utilization remained relatively constant (by rank) throughout
time with Lefkara Translucent chert being the most common material for both blanks and tools.
Complete blades, both in blank and tool samples were slightly longer in the earlier periods, a
trend which continued through the Ceramic Neolithic. Also, consistent in rank throughout time
are the relative numbers of Denticulate, Glossed, Point, and Scraper tool classes. Of these,
moving from least to most, are Point→Scraper→Glossed→Denticulate. Limited quantities of
obsidian are present. No ground stone tools or ornamentation were found in firm context for
either the earliest or the latest Aceramic Neolithic phases at Tenta, though in the intervening
phases numerous diabase axes, ornamentations, and querns were recovered (South and Todd
2005).
Little is known about the architecture and internal spatial configuration of the CyproPPNB component of Tenta due to the substantial superior KC deposits. What has been found is
lightly built circular structure and various pits carved into bedrock (Todd 1987). The KC
architecture is a mix of stone and mud-brick circular structures ranging between 2 and 7 m in
diameter and a large (>10 m) multi-chambered stone structure in the northwest portion of the site
(Todd 1982). Terrain analysis conducted by Wagstaff (2005) for Tenta was focused on the cereal
production potential of terrain within a 1-hour walking catchment of the site. Unfortunately, a
key assumption used in the model was possession of the plough. Thus, Wagstaff classified
terrain as suitable for hand ploughing (≤10º slope), suitable for draft ploughing (10–30º slope),
and unsuitable (>30º slope). As noted by Knapp (2013:263), the plough was not introduced to
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Cyprus until the Bronze age. A more relevant model would be based on the actual needs of the
cultivar, as Bevan and Conolly (2002). In any case, Wagstaff (2005) concluded that about 80 ha.
(depending on method) of land within the territorial bounds of Tenta was suitable for hand
ploughing and an additional c. 190 ha. could be worked by draft plough.
The unfortunate situation with the radiocarbon dates require the comparative researcher
to make a judgement call pertaining to the dating of this site. The Cypro-PPNB component,
phase 5, is represented by radiocarbon dates from 8,666 to 7,022 cal BC. Evidence relating to the
subsistence ways of this period is scant, consisting only of trance quantities of sheep-goat.
Domestic architecture was ephemeral consisting of circular post-molds which may have
supported tents or lightly built huts. The chipped stone assemblage can be characterized as a
mixed blade/flake chaîne opératoire, with the most dominant tool type being backed pieces.
More is known about the KC period at Tenta, which appears to have been from the end of the
Cypro-PPNB to 5,456 BC. Evidence from this period suggests that deer was the primary meat,
supplemented by pig and sheep-goat. Emmer wheat is the best represented plant-based food,
with einkorn wheat, barley, and lentils also present. Domestic architecture is represented by
circular stone and mud brick houses. Community architecture included a large multi-roomed
circular building, a well, and a village wall. During this period, the chipped stone data is better.
Bidirectional blade technology remains in the assemblage and the dominant tool form is the
denticulate. Ideological indicators include picrolite objects, intramural burials, and, of course, the
wall painting.
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Kissonerga Mylouthkia
Kissonegra Mylouthkia (11) (hereafter, Mylouthkia) was initially discovered in 1976
during a surface survey of the Paphos District (Hadijisavvas 1977). Eight seasons of excavation
by the Lemba Archaeological Project followed. It was located along the present western coast of
Cyprus, prior to the development of tourist infrastructure within the last 30 years. The site was
heavily eroded and the vast majority of its Cypro-PPNB material was recovered from well
contexts.
Research at Mylouthkia was conducted by the Lemba Archaeological Project over three
phases. Phase I research occurred from 1976–1981; the focus of research was to develop
comparative data for the Chalcolithic Lemba site cluster, especially the nearby site of Kissonegra
Mosphilia. Phase II research occurred during 1989; it was a rescue operation salvaging data
threatened by the development of the Queen’s Bay Hotel. Importantly, this season was the first
to produce Cypro-PPNB material. Finally, Phase III research occurred from 1994–1996. During
these seasons, research goals were focused on elaborating the Chalcolithic occupation. Limited
Cypro-PPNB material was also recovered as a rescue operation (Peltenburg 2003a). Due to the
rescue nature of the former phase, no systematic screening occurred, though 264 liters of fill
were wet screened (Croft 2003a:50). The latter research phase Cypro-PPNB excavations
employed 100% dry screening through 5 mm mesh with limited samples wet screened through 1
mm mesh (Croft 2003b). While the overall site size is estimated at 6 ha, the Cypro-PPNB context
described by Croft (2003b) is only 28.5 m2, of which only 22.4 m2 was systematically screened;
depth data was also provided yielding a Cypro-PPNB excavation extent of 54.83 m3 of which
only 20.73 m3 was systematically screened.
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Five radiocarbon dates from two contexts (Well 116 and Well 133) suggest both an early
and a late Cypro-PPNB presence, respectively. The five radiocarbon dates were generated from
carbonized seeds; three additional radiocarbon determinates were made from shell samples,
though these produced dates significantly older than the human presence on the island
(Peltenburg 2003b). Material from Well 116 dated to 8,541–8,386 cal BC, while material from
Well 133 dated to 7,203–6,914 BC. A more substantial Chalcolithic occupation overlays the
Cypro-PPNB occupation, though no material associated with the bracketed Khirokitia Culture
was identified (Peltenburg 2003a:XXXV). Recalibration by Manning (2013b) suggests an
occupation from 8,541±274 through 6,914±308 cal BC.
The subsistence economy of Cypro-PPNB Mylouthkia has been well studied in terms of
both animal and plant remains. Plant remains demonstrate the presence of einkorn and emmer
wheat, domestic barley, lentils, fig, pistachio, and flax. Barley was the most identified cereal
(early 68%, late 46%), followed by emmer wheat (early 5.5%, late 9%) and einkorn wheat
(early1%, late 4%); percentages are Cypro-EPPNB/Cypro-LPPNB with unidentifiable wheat
species making up the remainder of the cereal percentages, i.e., early 25.5%, late 51% (Murray
2003). Thus, the relative importance of cereals at the site appears to have shifted from barley to
various wheats toward the end of the Cypro-PPNB. Of the mammalian faunal remains, neither
MNI nor NISP data have been published. Rather, Croft (2003a) reports a mixed chart of NISP
and whole carcasses. Based on these data, the ranked dietary importan

ce of mammal species

is pig (38%), Persian fallow deer (32%), and sheep/goat (30%). Additionally, 23 whole
sheep/goat were found in Well 133. Small quantity of cat and fox are also present in the
assemblage. Not surprisingly, given the timing of deer introduction posited by Vigne, et al.
(2015), deer are not represented in the earlier well. Marine resources also contributed to the diet,
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though only horse mackerel could be identified to the species level (Peltenburg 2003b). Little
can be said on the ritual economy at Mylouthkia due to the nature of the deposits. Croft has
suggested that the placement of wells indicates the practice of water dowsing (Croft 2003b:4).
The remains of six humans ranging in age from neonate to adult have been recovered. All
remains have been recovered from trash contexts within the wells and are incomplete.
The samples of chipped stone assemblage recovered at Mylouthkia is relatively small
(n=828) and lacking in cores (n=37). As such, inferences from the chipped stone must be made
with caution. The blank assemblage is dominated by flakes (88%); the tool assemblage is more
balanced, with flake-based tools accounting for only 54%. Most the cores have been classified as
“ad-hoc” or mixed type, while only one bi-directional core has been found. Nevertheless, 35% of
blades recovered demonstrate scarring consistent with a bi-directional reduction strategy
(McCartney and Gratuze 2003). The ground stone assemblage is comprised primarily of chalk
bowls (n=351), followed by hammerstones (n=218), and various other tools (Jackson 2003).
Absent from the assemblage are querns or similar plant processing tools.
Aceramic Architecture at Mylouthkia is nonexistent. Structures are limited to three wells
cut into the havara 22 bedrock. They are between 5.3 meters and 8.5 meters in depth (Croft
2003b). As noted by Peltenburg (2012), the presence of wells alone may suggest that the CyproPPNB occupation at Mylouthkia was limited to non-sedentary herders rather than a village. If so,
the location of the site was likely more influenced by the availability of underground water
channels than by above ground conditions.
Overall, the site is interesting in that it does not appear to have been a village or camp as
much as a watering stop. The site dates to between 8,541 and 6,914 cal BC. Pig appears to have
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Havara is a surficial, soft, porous, white to buff, carbonaceous (75-91% CaCO3), clastic rock of Quaternary age.
Unlike kefkalla, it is the product of sedimentary deposition rather than soil formation processes (Schirmer 1998).
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been the primary food animal, complemented by sheep-goat and later deer. Barley appears to
have been the primary food plant, though both types of wheat and vetch were identified. Chipped
stone at the site show backed pieces to be the most common tool type, and a mixed blade/flake
chaîne opératoire and ad-hoc core preference with only traces of bidirectional reduction. Limited
quantities of obsidian have also been recovered. No domestic architecture is present at
Mylouthkia, which is primarily a collection of wells during the Cypro-PPNB. Treatment of the
dead is consistent with other Cypro-PPNB sites, viz. disposal in keeping with other animal
remains. Among these other animals was limited cat remains.
Kritou Marottou Ais Giorkis.
Ais Giorkis (12) was initially identified in 1980 by the Canadian Palaipaphos Survey
Project (CPSP). It is located in the western foothills of the Troodos range, as opposed to the
coast or near coastal location of the known contemporaneous sites. The site was initially
assumed to be a KC period extractive locality focused on the collection of deer and pig
resources (Fox 1987; Rupp, et al. 1984). The CPSP returned to conduct a pedestrian survey of
the site in 1981. Beginning in 1997, the Ais Yiorkis Project, led by Alan H. Simmons, conducted
excavation of the site periodically through 2015. Excavation has demonstrated an occupation
period exclusive to the Cypro-PPNB (Figure 57).
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Figure 57. Composite Aerial Image of Ais Giorkis.

Excavation of the site has primarily been guided by following the structures identified on
site, though numerous exploratory units were also excavated. The site was gridded in five-meter
units and excavated primarily as quarter units. Following removal of the plow zone level, 20% of
all general context material and 100% of all feature material was shifted through 6 mm mesh.
Some material from various contexts was collected for flotation and wet screened through 1 mm
and 250 μm mesh for botanical analysis.
Twenty-three published radiocarbon determinates, mostly from charred material, are
available for Ais Giorkis. These samples came from a variety of contexts and range from 7,960 to
7,180 BC, dismissing several modern intrusions (Simmons 2012). Discussing this spread,
Simmons has noted that while four determinates yielded relatively late dates, these were on bone
and artifacts found at the site do not resemble KC pieces. He has suggested that the site is best
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represented by 15 samples clustering around 7,500 BC. Manning’s (2013b) recalibration dates
suggest an occupation from 7,776±225 cal BC through 7,253±275 cal BC.
The subsistence economy at Ais Giorkis has been well studied in terms of both plant and
animal exploitation. Botanical analysis has been conducted by Lucas (née Espinda) and is still
underway. Faunal analysis, as at Mylouthkia and Tenta, was conducted by Croft. Flotation has
produced a botanical assemblage primarily composed of einkorn wheat, with lesser quantities of
barley, pea/vetch, lentil, and wild oat (Espinda 2007; Lucas, et al. 2012). Notably, this is the
earliest identified two-grained einkorn on Cyprus (Lucas 2014:71). Supporting the importance of
plant based food at Ais Giorkis is a ground stone assemblage that is composed 60% of grinding
implements (Simmons 2012:95). Also, about 2% of the chipped stone tools are harvesting forms,
that is glossed pieces and sickle blades. The faunal record at Ais Giorkis is chiefly comprised of
heavily fractured deer, pig, and caprid bones. The last published figures list the NISP for deer
exceeding 14,841 pieces (>50%), pig exceeding 8,900 pieces (c. 30%) and caprine exceeding
2,500 pieces (16.9%) (Simmons 2012:96). Lesser numbers of cat, cattle, and dog are also
present. Evidence on the ritual economy at Ais Giorkis is scant. The most abundant items in this
category are carved picrolite objects (see generally Jarvi 2015). A few ground stone,
ambiguously anthropomorphic figurines have been identified. Treatment of the dead is attested
to by one infant, one adult burial, and several disarticulated human bones and teeth. In all cases
these items were located in trash contexts. The adult was found in a flexed position and is
currently under analysis.
Chipped stone technology was initially believed to be a long blade-based tradition similar
to the Levantine PPNB. This is based on the presence of naviform blade cores, a few
rudimentary Byblos-like projectile points, and preliminary data suggesting a preference for
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blade-based tools (Simmons 2012:93). Excavation of the site is now complete, as is analysis of
the lithic assemblage. While long blades make up a significant portion of the debitage
assemblage (19.7%), there is no longer evidence to support a specialization in blade production
or use. Rather, 48% of tools occur on flake form, 46% on blade forms, and the remaining 6% on
other lithics, such as cores. Thus, like the earliest phase at Tenta, the tool production at Ais
Giorkis was a mixed blade-flake industry. The dominant tool type is the scraper (see appendix II
for a full discussion of the chipped stone analysis).
Architecture at Ais Giorkis is limited to a handful of circular to ovoid, plastered
“platforms” which occur in a strip just above the lower-terrace. Above these are a series of pits
and trenches dug into the soft havara, some of which appear to have been used to discard trash.
Previous analysis of the spatial distribution of material at Ais Giorkis suggests that the platforms
may have supported small structures that were also discard locations after their initial use (Keach
2014a:137).
Ais Giorkis dates to between 7,776 and 7,252 cal BC. Deer appears to have been the
primary food animal, complemented by sheep-goat and pig. Other animals include cat, cattle,
and dog. Einkorn wheat appears to have been the primary food plant, though both types of
wheat, vetch, barley, and wild oat are also present. Chipped stone at the site follows a mixed
blade/flake chaîne opératoire and with bidirectional cores present. Scrapers are the most
common tools. Limited quantities of obsidian have been recovered, as have very limited
quantities of crude Byblos-like points. Domestic architecture may be represented by circular pisé
platforms which may have been foundations for more ephemeral structures. Treatment of the
dead is primarily in trash contexts, with the possible exception of one flexed burial which was
found between trash contexts. Incised picrolite objects and ambiguous carved figurines also
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speak to the artistic and ideological activities at Ais Giorkis. As this site is the driving site for this
dissertation, further analysis of the spatial and lithic elements of Ais Giorkis are presented in
Chapters 5 and 6 and Appendix II.
Parekklisha Shillourokambos
It is comparatively difficult to discuss the important Cypro-PPNB site of Parekklisha
Shillourokambos (13) (hereafter, Shillourokambos) primarily due to the fact that the second
volume of the monograph remains unpublished. Nevertheless, crucial—if incomplete—
information about this site is available. Shillourokambos was identified by Catherine Petit during
a systematic survey of the region running between 1988 and 1992 (Guilaine, et al. 2011:25).
Between 1991 and 1993, limited test excavation was conducted at the site (Guilaine, et al.
2011:28-29). Between 1994 and 2004, major excavation was conducted as Shillourokambos.
Unfortunately, the excavation and sampling methodology employed at Shillourokambos
is not well published and cannot, therefore, be discussed here. The total area of excavation has
been reported as 4,000 m2 of the estimated 2 ha site (Knapp 2010:88). While screening strategy
is not reported, it is known that 6,000 liters of soil were subjected to flotation (Guilaine, et al.
2011:600).
Occupation at Shillourokambos spans the Cypro-PPNB, beginning around 8,317 cal BC
(Lyon-290) and continuing to about 7,045 cal BC (Lyon-292), with 32 additional determinates in
between (Guilaine, et al. 2011:579-581). Follow the opening of the KC, the site was apparently
abandoned, like Mylouthkia, until a reoccupation in the ceramic Sotira Neolithic period. Based
on changes in structures and distribution patterns, these dates are believed to represent five
distinct phases of occupation: Early A (8,500–8,100), Early B (8,000–7,600), Early C (7,600–
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7,500), Middle (7,500–7,200), and Recent (7,200–6,900). Manning’s (2013b) recalibrated dates
run between 8,535±306 cal BC through 7,087±365 cal BC on the same samples.
Due to preservation issues related to the soil acidity of Shillourokambos, relatively more
is known about the faunal component of the subsistence economy than the botanical component,
which is primarily represented by casts (Knapp 2013). Of the large mammals analyzed, the major
contribution to the diet was Mesopotamian fallow deer (38.4%), followed by pig (28.2%) and
sheep-goat (27.9%); additionally, traces of fox, cattle, dog, and cat were recorded. Moreover,
hunting—rather than husbandry—appears to have been the dominant strategy of meat
procurement for deer, pig, and goat throughout the early periods (Vigne, Carrère, et al. 2011).
The dietary contribution of fish is evidenced by 61 grouper (Epinephelus spp.) bones recovered
throughout the aceramic occupation (Guilaine, et al. 2011). While the quantity of glossed pieces
and grinding implements in the tool assemblage suggests some reliance of cereal production,
limited botanical evidence has been recovered. What has been found is primarily indeterminant
species of barley and wheat. Evidence for non-cereals like olive, prune, and pistachio have also
been recovered (Guilaine, et al. 2011).
In regard to the ritual economy at Shillourokambos, the site has provided interesting data.
Like Ais Giorkis, incised picrolite objects and carved limestone figurines have been recovered.
The remains of at least five individuals have been located, most superimposed in Structure 23.
No uniformity in burial position is apparent and the only item believed to be intentionally buried
with an individual is a single cat (Guilaine, et al. 2011; Knapp 2013).
Lithic counts for Shillourokambos remain unpublished; however, some summary
information has been released. Despite the large quantity of debitage at Shillourokambos that
suggests ready access to raw material, relatively few tools have been recovered. The primary
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core type is noted as naviform like in the Early A and B periods, though less so in the B period.
Additionally, during the Early B period, the presences of Byblos, Amuq, and oval points as well
as the development of crescent sickles is noted (Guilaine and Briois 2007). A relatively high
number of obsidian pieces (429) have been found at the site, most (200) belonging to the Early B
and C periods (Briois 2011).
Architecture at Shillourokambos developed over time from simple wood huts evidenced
by circular post molds to a substantial circular stone building in the Recent period. Between
these extremes are circular pisé and cobblestone foundations and pits, wells—including Structure
23 and rather unique rectangular animal pens (Guilaine, et al. 2011; Peltenburg 2012).
Cypro-PPNB Shillourokambos was occupied from 8534 BC through 7087 BC. Evidence
suggests that deer was the primary meat, supplemented by pig and sheep-goat. Cat, cattle, and
dog bones were also identified. Barley is the only food plant identified at the site. Domestic
architecture is represented by circular buildings, though their building materials change thought
out time. Community architecture included several wells, and a large (7 meters in diameter)
structure which may have had a community function. Full lithic data is not available, but
preliminary reports suggest a bidirectional blade technology, with relatively high quantities of
obsidian. Ideological indicators include picrolite objects, carvings, and mass burials.

Khirokitian Culture (KC) Sites on Cyprus
The Khirokitian Culture period on Cyprus—Also known as the Late Aceramic
Neolithic— is roughly contemporaneous with the Final PPNB/PPNC and early PN periods on
the mainland. Include Tenta, discussed above, a total of five sites have been sufficiently
excavated and published to extent that they will be considered here (Figure 58). Petra tou Limniti
could have been includes, but given that excavations occurred in the 1930s (see Gjerstad, et al.
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1934)—prior to many of the analytic techniques, theories, and methodology used today—the
quality of the information is incompatible with the sites discussed below.

Figure 58. KC Period Sites on Cyprus.
10= Tenta, 14= Dhali Agridhi, 15=Khirokitia Vouni, 16= Kholetria Ortos, 17= Cape Andreas Kastros.

Dhali Agridhi
Dhali Agridhi (14) is a KC to Ceramic Neolithic site that was initially discovered in the
1930s by P. Dikaios and relocated by Stanley-Price in 1972 (Lehavy 1974). Excavation of the
exact site could not be conducted due to an inability to secure permission from the landowner.
Rather, excavations of two locations near the original location are collectively referred to as
Dhali Agridhi. The site is located along the southern terrace of the Yialias River. Excavation was
conducted over three seasons in the 1970s under the aegis of the American Expedition to Idalion,
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Cyprus. Their research objectives were to identify the nature and extent of Neolithic settlement
within the region (Lehavy 1974).
Excavations at Dhali Agridhi appear to indicate a KC occupation area of about 648 m2.
For the first two seasons, 100% of the matrix was subjected to flotation and wet screened at
2mm. During the final season, only 80% of the material was floated. Detailed analysis has only
been conducted on the recovered faunal material (Lehavy 1989).
Three KC period radiocarbon determinates and two Ceramic Neolithic determinates were
generated from Dhali Agridhi. The recalibration by Manning (2013b) indicates that the KC
occupation dates to between 6,866±304 and 6,256±223 cal BC.
As is often the case, subsistence at Dhali Agridhi is much better documented in terms of
animals that plants. The predominant constituent of the faunal assemblage is deer, although
lesser amounts of pig and caprine are also present. The ground stone assemblage, various
features, and the very high percentage of deer in the assemblage have led Lehavy (1989) to
suggest that processing deer skins may have been the primary function of the site. Despite the
intensive flotation regiment during excavation, no detailed analysis of the botanical data was
conducted. Nevertheless, it is known that einkorn wheat, lentil, and pistachio were identified.
Neither burial nor art or ornamental object have been associated with the KC occupation at Dhali
Agridhi.
“A large number of chipped stones” (Lehavy 1989:206) were collected during
excavation; however, no analysis has been published (Stewart 2006:57). Four broken obsidian
blades were recovered from KC contexts and sourced using neutron activation. All four
originated in the Çiflik region of Anatolia. Various ground stone tools and vessels have been
recovered.
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No significant architecture has been identified. The only architectural element associated
with the KC occupation is a cobble stone floor or pavement which was only partially exposed in
1976. Like Ais Giorkis, the nature of the site had initially been assumed to be deer hunting
during the KC. Given the size and complexity of the ground stone assemblage, Lehavy has
suggested a more intensive occupation.
Integrating the KC occupation at Dhali Agridhi into a comprehensive and statistically
driven model of culture change on Neolithic Cyprus is hampered by the unfinished work in the
chipped stone and floral data sets. The site’s KC period occupation was from 6,866 BC through
6,256 BC. Evidence suggests that deer was the primary meat, supplemented by pig and sheepgoat. Einkorn wheat and lentil remains were identified at the site. No ideological indicators were
recovered.
Khirokitia Vouni
Khirokitia Vouni (15) (hereafter, simply Khirokitia) is the most extensively excavated KC
site. It is also the type site for the KC period, and as is often the case with type sites, it is quite
anomalous within the period. It is located 6 km from the southern coast, near the Maroni river.
Much larger than other aceramic sites on the island, it occupies 2.5 hectares. Original
excavations were conducted by Dikaios in the 1930s–1940s, while more recent excavation has
been conducted and are currently being conducted by Le Brun. The current excavations have not
begun to produce synthetic reports, and the reports that have been produced tend to focus heavily
on the specifics of burials and architecture (see Le Brun 1984, 1989, 1994). For this site’s
section, I rely on secondary sources, primarily Knapp (2013) and Steel (2004). Manning (2013b)
recalibrated a dozen radiocarbon samples for Khirokitia; excluding sample Ly 3718 due to its
large error range, they suggest an occupation from 6,642±549 through 5,140±488 cal BC.
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The typical array of domestic and introduced animals appear to have been exploited by
the people of Khirokitia. Over time, deer and pig diminished in importance while sheep and goat
increased. Given this shift is not observed across the period, one wonders if it is an adaptation to
the unprecedented (for early Cyprus) population size. Marine foods, such as grouper and
seabream also contributed to the diet. Plants include both einkorn and emmer wheat, barley,
lentil, and pea, with emmer wheat being most abundant in the archaeological record (Waines and
Stanley-Price 1975). The ritual evidence at Khirokitia has gained the lion’s share of attention.
Particularly important has been the wealth of burials at the site. Steel (2004) understood the
burial customs at Khirokitia, attested by at least 240 individuals, to be the typical mode of burial
whereas cases such as the deposition of human remains in trash contexts at Tenta to be aberrant.
Though Knapp (2013) takes a less dogmatic view, he still devotes considerable attention to the
issue. Generally, Khirokitian burials were beneath the house floor or immediately in front of the
entrance, typically—though not exclusively—in a plain pit, oriented northeast-southwest. Bodies
were typically interred on their right side with some degree of flexion. Males appear to have
been exclusively oriented northeast, while females may be oriented either direction. Grave goods
were variable and often a single heavy stone was placed either on the pelvis or over the skull.
Given the importance of Khirokitia as a type site and the generally attested to change in
lithic technology between the Cypro-PPNB and the KC periods, it is surprising how poorly
published the chipped stone data from Khirokitia are. Both Knapp (2013) and Steel (2004) only
discuss the data in aggregate with the KC period. Both note that, in general, backed pieces,
denticulates, and sickles form the common kit. About 50 pieces of obsidian were recovered at the
site (Knapp 2013).
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The architectural remains at Khirokitia are the most spectacular of any aceramic site on
the island. As is generally the case in Neolithic Cyprus, the domestic structures are round and
only about 2–3 meters in diameter, built of either stone and/or mud brick. Over 60 domestic
structures have been identified at the site. Knapp (2013) notes that some researchers see the
layout of these structures as indicative of shared courtyards, suggesting multi-structure corporate
identity. Interior hearths suggest that cooking was done within the structures, rather than in the
shared courtyards; however, Khirokitia was surrounded by a large stone and mud wall measuring
2.5 meters in thickness and 3 meters in height.
Khirokitia is the KC period type site, occupying about 2.5 hectares, from 6,733 to 5,047
cal BC. Better publication of its chipped stone data would improve overall understanding of the
period. The evidence suggests that, especially as a mature site, the diet was primarily composed
of caprines and emmer wheat. Most outstanding it the sites 60 some mudbrick and stone houses,
typically containing hearths, basins, and burials within their small curvilinear bounds.

Kholetria Ortos
Kholetria Ortos (16) (hereafter, Ortos) is a KC period site and, like Ais Giorkis, it was
initially discovered in the 1980s by the CPSP and designated 83-X-1 (Fox 1987). Over three
seasons, beginning with a brief 1992 test season, Alan H. Simmons led excavations of the site. It
is located on a hill off the east bank of the Xeropotamos, about 7 km from the coast. Interim
reports were published by Simmons (1994a, 1994b) and final data were published as an MA
thesis by Cooper (1997).
No methodological statement has been made about either sample methodology or
collection practices at Ortos; however, 100% screening was practiced (Simmons, personal
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communication). During the initial excavation, in 1992, Simmons’ primary goal was determining
whether subsurface deposits were present and assessing the site’s suitability for excavation. The
results were positive; however, no in situ and uncontaminated units were identified.
Consequently, the second season focused on the identification of intact deposits.
Geoarchaeological analysis found the site was heavily disturbed by both plowing and erosion.
While intact deposits were identified, no intact architectural features were discovered.
Excavation of these deposits became the key focus of the final excavation season. The site is
estimated at 2.4 hectares in area, though only 80 meters squared have been excavated (Cooper
1997:7, 90). This estimation seems exaggerated if one equates it to settlement size, given the
dearth of architecture substantial enough to survive to present, the relatively short occupation
period (see below), and the size of contemporary sites on the island (e.g., .3 ha for Tenta, 2.5 ha
for Khirokitia). It is more likely, given that the site is located on a prominent hill and that intact
contexts are rare, that significant post-depositional processes—both natural, colluvial, seasonal
alluvial, and cultural related to subsequent agricultural activity—have spread the boundaries of
the site, in the archaeological sense, far from the lived site.
Six radiocarbon dates were obtained for Ortos. Excluding a bone date, these ranged from
6,385 to 5,950 BC. One date was recalibrated by Manning (2013b) producing a date of
5,342±697 BC; under the previous calibration it had produced a date of 6,087±215 BC. This
sample is a slight anomaly within the radiocarbon sequence for the site, likely because it is on
bone. Using the IntCal09 calibration curve (as Manning) on the six charcoal sample derived
determinates, the site’s occupation likely ranged from 6,400±320 BC to 6,133±231 cal BC.
Subsistence economy was focused on sheep, although goat, pig, and deer also contributed
to the diet. The relatively low (c. 20%) importance of deer at Ortos contrasts with the general
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theme of period (see Knapp 2013:127; Steel 2004:61-62). Plant based food at Ortos is primarily
represented by lentils, though einkorn, emmer, and barley were also identified. A discussion of
subsistence economy and catchment is presented in Chapter 6. The ritual economy of Ortos is
also represented. Remains of four individuals, two of whom were sub-adults, have been found at
the site. However, the remains are fragmentary and were found intermixed with animal bones.
Simmons (1994b) notes the bones as outside of primary context with no evidence of intentional
burial. While it is possible, given that the site has been heavily disturbed, that the human bones
are out of context, over the last 23 years emerging data from the Cypro-PPNB have included
many cases of human remains disposed of with animal bones. Artistic artifacts include two fired
clay human figurines, a limestone figurine, a basalt cruciform carving, as well as both incised
picrolite and shell ornaments.
Chipped stone at Ortos exceeds 60,000 pieces, although post-depositional damage by
plowing accounts for some inflation and collection methodology is undisclosed. Like most all
sites on Neolithic Cyprus, chert makes up the bulk of the raw material. Two obsidian artifacts
were recovered at Ortos, and like the obsidian sourced from Dhali Agridhi, they originated in the
Çiflik region of Anatolia. Tertiary flakes form the majority of the debitage, while all blades make
up just 7.9% of the debitage assemblage. Sickles make up the largest tool class (16.6%) at the
site, even before removing retouched and utilized pieces. The lithic core data suggest a broad
approach to chaîne opératoire, though most core types were related to flake production, and a
policy of thrift relating to material utilization, despite an abundance of raw material near the site.
Ground stone is typical of the Aceramic Neolithic on Cyprus, consisting of various tools and
vessels. Detailed analysis of the Ortos chipped stone assemblage is presented in Appendix II.
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The KC period site of Ortos was occupied between 6,400 and 6,133 cal BC, its extent has
been estimated at 2.4 hectares. Lentil and deer appear to have been the primary dietary staples,
though the general assortment of domesticates were represented. Neither intact burials nor intact
buildings have survived in the archaeological record.
Cape Andreas Kastros
Cape Andreas Kastros (17) (hereafter, Kastros) is a KC period site located along the
northern coast of Cyprus on the Karpass Peninsula. It was excavated in the early 1970s by Alain
Le Brun (1981). The extent of the site was estimated at 1,700 square meters, of which only 250
were excavated. Nine strata were identified across six excavation levels. Sampling and screening
strategies were not discussed; however, it is noted that some material was retained for flotation
analysis. Three radiocarbon samples were collected from the site. These have been recalibrated
by Manning (2013b) to date between 6,733±424 and 5,047±617 cal BC.
Subsistence economy at Kastros involved domesticated plants, wild and domesticated
animals, and marine resources. Plant remains found in flotation include both einkorn and emmer
wheat, barley, lentil, and possibly flax and pea. Emmer wheat was represented in the greatest
quantity, followed by lentils. Marine resources include multiple species of grouper and
seabream, as well as sand tiger shark. Large mammal data are not included in the monograph,
though it is summarized from various sources by Knapp (2013) and Steel (2004). Generally, the
major animals introduced during the Cypro-PPN periods are present; i.e., deer, sheep, goat, and
pig. Over time, the importance of deer increased, replacing the combined ovicaprids as the
dominant large mammal in the assemblage (Knapp 2013:127). Evidence for the ritual economy
of Kastros includes burials and crafts. Three graves were found at Kastros, all remains were
rather fragmentary. They include the skull and miscellaneous fragments of a 35–40-year-old, the
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skull of another adult interned with fragments of an infant, and a more complete intact individual
found tightly flexed within a trapezoidal scoop. Le Brun notes that the overall treatment of the
dead at Kastros is very different from the treatment of the dead at Khirokitia (Le Brun 1981:2829). Art and decoration include rings and pointed rings, primarily crafted of calcedony. Pendants
and semiperforated discs have also been found, a few of which are crafted of picrolite. Very
limited faunal remains suggest dogs were kept by the people of Kastros (Davis 2003).
The chipped stone assemblage contains 9,607 pieces, primarily of moderate quality chert.
It is predominantly a flake-based industry, with 95.75% of the debitage and 62.36% of the tools
being manufactured on flakes. Sickles were the most common tool, followed by denticulates and
backed pieces. Most of the cores (68.65%) were unidirectional, with only 4.35% (n=14) being
opposed platform cores. Thirteen geometric obsidian microliths were recovered, as elsewhere on
Cyprus, these have been sourced to the Çiflik region of Anatolia.
Architecture as Kastros is comprised of perhaps 10 circular structures between 2.6 and 3
meters in internal diameter. As is common on Cyprus, a mix of stone and mudbrick walls were
observed. Cooking appears to have been an outside activity as most hearths were outside of the
structures. Some spatial analysis was conducted of the artifact distribution in levels five and six.
Particularly interesting is that debitage and faunal waste in level 5 was primarily in extramural
contexts, whereas in level 6 these were more confined.
Kastros was a small (c. .17 ha) KC period coastal village occupied between 6,733 and
5,047 cal BC. The site is an interesting contrast to the period type site. While both sites relied on
emmer wheat as their base cereal, it is apparent that as herded mammals (sheep and goats)
became more important over time at Khirokitia, their importance diminished at Kastros.
Additionally, the reverse was true for deer. While both sites demonstrated mud-brick and stone
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circular homes of about two or three meters, homes in Khirokitia were places of both cooking
and interment of the dead, neither being the case at Kastros.

The Mainland PPNB
Having surveyed the breadth and depth of the Aceramic Neolithic—as well as the
Epipaleolithic—on Cyprus, it is necessary to take stock of the broader cultural realm of the
Neolithic Near East in order to search for the material traits which might point to the origin or
origins of the Cypro-PPNB peoples. It is also necessary to establish whether the Cypro-PPNB is
different enough from the mainland that, as critics of the term imply, we should abandon the
label, and—if so—whether there is then any break in interaction intensity suggested by the
Khirokitian form of Aceramic Neolithic.
In turning towards the mainland, one risks attempting to sip from a firehose were the
comprehensive gazetteer form retained. Nevertheless, the synthetic style employed by both the
venerable scholarly surveys of the issue (e.g., Simmons 2007, a work which initiated my interest
in neolithization of the Near East whilst I was an undergraduate at the University of Kansas) and
the pedestrian surveys of the issue (e.g., introductory textbooks and Wikipedia) tend to adopt
results that homogenize fact in favor of narrative; for example, “architecture changes from
curvilinear to rectilinear forms, a standard that characterizes all settlements (with the exception
of the earliest layers at Beidha)” (Rollefson 2003:246). The above example is related to domestic
architecture, but similar statements could be found for a host of PPNB hallmarks, be they social
structure, bidirectional blade cores, blade-based lithic assemblages, the combination of domestic
plant and animal management, or burial practice; to all of these an exception can be found.
Therefore, this section will maintain the gazetteer format, but in no way hopes to achieve
comprehensive coverage across the mainland PPNB in its broadest sense.
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To facilitate order and synthesis, this examination will group sites by region (Figure 6),
though I suspect that variability will be found both within and between these regions. This will
begin with an examination of the home of the PPNB sensu stricto, the Southern Levantine
Corridor, also called the Levantine Core or Levantine wing of the Fertile Crescent. From there,
on to its arid neighbors, Southern Jordan and the Southern Levantine Arid Zone including the
Negev and Sinai deserts. After covering these, the examination will shift north to Eastern
Anatolia and the Armenian Highlands, culminating in a discussion of northern Syria.
The mainland PPNB constitutes an amalgam of Near Eastern sites which demonstrate
some connection to the PPNB phenomenon. The definition of this phenomenon is a complex
problem that receives treatment in Chapter 3 of this work. In order to better facilitate discussion
of these sites, as well as explore possible origins of the Cypro-PPNB peoples, selected sites of
the mainland PPNB are grouped by region (Figure 59).
There are various ways authors have broken up the mainland PPNB into regions (e.g.,
Asouti 2006; Bar-Yosef 2001a; Kuijt and Goring-Morris 2002; Rollefson and Gebel 2004). This
work breaks up the region as follows:
•

The Southern Levantine Corridor. This region is drawn to include the maximum
boundaries of the state of Israel in the 20th century AD, and Jordon, from the Dead Sea
north.

•

Southern Jordan. This region is drawn to include the modern state boundaries of Jordan,
south of the Dead Sea.

•

The Southern Levantine Arid Zone. This region is drawn to include Israel, south of the
Dead Sea, and the Saini Peninsula.
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•

Central Anatolia and the Arminian Highlands. This region is drawn to include a strip of
land from the Caspian Sea to the Taurus Mountains.

•

Northern Syria. This region is drawn as the boundaries of modern Syria, north of the
border with Lebanon.
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Figure 59. Regions of the PPNB.
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The Southern Levantine Corridor
The Southern Levantine Corridor is one of the best documented regions during the
PPNB, often holding an outsized role in the synthesis of the PPNB phenomenon. Seven sites
have been selected to represent the PPNB in this region (Figure 60).

Figure 60. Selected PPNB Sites in the Southern Levantine Corridor.
18=Jericho, 19=‘Ain Ghazal, 20=Motza, 21=Yiftah’el, 22=Horvat Galil, 23=Nahal Betzer, 24=Mishmar Ha’emeq.

Jericho
Jericho (18) is the type site for the PPNB, a situation some have described as unfortunate
given the exceptional nature of the site (Simmons 2007). Excavations of the Neolithic portion of
the site were first conducted by Sellin and Watzinger (1913), followed by Garstang, et al. (1936).
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However, it is the work of Dame Kathleen Kenyon that propelled the site to its contemporary
importance within the cannon of Near Eastern archaeology. Following the PPNA, Jericho was
briefly abandoned prior to the PPNB. The PPNB component of the site occupies approximately
2.5 ha (Kuijt 2000b). Radiocarbon dates for the settlement range between 7,919±612 and
7,861±689 cal BC (Burleigh 1983). The architectural remains demonstrate a “stereotyped” form,
the rectilinear Pier house. The rectangular structures were made of cigar shaped adobe bricks,
the central large room being flanked by two smaller rooms separated by paired piers; below the
plastered floors of these homes, tightly flexed human burials were often found (Kenyon 1954).
The most common animal in the faunal record was the goat, with pig being a distant second.
Additionally, gazelle, aurochs, and fox contribute significantly to the assemblage. Finally, traces
of dog, cat, sheep, and deer are present (Clutton-Brock 1979). Botanical analysis demonstrates
that domestic emmer wheat was the primary wheat species, though einkorn was also present.
Two-row barley rounds out the cereals at PPNB Jericho. Lentils were quite common and
evidence for flax was found in brick casts (Hopf 1983).
The chipped stone industry is primarily chert, with limited obsidian. Only about 100
cores from the PPNB period have been recovered, 42% of them are naviform blade cores, while
the remaining cores are too variable to have been enumerated by type. The majority of the
debitage assemblage is flakes (58.5%); however, lithic analysis suggests that these are true waste
related to blade production rather than end products due to their very small size (average 3.2 x
2.2 cm) and paucity of utilized flakes. The most common formal tool form is the sickle blade
(32.5%), most (85%) of which are not denticulated. Gravers are the next most common form
(29.7%), followed by arrowheads (13.2%), many of which are index fossiles of the PPNB. The
average size of the arrowheads is 4–6 cm in length, which is also the average size of the blade
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debitage. Only 91 pieces of obsidian were recovered from PPNB Jericho, all but 1 of these
originate at the Çiftilik source. The majority of the obsidian is in the form of blades, with 2
bladelets and 3 arrowheads as the exception (Payne 1983). Prior to leaving the discussion of the
stone industry at Jericho, there is a single salient point that must be made relating to the ground
stone industry. As discussed above, the Khirokitian Culture period in Cyprus has historically
been described as “backward” vis-à-vis the mainland on the basis of its stone industry (Casson
1970; Held 1993; Steel 2004). This aesthetic judgement is made on the basis of chipped stone.
Related to the PPNB ground stone at Jericho, Kenyon wrote that while the ground stone vessels
at Jericho are fine they “do not compare with the excellent stone bowls of Khriokitia in Cyprus”
(Kenyon 1954:106).
’Ain Ghazal
‘Ain Ghazal (19) was initially excavated as a salvage project throughout the 1980s. It is
located near the old Amman municipal airport in Jordan. The site is considered to be one of the
PPNB megasites and is far larger than most other sites discussed here, peaking at over 13 ha. As
a megasite, the excavation and analysis break the site up by sub-period in order to understand the
megasite phenomenon (Kafafi, et al. 1993; Simmons 2007:Chapter 7). The occupation began in
the middle-PPNB (MPPNB) c. 8,528±561 BC, grew into the Late-PPNB (LPPNB) c. 7,316±256
BC, began to decline in the PPNC and into the Yarmoukian Ceramic Neolithic (Rollefson, et al.
1992). For many years, the decline was believed to be related to environmental degradation
resulting from the concentration of people living at the site (Mandel and Simmons 1988, 2017a),
although this theory has recently been challenged by geomorphological investigation (Zielhofer,
et al. 2012).
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Domestic architecture at ‘Ain Ghazal is typified by stone walled “condo complexes”
consisting of multiple 5-x-5-meter rooms with circular central hearths, plastered floors, and red
decorative elements. Over time, the sizes of these rooms are reduced in subsequent remodeling,
increasing the number of residents that can occupy each building (Banning and Byrd 1984;
Rollefson, et al. 1992). Most burials are typical PPNB style, tightly flexed burials beneath floors
and courtyards, often without heads. However, about a third of the burials were found in trash
context with their heads.
Throughout time, caprine are the primary element of the faunal assemblage, though their
relative importance, as well as the relative importance of pig, increases over time. At the same
time, gazelle and aurochs decline in importance. Trace amounts of cat and dog skeletal elements
are fairly consistent in the assemblage (Köhler-Rollefson, et al. 1993). It is worth noting that
within the sheep-goat assemblage, a dramatic shift in the importance from (mostly wild) goats to
domestic sheep can be seen throughout the PPNB and into the Yarmoukian (Wasse 2002). The
plant-based evidence at the site demonstrates a greater importance placed on pulses than on
cereals. The pulses identified are field pea, chickpea, and lentil; the cereals are limited to emmer
wheat and barley (Simmons, et al. 1988).
In the earliest phase of the occupation, blades and bladelets are 1.25 more common than
flakes in the debitage assemblage, though by the LPPNB flakes become and remain dominant in
the assemblage. In both PPNB periods, burins are the most common tool form, and projectile
points are the fourth ranked tool form. The most interesting change is a decline in the importance
of sickles (from 3rd to 5th) and the rise of more general purpose tools in the late phase (Rollefson,
et al. 1992). Core technology is overwhelmingly naviform in the MPPNB, but by the LPPNB
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naviform technology becomes concentrated in specialist workshops and ad-hoc flake cores
become common in household contexts (Barket 2016).
Motza
Motza (20) is one of a series of recently excavated sites in the Israeli portion of the
Levant published to address the controversy surrounding the existence of the Early-PPNB
(EPPNB) sub-phase outside of the northern Levant. Essentially, the issue is that some of the
region’s prominent theorists do not observe enough well-dated sites in the region to warrant the
sub-phase or see those sites with EPPNB features to be very brief transitions from PPNA to
MPPNB (see Kuijt and Goring-Morris 2002). All of the following is drawn from Khalaily, et al.
(2007). The site has yielded radiocarbon dates from 8,430±346 to 8,040±400 cal BC with
curvilinear domestic architecture in the EPPNB giving way to rectangular architecture in the
MPPNB. Nine burials were identified, seem to fit the typical style; that is, tightly flexed subfloor or courtyard burials often lacking skulls. Publication of the lithics has been focused on the
early material. These demonstrate both two chert chaînes opératoires and an obsidian chaîne
opératoire. The vast majority of the lithics follow an ad-hoc flake and bladelet chaîne opératoire
beginning with locally available material, this accounts for more than 60% of the cores and about
the same percentage of the chert debitage. A much smaller quantity of imported chert seems to
have been used to produce long blades, primarily from bifacial cores, though a single naviform
core has been recovered. Obsidian (unsourced) shows a marked preference for blade production
and seems to have been knapped on site. The formal tools from chert were primarily burins,
notches and denticulates, sickles blades, and projectile points, in that order. Within the obsidian
chaîne opératoire, projectile points are the most common formal tool, with sickles coming in a
distant second. Most of the projectile points were helwan points. The dominant element within
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the faunal assemblage was gazelle; this remained true—though to a lesser extent—throughout
the MPPNB. Other components include aurochs, boar, capra spp. Fox, and cat. Fox actually
seems to have contributed rather heavily, representing 11% of the identified faunal remains from
the EPPNB and 10% in the MPPNB.
Yiftah’el
In Israel’s Lower Galilee, Yiftah’el (21) is another rescue operation, undergoing several
phases of excavation since the 1980s. Radiocarbon dates range from 7,998±547 to 6,355±919 cal
BC (Garfinkel 1987; Gopher and Gophna 1993). The estimated site size is about 4 ha, of which
over 265 m2 was excavated.
Both domestic and communal architecture has been identified. The domestic falls within
the period’s cannon, that is, rectangular with plastered floors, often beneath which headless
bodies were found in tightly flexed position. Three plastered skulls have also been found at the
site (Sapir-Hen, et al. 2016). Locus 200 is a large building likely serving a communal function, it
measured 9-x-8 meters and had regularly spaced ½-meter thick wood pillars within (Khalaily, et
al. 2008).
The faunal assemblage was dominated by gazelle (46%), followed by bezoar goat (12%),
aurochs and boar (7.5% each), a trace amount of cat was also found (Horwitz and Lernau 2003;
Sapir-Hen, et al. 2016). Evidence for cereal production is absent, however large quantities of
lentils and fava beans have been identified both carbonized and in storage caches.
Over 10 tons of chipped stone have been recovered from Yiftah’el, though not much by
way of detailed analysis has been published. What is known is that over 100 naviform cores have
been identified, as have formal workshops, suggesting that perhaps the site was engaged in
export production of naviform core blades for exchange within the region. Most points found are
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Jericho type, as well as lesser quantities of Amuq and Byblos points. Only 8 pieces of obsidian
have been identified within the chipped stone assemblage. All of these have been chemically
sourced to the Göllu Dag source (Yellin and Garfinkel 1986), which seems to be the preferred
term used in Levantine publication for what is referred to on Cyprus as the Çiftlik source.
Horvat Galil and Nahal Betzet
Horvat Galil (22) and Nahal Betzet (23) are located about 3 km apart in the western
portion of Israel’s Upper Galilee. They were both excavated in the later 1980s by Gopher and are
generally discussed jointly in publication.
Horvat Galil was a 1 ha PPNB site published by Gopher (1989b). Two radiocarbon dates
place the occupation between 8,563±438 and 8,030±562 cal BC (Gopher 1997) . Architecture
was rectangular mudbrick structures with rounded corners, measuring about 4 meters long by 3
meters wide. As is typical, headless flexed skeletons were found under the plastered floors.
No botanicals were initially reported, but subsequent excavation found evidence for fava
beans and phytoliths associated with wheat and barley (Rosen 1997). The subsistence economy
was rounded out with exclusively wild animals; primarily gazelle, distantly followed by boar and
fallow deer.
The lithic assemblage is primarily heat treated chert, with the exception of 33 unsourced
obsidian bladelets and a core. The chert assemblage demonstrates relatively few opposed cores
(c. 10%) and a two-to-one ratio of flakes over blades. The most common formal tools are sickles,
followed by equal quantities of notches and projectile points. The sickle blades are generally
denticulated. The projectile points are mostly Helwan, Jericho, and Byblos types; often made on
used sickle blades rather than fresh blade blanks.
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Nahal Betzet was also reported by Gopher (1989b). It is slightly earlier and smaller than
Horvat Galil, dating to 8,569±430 cal BC and being only about .2 ha in area. Architecture
includes both rectangular structures built out of stone and round semi-subterranean homes; no
burials were found beneath either variety.
Subsistence data come mainly from the faunal assemblage. Like Horvat Galil,
exclusively wild taxa are represented. Primarily, these are gazelle, followed by boar, with a small
quantity of deer. The phytolith evidence suggests a low percentage of dryland farmed wheat and
barley contributed to the diet (Rosen 1997).
While the above details suggest a late PPNA settlement, the lithic assemblage looks much
more like PPNB. Bipolar blade cores are the primary core type with serrated sickle blades being
the dominant formal tool. Projectile points are mostly Jericho and Byblos points with a few
Helwan and Amuq points.
Mishmar Ha’emeq
Mishmar Ha’emeq (24), located in Israel’s Jezreel Valley, has evidenced seven periods of
occupation ranging from the PPNB to the Ottoman periods. It is estimated to have occupied 2 ha,
of which slightly more than 450 m2 were excavated (Barzilai and Getzov 2008, 2011). No
domestic architecture was initially found, though a communal structure was identified. This
structure was a large rectangle, measuring 8-x-13 meters, paved with flagstones and lined with
benches. A PPNB period graveyard containing eight secondary burials was identified. Among
the various grave goods were Byblos points, a complete aurochs’ foot, and a cowrie shell
pendant. During the 2010 excavation season, a lime plaster floor was found with decayed mud
bricks in PPNB context. Aurochs were also the primary element of the faunal assemblage.
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Two chaînes opératoires appears to have been in place at Mishmar Ha’emeq; a
bidirectional blade industry in which blanks were manufactured off-site and an ad-hoc flakelet
industry which was active on-site. The projectile points recovered were Jericho, Byblos, and
Helwan types. While limited excavation precludes strong interpretations of the site, with the
addition of the 2010 season the excavators believe that it represents a permanent Neolithic
village with a ritual center at its periphery.
Southern Jordan
Three sites are discussed within this region (Figure 61). A key distinction of this region is
increased aridity from its northerly counterparts.

Figure 61. PPNB Sites within Southern Jordan.
25=Beidha, 26=Ayn Abū Nukhayla, 27=Ghwair I.
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Beidha
Beidha (25) is a Natufian (Epipaleolithic) and PPNB site located 3 km north of Petra. It
was excavated over eight seasons between 1958 and 1983 (Byrd 2005). The Neolithic occupation
dates between 8,155±332 and 7,644±586 cal BC and is estimated to have been between 1,500–
3,500 m2 in area (Figure 62). The stratigraphy of the low tell suggests three phases of occupation
during the PPNB. Due primarily to the error ranges in the radiocarbon data, these phases are not
represented by strong dates. Phases A and B saw curvilinear semisubterranean houses, with
Phase C demonstrating multistory buildings approaching quadrangularity (Byrd 2005). Lithic
technology at Beidha is broadly similar to that of PPNB Jericho.

Figure 62. Beidha, Author's Photo.

The subsistence economy at Beidha was based around cultivated (though not truly
domestic) barley and emmer wheat, supplemented with pistachio, wild grasses, and vetch. The
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primary meat animal was the ibex, supplemented with gazelle, wild boar, and aurochs (Heckler
1975; Kirkbride 1966).
Chert dominates the lithic assemblage with only minimal amounts of obsidian. The cores
recovered at Beidha demonstrate a flake focused industry, with only 6.2% being blade cores. Of
these, some were naviform, though several other bidirectional blade core styles were also found.
The most common tool form was the arrowhead (28.2%) followed by the borer (22.8%), sickles
made up only 10.8% of the tools recovered, and apparently declined in importance over time
(Mortensen 1970).
Ayn Abū Nukhayla
Ayn Abū Nukhayla (26) is a 1,200 m2 seasonal PPNB encampment located at the
confluence of several canyons in southern Jordan. It was originally test excavated by Kirkbride
in 1960. Serious excavation was led by Henry over four seasons from 1999–2005. The recent
excavation program focused on fine scale recording, 1-m2 grid with ¼ grid provenience, enabling
a publication theme of spatial analysis. Six radiocarbon dates range from 8,010±437 to
7,337±508 cal BC (Henry and Beaver 2014; Henry, et al. 2003).
Architectural remains suggest ovoid to near rectangular semisubterranean homes, some
with cobblestone floors and others with internal compartmentalizing walls (Senn 2005). Despite
this difference in housing, the internal compartments do not appear to relate to any social
stratification within the site. Analysis of floor assemblages demonstrate remarkable similarity
across homes, as does house size, which is about 9.7 m2. Dwellings appear to have been
occupied by single nuclear families with equal access to materials and goods.
Subsistence at Ayn Abū Nukhayla was no easy feat, given its hyper-arid environment.
This hyper-aridity would have made farming difficult, but there is evidence it occurred. As
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mentioned above, cereal harvesting at the site is evidenced by sickle sheened denticulates. Cereal
preparation is evidenced by phytolith remains on the groundstone assemblage. Rain water run off
capturing features have been identified near the site, and with the nearby qa’ 23, made some cereal
production possible. However, no preserved macrobotanicals have been recovered at the site.
Therefore, the only evidence for the type of cereals consumed at the site comes from the
phytoliths, which suggest only some Triticum sp. which was probably emmer wheat, though this
is somewhat speculative (Portillo, et al. 2009). The faunal record suggests heavy reliance on
wild ovicaprids (73.5% NISP), primarily ibex, with lessor reliance on fox (11.1%), hare (7.3%),
and gazelle (6.7%); a single dog bone was also found in the faunal assemblage (Henry, et al.
2003).
No evidence of internal lithic craft specialists was found, though the entire site seems to
have been specialized at producing shell ornamentation, likely traded to the north during season
migrations out of Ayn Abū Nukhayla (Henry, et al. 2014). The lithic assemblage demonstrates a
strongly blade based production strategy. Excepting retouched pieces, the most common tool
form was the projectile point (about 55% of the assemblage), primarily made up of Amuq points.
Tertiary blades were the most common debitage element, representing 54% of the assemblage;
overall, blades are 1.8 more common than flakes in the assemblage. The dominant chaîne
opératoire appears to have involved the collection of local chert, field working a naviform
preform, returning the core to Ayn Abū Nukhayla for production of blades and projectile points.
Some of the blades were retouched into denticulates, many of which were used as sickle blades
(Senn 2005).

23

Qa’ has the same meaning as playa in the American Southwest, that is, a seasonally dry lakebed.
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While a lithic tradition similar to the most stereotypical PPNB site in the Levant is
present at both of the southern Jordanian sites discussed, a clear diversity of lifeways is present.
Neither site is reliant on domestic animals, even to the extent witnessed by the sites of Cyprus.
While projectiles points were the dominant tool form at both sites, and local chert dominates the
toolstone, the chaînes opératoires are completely different, with Beidha focused on flake
production and Ayn Abū Nukhayla blade production. Finally, Ayn Abū Nukhayla demonstrates
that participation in PPNB village life does not equate to full sedentism.
Ghwair I
Ghwair I (27) was excavated because, among other reasons, it exists on the border of the
arid region of southern Jordan and the better-watered Levantine Corridor (Simmons and Najjar
2006). The site is estimated to have occupied about 1.2 ha, of which 868 m2 were excavated. The
radiocarbon dates range from 7,971±626 to 7,526±305 cal BC with three distinct architectural
phases.
During the initial phase, domestic architecture is characterized by very large (10-x-10
meter) single room structures and each successive phase sees these rooms subdivided into
smaller areas. Burials are atypical of the region, consisting of flexed primary burials without
decapitation, interred in cobble lined rubble fill within older rooms, rather than under the floor.
The subsistence economy is evidenced by both plant and animal remains.
The plant remains show evidence of barley, emmer wheat, einkorn wheat, and pea. The
faunal assemblage is highly dependent on wild taxa, primarily ibex and/or bezoar goat (78%),
with lesser quantities of gazelle (7.5%), and aurochs (5.1%); fox, cat, deer, boar, and dog are
present in insignificant quantities as well (Powell 2012).
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The lithic assemblage is moderately blade dominant with the majority of the formal tools
being projectile points—mostly of the Byblos variety. Sickle blades are scarce, constituting only
2% of the tool assemblage.
The Southern Levantine Arid Zone
The Southern Levantine Arid Zone has few excavated sites (Figure 63). Therefore, for
this region, survey data is also considered.

Figure 63. PPNB Sites of the Southern Levantine Arid Zone.
28=Abu Salem, 29=Nahal Issaron, 30= Ujrat el-Mehed, 31= Wadi Jibba I, 32= Wadi Tbeik.

Abu Salem
Abu Salem (28) is primarily an Epipaleolithic site in the Negev recorded by Tony Marks.
However, a small (<150 m2) PPNB site consisting of small oval structures is dug into the earlier
occupation (Gopher and Goring-Morris 1998). These structures are constructed of field stones,
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not plastered, and are only 1.8–2.5 square meters in area. Raw material preference shifts between
the Epipaleolithic and the PPNB from clear calcedony to brown/beige chert, allowing some
separation of the lithic assemblages. Primary knapping appears to have occurred on-site using
blade cores. Some of these are opposed platform and a few qualify as naviform like. Projectile
points—mostly Jericho and Byblos—make up the dominant tool form, followed by scrapers.
Because of its superposition with the Epipaleolithic site, no reliable subsistence data are
available.
Nahal Issaron
Nahal Issaron (29) is believed to be a winter/spring seasonal camp of less than 500 m2, of
this about half has been excavated (Goring-Morris and Gopher 1983). Two radiocarbon dates
place the occupation of the site around 7,394±397–7,039±535 cal BC (Gopher and Gophna
1993). Architecture is the typical of the desert region, a honey comb of small (2–3.5 meter) oval
cells constructed of limestone blocks and lacking plastering. No burials are associated with the
site and subsistence data are scarce. Apparently, ibex was the dominant faunal taxon. The lithic
assemblage demonstrates an industry focused on blade production using opposed platform cores;
however, naviform cores are absent from the assemblage (Gopher, et al. 1994). Most formal
tools are notches, followed by projectile points—primarily of the Byblos and Amuq varieties.
Finally, there is a rich assemblage of shell originating in the Red Sea, suggesting possible
specialization and exchange within the broader PPNB interaction sphere.
Ujrat el-Mehed
Ujrat el-Mehed (30) was excavated in the late 1970s. It is believed to be a summer
seasonal camp of about 300 m2. A single radiocarbon date places the occupation of the site
between 7,471 and 7,068 cal BC. Architecture consists of six circular, semi-subterranean
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structures between 4.5 through 9 meters in diameter. Seventeen burials were recovered at the
site. Most were secondary internments within extramural bell-shaped pits, with one being in an
intramural pit. No botanical remains were recovered. Most faunal remains were associated with
ibex and none of the faunal remains was associated with any domesticated species (Dayan, et al.
1986). The lithic tool assemblage is primarily (43%) projectile points, of which most are Amuq
points and about a third are Byblos points. The debitage assemblage suggests that most blade
blanks were produced off-site. As at Nahal Issaron, there is a rich assemblage of shell originating
in the Red Sea, suggesting possible specialization and exchange within the broader PPNB
interaction sphere.
Survey and Synthesis of the Southern Levantine Arid Zone
In the late 1970s, Bar-Yosef (1982) and a team from Hebrew University ( האוניברסיטה
 )העברית בירושליםundertook a salvage operation in the Sinai, which excavated three sites and two
rockshelters. Their base assumptions were that the environmental conditions of the Sinai would
have compelled any PPNB people to organize their lives in a seasonal round. These rounds were
expected to involve winter camps located in the lowlands focusing on shell working, hunting,
and hide production; whereas summer camps would be located in the uplands and focus on
hunting, barley, and wild fruit procurement. Support for these assumptions was found by the
comparatively “flimsy,” though larger, structures at the upland site of Ujrat el-Mehed compared
to the small stone oval structures (again, honeycomb-like) found in the lowland sites of Wadi
Jibba I (31) and Wadi Tbeik (32).
Looking at 13 PPNB sites in the western Negev, Simmons (1981) considered the
catchment patterning of the desert PPNB. Looking at the diversity of the tool assemblages and
site size, he classified the sites as either residential base camps (Group 1) or temporary camps
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(group 2). He concluded that the winter base camps were likely occupied by “macro-band”
multi-family aggregations, while the summer camps were likely single nuclear families. Building
from these data, he also generated a much more detailed subsistence scheme than Bar-Yosef.
While classical catchment analysis and the neoevolutionary assumptions of this model have
fallen out of vogue in today’s anthropological archaeology, it seems his conclusions are just as
valid today as when they were written. Particularly, that “the ability of a group possessing a
Neolithic technology but not a Neolithic economy, at least in the traditional sense of food
production, should give researchers pause to reconsider the meaning of the term Neolithic”
(Simmons 1981:47)
Reviewing the data from the desert PPNB, Goring-Morris (1993) noted that assessing the
region is difficult due to a lack of radiocarbon dates, systematic recording, and paucity of
subsistence data. A hierarchy of four site levels was observed wherein major settlements, such as
Nahal Issaron are typically less than .1 ha, were seasonally occupied by about a few families
within small oval structures in the honeycomb arrangement. Seasonally occupied single-family
sites are also found. Other sites are activity areas, such as hunting camps and processing
localities. Subsistence ways seem to have been focused on ibex and gazelle hunting with some
evidence for fishing. Outside of grinding implements, which are somewhat ambiguous in use, no
evidence for farming or reliance on agricultural crops has been found. The limited burials that
have been found tend to be in abandon buildings.
Central Anatolia and the Arminian Highlands
The Central Anatolia and the Armenian Highlands region demonstrates the interface of
PPNB and non-PPNB Aceramic Neolithic peoples. Three sites are discussed here (Figure 64).
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Figure 64. PPNB and Related Sites of Central Anatolia and the Arminian Highlands.
33= Çayönü Tepesi, 34=Kömürcü-Kaletepe, 35=Aşıklı Höyük.

Çayönü Tepesi
Çayönü Tepesi (33) was initially excavated by Robert Braidwood, beginning in the early
1960s, to explore his Hilly Flanks theory on the origin of agriculture and settled life (Braidwood,
et al. 1981). Based on recalibrated radiocarbon dates (Böhner and Schyle 2006), the site was
occupied between 9976±1240 and 6508±800 cal BC. The dates associated with the grill-plan
phase are 8,427±279–8,190±487 cal BC. The site occupied about 2 hectares and is located at the
south end of the Ergani plain, abutting a small river (Schirmer 1990).
The subsistence economy has been studied primarily for the purpose of identifying
earliest domesticates and domestication processes, rather than on the basis of site provisioning.
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The faunal assemblage is primarily composed of boar—which transition to domestic pig by the
Ceramic Neolithic—as well as pre/pro/proto-domestic sheep, goat, and cattle; however, purely
wild animals including deer, gazelle, and hare make up over a third of the fauna until they begin
to decline toward the end of the MPPNB (Ervynck, et al. 2001; Hongo, et al. 2009). The
botanical data suggest that throughout the occupation, including the Grill-Plan phase, pulses
played a more important role in the diet than did cereals. The pulses are dominated by bitter
vetch, with nearly equal amounts of true pea, and lesser quantities of lentils and wild vetches;
while the cereals are a mix of wild and domestic einkorn and emmer wheats and barley (van
Zeist and de Roller 1991).
Human burials at Çayönü Tepesi were primarily intramural. Additionally, secondary
burials of as many as 400 persons took place within the “Skull Building.” By the late PPNB,
public secondary burials declined and intramural, sub-floor, burial became the norm (Pearson, et
al. 2013).
Based on a 2,000-piece sample, lithic production strategies at Çayönü Tepesi were
explored by Binder (2008). Binder notes that prior to the Early Grill Building phase (EPPNB
equivalent), of which dates are not given but can be generally considered prior to the PPNB,
lithic production was focused on expedient flakes on local cherts. Within the grill-plan phases,
this production strategy continues, but declines in importance as preformed naviform blades and
Byblos points, primarily of brown chert with limited quantities of obsidian, are imported to the
site. Relative quantity of obsidian pieces increased over time, though its social scarcity is marked
by heavy conservation and reworking dulled blades.
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Kömürcü-Kaletepe
Work at Kömürcü-Kaletepe (34) has revealed a long history of obsidian extraction and
processing surrounding a 4 ha. exposure of obsidian. The earliest exploitation appears to have
occurred in the lower Paleolithic, with further periods of use in the PPNB and Anatolian Pottery
Neolithic (Balkan-Atlı and Binder 2001). There is no evidence to suggest that a village was
located at the site; given the long and harsh winter climate in the immediate area, the site is
believed to be a summer seasonal extraction and processing camp (Balkan-Atlı and Binder 2001;
Binder and Balkan-Atlı 2001; Binder, et al. 2011). Most relevant to this discussion is the 100 m2
workshop found in Sector P, Stratum 3. There is one radiocarbon date associated with this area,
GifA-99090, which dates to 7,964±572 BC (Balkan-Atli and Binder 2000).
Two chaînes opératoires, both identical in procurement–core preform stages, are present
in this occupation. The dominant chaîne opératoire (75%) was a naviform-type bidirectional
production strategy which generated long obsidian blades. About 25% of the production was a
unifacial prismatic pressure-flaking chaîne opératoire which produced obsidian bladelets
(Binder and Balkan-Atlı 2001). These production strategies are not found at any other site in
central Anatolia, the closest analogous lithic style being found at Dja’ade in northern Syria
(Balkan-Atlı, et al. 1999; Binder 2001). Abu Gosh style projectile points were also identified at
the site (Balkan-Atli and Binder 2000).
Several important takeaways are presented by the PPNB period record at KömürcüKaletepe relative to the Cypro-PPNB. First, though there are clear imports to the island
originating at the site, it cannot be a source for the peopling of the island. The data discussed
above clearly demonstrate that the people extracting the obsidian at Kömürcü-Kaletepe were not
local to the region, but rather seasonally moving into the area and taking the obsidian back to the
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Levantine region. In fact, Binder and Balkan-Atlı (2001) have observed that the majority of
Çiftlik obsidian being used within Anatolia at the time was quarried at Kayırlı-Kabaktepe and
filtered through Aşıklı Höyük following an unrelated chaîne opératoire. Finally, it is evident by
the ratio of chaînes opératoires at Kömürcü-Kaletepe, and the fact that all of the obsidian on
Cyprus was the product of the lessor chaîne, that Cyprus was not foremost in the minds of the
people evidenced at the site.
Aşıklı Höyük
Aşıklı Höyük (35) was discovered in 1964 by Edmund Gordon while researching Hittite
settlement. As the site was outside of this period, Ian Todd was first to publish it. He recorded
6,200 obsidian pieces and one chert artifact. The assemblage was primarily tools with few
projectile points and many scrapers and retouched flakes. He considered this initial sample in
light of other assemblages and concluded that there were some similarities with early
Çatalhöyük, though Aşıklı presented less bifacial retouch and much fewer projectile points. He
found no significant similarities with the assemblages from Ras Shamra, Jericho, or other
Southern Levantine sites (Todd 1966). This test season produced two radiocarbon dates,
8,070±388 BC (P-1240) and 7,454±99 BC (GrN-19366), published two years later (Todd
1968a).
Major excavations in the 1990s and 2000s produced more detailed accounts of the site.
These include studies of the architecture, subsistence economy, and lithics; as well as many new
radiocarbon dates. These fill in the dates published by Todd, which still bracket the site (Böhner
and Schyle 2006). The site size was estimated at between 3.5 and 4 ha (Esın and Harmankaya
1999).
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Architecture at Aşıklı is composed of nucleated structures with multiple, agglutinated,
homes clustered together. These clusters are separated by streets. Like Çatalhöyük, homes are
accessed by roof hatch. However, unlike Çatalhöyük, the housing at Aşıklı demonstrates a deep
concern for history. Many clusters follow the same design form many rebuilding events and
hearths are typically superimposed throughout time (Düring 2005).
The subsistence economy was studied in terms of both plant and animal components. The
plants include einkorn wheat, emmer wheat, a free-threshing wheat, barley, bitter vetch, and
lentil. Based on the ratio of plant remains, threshing likely occurred on site. The most common
plant was bitter vetch, which must be leached before human consumption (van Zeist and de
Roller 1995). By NISP, the most common animal recovered at the site was caprine, followed by
sheep. Goat was a distant sixth in rank suggesting that many of the caprine remains were from
sheep. It is believed, based on morphology, evidence for penning, and kill patterns, that sheep at
Aşıklı were morphologically wild, but under intensive management by humans. Other major
contributions to the diet included hare, aurochs, and carp. Wild pigs were present, but in very
small amounts (Stiner, et al. 2014).
Remains of at least 75 people were recovered from Aşıklı. All burials were primary,
found in flexed position beneath household floors (Özbek 2012). It appears that over half of the
bodies were burn prior to interment, and only women were found with grave goods (Özbek
1998).
Chipped stone at the site remains dominated by obsidian, two sources of which are
associated with the site: the Kayırı source and Nenezi Dağ sources (Abbès, et al. 1998; Balkan
Atlı 1994). There is some discrepancy between Abbès and Balkan-Atlı as to the question of
uniformity of chaîne opératoire between the two sources; this may reflect differences in analysis
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or expansion of data from 72,000 to 120,000 pieces. Nevertheless, the chaîne begins in both
sources with the quarrying of block or tablets of obsidian for further processing. Both authors
agree that, from Nenezi Dağ these were subject to direct procurement strategy and returned to
Aşıklı for further processing. From the Kayırı source, Abbès suggests that further processing
occurred at the source. Balkan-Atlı asserts that the primary strategy was to produce opposed
platform blade cores, with lessor production of single platform blade and flake cores; however,
Abbès suggests that prismatic blade cores were the primary focus. In either case, the industry
focused on the hard hammer production of blades from blocks of obsidian. As observed by Todd,
the primary tool class remains the scraper—representing 63% of the tool assemblage—and
projectile points are rare—representing less than 1% of the same (Balkan Atlı 1994).
What is clear from this discussion is that Aşıklı Höyük was undergoing a process of
neolithization completely apart from the PPNB phenomena. Managed sheep and bitter vetch
were dietary staples, rather than grain. Architecture was more in keeping with the Early
Anatolian Neolithic, though unique in continuity through time. And, crucially for our
understanding of PPNB obsidian networks, the lithic industry was completely apart from the
PPNB and the lithic production witnessed at Kömürcü-Kaletepe.
Northern Syria
The PPNB in Northern Syria has been underexplored. Only two PPNB sites are discussed
here (Figure 65).
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Figure 65. PPNB Sites and Ras Shamra in Northern Syria.
36= Tell Sabi Abyad, 37= Tell Ain el-Kerkh, 38=Tell Ras Shamra.

Tell Sabi Abyad II
Tell Sabi Abyad II (36) is a PPNB and Pottery Neolithic settlement in the Jazirah region
of Syria excavated in the 1990s by Akkermans and Verhoeven. All of the following is based on
information in their PPNB phase monograph (Akkermans and Verhoeven 2000). It is a low .6 ha
mound of which 540 m2 has been excavated under a 9-by-9-meter gird. It dates somewhat later
than most PPNB sites discussed previously, between 7,569±174 and 5,177±298 cal BC. The
architectural remains suggest rectilinear multi-roomed houses with much variation in building
materials and floor plans. Despite this variability and the relatively small settlement size
(estimated at a few dozen people at any one time), some civic architecture is noted. This includes
a 10-x-7-meter pisé platform lined with gypsum boulders.
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Chipped stone is primarily obsidian (59.5%), supplemented with chert. Both seem to
have been primarily imported in blade form. The obsidian is believed to originate from the
Bingöl region, quite a bit further east than the Çiftlik source. However, this is based on
morphological characteristics as chemical sourcing has not been done. A few of the obsidian
pieces have been retouched into formal tools, but the vast majority were not worked. Of the
chert, there is limited evidence for on-site processing in the form of 2 hammerstones and 7
cores—one of which was naviform—however the debitage assemblage does not suggest that this
was the norm. Of the 331 chert tools identified, most were sickle blades (43.5%), these tend to be
somewhat shorter than their Levantine counterparts and generally made of snapped blades
without retouch.
The subsistence economy appears to have been dominated by sheep-goat, with lesser
amounts of cattle and pig. The cereals are primarily emmer wheat and barley, though limited
evidence for einkorn and bread wheat are also present. Other economic plants include lentils and
large quantities of flax, which may have been used for oil or linen.
Tell Ain el-Kerkh
Tell Ain el-Kerkh (37) is a very important site when considering the origins of the CyproPPNB. It is an EPPNB site located near the Syro-Cilician coast, the region proposed by
Peltenburg as the origin of the Cypro-PPNB people (Peltenburg 2004; Peltenburg, et al. 2001).
An often-levied criticism of this theory has been the lack of data from EPPNB sites and its
supplementation with LPPNB data from sites like Ras Shamra (38). Excavations have been
underway since the 1990s; however, it has only been since the late 2000’s the team from
Tsukaba University (筑波大学) have been publishing the data in English to fill this gap
(Tsuneki, et al. 2006). Radiocarbon dates for the site range from 8,708±800 to 7,456±228 BC.
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The site occupied about 1 ha during the EPPNB, ballooning to 16 ha by the LPPNB (Tsuneki
2012). No architecture has been associated with the earliest phase.
The subsistence economy has been documented both by plant and animal remains. The
botanical assemblage is documented from 1,067 liters of sediment which was subject to both
hand sorting and flotation analysis (Tanno and Willcox 2006). The primarily components are
legumes (mostly chickpea, fava bean, and lentil), with only trace quantities of cereals (einkorn,
emmer, and barley). Analysis of the chickpea remains demonstrate an extreme variety of shapes
and sizes, suggesting that it was either wild or early in the domestication process. Most of the
faunal assemblage is made up of boar, followed by gazelle, fallow deer, and caprines. Limited
quantities of dog, cat, and cattle were also recovered.
The lithic assemblage includes both chert and obsidian. The 3000-piece EPPNB
assemblage includes 6 naviform cores as well as core-on-flake bladelet cores. Most (74%) of the
tools were constructed on blade blanks. Most formal tools were sickles, followed by burins, and
then projectile points. The majority of these were Aswad and Amuq type (Arimura 2007). The
obsidian is primarily long blades generated from bidirectional cores and smaller blades (probably
bladelets) crafted on unidirectional cores using pressure flaking. No cores have been identified
and it is light gray in color; though chemical sourcing has not yet been done, the researchers
believe it to have its origins in the Göllü Dag lava flow (Tsuneki, et al. 2006). These data fit well
with the reports from Kömürcü-Kaletepe.
By the LPPNB, Tell Ain el-Kerkh had reached an area of 16 ha, leading some researchers
suggest considering it a PPNB megasite (Tsuneki 2012). Also, in the LPPNB, an 83-piece blade
cache was recovered, demonstrating long (90.4–127mm) unidirectional blades of light brown
and beige calcareous chert (Arimura 2008). Finally, the LPPNB phase is the first to have yielded
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human skeletal remains, though by the Pottery Neolithic, a large cemetery would be established
on the site (Tsuneki 2011). While many parallels can be seen between Ain el-Kerkh and the
Cypro-PPNB, from the vantage point of the Tsukaba University team, the parallels are less than
compelling (Tsuneki, et al. 2006:64-66).

Summary
The above data are summarized in table form below. These data are broken up over three
tables. Table 75 provides period, location, approximate site size in hectares, general
environmental setting, start and end dates for the Aceramic Neolithic occupation in calibrated
years BC, Primary animal and components of the diet, architectural shape, and building material
for each site. Table 76 provides lithic data—such as dominant tool form, whether a flake or blade
industry is present, whether bidirectional or unidirectional cores were primarily used, whether
obsidian was present, and whether naviform spectrum cores were present—and presence/absence
data on the floral assemblage of each site. Finally, Table 77 provides presence/absence data on
the faunal assemblage and projectile points styles, following Shea (2013), for each site.
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Table 75. Site Trait Table, Part 1.

Site

Period

Location

Size (Ha)

Tenta-Late

KC

Cyprus

0.3

Dhali

KC

Cyprus

Ortos

KC

Kastros

KC

Khirokitia

Environment

Start Data

End
Date

Primary
Animal

Primary
Plant

Architecture

architecture
material

Inland

7022

5457

Deer

Lentil

circular

stone

0.06

Riverine

6866

6256

Deer

No data

None

stone

Cyprus

2.4

Riverine

6400

6133

sheep

Lentil

None

mud brick

Cyprus

0.17

Coastal

6733

5047

Deer

Emmer

Circular

mud brick and stone

KC

Cyprus

2.5

Riverine

6642

5140

sheep

Emmer

Circular

mud brick and stone

AVA

PPNA

Cyprus

0.25

Upland

8932.5

8723

Pig

No data

Circular

Semi-subterranean

Klimonas

PPNA

Cyprus

0.07

Coastal

8992.5

8839

Pig

Emmer

Circular

Semi-subterranean

Akanthou

PPNB

Cyprus

4.2

Coastal

7975

7790

Deer

No data

Circular

mud brick

Tenta-Early

PPNB

Cyprus

0.1

Inland

8666

7022

sheep-goat

No data

Circular

skins

Mylouthkia

PPNB

Cyprus

6

Coastal

8541

6914

Pig

Barley

None

None

Ais Giorkis

PPNB

Cyprus

0.24

Upland

7776

7253

Deer

Einkorn

Circular

pise

Shillourokambos

PPNB

Cyprus

2

Coastal

8535

7087

Deer

Barley

Circular

Multiple

Jericho

PPNB

SLC

2.5

Riverine

7919

7500

Goat

Emmer

Rectangular

Mud brick

Ain Ghazal

PPNB

SLC

13

Riverine

8528

7316

Goat

Pulses

Rectangular

stone

Motza

PPNB

SLC

Unknown

Upland

8430

8040

Gazelle

No data

Both

stone

Yiftah’el

PPNB

SLC

4

Inland

7998

6355

Gazelle

Lentil

Rectangular

Mud brick

Horvat Galil

PPNB

SLC

1

Upland

8563

8030

Gazelle

Fava

Rectangular

Mud brick

Nahal Betzet

PPNB

SLC

0.2

Inland

8569

8569

Gazelle

Grasses

Both

all

Mishmar Ha’emeq

PPNB

2

Inland

Aurochs

No data

None

None

Beidha

PPNB

AAN

PPNB

Gwair

PPNB

SLC
Southern
Jordan
Southern
Jordan
Southern
Jordan

Abu Salem

PPNB

SLAZ

ND

ND

0.35

Arid

8155

7644

Ibex

Barley

Circular

Semi-subterranean

0.12

Arid

8010

7337

Ibex

Emmer

Circular

Semi-subterranean

1.2

Arid

7971

7526

Ibex

Barley

Rectangular

stone

0.01

Arid

No Data

No data

Circular

stone

ND

ND

Continued
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Site

Period

Location

Size (Ha)

Environment

Start Data

Nahal Issaron

PPNB

SLAZ

0.05

Arid

7394

Ujrat el-Mehed

PPNB

SLAZ

0.03

Arid

7471

Composite

PPNB

<0.03

Arid

Çayönü

PPNB

Kömürcü-Kaletepe

PPNB

Aşıklı Höyük

PPNB*

SLAZ
Central
Anatolia
Central
Anatolia
Central
Anatolia

Sabi Abyad II

PPNB

Ain el-Kerkh

PPNB

ND

End
Date

Primary
Animal

Primary
Plant

Architecture

architecture
material

7394

Ibex

No data

Circular

stone

7068

Ibex

No data

Circular

Semi-subterranean

Ibex

No data

Circular

stone

ND

2

Inland

8427

8190

Pig

Bitter vetch

Rectangular

stone

4

Inland

8536

7392

No Data

No data

None

None

4

Inland

8458

7353

Sheep

Vetch

Nucleated

mud brick

N.Syria

0.6

Inland

7569

5177

sheep-goat

Emmer

Rectangular

Multiple

N.Syria

1

Inland

8708

7456

Pig

Chickpea

No data

None

Table 76. Site Trait Table, Part 2.

Site

major tool

Flake/blade

Bi/Uni Cores

Obsidian

Naviformlike

Emmer

Einkorn

Barley

Lentil

Pea/
vetch

Flax

Yes

Burial
Intramural
and trash

Tenta-Late

Denticulate

Blade

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Dhali

No data

No data

No data

Yes

No

None

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Ortos

Sickle

Flake

Kastros

Sickle

Flake

Ad-hoc

Yes

No

Frags only

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Unidirectional

Yes

Yes

Frags only

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Khirokitia

No data

No data

Unidirectional

Yes

No

Intramural

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

AVA

Burin

Blade

Unidirectional

No

No

None

No

No

No

No

No

No

Klimonas

Burin

Blade

Unidirectional

No

No

None

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Akanthou

No data

No data

No data

Yes

No

None

No

No

No

No

No

No

Tenta-Early

Backed

Mixed

Bidirectional

No

Yes

None

No

No

No

No

No

No

Mylouthkia

Backed

Mixed

Ad-hoc

Yes

Yes

Trash

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Ais Giorkis

Scraper

Mixed

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

Trash

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Shillourokambos

No data

Blade

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

Trash

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Continued
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Site

major tool

Flake/blade

Bi/Uni Cores

Obsidian

Naviformlike

Burial

Emmer

Einkorn

Barley

Lentil

Pea/
vetch

Flax

Jericho

Sickle

Blade

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

Intramural

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Ain Ghazal

Burin

Blade

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

Intramural

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Motza

Burin

Flake

Ad-hoc

Yes

Yes

Intramural

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yiftah’el

No data

No data

No data

Yes

Yes

Intramural

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Horvat Galil

Sickle

Flake

Unidirectional

Yes

Yes

Intramural

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Nahal Betzet

Sickle

Blade

Bidirectional

No

Yes

None

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Mishmar Ha’emeq

Point

Flake

Ad-hoc

No

No

Cemetery

No

No

No

No

No

No

Beidha

Point

Flake

Ad-hoc

Yes

Yes

None

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

AAN

Point

Blade

Bidirectional

No

Yes

None

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Gwair

Point

Blade

Bidirectional

No

Yes

Trash

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Abu Salem

Point

Blade

Bidirectional

No

Yes

None

No

No

No

No

No

No

Nahal Issaron

Notch

Blade

Bidirectional

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Ujrat el-Mehed

Point

Blade

Bidirectional

No

No

None
Bell-shaped
Pits

No

No

No

No

No

No

Composite

Point

Blade

Bidirectional

No

Yes

Trash

No

No

No

No

No

No

Çayönü

No data

Flake

Ad-hoc

Yes

No

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Kömürcü-Kaletepe

No data

Blade

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

Intramural

No

No

No

No

No

No

Aşıklı Höyük

Scraper

Blade

Unidirectional

Yes

No

Intramural

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Sabi Abyad II

Sickle

Blade

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ain el-Kerkh

Sickle

Blade

Bidirectional

Yes

Yes

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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Table 77. Site Trait Table, Part 3.

Site

Pig

Sheep

Goat

Bos

Deer

Ghazel

Cat

Dog

Southern
Levantine
Points

Tenta-Late

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Dhali

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Ortos

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Kastros

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Khirokitia

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

AVA

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Klimonas

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Akanthou

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Tenta-Early

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Mylouthkia

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Ais Giorkis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Shillourokambos

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Jericho

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Ain Ghazal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Motza

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yiftah’el

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Horvat Galil

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nahal Betzet

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Mishmar Ha’emeq

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Beidha

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

AAN

No

No
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